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FINE MODERN &
ANTIQUE GUN AUCTION
AUCTION COMMENCES 10:00AM
MONDAY 21st NOVEMBER 2022 LOTS 1-898
TUESDAY 22nd NOVEMBER 2022 LOTS 900-1852

Sale Number A1122
Viewing by appointment only:
Monday to Friday
9.30am–5.00pm
Saturday 19th November
10.00am–3.00pm
Sunday 20th November
10.00am–3.00pm

For information regarding buyers premiums
and associated charges, please see page 2

Auctioneer:
Alastair Dixon

PLEASE NOTE
THE AUCTION ROOMS WILL BE OPEN FOR BIDDING IN PERSON
ON THE DAY

REMOTE BIDDING OPTIONS AVAILABLE:
TO ARRANGE A TELEPHONE BID:
Please contact our Main Office
Tel: +44 (0) 1485 542822
or by email at info@holtsauctioneers.com

A COMMISSION / ABSENTEE BID:
Please contact our Main Office
Tel: +44 (0) 1485 542822
or by email at info@holtsauctioneers.com
OR
Can be left directly online via www.holtsauctioneers.com

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING
VIA Invaluable (www.invaluable.com)
AND
the-saleroom (www.the-saleroom.com)

Main Office:
Holts Auctioneers
Church Farm Barns
Wolferton
Norfolk
PE31 6HA
Tel: +44 (0)1485 542822
Fax: +44 (0)1485 544463
Email: info@holtsauctioneers.com
Website: www.holtsauctioneers.com

Front Cover Illustration: Lot 1370
Back Cover Illustration: Lot 499
Please note all Lots are illustrated on our website
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INFORMATION FOR BUYERS
HOLTS charges a premium to the buyer on the hammer price of
each lot sold at the following rates:
25% up to and including £50,000
20% in excess of the hammer price above £50,000
Any bids submitted via the Invaluable and The Saleroom
platforms will incur a surcharge.
For UK residents VAT is payable on the premium at the rate of
20%. This is not recoverable under current UK VAT rules. VAT is
also applicable to the hammer price when marked in the lot
description as follows:
Items marked (dagger symbol) are subject to 20% VAT on the
hammer price as the goods are newly manufactured.
Items marked * are subject to 5% VAT on the hammer price as
an antique import.
Items marked ** are subject to 20% VAT on the hammer price
as a modern import.
No VAT will be applied to the invoice of any buyer residing
outside of the UK.
OTHER NOTES:
Bladed products are not for sale to people under the age of 18.
By bidding on an edged weapon you are declaring that you are
18 years of age or over. Upon collection photo identification will
be required if a person appears under 25, to prove that they are
over 18 years old. Please be aware that we are unable to send
edged weapons or bladed products by postal courier to a UK
residential address (Offensive Weapons Act 2019).

Antique and Obsolete Calibre weapons are sold as exempt
items under Section 58 (2) of the 1968 Firearms act – to be held
as a curiosity or ornament only. Please note that by bidding on
these items you declare that you are not a Prohibited Person as
defined by Section 21 of the Firearms Act 1968 (as amended).
Section 5 items may only be bid on by current Section 5 licence
holders without exception. A valid Section 5 authority must be
produced in order to view prohibited weapons. Overseas buyers
should be aware that items classified as Section 5 prohibited
weapons under UK law will incur additional shipping charges
regardless of their classification outside the UK.
Buyers of items covered by Section 7 should refer to chapter 9
of the Home Office ‘Firearms Law – Guidance to the Police’ for
eligibility and restrictions.
Unless prior arrangement has been made, two weeks after the
Sealed bid sale, all Section 5 (and Section 7.1 / 7.3) items will
be moved to a Section 5 carriers where storage charges will be
incurred.
NOTE TO OVERSEAS BUYERS:
Please be aware that items classified as Section 5 Prohibited
Weapons under UK Law will incur additional shipping charges
regardless of their classification outside of the UK.
Please be aware that under current UK restrictions, no modern
firearms, edged weapons (or component parts) of Russian
origin can be exported outside of the United Kingdom.
Goods will not be released until all outstanding charges have
been met. Collection will be by arrangement.

FIREARMS ACT 1968 (AS AMENDED)

Buyers should make arrangements with Mrs Laura Arnold in
advance of the sale date should they wish to pay by cheque. All
major debit and credit cards accepted.

Purchasers must hold a valid licence to purchase the item they
are bidding on.

Purchasers are responsible for shipping charges and licensable
items can only be sent to a registered RFD.

Private buyers resident within the UK who have successfully bid
on a Section 1 or Section 2 item must send by Recorded
Delivery their original shotgun/firearm certificate to Holts in
advance of making payment. The certificate will be checked and
completed on day of receipt and returned by Recorded Delivery,
at which point payment should be made. Successful bidders not
in possession of a valid authority are requested to pay a deposit
of 95% of the invoice total with the remaining 5% payable once
the certificate has been checked and completed.

Purchases may be collected on the day of the sale or by
appointment from our gunroom in Norfolk. Cleared funds need
to have been received and the necessary licence produced. It
may be possible by prior arrangement (minimum seven days
notice) to organise collection from a valuation day or delivery to
a Registered Firearms Dealer.
Storage charges will be waived until further notice.
We are unable to send ammunition and cartridges.
Holt’s Auctioneers deal in GBP only.
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Our research, together with the kindness of the makers in allowing us access to their records, enables us to provide the
following information which shows the original or previous owners of certain Lots, in addition to those directly associated
with them. This will prove useful if trying to trace a family shotgun or rifle.
MADE FOR

DATE OF MANUFACTURE

LOT NUMBER

Admiral Sir Edward Seymour
Admiral Sir Edward Seymour
Colonel William Gore Langton
Sir John Hippisley, 2nd Bt.
Capt. C (possibly Conroy)
Charles Gresley
Ali Murad Khan Talpore, Mir of Khairpur
Rev. Taylor
D. Hughes
Geoffrey Boothroyd
Lt.Colonel Oswald Middleton
Lord Castlemaine
King Alfonso XIII of Spain
John Kingsley-Heath
Russell B. Aitken
From Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovitch of Russia
Capt. Stuart Colquhoun Grant
Samual Valentine Huggett
J.M. Graham
N.R. Chaine
Rosemary Marchioness of Northampton
Gerald L White
Colonel David Lyulph Gore Wolseley Ogilvy, 12th and 7th Earl of Airlie KT, GCVO, MC
R.C. Dewhurst
Anthony de Rothschild
Charles Theodore Halswell Kemeys-Tynte, 8th Baron Wharton
Bryan Cookson
Claude Watney
Jean Henri Tresfon
Capt. A.L.B. Anderson
Lieutenant Douglas Francis Fairfax Shennan
Brandt
Earl Manners
M. Shaw-Stewart
Gordon Reid
Richard Leeper McClelland (Richard 'Dick' Leech)
A.W. Pearson Esq.
Lord A. St. Maur
Perkins

c1700
c1700
1815
1831
1824
1850
1842
1843
c1860
c1830
1857
1892
1904

251
255
499
505
586
589
595
605
617
633
692
730
744
1038
1038
1053
1073
1111
1301
1307
1310
1350
1351
1354
1356
1359
1361
1362
1370
1372
1374
1400
1422
1423
1450
1556
1755
1800
1850

1914
1884
c1910
1911
1898
1995
1935
1918
1931
1906
1903
1893
1892
1932
1921
1901
1891
1901
1926
1995
1923
1907
1866
1867
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NEW FROM QUILLER PUBLISHING IN ASSOCIATION WITH HOLTS

BRITISH GUNMAKERS
OF THE 21ST CENTURY
DONALD DALLAS

AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE FROM HOLTS

£40.00
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AIR ARMS AND TAXIDERMY
Air Arms
Taxidermy

1 - 23 and 50 – 65
100 - 119
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1

4

1 Pre-1939
W.W GREENER, BIRMINGHAM
A GOOD .177 CAM-ACTION BREAK-BARREL AIR-RIFLE, serial no. 766,
circa 1935, with blued 20in. rifled barrel, ramp fore-sight with dove-tailed
blade, standing notch rear-sight with elevation screw, the side of breech
block stamped with the serial number and ‘.177 BORE’ together with
‘OIL’, large rotating cammed locking catch, plain air-chamber engraved
‘W.W. GREENER, MAKER, BIRMINGHAM’, figured possible replacement
plain walnut butt-stock with saw-backed pistol-grip and blued iron heelplate, blued iron trigger-guard with trigger adjustment screw and
one-piece cocking link, the whole professionally refinished
£500-800
2 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .22 ‘MKII SERVICE’ BARREL-COCKING AIR-RIFLE, serial no. S9614,
circa 1936, with matching number, 25 1/2in. barrel fitted with a ramp and
blade fore-sight, push-button barrel release, elevating dove-tailed rearsight to the barrel cradle, rotating bolt-handled barrel-lock, peep-sight
to rear, blued air-chamber with model details and patents, trigger unit
with makers name and address, no provision for safety catch, walnut
semi pistol-grip butt-stock, ribbed horn heel-plate, the whole retaining
strong traces of original blued finish
£300-500

8

Monday 21st November

3 Pre-1939
A VICTORIAN PRE-CHARGED PNEUMATIC AIR-CANE WITH 80-BORE
(SHOT) & 140-BORE RIFLED BARRELS, serial no. 94, unsigned, circa
1870, the tapering 20 1/2in. barrel section with removable rifled insert
and nose-cap with captive mahogany ramrod, aperture for cocking key
and concealed button trigger, plain straight air-reservoir with cranked
horn handle, the whole painted in imitation of hazelwood and retaining
much finish, complete with replacement key
£300-500
4
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A SCARCE BOXED NEW OLD STOCK .22 ‘MODEL MK3’ UNDER-LEVER
AIR-RIFLE, serial no. B8339, for 24th August 1974, with 18 1/2in. blued
barrel, open sights, the fore-sight retaining its tunnel protector, blued
air-chamber with applied rail for a telescopic sight and walnut half-stock,
the whole in unassembled, unfired near mint condition with all numbers
and details still retaining traces of white paint, all warning labels and
swing tickets intact and complete in grease-proof paper within a card
carton with instruction leaflet and buff printed outer ‘Webley’ label
£400-600
Provenance: A hand written note from the vendor states “This is unfired,
brought new assembled from Hamleys, Regent Street in 1974, it was in the
rack at the shop. Now put in c/board box in 2021. Box was for a .177. Early
Box”.
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6

5

5 Pre-1939
A RARE PRE-WAR .177 ‘MODEL 58 (THIRD VARIANT)’ UNDER-LEVER
AIR-RIFLE BY DIANA, serial no. 58-236, possibly a date-code for
February 1936 and concealed below the loading tap plate, with tapering
19 1/2in. barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight, elevating blade rear-sight, tapaction breech, plain air-chamber marked with the figure of Diana holding
an air-rifle aloft trademark above ‘DIANA MOD 58’, transitional walnut
half-stock with chequered half pistol grip and retaining the fingergrooves of the second variant to the fore-end, the left face of butt
embossed ‘GORDON CORDUKES’ (presumed a previous owner), iron
‘Mauser’ style heel-plate, adjustable guarded trigger and push-button
under-lever, fitted with eyelets for sling, traces of original blued finish
with some additional refinishing
£800-1,200
Provenance: Built in three variations between 1915-40, the Diana 58 was the
flagship air-rifle of the Diana range. Few were made as the purchase cost
outweighed many fine shotguns of the same period.

6
A BOXED .175 (BB) CO2-POWERED BENJAMIN ‘30-30 HOT SHOT’ AIRRIFLE, serial no. S23415, circa 1965, with smoothbore 17in. barrel, blade
fore-sight, buckhorn rear-sight, receiver with rear mounted holder for
8-gram co2 cylinders, plain walnut half-stock, appearing unused in its
manufacturers blue and white card carton with original papers,
instructions and ‘bb’ sample (some water staining to box and mild
staining to barrel finish)
£200-300
7 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A .177 ‘MKII SERVICE’ AIR-RIFLE, serial no. S5959, circa 1936, with
matching number 25 1/2in. barrel fitted with a ramp and blade fore-sight,
push-button barrel release, elevating dove-tailed rear-sight to the barrel
cradle, rotating bolt-handled barrel-lock, peep-sight to rear, blued airchamber with model details and patents, trigger unit with makers name
and address, no provision for safety catch, walnut semi pistol-grip buttstock, ribbed horn heel-plate, the whole and older refinish with surface
frosting
£300-500

Monday 21st November

9
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9

8

8 Pre-1939
AN UNUSUAL .177 CAM-ACTION BREAK-BARREL GREENER VARIANT
AIR-RIFLE, no visible serial number, believed circa 1939 and by W.W.
Greener of Birmingham, with blued 20in. rifled barrel, ramp fore-sight
with dove-tailed blade, standing notch rear-sight with elevation screw
(both sights possible later manufacture), the side of breech block
unmarked and with recessed locking groove around the breech, large
rotating cammed locking catch, plain air-chamber, plain walnut buttstock with saw-backed pistol-grip and later ribbed vulcanite heel-plate,
blued iron trigger-guard with trigger adjustment screw and one-piece
cocking link, the whole professionally refinished
£300-500
Provenance: A note attached to the air-rifle suggests that this air-rifle was
unfinished and never added to Greener’s stock, hence the lack of serial
number. Also states that it was bought as a set of parts and assembled and
blued after being acquired

10

Monday 21st November

9
A RARE BOXED .20 MODEL ‘GR-75’ CO2-POWERED PUMP-ACTION
REPEATING AIR-RIFLE BY SHARP, JAPAN, serial no. A002535, circa
1985, with blued 21in. barrel, applied blade fore-sight with integral
muzzle-cap, buckhorn rear-sight, gloss black receiver with detachable
linear magazine, applied telescopic sight rail, Japanese walnut pistolgrip butt-stock and pump-handle, push-button safe in front of the trigger
guard, ribbed hard rubber heel-plate and black plastic grip-cap,
remaining in very little used condition complete with its manufacturers
card and polystyrene carton, original instructions, three magazines and
a Gerald Cardew pneumatic conversion kit (latter not recommended for
use)
£500-700
Provenance: The Sharp GR-75 was produced in extremely limited numbers
throughout the 1980s, with the majority of the production going to the U.S.
For legal reasons in the U.K., very few were ever imported (believed less than
50) but magazine reliability problems always hampered sales wherever it was
retailed. This was mainly due to the rifle being designed for Sharp’s own
pellet, another extremely hard to find commodity
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10

11

10 Pre-1939
BSA, BIRMINGHAM
AN ULTRA-RARE .25 UNDER-LEVER IMPROVED MODEL ‘D’ AIR-RIFLE,
serial no. 21360, for 1908-09, with 19 1/2in. barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight,
elevating notch rear-sight, ‘piled arms’ trademark stamp behind the
rear-sight, marked ‘LOAD 3’ forwards of the load tap, plain air-chamber
stamped ‘THE BSA AIR RIFLE (IMPROVED MODEL ‘D’), THE
BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED - SOLE
MANUFACTURERS’, single screw trigger block, walnut saw-handled
butt-stock with ‘piled arms’ trademark, cast trigger guard, no provision
for fore-end and ‘spade’ style under-lever catch, the whole of the
metalwork an older refinish now almost completely lost
£600-900

11
A GOOD BOXED CROSMAN 140 .22 MULTI-PUMP PNEUMATIC AIRRIFLE, no visible serial number, scarce third variant manufactured
between 1956-62, with blued 20in. barrel, folded wire fore-sight,
buckhorn rear-sight, blued receiver with sliding breech-cover, blued
pump-housing, beech butt-stock and fore-end, push-through safety, in
apparent unused condition in its manufacturers card carton
£180-220

Monday 21st November

11
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14

12

12
A RARE JAPANESE TAIYO JUKI ‘GRAND SLAM II’ .22 CO2-POWERED
REPEATING AIR-RIFLE, serial no. F18448X, manufactured in the mid
1980s and with blued 20in. barrel, ramp and blade fore-sight, blacked
receiver with five shot linear magazine, bolt action cocking and power
regulating wheel, beech half-stock with angular fore-end and co2
reservoir below barrel, fine condition and fitted with an AGS 6x40 compact
telescopic sight
£400-600
Provenance: Seldomly encountered today, Taiyo Juki was an off-shoot of the
giant gunmaker, Miroku. They produced a number of models of which the
Grand Slam II is probably the hardest to acquire. It also had the supposed
claim to being the first production air-rifle with a power adjustment wheel,
although this has not been substantiated

13 Pre-1939
A PRE-WWI .177 IMPROVED MODEL ‘D’ AIR-RIFLE BY BSA, serial no.
50958, for 1911, with 19 1/4in. barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight, elevating
notch rear-sight, tap-action breech, the top of air-chamber marked ‘THE
BSA AIR RIFLE (IMPROVED MODEL D) , THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS
CO LTD ENGLAND, SOLE MANUFACTURERS’, single pin trigger unit with
cast trigger guard and front mounted adjuster, chequered walnut sawhandled butt-stock, iron heel-plate (possibly replaced) and side-catch
under-lever marked with BSA patents, traces of blued finish throughout
£100-200
14
A RARE AMERICAN KESSLER .22 MULTI-PUMP PNEUMATIC AIR-RIFLE,
no visible serial number, only manufactured between 1948-50, small
stock version with blued 20 1/2in. barrel, black crackle-finished bolt
action receiver, blade fore-sight, peep rear-sight, beech butt-stock with
shaped flush fitting beech fore-end, collectors condition
£350-450
Provenance: The short lived Kessler air-rifle was available in two versions;
the so-called ‘small-stock’ as here and the ‘two-piece’ version which had an
exposed receiver between the butt-stock and fore-end and which was also
fitted with a cheek-piece. All are rare and seldom encountered

12

Monday 21st November
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15

17

15
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE .22 BENJAMIN CENTENNIAL MODEL MULTIPUMP PNEUMATIC AIR-RIFLE, serial no. 000103, manufactured by the
Benjamin Air Rifle Company for the proclaimed 100th anniversary of the
firm in 1987, with gilt-washed brass 19in. barrel, blade fore-sight, giltwashed brass bolt-action receiver fitted with a ‘Williams’ peep-sight, gilt
washed brass pump-housing, figured plain American walnut butt-stock
and fore-end, gilt washed furniture, appearing unused in its special
padded sleeve with papers
£600-800
Provenance: Benjamin’s original idea was to build enough of these
anniversary air-rifles to satisfy every State in the USA. Sadly, demand fell far
below expectations and it is believed less than 400 were ever produced
(probably far less), with only a handful finding their way to the UK. The whole
‘centennial’ title was a bit of a misnomer, as Benjamin’s actual centenary was
not due until 2002

16 Pre-1939
A PRE-WWI .177 IMPROVED MODEL ‘D’ AIR-RIFLE WITH APERTURE
SIGHT AND STRAIGHT HAND STOCK BY BSA, serial no. 47918, for 1911,
with 19 1/4in. barrel (fore-sight absent), elevating notch rear-sight, tapaction breech, the top of air-chamber marked ‘THE BSA AIR RIFLE
(IMPROVED MODEL D) , THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO LTD
ENGLAND, SOLE MANUFACTURERS’, single pin trigger unit inlet on the
top with a factory fitted adjustable peep-sight and with cast trigger guard
and front mounted adjuster, chequered walnut straight-hand butt-stock
(lightly cleaned, retaining ‘piled arms’ trade-mark), iron heel-plate and
side-catch under-lever marked with BSA patents, traces of blued finish
throughout
£150-250

17
A RARE REPEATING ‘MODEL 118’ CO2-POWERED .22 AIR-RIFLE BY
CROSMAN, USA, no visible serial number, manufactured only between
1952-54, with 22in. barrel, blade fore-sight, peep rear-sight, blacked
receiver with detachable tubular magazine and lever cocking handle,
plain beech half-stock and bulk-fill reservoir below barrel (original filling
cylinder absent), the whole expertly refinished
£350-450
Provenance: Despite being the flagship air-rifle of the Crosman range, its
launch price of $34-95 was nearly double that of a contemporary single shot
Crosman. This, coupled with its use of co2 (rare until the disposable
‘Powerlet’ bulbs arrived) meant that it was a very short-lived model.
Astonishingly, it used an action based on the Girandoni system, first designed
back in 1780

18
A LITTLE USED SCARCE .177 SHARP ‘ACE’ MULTI-PUMP PNEUMATIC
AIR-RIFLE, serial no. A471601, circa 1983, with blued 23 1/2in. barrel,
ramp and tunnel fore-sight, peep rear-sight, blued pump-housing, dark
hardwood butt-stock with flush-fitting matching pump-handle, the whole
remaining in collectors condition and appearing little used
£300-400
Provenance: Difficult to find in any condition, near unused examples in .177
are particularly hard to acquire.

Monday 21st November

13
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20

19
A SCARCE HAMMERLI ‘MODEL 4 HS 03’ .177 SIDE-LEVER AIR-RIFLE,
serial no. 18197, a short lived variant of the ‘400’ series rifles
manufactured circa 1990, with blued 17 3/4in. barrel, tunnel fore-sight,
adjustable rear-sight, full-length under-barrel weight, thumb-wheel
rotary loading tap, blued air-chamber railed for a telescopic sight and
beech half-stock with grooved fore-end, the whole appearing very little
used
£200-300
20** Pre-1939
A SCARCE .177 HAENAL MODEL ‘IV E’ UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, no
visible serial number, circa 1935, with expertly refinished 19in. barrel,
dove-tailed fore-sight, elevating notch rear-sight, plain air-chamber
marked ‘HAENAL MODEL IV E’, trigger unit with ‘Haenel’ trade-mark to
top, chequered walnut saw-handled half pistol-grip butt-stock with iron
heel-plate, cast trigger guard with adjuster, no provision for fore-end and
push-button release under-lever
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£100-150
21
A SCARCE .177 BREAK-BARREL AIR-RIFLE BY B.S.F., MODEL ‘S70’,
serial no. A6583, possibly a date code for May 1983, with blued 19in.
barrel, blade fore-sight, diecast elevating rear-sight, plain air-chamber
with applied telescopic sight rail, beech half-stock with pressed
chequered pistol-grip and finger-grooved fore-end, fitted with swivels,
much original factory finish throughout
£100-200

14

Monday 21st November

22
A SCARCE .177 BSA ‘CLUB’ UNDER-LEVER AIR-RIFLE, serial no.
E11959, for 1949, with blued tapering 18 3/4in. barrel, ramp and blade
fore-sight retaining its tunnel protector, elevating notch rear-sight,
automatic loading tap at breech, plain air-chamber with no provision for
mounting a telescopic sight and etched ‘THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS
CO. LTD, “CLUB” .177 AIR RIFLE, MADE IN ENGLAND’, sloping trigger
unit, walnut half-stock assembled from three pieces, the left side of butt
stamped with the ‘BSA’ trademark and inlet below with a small metal
plaque marked ‘WAGGON SHOP’, ribbed heel and flush-fitting underlever, some abrasions to air-chamber but retaining the majority of its
original finish throughout
£300-500
23
A 180-BORE PRE-CHARGED PNEUMATIC AIR-CANE WITH 54-BORE
SHOT-BARREL, no visible serial number, English, unsigned and circa
1875, with plain black enamelled barrel section, the rifled muzzle-loading
barrel detaching to leave the shot-tube, detachable nose-cap with brasstipped ramrod, concealed button trigger and keyway, straight black
enamelled air reservoir with bun pommel, complete with stirrup pump
and housed in a later home produced pine case compartmented for the
cane and lined in blue baize together with a number of later accessories
£300-500
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51

50

50* Pre-1939
A RARE .177 CO2-POWERED GIFFARD’S PATENT AIR-PISTOL SIGNED
‘MANUFACTURE FRANCAISE D’ARMES ET CYCLES’, serial no. 3563,
circa 1895, with round, stepped 11in. barrel signed ‘MANUFACTURE
FRANCAISE D’ARMES ET CYCLES DE SAINT ETIENNE’, dove-tailed
beaded-blade fore-sight, elevating tangent rear-sight, scroll engraved
slab-sided receiver with rotating loading tap for ball and external
hammer, detachable reservoir under the barrel (bearing the serial
number), chequered walnut grips with domed iron pommel fitted with
central finial, spurred trigger-guard and adjustable trigger, traces only of
original blued finish
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from France, EU RGR Eligible

51
A BOXED .177 ‘ACVOKE’ AIR-PISTOL BY ACCLES & SHELVOKE,
BIRMINGHAM, no visible serial number, circa 1955, with concealed
7 1/2in. rifled barrel, blued concentric-piston air-chamber, bead foresight, adjustable rear-sight blade, blued frame, the standing breech
stamped ‘ACCLES & SHELVOKE LTD, PATENT APPLIED FOR,
BIRMINGHAM 6. ENG.’, hinged backstrap forming the cocking lever with
built-in pellet sizer, black bakelite grips moulded with vertical grooves
and the model designation, cocking link forming the trigger-guard, the
whole retaining much of its original blued finish and complete with its
manufacturers red and black card carton (distressed with pellet damage)
and original printed instruction leaflet
£150-250

£1,500-2,500

Monday 21st November

15
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52

52 Pre-1939
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A SCARCE BOXED .177 PRE-WAR STRAIGHT-GRIP ‘SENIOR’ MODEL
AIR-PISTOL, serial no. S3413, second model circa 1932, with 7 1/16in.
blued barrel, stirrup latch barrel lock, stepped blued air-chamber with
five lines of patents to the left side front and six to the right, three pin
trigger unit without weight adjuster and chequered straight vulcanite
grips, the whole in excellent condition and appearing very little used
(hinge-pin cap screw absent), in a similar period pale blue card carton
retaining instructions and a card carton for ‘WEBLEY SENIOR’ pellets
(taped repairs to carton corners, pellet damage to pellet sample box)
£150-250
53
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A BOXED .177 ‘JUNIOR MODEL’ AIR-PISTOL, batch no. 1093, circa 1963
and series letter marked ‘A’, with blued 6in. smoothbore barrel,
adjustable rear-sight, pull-back barrel latch, blued air-chamber, two pin
trigger unit without weight adjuster, chequered black bakelite grips, the
whole expertly refinished and remaining in excellent order together with
a mock crocodile skin effect card carton with red label, instructions inside
lid and containing a pellet sample envelope
£80-120

16

Monday 21st November

54

54 Pre-1939
ACCLES & SHELVOKE, BIRMINGHAM
A RARE BOXED .177 SIDE-LEVER AIR-PISTOL, MODEL ‘THE WARRIOR’,
no visible serial number, circa 1934, with 7 1/2in. rifled concentric barrel
concealed within the sighted blued steel air chamber, the frame stamped
‘THE WARRIOR, MADE IN ENGLAND’, and on the right-hand side
‘PATENT NOS BRIT. 351268, USA 538057’, pressed steel trigger guard
and chequered black vulcanite grips impressed with a ‘knight’s head’
trademark, the whole expertly refinished and remaining in fine order
complete in a good condition period box with a Union flag label also
depicting the pistol, instruction labels inside the lid and an inked price of
‘25/-’ (some fading to label and staining inside carton)
£300-500
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55

55
WEBLEY & SCOTT, BIRMINGHAM
A GOOD BOXED .177 POST-WAR ‘MKI’ AIR-PISTOL, batch no. 168, with
blued 6 5/8in. barrel, blued breech with adjustable rear-sight and pullback barrel latch, blued stepped air-chamber marked with the model
details on the left hand side retaining their white paint infill, the right side
stamped ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD BIRMINGHAM 4’ and ‘WEBLEY
PATENTS’, rear of air chamber with ‘DO NOT REMOVE’ retaining red paint
infill, four pin trigger group and black chequered hard-rubber grips,
appearing in little used condition with light storage marks only to finish
and complete with its manufacturer’s pale blue and white card carton
and retaining its original instruction leaflet, envelope for replacement
breech washer (no contents) and period carton only for Milbro Caledonian
pellets, the box in clean condition complete with its original card outer
mailing sleeve dated 1958
£150-250

57
A SCARCE BOXED .177 MULTI-PUMP PNEUMATIC CROSMAN ‘MODEL
137’ AIR-PISTOL, serial no. 145918, second model circa 1960, with blued
8 1/2in. barrel, aluminium receiver with sliding breech-cover, blued
pump-housing with press-formed blued pump-handle, black crackle
finished frame and chequered black plastic grips, in its display card
carton with papers and instructions, the whole in good external condition
£80-120

56
A RARE BRONZE-FINISH BOXED .175 (BB) TINPLATE REPEATING DAISY
MODEL ‘177 BULLS-EYE’ AIR-PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa
1960, with remove to load 4 1/4in. smoothbore barrel, tinplate pull back
to cock action, caramel coloured plastic grips (some warping), bronze
painted finish, appearing in very little used condition and complete with
its ‘Rogers’ factory card carton, original instructions, some targets, bb’s
and a spares list
£100-200

Provenance: When it appeared in catalogues, the designation of the Model
‘177’ and the .22 version the ‘122’ was quickly changed to ‘107’ and ‘102’
respectively. The products themselves however retained their original model
numbers stamped into the rear of the receiver until end of production

58 Pre-1939
A PRE-WAR BENJAMIN FRANKLIN .177 ‘FRONT-PUMP’ AIR-PISTOL,
MODEL ‘177 (107)’, no visible serial number, manufactured between
1935-41, with blacked steel rifled 7 3/8in. barrel, blackened brass twist
and pull bolt action receiver and pump-housing, front-mounted plunge
pump, trigger with push-through safe and smooth walnut straight grips,
much original finish remaining
£200-300

59
A SCARCE BOXED .177 MULTI-PUMP PNEUMATIC CROSMAN MODEL
105 ‘BULLSEYE’ AIR-PISTOL, no visible serial number, manufactured
between 1947-53, with blacked 8 1/4in. barrel, twist and pull bolt,
unmarked receiver, blacked pump housing with distinctive double holed
‘under-lever’ pump-handle, blacked trigger unit and mottled red-brown
chequered plastic grips, the whole appearing very little used, in its
makers card carton (some tears to lid) and complete with its original
swing-ticket instruction booklet
£80-120
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60
61

60
A RARE .22 CO2-POWERED AIR-PISTOL BY CROSMAN, MODEL ‘451
MILITARY 45’, serial no. 001730, only produced for one year between
1969-70, with grey powder-coated frame and receiver styled in the guise
of a Colt 1911 type pistol, blacked top-cover with concealed rotary drum
magazine, brown chequered plastic grips, adjustable sights and exposed
hammer
£400-600
61
A RARE .177 (BB) CO2 AIR-PISTOL BY CROSMAN, MODEL ‘677 ‘PLINKO-MATIC’’, serial no. L31229, produced between 1961-64, with 5in.
barrel, black enamel finished frame and receiver (small losses to finish),
adjustable sights, in-line magazine and mottled grey plastic chequered
grips
£450-550
62
AN ULTRA-RARE BOXED CO2-POWERED .177 AIR-PISTOL BY SHARP,
JAPAN, MODEL ‘U-FP’, serial no. A150166, circa 1985, with blued
floating 8in. barrel, twist and pull breech-bolt, blade fore-sight with
adjustable rear-sight, blacked alloy frame with machined side grooves
and decorative punch-marks, adjustable trigger and smooth walnut
anatomical grips, in its manufacturers matching number corrugated card
box
£500-700
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63

65

63
A SCARCE .177 WEBLEY & SCOTT ‘MKII JUNIOR AIR-PISTOL PACK’,
batch no. 311, circa 1973, including a Junior MKII air-pistol in very little
used condition, a tin of Webley Special air pellets, an orange plastic oil
bottle, a packet of Webley air-darts, two boxes of targets and instructions,
complete with instructions, all housed in an orange card carton marked
externally ‘JUNIOR AIR PISTOL PACK’ and listing contents (target holder
absent), contents and carton oil soaked
£80-120

65 Pre-1939
A RARE 6mm CO2-POWERED GIFFARD’S PATENT AIR-PISTOL SIGNED
‘STE. STEPHANOISE D’ARMES - ST ETIENNE’, serial no. 425, circa 1900,
with round 10 1/2in. barrel signed in gilt ‘STE. STEPHANOISE D’ARMES
ST ETIENNE’, dove-tailed beaded-blade fore-sight, colour hardened and
straw-finished elevating tangent rear-sight, scroll engraved slab-sided
receiver with rotating loading tap for ball and external hammer,
detachable reservoir under the barrel (bearing the serial number),
chequered walnut grips with domed iron pommel fitted with central finial,
spurred trigger-guard and adjustable trigger, retaining virtually all of its
apparently original blued finish
£2,500-3,500
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102

100
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A CAPE BUFFALO (Syncerus caffer
caffer), with 10in. boss, 32in. horns, 24in. tip - tip
£500-700
101
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF AN ELAND (Taurotragus oryx), with
approx. 25in. horns
£200-300
102
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A CAPE BUFFALO (Syncerus caffer
caffer), with approx. 9in. boss, 29in. horns, 21 3/4in. tip - tip
£500-700
103
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A ZEBRA (Equus quagga)
£500-700
103
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108

107

104
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A WATERBUCK (Kobus
ellipsiprymnus), with approx. 24 1/2in. horns
£300-500

107
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A SABLE ANTELOPE (Hippotragus
niger), with approx. 37in. horns
£400-600

105
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A GEMSBOK (Oryx gazella), with
approx 25in. horns
£300-500

108
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A BLUE WILDEBEEST
(Connochaetes taurinus), with approx 21in. horns
£300-500

106
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A STAG, with 26 points
£500-700

Monday 21st November
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109

109
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A NYALA (Tagelaphus angasii), with
approx. 27in. horns
£300-500
110
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A WARTHOG (Phacochoerus
africanus), with approx. 8in. horns
£200-300
111
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A BLACK WILDEBEEST (Connochaetes
gnou), with approx. 23 1/2in. horns
£300-500
112
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE-MOUNT OF A KUDU BULL (Tragelaphus strepsiceros),
with approx. 51in. horns
£300-500
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113
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A BUSHPIG (Potamochoerus larvatus)
£100-150
114
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A FALLOW STAG, with 23 points
£400-600
115
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A GOLDEN WILDEBEEST
(Connochaetes taurinus), with approx. 15in. horns
£300-500
116
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE CAPE AND HEAD MOUNT OF A FALLOW STAG, with 18 points
£300-500
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117
WILLIAM MATHEWS
A FINE FULL MOUNT OF AN AFRICAN LION (Panthera leo), with approx. 10in. skull,
8 1/2in. width, 41in. shoulder, mounted on an African savannah type plinth, measuring
approx. 60in. high, 35in. wide, 96in. long
£3,000-5,000
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119

118
A VINTAGE FULL RUG-MOUNT OF A TIGER, lined with black baize,
measuring approx. 112in. x 80in., tail broken and repaired
£250-350
119
A BRACE OF FULL-MOUNTED RED GROUSE, measuring approx. 22in. x
12in. x 14in.
£80-120
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201
A LATE GEORGIAN or EARLY VICTORIAN SWORD-STICK WITH BLUE
AND GILT BLADE, circa 1825, with single-edged 28in. spearpoint blade,
blind fuller towards the back edge, the first half of the blade decorated
with blued scrolls against a gilt background, the blued scrolls extending
into the polished area, white metal mounts at neck and pommel, natural
bamboo scabbard and hilt
£200-300
202
A WORLD WAR TWO JAPANESE OFFICER’S ‘SHIN-GUNTO’ MOUNTED
KATANA WITH SIGNED SMITH-MADE ARSENAL BLADE, probably prewar manufacture, with 25in. blade, visible hamon, white metal habaki,
brass shin-gunto style tsuba with traces of gilding, cotton-bound
sharkskin grip and brown lacquered saya with plain brass mounts
£300-500
203
A PATTERN 1857 ROYAL ENGINEERS OFFICER’S SWORD BY ROBERT
MOLE & SONS, mid-late 19th Century, with 32 1/2in. nickel-steel
thrusting blade of dumbell form, fullered and etched on both sides with
scroll-work and Victoria royal cyphers with ‘ROYAL / ENGINEERS’ to one
side and Royal Artillery ‘UBIQUE’ over, ricasso with brass proved plug to
one side, with ‘MADE BY / ROBt MOLE & SONS / Birmingham / ...for the
/ ARMY & NAVY / COOPERATIVE / SOCIETY / LONDON’ over, blade back
numbered ‘M1944’, gilded brass acanthus leaf guard, back-strap and
pommel, wire-bound fish-skin grip; together with its nickel-steel
scabbard with two suspension rings, a little staining towards the blade
tip, some losses to the guilding, a little wear to the grip and a little grazing
to the nickel on the scabbard, 39 1/2in. overall
£400-600
204
A RARE AND FINE ENGLISH CUT STEEL SMALL SWORD, circa 1790, with
31 1/2in. hollow-ground slender triangular blade fullered on each side,
engraved with scrolls and tracery, decorated polished steel guard,
spiralled grip and urn pommel, with matching spiralling to knuckle-bow,
all with faceted studs and imitation brilliants, together with its
parchment-covered wooden scabbard with steel mounts with suspension
rings, plus pierced and engraved belt clip, pommel a little loose, scabbard
with some shrinkage, locket loose covering some small losses to the
scabbard wood
£600-800
205
A JAPANESE WAKISASHI, late Edo period with 20 1/2in. signed blade,
visible hamon of near ‘crashing wave’ style, white metal habaki, plain
oval tsuba, almost certainly of shibuichi alloy, cotton-bound ray-skin hilt
and black lacquered saya with pocket for kozuka (present) and gold fleck
decoration, with further alloy mounts matching the tsuba
£800-1,200
206
A GOOD AND RARE LATE 18th CENTURY HUSSAR’S STYLE SABRE, circa
1790, with 34in. pipe-backed single-edged steel blade with shallow
fullers on each side, engraved both sides with scroll-work and a standof-arms, and a mounted hussar and bannered ‘VIVAT HUSAR’, brass hilt
and guard with ridged back-strap, brass wire-bound leather grip,
together with leather covered wooden scabbard with ornately decorated
and engraved brass fittings, langet slots and steel-ended chape, no
notching to the blade, a little staining to the blade, good, clear engraving,
a little grazing to the exposed scabbard leather and a few shallow dents
to the scabbard, 40 1/2in. overall
£1,000-1,500
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207
A GOOD EDWARD VII PATTERN 1897 INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD BY
WILKINSON, numbered ‘41989’ for 1909, with 32 1/4in. nickelled steel
blade fullered on each side and etched both sides with scroll-work and
royal cyphers, ricasso with brass ‘proved’ plug, with ‘HENRY /
WILKINSON / PALL MALL / LONDON’ over, numbered to the blade back,
nickelled steel basket guard and hilt, black fish-skin grip bound with
white metal wire, black painted leather scabbard with nickelled steel
throat, black leather sword-knot, a few stains and rust marks to the blade
edge, a little wear to the grip and some grazing to the scabbard; together
with research provided by Wilkinson Sword advising it was completed for
an S Rayner of 6th Durham Light Infantry on 17 August 1909
£250-350
208
A NAMED PATTERN 1822 ROYAL ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SWORD BY
WILKINSON TO AN OFFICER IN THE CINQUE PORTS ARTILLERY
VOLUNTEERS, serial number 30952 for 1891, with 34 3/4in. nickelled
steel single-edged blade fullered on each side, etched both sides with
Royal Artillery cyphers and ‘PRESENTED TO / CAPT. H.H. ROGERS R.A. /
ON HIS RETIREMENT AS ADJUTANT / AS A / TOKEN OF RESPECT’ plus
‘BY THE / STAFF SERGEANTS & SERGEANTS / OF THE / 2nd C.P.A.V. /
JANUARY 1893’, ricasso with brass ‘proved’ plug with ‘HENRY /
WILKINSON / PALL MALL / LONDON’ over and numbered on the blade
back, steel three-barred guard and hilt, black fish-skin grip bound with
white metal wire, together with its steel scabbard with brass throat and
two suspension loops; together with research from Wilkinson Sword
stating the sword was completed on 22 June 1891 and sold to Army &
Navy Co-op stores; Rogers was present at Tel-el-Kebir in 1882
£300-500
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209
A GOOD FRENCH CONSULATE COURT SWORD BY P. KNECHT, circa
1850s, with 30in. triangular tapering blade fullered on each side,
decorated in blue and gilt foliage and stands of arms for the top third,
ricasso marked ‘P. Knecht’, decorative brass shell-guard, bow-guard and
hilt, the hilt with mother of pearl grips, together with its original brown
leather scabbard with decorated brass locket and brass chape, a couple
of small chips from the mother of pearl, scabbard shrunken with some
wear
£200-300
210
A FRENCH SECOND EMPIRE COURT SWORD WITH WOLFS HEAD
CROSS-GUARD, circa 1860, with 30 1/4in. double-edged steel diamond
profile blade, decorative brass wolf head cross-guard, brass hilt with
inlaid mother of pearl grips and urn pommel, in its black leather
scabbard with decorated brass fittings, some wear to the brass and small
losses to one grip
£150-250
211
A GERMAN THIRD REICH ARMY OFFICER’S DRESS SWORD, circa 1930s
with 31in. single-edged slightly-curved steel blade fullered on each side,
ricasso marked ‘Eickhorn / SOLINGEN’, gilt brass cross-guard, knuckleguard and hilt, one langet marked with an eagle and swastika, guard,
back-strap and ears decorated with oak leaves, black plastic grip bound
with white metal wire, together with its black-painted steel scabbard with
single suspension loop, wear to the gilding and some grazes showing
light surface rust on the scabbard
£250-350
212
A GOOD PATTERN 1908 CAVALRY SWORD, dated 1914, with 34 1/2in.
single-edged steel blade fullered on each side, ricasso marked ‘3.14’ and
‘RF’, with Broad Arrow, ‘WD’ and bend test ‘X’ over, back edge marked
‘P.08’, olive green painted guard and pommel, walnut grip, together with
its nickel-steel scabbard with two suspension loops, some grazing to the
green paint, otherwise good and clean
£300-500
213
A PATTERN 1897 INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD BY WILKINSON FOR
THE INDIAN ARMY, dated 1927, with 32 1/4in. double-fullered nickel steel
blade etched both sides with scroll-work and royal cyphers of George V,
ricasso with brass ‘proved’ plug and Broad Arrow over ‘I’ over ‘1927’ and
‘BY APPOINTMENT / WILKINSON / SWORD / LONDON’ and Broad Arrow
over ‘I’ over I.S.D.’ opposite, nickel-steel hilt and guard with royal cypher,
black fish-skin grip bound with white metal wire, together with its nickel
steel scabbard with two suspension loops, a few small losses to the
nickel on the hilt, otherwise good and clean
£200-300
214
A GOOD GEORGE V PATTERN 1912 CAVALRY OFFICER’S DRESS SWORD,
circa 1916, with 35 1/4in. nickel steel blade fullered on each side, etched
both sides with royal cyphers, ricasso with brass ‘proved’ plug, nickel
steel guard decorated with scroll-work, brown leather grip bound with
copper wire, decorative nickel steel pommel, together with its brown
leather scabbard with nickel steel fittings, black leather sword-knot,
sword-frog and strapping
£300-500

250

250
P. LANG, GERMANY
A RARE ONE HUNDRED FUNCTION MULTI-BLADED POCKET KNIFE
WITH HORN SCALES, circa 1975, with 3 1/4in. master blade marked ‘P.
LANG, GERMANY’ and ‘STAINLESS’, one hundred functions including
numerous special purpose blades in different shapes and sizes all
polished to a mirror finish together with tweezers, scissors, a scalpel,
files, wood saw, can and bottle openers, corkscrew, fork, an ear wax
spoon, a horn toothpick and many others, mounted with carefully
selected figured horn scales, each held with five screws, in a black
leather belt-pouch, weight approximately 35oz.
£1,500-2,500
251
A SHINTO TANTO CIRCA 1700, with unsigned blade carved with halflength fullers and clipped point (minor edge nicks, cleaned), shakudo
tsuba with applied flowers and gilt decoration, fuchi kashira with flower
design, in a black lacquered scabbard (kogai pocket badly damaged and
other losses)
£450-550
Provenance: This tanto was given to the vendor’s Great Great Uncle, the
Admiral Sir Edward Seymour by the Emperor of Japan in 1906 . The Admiral
was part of a Mission led by Prince Arthur to present the Order of the Garter
to the Emperor
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252

253

252
HOLLAND & HOLLAND, LONDON
A SCARCE CASED 150TH ANNIVERSARY BOWIE-KNIFE, serial no. 1117,
of 1500 produced in 1985 with 6in. blade, nickel crossguard, full tang with
rosewood grips bored through with a bevelled lanyard aperture, the
obverse side of the blade engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND’, the reverse
with serial number to the forte, in its black leatherette presentation case
with green baize lining and gold-tooled Holland & Holland trade label
£300-500

253
A RARE FIRST PATTERN VOLUNTEER BAKER BAYONET & SCABBARD
SIGNED BATE, muster no. D88, circa 1800, with straight 23 1/4in. spearpoint blade false-edged for the last 5 3/4in., (some discolouration and
areas of mild pitting), the back edge signed ‘BATE’, straight brass crossguard with single broad ‘D’ shaped langet engraved ‘D 88’, semi
‘P’-shaped knucklebow, shaped and moulded ribbed brass hilt with
central locking button and half-length lug-slot to reverse, flat retaining
spring to reverse and complete with its brass-mounted leather scabbard,
the locket also engraved ‘D 88’
£300-500
Provenance: Mark 1 Baker rifle bayonets, identified by their straight crossguards are rare and hard to find, even more so with their original matching
scabbard
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254

255

254
PUMA, SOLINGEN
A SCARCE SHEATH-KNIFE, MODEL ‘6363 SEA HUNTER’, serial no.
41582, for the second half of 1985, with semi-serrated semi-bolo 6 1/2in.
drop-point blade, the back edged for the first two thirds, the curved
underside of the tip with serrations and a short saw-section near the
ricasso, the left face of tip etched ‘PUMA SEA HUNTER’, the ricasso
etched with the Puma trademark and model number together with
‘STAINLESS, GERMANY’, the right side of blade with etched descriptions
of all the different blade features, polished alloy half-guard and overmoulded red soft-rubber ribbed handle with lanyard aperture, in a pale
colour synthetic sheath, the whole appearing little used
£100-200

255
A SHINTO TANTO BLADE IN A SHIRASAYA, circa 1700, the 13in. blade
signed Hiromasa, with a chozi haman (partly obscured, some minor
stains), full-length broad and narrow fullers, silver reeded habaki and
contained within a plain shirasaya
£500-600

Provenance: Often mistaken for salesman’s samples, these unusual knives
have every feature described in full etched to the right side of the blade such
as ‘Broad rest for thumb’, ‘Edge offset from the handle for bait chopping and
other hacking’, ‘Flat heavy surface for clam and crab cracking and stunning’,
‘Fine ever-sharp serrations enable easy cuts in fish skin’, ‘Once the cut is
started by the serrations the plain edge takes over and finishes the stroke’ and
‘Saw for backbones and fins’. It is unknown whether these descriptions of the
functions were etched in other languages for different foreign markets or
whether they were omitted altogether and therefore giving rise to the rumour
that these annotated blades were salesmen samples

Provenance: This tanto was given to the vendor’s Great Great Uncle, the
Admiral Sir Edward Seymour by the Emperor of Japan in 1906 . The Admiral
was part of a Mission led by Prince Arthur to present the Order of the Garter
to the Emperor

256
A HITLER-YOUTH SHEATH-KNIFE, circa 1941, with 5 1/2in. drop-point
blade stamped with the ‘RZM’ stamp together with ‘M 7/51/41’ (for Anton
Wingen Jnr., Solingen), leather buffer forwards of the nickel-plated cast
hilt, black chequered plastic scales, the left cracked and repaired, the
right hand side with inlet enamelled Hitler Youth insignia (losses to
enamel), complete with its black painted iron scabbard with leather belt
loop and press-stud retainer, the whole with some wear to finish and
plating
£150-250
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257
A COLLECTION OF FOUR OUT OF PRODUCTION PUMA SHEATH-KNIVES,
including a boxed model 116393 ‘Handmade Skinner’ (excellent, box with
storage wear), a 3587 ‘Kleiner Jagdnicker’ (fair signs of use), an
unnumbered model 6377 ‘White Hunter’(excellent) and a drop-point
unmarked sporting knife with 4 1/2in. blade (cleaned), all with their
respective ‘Puma’ leather scabbards
£300-500
258
A LARGE JAPANESE TANTO WITH SIGNED BLADE, possibly 18th century,
with 15 1/2in. gently curving blade, deep blind ‘hi’ for the first 3 1/4in., the
back of blade almost false edged between the ‘hi’ and the tip, blackened
copper habaki, small plain oval tsuba, fish-skin grip (binding lacking), in
a dark red lacquered saya with kozuka in pocket
£400-600
259
GEBR. HALBACH, SOLINGEN-OHLIGS
AN EARLY HOLBEIN DAGGER FOR THE GERMAN S.A. ORGANISATION,
early 1933/34 production, all solid nickel fittings and furniture, the crossguard marked ‘Nrh’ (Niederrhein), complete with correct brown anodised
scabbard (central shallow crease, tip dented and some staining), solid
brown wood grip (cleaned of varnish, some chipping) with eagle and ‘SA’
button, ‘Alles fur Deutschland’ motto etched to blade, reverse with the
trademark of a bulldog’s head (small edge chip and staining to blade, one
throat-screw and suspension ring missing)
£200-300
260
A WORLD WAR TWO GERMAN ARMY 1935 PATTERN DRESS-DAGGER,
UNSIGNED, with 9 3/4in. straight stiletto blade (some mild staining at
tip), tombak fittings including eagle and swastika cross-guard, orangecoloured spirally fluted celluloid hilt, complete with its polished pebbled
scabbard
£280-320
261
FRANKLIN MINT
A LIMITED EDITION SET OF THE ‘SPORTSMAN’S YEAR HUNTING AND
FISHING’ KNIFE COLLECTION, comprising 12 fixed and folding bladed
knifes, all contained in their original fitted wall-mounted glazed cabinet,
with key and paperwork
£300-500

300

300
A CONTINENTAL BONE SCRIMSHAWED POWDER-FLASK OF LARGE
SIZE, late 17th to early 18th century and formed from oxen scapulae, both
faces profusely scrimshawed with scenes of mounted and standing
hunters pursuing game with bows and spears and bordered with stylised
rope-twist and foliate margins, the edges banded with moulded iron with
applied raised decoration (some mounts with traces of applied red silk),
rolled iron spout (loose), suspension ring at neck and serpentine iron
mount at lower leading corner (fixing screw replaced), the rear and lower
edge with further applied bone decoration scrimshawed with a running
fleur de lys decoration and complete with a period embroidered
suspension strap with applied pom-poms and tassels and a bullion
fringed rope applied around the rear and lower edges (small losses to
bone, material decoration heavily degraded), the main body
approximately 20in. overall not including spout.
£300-500
Provenance: This rare and unusual flask was almost certainly made to act
as a powder magazine for refreshing individual powder horns of a high status
hunting party
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301
A GOOD ORIGINAL WALNUT CASE FOR A COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER,
WITH LAWN & ALDER TRADE LABEL AND SOME ACCESSORIES, in the
American market style with rounded corners and central shield-shaped
escutcheon to outer lid with later engraving for a Remington 1858 Army
revolver, the interior lined and compartmented in green baize, tooled and
gilt lettered leather trade-label for the Golden Lane address and
including a later flask, a period Joyce’s cap tin, an original L-shaped
nipple key, an English oil bottle, an original Colt cleaning rod and a partial
period hand-written sheet of instructions
£500-800
Provenance: Lawn & Alder were actually a Colonial Outfitters, not gunsmiths
and who later became silversmiths circa 1910

302
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE PALE GREEN GLASS TARGET BALL FOR
HOCKEY’S PATENT AUTOMATIC TRAP, circa 1885, the 2 3/4in. diameter
body with raised decoration in the form of netting except the end panels
which have raised wavy armed stars, one of which states in moulded
letters around the edge ‘FOR HOCKEYS PATENT TRAP’ (mild chipping
around the neck aperture)
£100-200
303
A RARE LILAC-COLOURED ‘BOGARDUS’ GLASS TARGET-BALL,
approximately 3in. diameter, the upper half with two circular panels
featuring a sportsman with a raised shotgun, the remainder of the body
moulded in imitation of netting (some deformation to lower half caused
by the moulding process)
£80-120

301

302

303
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304
305
304
A RARE WAR DEPARTMENT MARKED PISTOL POWDER-FLASK SIGNED
JAMES DIXON & SONS, SHEFFIELD, circa 1853, with brass fireproof top
signed by the maker on the upper face, adjustable nozzle marked in 1/8th
dram increments from ‘4/8’ to ‘6/8’, the brass mount at neck with
engraved ‘W.D.’ below a broad arrow, smooth bag-shaped copper body
(some denting) and iron suspension ring at base
£200-300
Provenance: Research has indicated that these flasks were issued to some
sergeants and other non-commissioned officers for use with their revolvers
during the Crimean War
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305
A SCARCE HORN POWDER-FLASK FOR A VOLUNTEER BAKER
FLINTLOCK RIFLE, muster no. G47, early 19th century, with cow-horn
body, brass shallow domed end-cap engraved ‘G47’ within a circular
borderline, brass nose-cap secured by split fasteners from the inside,
exposed mainspring and broad nozzle with conical tip throwing a fixed
charge, the outside of body fitted with two loose suspension rings and a
later woven lanyard
£200-300
306
AN ENGLISH MARKET OAK REVOLVER CASE CARCASS, late 19th to early
20th century, measuring externally 10 1/4in. x 6in. x 2 1/2in., the interior
compartments removed and relined with red baize (small losses to
closure flange), the lid with typical ten-screw construction and central
circular brass escutcheon with coin-milled edge, lock closure retaining
key
£100-200
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307

308

307
A COLLECTION OF FOUR VINTAGE CARD HANGING or FREE-STANDING
POWDER ADVERTISEMENTS, all first half of the 20th century and
measuring 12in. x 8in. each with a coloured illustration of sportsmen with
shotguns and including one each for ‘Smokeless Diamond’, ‘Empire’,
‘Schultze’ and ‘E.C.’ powders, the lower corners with illustrations of the
powder tins themselves, the cards generally in good unfaded condition
£200-300

309
A COLLECTION OF SIX VINTAGE CARD HANGING POWDER AND
CARTRIDGE ADVERTISEMENTS BY NOBEL, all pre-war and measuring
12in. x 8in., four with a black border including ‘E.C. POWDER
CARTRIDGES SOLD HERE’, ‘SMOKELESS DIAMOND CARTRIDGES SOLD
HERE’, ‘ELEY CARTRIDGES ALWAYS RELIABLE’ and ‘CLYDE
CARTRIDGES FOR ALL GAME’, the first two illustrated with grouse and
snipe respectively, the second two with a setter and a spaniel (all four
with some fading), the last two of similar style illustrated with a
sportsman with a shotgun over his shoulder examining the base of a
cartridge, one for ‘E.C’ and the other for ‘SCHULTZE’ powders, one with
the legend “Make sure that the name ‘Eley’ or ‘Kynoch’ is on the head of
your cartridge” the other “Make sure that the name ‘Eley’ or ‘Kynoch’ is
on the head of the case”
£300-500

308
A COLLECTION OF FIVE NOBEL, ELEY & KYNOCH VINTAGE CARD
HANGING CARTRIDGE ADVERTISEMENTS, all pre-war, each measuring
12in. x 8in. and including ‘GASTIGHT’ and ‘GRAND PRIX’ by Eley Brothers,
‘PRIMAX’ and ‘BONAX’ by Kynoch and ‘BALLISTITE’ by Nobel, all with a
similar illustration of mallard ducks
£250-350

310
HAWKES LTD for KYNOCH
A GOOD SHOTGUN CARTRIDGE PROMOTIONAL TRADE MIRROR, approx.
27in. x 31in., the frame embossed ‘KYNOCH AMMUNITION’ (letters
faded), the bevel-edged mirror with representations of various Kynoch
sporting cartridges and with the Kynoch trade-mark roundel, the rear of
the frame marked with the makers name and with a White Diamond
Electro Coppered trade mark
£800-1,200
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315

313

311
A GOOD VINTAGE OAK REVOLVER CASE ALMOST CERTAINLY FOR A
W.G. WEBLEY WITH JOHN DICKSON TRADE LABEL, circa 1930, with tenscrew lid and measuring externally 15in. x 7 1/2in. x 2 3/8in., the interior
lined and compartmented in blue baize and with provision for 30 rounds
of .455 ammunition, tooled leather black and gilt ‘John Dickson & Son’
trade-label, together with a faceted glass oil-bottle (lock escutcheon
loose but present, replacement keys)
£300-500
312
AN ALL-STEEL FLINTLOCK TINDER-LIGHTER SIGNED KLETT,
POTSDAM, last quarter of the 18th century, with square-formed body
engraved with borderlines and loose floral decoration, ‘KLETT’ signed
within an oval panel on the left side and ‘POTSDAM’ within a similar panel
on the right, boxlock action with central ring-necked cock and exposed
unguarded trigger, candle-holder to right hand side, walnut smooth bagshaped butt (possible working replacement), moulded iron bipod feet and
replacement sliding trapdoor to front face
£250-350
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313
A VINTAGE ENAMEL DOUBLE-SIDED SHOP SIGN FOR ELEY
CARTRIDGES TOGETHER WITH A LATER TYPE, both designed to stand
out from the wall, the first in yellow enamel circa 1950 stating in black
block lettering ‘ELEY CARTRIDGES SOLD HERE’, the lower edge marked
‘DEFIANT, LONDON S.E. 19’ and measuring 19in. x 14 1/2in., the second
in yellow enamel paint marked again in black lettering ‘ELEY
CARTRIDGES’, together with an Eley Bros. shield and a depiction of an
Alphamax cartridge alongside the wording ‘LONG RANGE’, ‘ROLLED
TURNOVER’, ‘HEAVY LOAD’, ‘WATERPROOF’ and ‘SMOKELESS’ on five
lines and measuring 18in. x 10in.
£150-250
314
AN ENGLISH MARKET OAK CASE FOR A LARGE FRAME PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, probably an Adams or Tranter type 54-bore circa 1858, with
ten-screw lid and measuring externally 14 1/4in. x 7 3/8in. x 2 1/2in., the
interior lined and compartmented in blue baize and with provision for
various accessories and containing a loading rod, a selection of nipples,
some cast bullets a pewter oil bottle and a later cleaning rod
£200-300
315
AN INTERESTING COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL WORLD WAR TWO
BADGES AND INSIGNIA, including a German Wehrmacht aluminium belt
buckle with leather tab, a small-size early SA brass belt-buckle, a
German Army Parachutist’s badge, a German Destroyers War badge (pin
absent), a German artillery Lieutenant’s shoulder-board numbered ‘72’,
a small cloth Luftwaffe eagle, a triangular Wehrmacht inverted triangular
forage cap insignia, a yellow skull and crossbones pennant from a mine
flag, three British cap or collar badges, a button from a naval tunic, two
British shoulder titles, two British unit insignia and a clip from a .303
Enfield rifle, all sewn to a piece of coarse green cotton material, possibly
German
£300-500
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318

319

316
A COLLECTION OF FIVE VINTAGE SILVER AND WHITE-METAL
SHOOTING CUPS, including a Birmingham 1931 hallmarked twinhandled cup engraved ‘IRISH CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING ASSOCIATION
DOUBLE RISE CHAMPIONSHIP 1932, WINNER’ (6 1/2in. high not
including handles), another for the same association but with Dublin
hallmarks for 1935 and with a celtic carved band and additionally
engraved ‘SINGLE RISE CHAMPIONSHIP OF IRELAND’ above the band
and ‘RUN IN CONJUNCTION WITH INTERNATIONAL, 1935, SECOND’
below the band, (6 1/2in. high), a small lidded twin-handled cup
hallmarked for London 1936 and engraved ‘C.P.S.A. CHAMPIONSHIP CUP
1936’ (6in. high including lid), another small cup of similar style but
without lid or hallmarks engraved ‘MANTON’S CLAY TARGET SHOOTING
INTER-OFFICE COMPETITION 1935 WON BY R.W. WEIR-PATERSON,
JARDINE SKINNER & CO.’ (3 1/2in. excluding handles) and last a larger
white metal cup engraved ‘DEVILS BRIDGE SHOOT 1935 PRESENTED BY
MRS C.M. LIGHTFOOT’ with embossed scroll decoration (8in. high)
£300-500

318
A RARE CARD WALL-HANGING 1901 CALENDAR ADVERT FOR ELEY’S
SPORTING & MILITARY CARTRIDGES, measuring 20 1/4in. high by 13
3/4in. wide, the polychromatic printed illustration featuring an African
elephant flanked by a bear and a lion above a 12-month calendar in turn
above a tiger and vignettes of pheasants and black swans, all below the
title ‘ELEY’S SPORTING AND MILITARY CARTRIDGES’ together with a
number of illustrations of paper and metallic ammunition, the address
listed as 254 Grays Inn Road, London (bottom edge margin possibly
trimmed, some cracks to edges and loss to right hand corners
£100-200

317
AN ENGLISH MARKET OAK CASE FOR A LARGE FRAME CARTRIDGE
REVOLVER, probably for a Webley W.G. target or similar, lined and
compartmented in blue baize (some compartments moved or altered),
measuring externally 15in. x 7 1/2in. x 2 3/8in., hook closure with central
lock (lock removed, incorrect replacement included)
£300-500

319
A RARE CARD HANGING ADVERT FOR G. KYNOCH & CO. LTD. MILITARY
& SPORTING AMMUNITION, pre 1888 and measuring 16 5/8in. high x
13in. wide, a red shallow crescent banner with ‘G. KYNOCH & CO. LTD’
above an illustration of a Scottish hunter in a canoe being paddled by a
guide discharging a rifle at a swimming stag, above the wording
‘Manufacturer’s of the Highest Class Military & Sporting Ammunition,
Witton, Birmingham’, (the whole with some sepia staining and loss to
upper right corner, air pellet holes in five isolated places)
£100-200
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321
322
TWO RARE ‘MULLERITE’ SMOKELESS POWDER AND CARTRIDGE
ADVERTS, pre World War One, each on black card measuring 12 3/8in. by
9 7/8in., one with a red cartridge marked ‘MULLERITE SMOKELESS’ and
the legend ‘SHOOT BRITISH MULLERITE CARTRIDGES AND STOP YOUR
“GROUSE”’, the other with two similar cartridges in silver and the legend
‘DON’T TICKLE THE BIRD, USE HIGH VELOCITY MULLERITE’, both
excellent condition
£150-250

320

320
A RARE CARD WALL-HANGING ADVERT FOR ELEY’S AMMUNITION,
circa 1900 and measuring 16in. high x 11 5/8in. wide, the illustration
basically that of a metallic cartridge board of the day and featuring many
calibres such as ‘.44 Russian’, ‘.430 Long’, ‘.500 (revolver)’, as well as a
section for rimfire cartridges such as ‘56-56 Spencer’, ‘.440 Henry’ ‘XL
Vest Pocket’ together with three types of French Perrin calibres and a
selection of pinfire rounds, all around the central wording ‘CENTRALFIRE CARTRIDGES FOR MILITARY AND SPORTING RIFLES, ROOK RIFLES
& REVOLVERS’, a red title ‘ELEY’S AMMUNITION’ to the top and
Birmingham, London, Liege and Glasgow addresses to the lower edge
(some small scuffs and stains)
£100-200
321
TWO LARGER ‘ICI POWDERS’ WALL-HANGING DISPLAY CARDS, circa
1950, with cream-coloured borders, one featuring an illustration of a red
setter in the Highlands, the other a black labrador retrieving a pheasant,
both with the wording ‘BRITISH MADE SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES’ and ‘ICI
POWDERS- ELEY-KYNOCH CASES’ separated by the ‘ICI’ logo, good
condition, free standing back-plates removed, both 19 3/4in. high by 12
1/2in. wide
£120-180
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323

323
THREE FULL-COLOUR MID 1960’s SIGNS FROM THE ELEY GAME
ADVISORY SERVICE, each approximately 19 3/8in. by 12 1/2in., and
depicting a different game bird with hints on rearing and conservation
and including one each of ‘Mallard’, ‘Pheasant’ and ‘Common Grey
Partridge’, all with the Fordingbridge, Hampshire address and contained
within a card mailing envelope with mailing label from the Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited Central Publicity Department, Central
Literacy Stores, P.O. Box 216, Kynoch Works, Witton, Birmingham 6’ and
franked for May 20th 1964
£180-220

324
TWO VINTAGE ENAMEL CARTRIDGE AND POWDER SIGNS both early
20th century, the first enamelled tinplate, single-sided and for ‘HALL’S
CANNONITE SMOKELESS SPORTING CARTRIDGES’ also showing an
illustration of a ‘Cannonite’ cartridge above ‘SAFETY POWDER’ (surface
crazed and stained), the second designed to stand out from the wall,
double sided and with ‘CURTIS’S & HARVEY’S AMBERITE & RUBY
CARTRIDGES’ on one side and ‘CURTIS’S & HARVEY’S SMOKELESS
DIAMOND CARTRIDGES SOLD HERE’ on the reverse (poor condition with
losses)
£100-200
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326
325
A RARE LARGE GLAZED ADVERT FOR NOBEL POWDER AND
CARTRIDGES TOGETHER WITH A GLAZED ‘BRITISH FIELD SPORTS’
PRINT, the first pre World War One in a later frame measuring 25 1/2in.
high by 20 1/2in. wide and depicting various rare Nobel shotgun
cartridges including ‘NONEKA’, ‘ORION’, ‘VALEKA’, ‘CLYDE’, ‘AJAX’ and
‘REGENT’ with mention of ‘BALLISTITE’ and ‘IMPROVED EMPIRE’
powders together with a notice that the Orion, Valeka, Ajax and Regent
cartridges have been withdrawn, together with the legend ‘UNRIVALLED
AMMUNITION SOLD HERE’ (water damaged with four punched holes
across the centre) together with a vintage glazed poster for ‘BRITISH
FIELD SPORTS’ with central diamond-shaped panel of a stag and does,
the corners with depictions labled ‘GROUSE SHOOTING’, ‘PARTRIDGE
SHOOTING’, ‘PHEASANT SHOOTING’ and ‘RABBIT SHOOTING’, in a
remounted period oak frame measuring 26in. high by 23in. wide
£200-300
326
THREE RARE or UNUSUAL ITEMS OF KYNOCH LTD, BIRMINGHAM
MEMORABILIA, all probably pre World War One and including a large
card hanging advertisement for ‘KYNOID’, ‘BONAX’ and ‘OPEX’
cartridges, each cartridge depicted in full colour in a margin around an
illustration of a falcon on a fallen grouse, the top edge with ‘KYNOCH
LIMITED, BIRMINGHAM’, the illustration with ‘KYNOCH LOADED
CARTRIDGES’, 20 1/4in. wide by 15 1/4in. high and with remnants of a
gummed printers label to reverse, also a printed wood warning sign for
a fire-bucket stating ‘NOTICE. ANY PERSON FOUND USING FIREBUCKETS FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER THAN THE EXTINCTION OF FIRE
WILL BE LIABLE TO INSTANT DISMISSAL. BY ORDER, KYNOCH LIMITED’
(approximately 12in. by 9 1/2in.) and the last a card Kynoch shop-door or
counter ‘open-closed’ display (open-closed slider absent, card stand leg
detached)
£150-250
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327
TWO RARE LARGER SIZE WALL-HANGING ADVERTS FOR ELEY
CARTRIDGES, both pre World War Two, the first an iconic image of a
farmer carrying a large game carrier loaded with pheasants and rabbits
with the legend ‘ELEY CARTRIDGES, ALWAYS RELIABLE’ (approximately
18 3/4in. high by 12in. wide, some light staining), the second showing a
full cartridge bag and a pile of dead mixed game with the legend ‘ELEY
CARTRIDGES, ONE GOOD BAG - ENSURES ANOTHER’ over ‘ALWAYS
RELIABLE’ (20in. by 14 5/8in.)
£250-350
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327

328
328
A COLLECTION OF FOUR ELEY-KYNOCH SHOP DISPLAY SIGNS, all from the 1950’s-60’s, including a printed metal sign showing
a black labrador with retrieved pheasant above a panel showing an open box of ‘Grand Prix’ cartridges and marked ‘ELEY-KYNOCH
CARTRIDGES’ together with the ICI London address, (14 1/2in. x 9 1/2in, standing leg detached), a three-dimensional card sign of
deco style showing a hand holding a box of ‘Grand Prix’ cartridges with ‘ELEY-KYNOCH’ to the top and ‘RELIABLE SPORTING
AMMUNITION’ and ‘A GOOD GUN DESERVES AN ELEY-KYNOCH CARTRIDGE’ with the ‘ICI’ logo and an illustration of ‘Bonax’,
‘Alphamax’, ‘Primax’ and ‘Fourten’ cartridges (approximately 21in. x 13 1/4in.), the third depicting pictures of various game ‘pinned’
to a wood wall above a shelf with a trophy and a selection of shotgun cartridges and small bore rifle bullets in boxes, a panel at the
top reading ‘SHOOT WELL WITH ELEY’, the bottom with ‘Eley-Kynoch’ and ‘IMI’ address (15 3/4in. x 12in.), the last showing a broken
open boxlock ejector shotgun with a partially inserted ‘Grand Prix’ cartridge below the title ‘ELEY-KYNOCH CARTRIDGES’ all above
illustrations of four cartridges and the legend ‘RELIABLE, ACCURATE, WATER-RESISTING’ and the ‘ICI’ address (15 1/2in. x 12in.)
£200-300
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332

334

329
A COLLECTION OF FIVE RARE POINT OF SALE CARDS FOR THE
COLONIAL AMMUNITION COMPANY, NEW ZEALAND, all believed pre
World War Two, three with illustrations of gun dog heads, a rolled turnover cartridge and a shield-shaped panel with ‘USE C.A.C. CARTRIDGES’,
the remaining two with illustrations of gamebirds, otherwise similar, the
largest 12 3/4in. by 9 3/4in. (generally good but some drawing pin holes
to edges)
£200-300

332
A CASED DEACTIVATED THOMPSON ‘M1928A1’ SUBMACHINE GUN,
serial no. 70841, manufactured by Auto Ordnance, fitted with a finned
barrel with Cutts compensator and finely cased in oak in the Continental
style, complete with a drum magazine, 20 and 30 round stick magazines,
pistol and splinter fore-grips, sling and instruction manuals with sundry
other accessories, deactivated to the latest 2022 specification with
certificate
£1,000-1,500

330
A GOOD ENGLISH OAK PERCUSSION REVOLVER CASE WITH PERIOD
ACCESSORIES, measuring externally 13 3/4in. by 7 7/8in. by 2 1/2in., the
lid with typical ten-screw construction and central circular escutcheon,
the interior compartmented and lined in blue baize and containing a fine
James Dixon bag shaped flask, a single cavity 54-bore mould, an ebony
and brass loading rod, a nipple key, a wad punch and an oil bottle,
complete with original key
£600-800

333
A DEACTIVATED ‘MP40’ SUBMACHINE GUN MARKED ‘FXO 41’, serial
no. 91921, made in 1941 by C.G. Haenal, Suhl, with folding stock,
magazine and period leather sling, complete with latest specification
deactivation certificate
£1,000-1,500

331
AN ENGLISH FLINTLOCK TINDER-LIGHTER, circa 1830, of brass
construction with forward mounted offset pan, central cock and guarded
trigger, fitted with splayed brass feet with a ‘W’ support and a walnut
slab-sided butt with moulded decoration at head
£200-300
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334
A RARE VICTORIAN TRUNCHEON CARVED TO COMMEMORATE THE
EXECUTION OF THREE IRISH FENIANS CONVICTED OF KILLING A
POLICE SERGEANT IN 1867, a standard mid-Victorian Special
Constable’s police truncheon carved to commemorate the execution of
Allen, Larkin & Gould, the inscription has an overlaid ‘CK’ monogram
followed by ‘SPECIAL CONSTABLE / STOCKPORT / EXECUTION OF /
ALLEN LARKIN GOULD’, the carving is somewhat shallow and amateur
in execution; it would seem likely that the police officer who used it was
one of the ‘specials’ tasked with maintaining order during the executions
and carved it himself in memory of what was a highly significant event of
the time.
£200-300
Provenance: in an incident known at the time as the ‘Manchester Outrages’,
a group of 30–40 Fenians attacked a horse-drawn police van transporting two
arrested Fenian leaders, during which a police sergeant was shot and killed.
None of the subsequently arrested defendants was accused of firing the fatal
shot, but three men were convicted of murder on the basis of “joint
enterprise” and hanged at Salford gaol in front of a crowd of thousands.
Special Constables were drafted from across the Manchester area to maintain
order during the executions. In Ireland, there was anger amongst the
Nationalists, with the dead men becoming known as the ‘Manchester
Martyrs’.

335
CARL ZEISS, JENA
A RARE PAIR OF WORLD WAR TWO GERMAN 12x60 INCLINED FLAK
RANGING BINOCULARS, serial no. 259185, circa 1943, with slightly
tapering and truncated one-piece body, the last 5 1/4in. breaking open on
a top-mounted catch and containing a narrow aperture light filter
operated via a rotating catch, the top of main body with mount for an
offset open sight (absent) and spirit level, bakelite knobs for fixing to a
tripod, coloured filters and possibly illumination, the rear concave padded
leather eye-guard opening to reveal the eye-pieces and complete with
original bakelite lens guard, the underside with a trapezoid bracket for a
tripod, the whole finished in its original German Ordnance Tan paint,
marked with a red band around the observation lens guard and remaining
in good condition
£1,200-1,600
336
A DEACTIVATED VICKERS MEDIUM MACHINEGUN WITH TRIPOD AND
TRANSIT CASE, serial no. B2068, manufactured in 1944 and believed
Canadian issue, with green painted smooth barrel jacket, tripod,
condenser tin (no hose) and wooden transit case, latest UK specification
deactivation with certificate
£1,000-2,000
337
A CASED SWIFT TRAINING RIFLE SERIES A, ISSUED TO THE RAF, dated
1941, attached brass plate stating ‘THE SWIFT TRAINING RIFLE / 9B/1588
/ SERIES A 1001’, together with its RAF transit case with a large paper
label on the inside lid showing a cut-away view and manufacturers
details, white stencilling and functioning push-button sprung catches,
49in. x 8 1/4in. x 4 1/2in.
£400-600
The Swift Training Rifle was a rifle shooting training device based on the SMLE
Mark III. It shot out a forked probe that punctured a paper target an inch from
the “muzzle”

338
A DEACTIVATED MG34 LIGHT MACHINEGUN serial no. 6968, dated for
1945 and with manufacturers code ‘dot’ for Brno, Czechoslovakia, with
wood butt-stock and bakelite grip-plates, no bipod, latest UK
specification deactivation with certificate
£1,000-2,000

335

339
A DEACTIVATED BREN MKI* LIGHT MACHINEGUN WITH TRANSIT CASE,
serial no. A3346, dated for 1942 and manufactured at Lithgow, complete
with bipod, carry-handle and magazine, in its wood transit chest
£500-800
340
A DEACTIVATED M1919A4 BROWNING MEDIUM MACHINEGUN AND
TRIPOD, serial no. 434575, manufactured by the Saginaw Steering Gear
Division of General Motors circa 1944, perforated barrel jacket, cast
chequered grip to rear and complete with folding tripod and canvas
muzzle-cover, latest UK specification deactivation with certificate
£1,500-2,500
341
FIVE SETS OF VINTAGE ELEY STAND INDICATOR CARDS, one complete
enamel set, three complete card sets and one enamel set missing stand
No.10 card, contained within their card outers (some losses, incomplete
set with no card outer), each card numbered between 1 and 10, and
advertising various Eley cartridges, with assorted aphorisms including:’If
you have to wipe your neighbour’s eye use ELEY Cartridges but don’t talk
about it afterwards’,’A knowing hand in the shooting field will Use ELEY
Cartridges and be quiet in his dress, movements & speech’,and ‘If these
mottoes bore you use ELEY Cartridges and you need not read them any
more’
£50-70
350
LONSDALE LIBRARY OF SPORTS, GAMES & PASTIMES ‘TROUT FISHING
FROM ALL ANGLES’, limited first edition Seeley Service & Co., Ltd., 196
Shaftesbury Avenue, 1929, 212 of 375, signed by Eric Taverner, a
complete guide to modern methods by Eric Taverner author of ‘Divers
Ways to Tackle Trout’, a chapter on trout scales by G. Herbert Nall, MA.,
R.R.M.S., and the legal aspects of fishing by Alban Bacon, Barrister-atLaw, with 250 illustrations, rebound marble, with blue morocco, gilt from
and spine
£300-500
351
‘BRITISH SPORTING RIFLE CARTRIDGES’ BY BILL FLEMING, ‘A
Summary of Case Types, Headstamps, Bullets and Charge Variations’,
1st edition, 1993, Publications, Oceanside, 311 pages, illustrations,
drawings and diagrams, green leather with gilt title, dust jacket
£200-300
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358
352
‘ELEY CARTRIDGES’ BY C.H. HARDING, ‘A history of the silversmiths and
ammunition manufacturers’, 1st edition, 2006, Quiller press, 192 pages,
with illustrations and colour photographs, red cloth with dust cover
£300-400
353
ROWLAND WARD, F.Z.S.
‘RECORDS OF BIG GAME’, ‘With The Distribution, Characteristic,
Dimensions, Weights, and Horn & Tusk Measurement of the Different
Species, fourth edition, London Rowland Ward, Limited ‘The Jungle’ 166
Piccadilly, W. 1903
£200-250
354
‘HEAT, THIRST & IVORY’ BY FREDERICK EVERETT, limited first edition
no. 650 of 1000 signed by the author, Safari Press Inc. Elephant and other
Hunting Adventures in Botswana, Zimbabwe and Angola, 285 pages,
bound in red canvas with matching slip case
£250-350
355
A COPY OF PIERRE-JULES MENE’S FINE BRONZE SCULPTURE OF TWO
HUNTING DOGS AND A PHEASANT, one of Mene’s best known dog
groups, exhibited in wax at the 1848 Salon, listed no. 25 in Mene’s
catalogue, the dogs are Sylphie the setter and Tac the pointer, measuring
approx. 16 1/2in. x 8 3/4in. x 8 1/4in.
£150-250
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356
A LIMITED EDITION OF ‘HUNTING THE AFRICAN LEOPARD’, no. 549 of
1000 published by The Amwell Press 1995 for The National Sporting
Fraternity limited as the twenty-ninth book in its African Hunting Heritage
Collection as authorised and signed by editor Jim Rikhoff, forward by
Harry Tennison, gilt front and spine with slip case
£200-250
357
‘A MAN CALLED LION’ BY PETER HATHAWAY CAPSTICK, no. 556 of 1000
first edition signed by the author, Safari Press number eighteen of the
Classics In Africa Series, bound with red cloth with gilt to front and spine,
slip case
£100-150
358
BERNIE VAN DER VYVER ART
A FINE ORIGINAL BRONZE SCULPTURE OF A CAPE BUFFALO SKULL,
with approx. 9in. boss, 36in. horns, 29in. tip to tip
£2,000-3,000
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400
A 20-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN SIGNED MANTON,
LONDON, serial no. 5743, for 1814, with rebrowned 32in. barrels, the breech-blocks
signed with rectangular gold poincons ‘MANTON, LONDON’ together with a crown, gold
line at breech, platinum lined touch-holes, engraved top-tang with shallow sighting
groove, border engraved locks signed ‘MANTON’ below the rainproof pans, clipped
tails, roller frizzen-springs, walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist (repair below
right lock), applied leather cheek-piece, trophy engraved iron furniture, the lower tang
with scrolled iron raised grip and brass-mounted mahogany ramrod
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: This shotgun is noted in W. Keith Neal & D.H.L. Back’s publication ‘The Manton
Supplement’ as being a 24-bore caplock converted from flint with a gilt signature on the rib
and gold poincons on the breeches. It therefore must be considered to be a reconversion.
The calibre anomaly may be down to the following number ‘5744’ which apparently is an
identical gun, but also listed as a 24-bore
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401

402

401
A .75 INDIA PATTERN 1793 BROWN BESS FLINTLOCK SERVICE
MUSKET, CIRCA 1800, no visible serial number, with 39in. barrel
stamped at the breech with Ordnance proof and inspection stamps, block
front-sight, bayonet lug at muzzle, borderline engraved Ordnance pattern
lock of rounded form stamped ‘TOWER’ on the tail and with the standard
Crown G.R. cypher to the centre together with the small crown inspection
stamp, regulation brass-mounted full walnut stock with handrail wrist
and high comb, complete with sling swivels an old white leather sling
and original rod
£1,000-1,500

402
A 20-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN SIGNED
WILLIAMS, no visible serial number, circa 1800, with well re-browned 32
3/4in. barrels, gold lined touch-holes and twin bands at breech,
borderline, floral and trophy engraved top-tang with shallow moulded
sighting groove, flat curved locks with carved bevel-edges and stepped
tails, rainproof pans with ‘WILLIAMS’ signature below, rollers to the
frizzen springs, swan necked cocks, walnut half-stock with chequered
wrist and raised cheek-piece, iron furniture and period ebony ramrod
£1,500-2,500

Provenance: This is an early service Bess of the 1793 Pattern introduced as
an emergency arm on the outbreak of war with revolutionary France, it was
based on the East India Company’s simplified Windus pattern musket, hence
it being referred to as the India Pattern. It was the standard British soldiers
musket throughout the Napoleonic wars and all campaigns until the
introduction of the percussion system in the 1840’s

Monday 21st November
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404

403
A 28-BORE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK SPORTING or TARGET-RIFLE,
no visible serial number, probably German or Bohemian circa 1760 and
unsigned, with 27 1/2in. slightly swamped octagonal barrel, dove-tailed
tunnel fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with carved foot, plain solid
top-tang, flat, slightly curved bevel-edged lock with moulded tail,
unbridled frizzen and circular top-jaw to the swan-necked cock, walnut
full-stock with carved foliate apron around the top-tang, carved detail to
the front of comb and around the raised cheek-piece, carved margin
alongside the ramrod channel, brass furniture including spurred
elongated trigger guard, double set triggers, and probable replacement
ramrod
£800-1,200
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404
A MOST IMPRESSIVE 22-BORE SPANISH SPORTING-GUN WITH SILVER
AND GILT DAMASCENED BARREL AND MADRID MIQUELET LOCK
SIGNED JOSEPH CANOEN, circa 1740, with Spanish form two-stage
etched 36in. damascus barrel, moulded narrow sighting rib, applied
white metal blade fore-sight, the top of the barrel with applied silver and
gilt damascening including two circular bordered panels of arabic
inscription, gold-lined touch-hole, fully engraved top-tang, Madrid form
miquelet lock with gold ‘punzone’ marked in raised letters ‘JOSEPH
CANOEN’ on three lines, the flat bevel-edged lock with relief trophy
engraved pointed tail, an engraving of a standing hunter below the pan
and signed in a banner JOSEPH CANOEN MAD.’, ring-topped swannecked cock, moulded lozenge frizzen and pan, finely chequered walnut
half-stock (possibly reduced from full), horn furniture, the butt-end
carved in imitation of a heel-plate, applied ramrod thimbles and
replacement ramrod
£700-900
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405
A FINE .600 FLINTLOCK SINGLE-SHOT SPORTINGRIFLE, BY JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON, serial no.
5308, for 1810-11, with re-browned octagonal 32in.
barrel rifled in multiple grooves and signed in a
white metal poincon at breech ‘JOSEPH MANTON
PATENT’ together with a crown, small applied blade
fore-sight, dove-tailed standing notch rear-sight,
platinum line and touch-hole at breech, fully trophy
engraved top-tang, flat, slightly curved border
engraved bevel-edged lock with clipped and
engraved stepped tail, rain-proof pan, roller frizzen,
the front face signed ‘JOSEPH MANTON PATENT’,
the lock signed ‘JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON’,
walnut half-stock with flat-point chequering to the
wrist and a raised cheek-piece, blued iron furniture
and original ramrod (missing worm tip), traces of
colour and finish except where noted
£2,000-3,000
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407

408

406
A .45 FLINTLOCK NORTH AMERICAN PLAINS-RIFLE, no visible serial
number, circa 1820, with octagonal 43 3/4in. barrel, traces of a signature
to top-flat, shallow blade fore-sight, applied standing notch rear-sight,
flat step-tailed lock with borderline engraving, swan-necked cock and
roller to the frizzen spring, walnut ‘roman nose’ full-stock stained in
imitation of stripey maple (broken through and repaired at wrist), brass
furniture including complex patchbox with pierced hinge, four barrel keys
and replacement ramrod, finish worn with loss to detail
£400-600

408
A MID 18TH CENTURY GERMAN 20-BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING-RIFLE
SIGNED LAHN, WERNIGERODA, circa 1740-50, with swamped octagonal
23in. barrel, shallow blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, solid
plain top-tang, borderline engraved radiused lock with pointed tail and
signed ‘I.C. LAHN A WERNIGERODA’ (sic) below the pan, swan-necked
cock, unbridled frizzen, walnut full-stock with carved teardrops to wrist,
carved and raised cheek-piece, moulded and carved wood patchbox
cover, carved borders around the majority of the furniture pieces and
carved floral decoration around the top-tang, front and rear of cheekpiece and ramrod throat finial, relief moulded rococo carved and
engraved brass furniture, double set ‘hogs-bristle’ trigger, horn fore-end
tip and horn tipped ramrod
£1,000-1,500

407
A .65 ELLIOT PATTERN 1799 FLINTLOCK SERVICE CAVALRY CARBINE,
CIRCA 1800, serial no. 10, with 28in. barrel with baluster turned breech
and stamped with the Kings proofs, block front-sight and bayonet lug,
lock of rounded Ordnance pattern with borderline engraving, stamped
‘TOWER’ on the tail and engraved with the crown V.R. cypher to the
centre, full walnut with handrail wrist and high comb, the right butt
stamped with a storekeeper mark dated 1800, fitted with regulation brass
mounts, the large flat side-plate engraved with the number ‘10’, the
carbine is complete with its correct rod, the side rib has been removed,
which is not uncommon, many Eliott carbines were relegated to drill
purpose and the ribs officially removed
£800-1,200
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Provenance: Wernigeroda, now spelt ‘Wernigerode’ is a town in the Saxony
region of Germany and until 2007 was the capital of the Wernigerode region
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409

409
AN 8-BORE HEAVY IRON-BARRELLED
FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS WITH SPRUNG
BAYONET SIGNED WM. SHAW, MANCHESTER,
circa 1815, with heavy iron slightly flaring 14
1/4in. barrel with moulded bands at muzzle and
breech and a further raised narrow band
forwards of the bayonet mount, top of breech
marked ‘MANCHESTER’ and with Birmingham
proofs, sprung 10 1/4in. concave sided
triangular bayonet released via a catch on the
top-tang, borderline engraved bevel edged
step-tailed lock signed ‘WM. SHAW’ below the
pan, swan-necked cock with sliding safe, roller
frizzen spring, walnut full-stock with exposed
muzzle and chequered wrist, brass furniture
and horn-tipped ramrod (frozen)
£1,500-2,000

410

410
A GOOD .625 VOLUNTEER MATCH GRADE
BAKER FLINTLOCK RIFLE SIGNED I. GILL,
CIRCA 1802, serial no. T.W.W.III., with 30in.
twist barrel stamped with Tower private
Ordnance proofs at breech and rifled with seven
grooves making one turn in 30in. (standard
Baker 1/4 in 30in.), blade front-sight and block
for bayonet on the underside of muzzle, leaf
rear-sights with one fixed and two hinged, the
hinged leaves with V’s to top and sighting holes
at a lower level, flat bevelled border-line
engraved lock with stepped tail signed ‘I. GILL’
and with the Crown G.R. cypher to the centre,
semi waterproof pan, roller to frizzen and fitted
with a ring-neck cock, detented action,
regulation brass-mounted figured full walnut
with raised cheek rest, stocked to four inches
of the muzzle, the wrist escutcheon engraved
‘T. W. W. IIII’, this is a superior example with fine
stock, barrel professionally rebrowned at some
time in the distant past and looking good
£2,000-4,000
Provenance: This rifle was produced for a
volunteer rifle company by John Gill of
Birmingham who took over the family business
from his father Thomas Gill in mid-1801. A
quantity of these Baker rifles were sold at
Sotheby’s many years back and spread over a
number of sales. There were two different
grades, the superior grade such as this example
had fast twist rifling, detented actions and
superior sights. The standard grade had normal
Baker rifling, standard sight and actions, all
were marked “T. W. W” and a number.
Apparently a quantity had been brought into
Sotheby’s by a couple who had bought a large
country house and found a rack of these rifles in
one of the outhouses

411

411
A RARE .65 INDIA PATTERN SERGEANTS
FLINTLOCK CARBINE PATTERN OF 1807,
CIRCA 1807, no visible serial number, with
37in. barrel, the breech stamped with the Kings
proofs and Ordnance inspection stamps, fitted
with a block front-sight bayonet lug, border
engraved lock of rounded form, stamped
‘TOWER’ on the tail and bearing the Crown G.R.
cypher to the centre and fitted with a swanneck cock, regulation brass mounted full
walnut stock with handrail wrist and high comb
the right butt with a faint B.O. broad arrow
stamp
£1,400-1,600
Provenance: The Pattern 1807 Sergeants
carbine is basically a reduced proportion India
Pattern Bess, made for the use of sergeants
whom it was thought needed a lighter and
handier musket, their main duty in combat being
organising and controlling the men under their
command. Blackmore in ‘British Military Long
Arms 1650 to 1850’ states few of these were
made. It also appears that the India Pattern
Artillery carbine is an identical weapon
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413

412

412
A GOOD AND INTERESTING 1793 INDIA
PATTERN BROWN BESS FLINTLOCK MUSKET
CIRCA 1800, serial no 32023, with 39in. barrel
stamped at the breech with the Kings proofs,
block front-sight bayonet lug, border engraved
lock of rounded form with ‘TOWER’ on the tail
and the Crown G.R. cypher to the centre
together with the small crown arrow inspection
stamp, fitted with the early pattern swan-neck
cock, regulation brass mounted full walnut
stock with carved apron around the barrel tang,
handrail wrist and high comb, the right butt
with a crowned ordnance storekeepers stamp
dated 1800, the left butt bearing the interesting
roundel in which are the letters ‘P.L.D” or
“P.D.L’ depending on how it is read nearby is the
number ‘32,023’, this is a French mark for
which there are two interpretations the first
being Pour Le Droit (For the Right) the other
Propriete de L’etate (Property of the State),
complete with sling swivels, rod an old
replacement, this is a superior example
£1,700-2,000
Provenance: This is an early pattern Brown Bess
service musket which was introduced as an
emergency arm on the outbreak of war with
revolutionary France. It was based on the East
India Company’s simplified Windus pattern
musket hence it being refered to as the India
Pattern. It was the standard musket of the
British Infantry throughout the Napoleonic wars
and all campaigns until the introduction of the
percussion system in the 1840’s. The end of
conflict in 1815 and the reduction in size of the
army saw many arms disposed of the foreign
governments, in 1830 over 88,000 India Pattern
muskets were sold to France, this example was
obviously one.
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413
A .54 FLINTLOCK SPORTING-RIFLE SIGNED
HEWSON, LONDON,
CIRCA 1815, no visible serial number, with
26in. octagonal barrel rifled with eight grooves,
dovetailed blade front-sight and three leaf rearsight, patent breech with platinum lined touch
hole, the top flat with inset silver poincon
bearing the legend ‘HEWSON / LONDON’ the
fixed breech attractively decorated with ribbon
bands, border lines, and a stand of flags, the
detented lock with border decoration and a
small amount of foliate engraving on the tail,
and signed ‘HEWSON’ to the centre, waterproof
pan, refaced frizzen and the frizzen spring with
roller, French-style cock engraved to match,
the rifle also has a set trigger, iron-mounted
walnut half-stock with chequered wrist the butt
with raised cheek-rest vacant silver escutcheon
to wrist, the iron mounts attractively engraved,
scroll trigger-guard with pineapple finial,
complete with sling swivels and brass mounted
ebony rammer. The rifle has been refurbished
to the highest standards and reconverted from
percussion back to flint, and re-engraved, a
good looking piece
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The maker was probably Thomas
Hewson of 133 Fetter Lane 1805-8 then at 36
Piccadilly, 1808-1836

414
A 16-BORE FLINTLOCK IRON-BARRELLED
BLUNDERBUSS SIGNED WHEELER, no visible
serial number, circa 1780, with octagonal to
sixteen-sided to round 13in. barrel, moulded
bands at the intersections and an engraved
band at breech, the top left side flat marked
with private proofs, two-stage trumpet muzzle,
solid border engraved iron tang, slightly curved
flat bevel-edged borderline engraved iron lock
with pointed tail and signed ‘WHEELER’ in
script below the pan, borderline engraved cock
and frizzen, replacement full-stock, brass
furniture including border engraved spur to
heel-plate, stepped sideplate and original horntipped ramrod
£1,000-1,500
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415
A RARE .700 FLINTLOCK RIFLE BY HENRY NOCK FOR THE LONDON & WESTMINSTER LIGHT
HORSE VOLUNTEER, CIRCA 1798, muster no. 53, with 30in. barrel rifled with seven grooves of
slightly rounded form (Nock’s design) giving 1/2 turn in 30in., and fitted with Nock’s patent
chambered breech, blade front-sight, and fixed block rear-sight, the first four inches of the
barrel is smooth-bored for ease of loading, the rifle is fitted with Nock’s famed screwless lock
signed to the centre ‘H. NOCK’, brass mounted full walnut stock, the fore-end slit to prevent
jamming of the rod, furniture included two rammer pipes, nosecap, scroll trigger-guard,
patchbox and butt-plate engraved on the top ‘53’, complete with sling swivels and original
rammer
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: This interesting rifle dates to circa 1798, its design based on the Harcourts or 1796 carbine
also designed by Nock, and it predates the Baker rifle. It was one of a quantity made for the elite London
& Westminster Light Horse Volunteers who were made up of the cream of London society, its members
included cabinet ministers, members of the nobility, senior public servants and one or two relatives
of Henry Nock. During the wars with revolutionary France, volunteer units mushroomed over the
whole country, the L.&W. L.H.V was one such unit. Being an elite unit it participated ceremonial
duties such as being part of the guard at Lord Nelson’s funeral and performing in front of
George III and the Prince of Wales. They were originally formed as a mounted unit, later an
infantry section was added with ten officers and 195 privates and the Nock rifles were
for this section. It is believed less than 100 were supplied, today there are 29 known
specimens. This example in its original configuration, many were modified around
1802/03, the barrels shortened by four inches removing the smoothbore section
and adding a bar for a Baker style sword bayonet. A raised leather cheek piece
was also added. It is believed the modifications were advocated by Major
Harding Stacey who commanded the units infantry section, strangely
examination of surviving specimens reveals not all the rifles were
modified. The Muster roll for the unit is believed to still exist
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417
A .75 EAST INDIA COMPANY BAKER’S PATTERN 1819 FLINTLOCK
MUSKET, SIGNED THOMPSON, no visible serial number, with London
proofed 39in. barrel, baluster turned breech, block front-sight that
doubles as a bayonet lug, the lock of rounded form marked on the tail
with the quartered heart cypher of the United East India Company and
dated 1800, the makers name ‘Thomson’ engraved to the centre, together
with a ‘Crown over 2’ inspectors stamp, (the lock is a period replacement
from an earlier period), regulation brass mounted full walnut stock with
standard wrist and low comb, with one small period repair to fore-end
near bottom rammer pipe
£400-600
Provenance: Ezekiel Baker was employed by the East India Company to
design a new series of flintlock arms for issue to its forces in India, this was
the pattern of musket he came up with, it was designated the Bakers Pattern
1819 Musket. It features a more modern style of stock, with redesigned buttplate, trigger-guard with shorter tang and a semi-waterproof lock, with tall
frizzen and bun-nut retained ring-neck cock. Arms of this pattern are
exceptionally rare and examples such as this with the lock from an earlier
musket not unusual

416

416
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE .65 FLINTLOCK PATTERN 1833 MANTON
CARBINE, CIRCA 1836, no visible serial number, with 20in. Ordnance
proof and inspected barrel fitted with a break-off breech, incorporating
a raised fixed sighting groove, brass blade front-sight, and a short link
swivel rammer hinged at muzzle, bevelled borderline engraved flat lock
with stepped tail and bolt safety, the centre of the lock bearing the
Crowned ‘W.R. TOWER’ cypher dated 1836, semi waterproof pan and
borderline engraved swan-neck cock, full walnut stock fitted with
regulation brass mounts including a flat style nose-cap incorporating a
trumpet shaped rammer pipe, scroll trigger-guard, flat style side-plate
and butt-plate, a sling bar is fitted to the left side of the action, the right
butt stamped with the B.O. broad arrow mark together with the 1st Class
reserve stamp and the small remains of what could have been a wax seal
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: This is one of the rarest of all British military carbines and the
last official flintlock carbine made for the British cavalry. It was reputedly
designed by Charles Manton a relative of the immortal Joe who had been
appointed Master Furbisher by the Board of Ordnance in 1829. The design
was not totally that of Manton as he combined the best features of other
makers such as E. Baker, H. Nock and C. Moore, in fact the first trial pattern
was made by E. Baker, the lock with integral frizzen spring is modelled on
the screwless lock of Henry Nock. The original design of carbine was modified
several times before six were made and issued to the 15th Hussar’s for trials
in 1830, faults and weaknesses were found resulting in the manufacture of a
further six improved carbines for more trials. Eventually a pattern was
approved in 1833, and an order place for 1000 these were produced between
1835 and 1837. No more were produced due to the acceptance of the
percussion system and the appointment of George Lovell as Chief
Storekeeper. It would appear that most were scrapped accounting for their
rarity today, very few examples are known to exist.
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418
A .650 FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S / SPORTING RIFLE BY J. PENDRILL,
CIRCA 1775, no visible serial number, with 36in. slightly swamped barrel
with line and foliate decoration at breech, struck with London proofs and
the makers stamp ‘J P’, rifled with twelve grooves, the fixed breech with
sighting groove and engraved to match, borderline and decorated lock of
rounded form, with the makers name ‘J. PENDRILL’ to the centre, fitted
with swan-neck cock, frizzen appears to have been refaced, brass
mounted full walnut stock of graceful form, shell motif carved around
breech tang and relief carving around lock and side-plate, brass mounts
include heavy brass butt-plate with with line and foliate decorated tang,
trigger-guard and side-plate foliate engraved to match, wrist with large
escutcheon, rod a replacement
£800-1,200
419
A 20-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING GUN SIGNED
D. EGG, LONDON, no visible serial number, circa 1800, with 31 3/4in.
barrels, the top-rib signed in gilt ‘D. EGG LONDON’, twin gold bands at
breech and platinum vents, flat border and scroll engraved locks signed
in script ‘D. EGG’ and with ‘Manton’ style cocks, rollers to the frizzensprings and gas-checks to the frizzens, restocked in walnut with a raised
cheek-piece, iron furniture (re-used from the original) and brass tipped
ramrod, loss to engraved detail
£1,800-2,200
420
A .625 BAKER PATTERN 1823 FLINTLOCK RIFLE BY RAMSEY
SUTHERLAND, CIRCA 1829, no visible serial number, with 30in. twist
barrel stamped with post 1813 Birmingham proofs, low blade front-sight
and fixed block vee rear-sight, fitted with the standard Baker bayonet bar
at muzzle, the borderline engraved lock of rounded form stamped on the
tail ‘LONDON’ and signed to the centre ‘RAMSEY / SUTHERLAND’,
regulation brass mounted full walnut stock with raised cheek-rest and
the usual Baker furniture of scroll trigger-guard patchbox, wrist
escutcheon, the rifle complete with sling swivels and original rod
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: Ramsey Sutherland was established on his own account circa
1829/39 at 1 Caroline St. Birmingham, previously he was in partnership with
his brother Richard as R & R Sutherland circa 1800 to 1827. Arms might have
been marked with his name prior to1829, the brother’s operated on a
substantial scale. Numbers of Baker rifles similar to this are known to exist,
it is believed they were supplied to New Brunswick, Canada for issue to the
Militia, quantities of India Pattern Bess muskets were also supplied by
Sutherland at the same time.
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425

424
A 22-BORE FLINTLOCK DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING GUN SIGNED BREZOL SNR. CHARLEVILLE, no visible serial number, French circa 1790,
with browned 30in. barrels, blade fore-sight set back from the muzzle, carved and raised sighting groove to the plain top-tang, radiused and lightly
curved locks, each signed ‘BREZOL PERE A CHARLEVILLE’, lined pans, swan-necked cocks and frizzens with broad springs, finely chequered
(smoothed) semi hand-rail half-stock with iron furniture including capped heel with indented edging, raised lower tang, pillared trigger guard bow
and ramrod throat, replacement brass ramrod
£800-1,200
425
AN EXTREMELY RARE .52 2ND MODEL NOCK SEVEN BARRELLED FLINTLOCK VOLLEY GUN, CIRCA 1787, no visible serial number, with a 20in.
barrel clump stamped with Ordnance proofs at the breech, underside of barrels fitted with three brass rammer pipes, the top pipe with a retaining
spring, the beveled edged lock of flat form engraved on the tail with the Crown G.R. TOWER cypher and a small crown arrow ordnance inspection stamp
below the pan, fitted with a heavy ring-neck cock, the butt with handrail wrist and high comb and stamped with an Ordnance storekeepers mark
(faint), there are two repairs where the butt joins the breech, one of which is under the lock and the other on the opposite side, these are weak spots
on the Nock volley guns and many specimens are known with damage in these areas, another small repair to the toe of the butt
£8,000-10,000
Provenance: Although known today as the Nock volley gun, it was designed and proposed to the Ordnance by a certain James Wilson. The Army could see no purpose
for it considering it as impractical, the Navy on the other hand considered it could be of use to crow’s nest sharp shooters. Initially two were made for trials these
had rifled barrels and were made by Nock, from these trials the Navy decided to order 500, deliveries beginning in 1780. These early guns are known as first models,
in 1787 another 100 were ordered these becoming second models of which this is one. There are some minor differences between the models, the most noticeable
being the style of lock and engraving. In service they were not a success, the recoil being so great it could dislocate the shoulder (for this reason the load was
reduced), there was also the problem of the muzzle blast setting fire to sails
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427

426
AN INTERESTING .69 FLINTLOCK JAEGER
STYLE RIFLE, POSSIBLY RUSSIAN AND MADE
AT TULA, CIRCA 1800, no visible serial
number, with 32 1/2in. octagonal barrel with
eight groove rifling, having a small blade frontsight and fixed block vee rear-sight, inlaid with
silver near the breech ‘I M -C-T P’, plain lock of
rounded form with semi-waterproof pan, roller
to frizzen and fitted with a swan-neck cock,
gilded brass mounted full walnut stock, carved
in relief around rammer channel, tail pipe and
trigger-guards, the left-side of the butt with
cheek-rest and carved with scroll decoration,
scroll trigger-guard
£800-1,200
Provenance: The vendor states this rifle was
made at Tula and the barrel inscription indicates
manufacture at the Imperial Manufactory Tula
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427
A .31 FLINTLOCK HALF-STOCKED KENTUCKY
RIFLE, SIGNED RUSSOM & CO. CIRCA 1820, no
visible serial number, with 37in. octagonal
barrel having a small brass blade front-sight
and fixed vee block rear-sight, barrel makers
name stamped at breech ‘H. M. CLALLE’, the
lock with some foliate decoration and a
sunburst to the left of the pan, stepped tail and
signed ‘RUSSOM & CO.’ to centre, vee form
waterproof pan, platinum lined touch-hole,
roller to frizzen spring, frizzen has been relined,
pierced cock engraved to match the lockplate,
the action with a set trigger, brass mounted
walnut half-stock, the butt fitted with a brass
crescent butt-plate, rectangular patchbox with
large pierced decorative surround covering
much of the butt, scroll trigger-guard, the leftside of the butt with a raised cheek-rest and
inset brass star, complete with a brass rammer
£600-900

428
A 14-BORE MIQUELET-LOCK SINGLEBARRELLED
SPORTING-GUN
SIGNED
GABIOLA, SPAIN, WITH CATALONIAN BUTT, no
visible serial number, circa 1796, with Spanish
form octagonal to round slightly swamped
36 1/4in. barrel, carved girdle at intersection
with gilt detailing, white-metal spider foresight, the octagonal section marked in
white-metal inlays across the left-top, top and
right-top flats ‘FABRICADO EN EYBAR ANO
D*I*6’ (remainder lost) together with inlet
white-metal scrolls, the top-flat deeply struck
with Spanish quality marks including fleur de
lys and a makers poincon, all with strong traces
of gilt fill, engraved top-tang, complex shaped
miquelet lock also with gilt makers poincon and
with carved, engraved and gilt detailed
decoration, squared jaws and ring-topped
screw to the cock, squared frizzen, large
exposed mainspring with engraved bevelled
edge, walnut half-stock of Catalonian form with
iron furniture including raised finger spur to the
lower tang, carved and moulded white-metal
barrel band with retainer moulded in the form
of a fish and replacement under-barrel wooden
ramrod
£700-900
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448

447
A CASED 15-BORE SINGLE BARRELLED FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY
THOMAS MORTIMER & SON, CIRCA 1810, serial no. 446, with 30in.
London proofed browned twist barrel, engraved near the breech ‘44
LUDGATE HILL, GUN MAKERS TO HIS MAJESTY’ with two sunbursts, the
patent breech with platinum lined touch hole and the top with inset silver
oval impressed ‘T. MORTIMER / & SON / LONDON’, the fixed breech
engraved with a sunburst and foliate decoration, waterproof lock with vee
pan and roller to frizzen spring, the lockplate engraved with leaf pattern
edging, a sunburst between the cock and pan, makers name ‘THOMAS
MORTIMER & SON’ to centre and a foliate trophy design on the tail,
bevelled pierced cock engraved to match, figured walnut half-stock with
finely chequered wrist and raised cheek-rest, fitted with engraved and
decorated iron mounts, including scroll trigger-guard, the bow engraved
with a hunting scene of a dog and game birds, wear to the stock and
mounts, contained in its correct green baize lined and fitted mahogany
case, the lid broken and coming apart, lining stained and worn the lid
with original Thomas Mortimer & Son trade label
£1,000-1,500

448
A CASED 20-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN
BY JOSEPH MANTON WITH GRAVITATING SAFETY STOPS, CIRCA 1807,
serial no. 4324, with 30in. rebrowned barrels, the top rib engraved
‘JOSEPH MANTON’S PATENT ELEVATION’, the touch-holes are lined with
platinum as are the poincons and stamped ‘JOSEPH MANTONS PATENT’,
the locks with feathered edge decoration, engraved trophies of arms on
the tails and signed with the makers name ‘JOSEPH MANTON / LONDON’
to the centre, fitted with waterproof vee shaped pans, both locks are fitted
with Manton’s patented gravitating safety stops, foliate engraved cocks
are of pigeon breasted type, walnut half-stock with chequered wrist and
inset with a silver escutcheon bearing the crest of its original owner, the
butt-plate tang and trigger-guard bow both engraved with trophies of
arms and foliate decoration, contained in an original green baize lined
and fitted mahogany case the lid with original Joseph Manton trade-label
with the Davies St. Berkley Square address, accessories include a copper
bodied powder flask and a black leather shot belt
£3,000-5,000

Provenance: Thomas Mortimer was the brother of the famed Harvey Walklate
Mortimer with whom he was in partnership as H. W. Mortimer Son, & T.
Mortimer, 1800-1807 then as Thomas Mortimer & Son he died in 1818. He
was appointed Gunsmith-in-Ordinary to George III in 1805
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449*
A CASED 16-BORE FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY JOSEPH MANTON, CIRCA
1814, serial no. 6434, with 30in. three stage octagonal to polygonal to round skelp
twist rebrowned barrel, recessed patent breech with platinum line, the remains
of an inset poincon, platinum lined touch hole, the fixed breech engraved with a
foliate leaf and flower design, the detented lock engraved with a sunburst
between the cock and pan and ‘JOSEPH MANTON / LONDON’, below, together
with a martial trophy on the tail, the lockplate border decorated with a leaf
pattern, the lock has a vee shaped waterproof pan and an engraved and pierced
cock, iron mounted walnut half-stock with chequered wrist, the mounts include
butt-plate decorated with a martial trophy and foliage running up the tang,
numbered trigger-guard decorated with a martial trophy on the bow and foliage
on the tang, trigger-plate with a pineapple finial, the gun is contained in a
refurbished, relined and partitioned green baize lined mahogany case, the lid
with inset carrying handle, accessories include an embossed leather bodied shot
flask, a reproduction brass bodied powder flask, a later Hawksley copper bodied
pistol flask, together with ebony handled adjustable powder and shot measures
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£3,000-5,000
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450

450
A PAIR OF BOHEMIAN 38-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS SIGNED FRANZ ADAMS, FELTSPER, no visible serial numbers, circa 1780, with
blued slightly swamped 9 3/4in. barrels carved with raised flat sighting ribs and with gilt-washed floral decoration to the breech-ends, white metal
spider fore-sights, rear-sights of two folding leaves, plain solid top-tangs, slightly curved and radiused brushed bright locks, one signed ‘FRANZ
ADAMS’, the other ‘IN FELTSPER’, moulded borders to the frizzen-face and swan-necked cocks, walnut full-stocks with carved borders to the brass
furniture pieces, raised floral carving around the top-tangs, white metal wire scrolls to back of the wrists, flared short-side-spurred butt-caps and
horn tipped ramrods
£1,500-2,000
451
A 50-BORE FLINTLOCK TAP-ACTION DOUBLE-BARRELLED POCKET PISTOL SIGNED BURGESS, no visible serial number, circa 1815, with plain
round 2 1/8in. turn-off barrels (frozen), starred muzzles for key (absent), borderline and trophy engraved slab-sided action signed ‘BURGESS’ in an
oval on the left side, central ring-necked cock with sliding safe, walnut slab-sided butt and guarded trigger, traces of colour remaining
£300-500
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452

452
A GOOD .65 PATTERN 1808/11 EAST INDIA
COMPANY FLINTLOCK LIGHT DRAGOON
PISTOL, CIRCA 1810, no visible serial number,
9in. barrel with fading browned finish, stamped
with crisp London proofs at breech together
with E.I.C. inspection stamps, baluster turned
breech, borderline engraved flat style lock
bearing the E.I.C. rampant lion cypher to the
centre (known at the time as the lion that got
the cheese) dated 1810 on the tail, full walnut
stock with carved apron around tang, fitted with
brass mounts of regulation pattern including
short eared butt-cap, sideplate, trigger-guard
and distinctive double rammer pipe with spring
to retain the steel rammer, pipes of this type
were first introduced on the Ordnance model
1796 pistol, the butt stamped with a faint E.I.C.
quartered heart, top jaw and screw old
replacements, some minor bruising to stock,
but still a good well above average example
£700-900
Provenance: This pattern of pistol was an
upgrade of the earlier E.I.C. pattern 1778/1808
troopers pistol and basically a copy of the service
light dragoon pistol. It is estimated that as many
as 10,000 of this pattern were requisitioned by
the Board of Ordnance during the Napoleonic
wars this might have been one. In India pistols
of this type were issued to cavalry and artillery
units in the forces of the three presidency’s and
also Imperial regiments serving in India. It was
also the first E.I.C. arm to be marked with the
rampant lion cypher replacing the earlier
quartered heart. As many as 7800 pairs of these
pistols were shipped to India between 1809 and
1812. Many of today’s surviving specimens are
ones sold off from the Tower of London in the
1960’s and 70’s.
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453
A GOOD .75 (MUSKET BORE) 1796 HEAVY
DRAGOON FLINTLOCK PISTOL MARKED TO
THE AYRSHIRE YEOMANRY CAVALRY, CIRCA
1800, issue no. 14, 9in. barrel struck with the
Kings proofs at the breech, the border
engraved lock of rounded form engraved
‘TOWER’ on the tail and bearing the Crown G.R
cypher to the centre together with an ordnance
inspection stamp, fitted with a swan-neck
cock, regulation brass mounted full walnut
stock, bag shaped grip the right side of the grip
stamped with a dated ordnance storekeeper
stamp (faint), brass mounts include triggerguard engraved on the bow ‘A.Y.C. / 14’, and
distinctive double rammer pipe with spring to
hold its original steel rammer which is
numbered ‘14’ to the gun, this is a crisp
example with good untouched stock
£800-1,200
Provenance: This pattern of pistol is also
known as the Modified 1796 H.D. pistol, the
original having the Nock screwless lock, which
was found to be expensive and slow to
manufacture hence modified to this simpler
form. Pistols such as this were produced for
issue to all heavy cavalry regiments who
carried them during and after the Napoleonic
Wars. The Ayrshire Yeomanry Cavalry was
formed in 1793 shortly after the outbreak of war
with France for home defence, they were
initially made up of wealthy farmers, in 1803
they totalled 140 officers and men

454

454
A RARE .65 PATTERN 1831 CUSTOMS
OFFICERS / COASTGUARD FLINTLOCK
PISTOL, no visible serial number, 4 1/2in.
round barrel with flat top, bead front-sight and
stamped with the kings proofs at the breech,
swivel rammer hinged at the muzzle, the lock
with stepped tail marked ‘TOWER’ and fitted
with a bolt safety, the center bearing the Crown
G.R. cypher, semi-waterproof pan, and roller
to frizzen, fitted with a ring-neck cock, brass
mounted full walnut stock the butt with inset
oval butt-cap with screw for lanyard ring, the
grip stamped with the arrow B.O. stamp, a rare
British military pistol
£400-600
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455

455
A PAIR OF 28-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS SIGNED OSBORN, LONDON, no visible serial
numbers, circa 1800, with rebrowned octagonal 10in. barrels, the top-flat marked ‘PALL-MALL,
LONDON’, applied white metal fore-sights, standing notch rear-sight, engraved and coloured toptangs, gold-lined touch-holes, flat bevel edged locks with stepped tails and engraved with
starbursts behind the semi rainproof pans and to the tails, roller springs to the frizzens, swannecked cocks with sliding safes, walnut full-stocks with chequered bag-shaped grips, single set
triggers, iron furniture and brass tipped ebony ramrods
£2,000-3,000
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456
457

456
A GOOD AND SCARCE 40-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY
JOSEPH MANTON, LONDON, serial no. 5107, for 1810, with smoothbore
9 3/4in. octagonal barrel (some discolouration and stains) signed in a
platinum poincon at breech ‘JOSEPH MANTON PATENTS’ together with a
crown device, platinum line, small applied white metal boat-shaped foresight, standing notch rear-sight to the trophy engraved top-tang, flat,
slightly curved lock with border engraving and signed ‘JOSEPH MANTON,
LONDON’, engraved safety-bolt, patent rainproof pan, swan-necked cock
and roller frizzen, walnut half-stock with chequered bag-shaped grip,
small engraved iron pommel-cap with short pointed tail, plain trigger,
blued trigger-guard bow with finger-spur (much blued finish remaining),
white metal barrel wedge escutcheons, horn fore-end tip and mahogany
ramrod with horn tip
£5,000-7,000
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457
A RARE .58 WILLIAM IV SEA SERVICE FLINTLOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1830,
no visible serial number, with 9in. barrel struck with the Kings proofs at
the breech, swivel rammer hinged at muzzle, border-line engraved lock
bearing the Crowned ‘W.R.’ cypher to the centre together with the small
crown arrow inspection stamp, and ring-neck cock, regulation brass
mounted full walnut stock with belt hook fitted to the left-side of the
pistol, the stock has been coated with a dark shellac with possible repair
between barrel tang and lock, a sharp good looking pistol
£700-900
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458

458
A PAIR OF 30-BORE FLINTLOCK SILVER-MOUNTED HOLSTER PISTOLS SIGNED GRIFFIN, no visible serial numbers, circa 1760 with later
modifications, triple-staged round 7in. iron barrels (shortened), moulded bands at the intersections, makers stamp for Joseph Griffin and London
proofs at breech, solid top-tangs, borderline engraved radiused locks with pointed tails and signed ‘GRIFFIN’ below the pans, walnut full-stocks
carved with teardrops and aprons (fore-end of one pistol replaced), hallmarked (illegible) silver grotesque butt-caps, silver complex sideplates, the
escutcheons at wrists engraved with a beast’s head above a wreath, iron trigger-guard bows and horn-tipped mahogany ramrods
£1,200-1,600
459
AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER or BELT PISTOL SIGNED GRIFFIN, circa 1765, with round iron slightly swamped 8in. barrel, traces of a needle
and tear-drop engraving at breech, London proofs, solid top-tang, straight borderline engraved radiused lock with pointed tail, French-style cock and
bridleless frizzen, walnut full-stock (cracks and repairs to fore-end), floral apron carved around the top-tang, tear-drops behind the lock and sidecheek, swollen pommel with brass grotesque mask, brass trigger-guard and other furniture, ramrod poor replacement
£400-600
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460

460
A PAIR OF 28-BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY TWIGG, LONDON, no visible serial numbers, circa 1800, with rebrowned octagonal 10 1/2in.
barrels, the top-flats signed ‘TWIGG, LONDON’, applied diminutive blade fore-sights, no provision for rear-sights, gold lines and touch-holes at
breeches, engraved top-tangs, flat bevel edged locks signed ‘TWIGG’, with stepped tails and engraved with starbursts behind the semi rainproof pans,
roller frizzens, swan-necked cocks with sliding safes, walnut full-stocks with chequered bag-shaped grips, plain triggers, iron furniture and horn
tipped mahogany ramrods
£5,000-7,000
461
A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL WITH SPRUNG BAYONET, SIGNED JOHNSON & COLLINS, circa 1810, with round turn-off 2 1/2in. barrel
(some bruising at breech), muzzle cut for a key (absent), triangular form folding bayonet with concave sides beneath the muzzle and released via the
trigger guard bow, squared trophy engraved action signed ‘JOHNSON & COLLINS’ on the left and with central ring-necked cock, sliding safe to the
top-tang and walnut slab-sided butt
£250-350
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462

463

462
A 25-BORE 18TH CENTURY CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK HOLSTER
PISTOL SIGNED ‘LEMAIRE’, probably Belgian circa 1730, with octagonal
to sixteen-sided to round 12in. barrel, two turned bands, solid top-tang
fixed from below, curved and radiused lock engraved with tulips and
signed ‘LEMAIRE’ on a short bevel below the frizzen spring, plain swannecked cock, bridleless frizzen, walnut full-stock, the fore-end
manufactured in two pieces and the whole possibly stained in imitation of
burr walnut, iron furniture including butt-cape with long side-spurs and
a pierced sideplate inhabited by a serpent, probable replacement ramrod
£800-1,200

463
A LARGER THAN USUAL 36-BORE TAP-ACTION FLINTLOCK DOUBLEBARRELLED TRAVELLING PISTOL SIGNED MAYES, NORWICH, circa
1825, with round 3 1/4in. turn-off barrels (frozen), arcaded engraved
bands and false rifling for a key at muzzles (key absent), Birmingham
proofs, borderline and trophy engraved squared action with tap-lever and
‘MAYES’ signature to the left side and ‘NORWICH’ signature to the right,
central ring-necked cock with sliding safe also locking the pan, walnut
slab-sided butt and guarded trigger
£600-800
Provenance: Mayes was recorded as operating in Norwich between 18211850
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464

465

464
AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER or BELT PISTOL SIGNED WILSON,
circa 1745, with round iron slightly swamped triple-staged 8in. barrel,
traces of engraving at breech, London proofs, solid top-tang, straight
borderline engraved radiused lock with scroll engraved and pointed tail,
French style cock and bridleless frizzen, walnut full-stock, floral apron
carved around the top-tang, swollen pommel with brass long-spurred
butt-cap with central grotesque mask and shell engraving to the sides,
brass trigger-guard and pierced trophy sideplate, ramrod a working iron
replacement
£400-600

465
A RARE 80-BORE FLINTLOCK THREE-BARRELLED TAP-ACTION
TRAVELLING PISTOL WITH SPRUNG BAYONET, SIGNED TWIGG,
LONDON, circa 1810, with plain 3in. turn-off barrels (frozen) numbered ‘4’
through ‘6’ respectively, muzzles starred for key (absent), the lower barrel
with folding bayonet of triangular form with concave sides released via
the trigger guard bow, London proved squared action with trophy
engraving signed ‘TWIGG’ on the left and ‘LONDON’ on the right within
central oval panels, sliding safe around the central ring-necked cock,
walnut slab-sided butt and three-position tap-handle to left side of action,
the whole lightly cleaned
£1,400-1,600

Provenance: This pistol is almost certainly the work of Richard Wilson who
traded under his own name between 1730-1757, also becoming Proofmaster
(1741) and who traded with the East India Co., The Hudson Bay Co., The Royal
Africa Co. as well as the Board of Ordnance
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466

468

466
A CONTINENTAL 30-BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL WITH
SPRUNG BAYONET, probably Belgian circa 1795 but unsigned, with twistiron octagonal 4 1/8in. rebrowned barrel, folding bayonet beneath
retained by the trigger guard bow, squared action engraved with swags
and borders, central ring-necked cock, sliding safe to the top-tang, halfchequered semi slab-sided walnut butt with raised oval panels to the
lower half of the grip inlet with white metal scrolls, further white metal
arabesques to the back-edge and guarded trigger
£400-600

468
A CANNON-BARRELLED 40-BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED
WILKINS & SON, GRANTHAM, circa 1785, with turn-off 1 9/16in. banded
barrel, Birmingham proved rounded breech also stamped ‘40’ for the
bore, engraved squared action marked ‘WILKINS & SON’ in an oval on
the left side and ‘GRANTHAM’ in a similar oval on the right, central ringnecked cock, sliding safe to the top-tang and walnut slab sided butt with
white metal oval escutcheon to the wrist and guarded trigger
£400-600

467
A ROUND-BODIED 32-BORE FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL SIGNED WM.
HOLE, BRISTOL, circa 1820, with 1 5/8in. slightly tapering turn-off barrel
(frozen), engraved bands at breech and muzzle, the breech signed ‘WM.
HOLE’ on the left and ‘BRISTOL’ on the left, rounded border and trophy
engraved action with central ring-necked cock, rain-proof pan and sliding
safe to the top-tang, finely chequered bag-shaped walnut butt with
engraved white-metal butt-cap and concealed automatic trigger
£250-350
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469

470

469
A FLINTLOCK HEAVY OVERCOAT PISTOL OF MUSKET BORE SIGNED
LOWE, CHESTER, circa 1800, with ‘Spanish-form’ half round, half
octagonal 6in. barrel slightly swamped at the muzzle and of .750 calibre,
moulded band at the intersection, the ends of the flats with border
engraving and the breech with an engraved band, the top-flat marked
‘CHESTER’, flat lock with stepped and engraved tail, ‘LOWE’ signature
below pan, roller spring and swan-necked cock, walnut full-stock with
smooth bag-shaped grip, iron furniture and horn-tipped ramrod
£500-700
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470
AN 18-BORE FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL SIGNED BOLTON, LONDON,
circa 1815, with browned octagonal 8in. barrel (some staining), the topflat marked ‘LONDON’, bead fore-sight, shallow standing notch
rear-sight, engraved top-tang, platinum line and touch-hole at breech,
borderline engraved bevel edged lock with engraved stepped tail and
signed ‘BOLTON’ below the semi rainproof pan, engraved pierced cock
with safety, roller spring for the frizzen, walnut full-stock with chequered
bag-shaped grip, blued iron furniture, clipped corner white metal
rectangular escutcheon to wrist, ebony fore-end tip and captive iron
stirrup ramrod, strong traces of finish
£800-1,200
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471

471
A GOOD .65 FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL SIGNED H. NOCK, CIRCA
1800, no visible serial number, with 9in. barrel inscribed ‘LONDON’ near
the breech, stamped with Tower private proofs and bearing the ‘H.N.’
stamp of Henry Nock, borderline engraved flat style of lock signed ‘H.
NOCK’ to the centre, brass mounted full walnut stock, plain bag shaped
grip with flat side panels. complete with original brass tipped wooden
rammer with worm, a good sharp, original and untouched pistol, a good
collectors example by one of London’s best and most innovative makers
of the period
£700-900
472
A 54-BORE FLINTLOCK TAP-ACTION OVER-UNDER TRAVELLING
PISTOL SIGNED SPENCER, LONDON, circa 1820, with round 2 5/8in. turnoff barrels (frozen), false rifling for a key at muzzles (key absent), London
proofs, borderline and trophy engraved squared action with tap-lever and
‘SPENCER’ signature to the left side and ‘LONDON’ signature to the right,
central ring-necked cock with sliding safe also locking the pan, walnut
slab-sided butt and folding automatic trigger
£400-600

472

473

473
A .65 FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY BRANDER & POTTS, CIRCA
1820, no visible serial number, with 6in. heavy round barrel the breech
flat engraved ‘70 MINORIES, LONDON’ and struck with London proofs,
the lock with stepped tail and bolt safety, engraved with makers name
‘BRANDER & POTTS’ to centre, raised semi waterproof pan and fitted
with a ring-neck cock, brass mounted full walnut stock, with flattened
fishtail style grip, complete with original horn tipped wooden rammer
with worm, a very sharp pistol that has seen little if any use
£1,100-1,200
Provenance: Martin Brander and Thomas Potts were established as a
partnership trading from 70 Minories and Goodmans Yard London circa 1802
to 1827. They were contractors to the Board of Ordnance circa 1815-1820.

474
A .650 FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL SIGNED MANTON, LONDON, no
visible serial number, circa 1810, with browned octagonal 7 3/8in. barrel
signed on the top-flat ‘LONDON’, small applied blade fore-sight, shallow
standing notch rear-sight to the front of the engraved tang, border and
trophy engraved stepped tail bevel edged lock signed ‘MANTON’ below
the semi rainproof pan, sliding safe behind the swan-necked cock, roller
to the frizzen-spring, walnut full-stock with chequered bag-shaped butt,
engraved trigger-guard bow and horn-tipped ramrod
£800-1,200
Provenance: This pistol is almost certainly a trade-built piece bought in by
John Manton to retail in his store
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478
A 25-BORE FLINTLOCK MIQUELET POCKET
PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible serial number,
Spanish, circa 1775, with two stage slightly
swamped 3 1/8in. barrel, cannon muzzle, solid
top-tang, diminutive miquelet lock, walnut fullstock with floral carving around the top-tang,
brass furniture including long eared butt-cap
(losses to ears and pommel), rococo
escutcheon to wrist and replacement iron
ramrod
£300-500

474

475
A RARE 25-BORE PAKTONG-MOUNTED
FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY GRICE, circa 1770, with
paktong two-stage 8in. barrel of Spanish form
slightly swamped at the muzzle, scroll
engraving to the ends of each exposed top-flat,
moulded band at intersection and signed
‘LONDON’, private proofs, borderline engraved
iron top-tang, flat bevel-edged semi-stepped
tail paktong lock with border and scroll
engraving and signed ‘GRICE’ below the pan,
blued iron cock, steel and frizzen-spring,
walnut full-stock with swollen pommel, carved
apron around the top-tang and raised teardrops behind the lock and sideplate, all paktong
furniture including grotesque mask butt-cap,
trophy sideplate and moulded and engraved
trigger guard bow, tang and finial, horn tipped
ramrod
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: This pistol is almost certainly the
work of William Grice (1766-1790) who traded at
2 Whistler’s Court, Cannon Street Birmingham
and supplied a large number of guns marked
‘London’

476
A .67 BELGIAN FLINTLOCK SEA SERVICE
PISTOL, CIRCA 1820, no visible serial number,
with 9in. barrel, the lock of rounded form plain
and unmarked and fitted with a swan-neck
cock, brass mounted full walnut stock with flat
oval butt-cap with fixed lanyard ring, this model
of pistol is made without provision for a ramrod
giving the pistol a quite distinctive look, the
stock with dents and bruises commensurate
with use
£300-500
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477
AN ATTRACTIVE .577 FRENCH FLINTLOCK
PISTOL BY BONNARD LAINE OF VALENCE,
CIRCA 1770, no visible serial number, with 6
1/2in. two stage octagonal to round barrel, the
muzzle with inlaid gold starburst, the breech
attractively engraved with foliate scroll work
inlaid in gold, traces of which remain, the flat
style lock with bevelled and borderline
engraved edges, foliate engraved stepped tail,
the centre of the lock bearing the makers name
‘BONNARD LAINE A VALENCE’, the lock has a
squared pan without frizzen bridle indicative of
early manufacture, swan-neck cock engraved
to match the lock, iron mounted full walnut
stock carved in relief along edge with barrel,
rammer channel, trigger-guard and lock, with
some areas of carved foliate features, between
tail-pipe and trigger-guard and around the
breech tang, iron mounts include a long
spurred oval stepped and engraved butt-cap,
large stylised and foliate engraved sideplate,
trigger-guard with foliate decorated bow and
long elaborate finial in the French style,
complete with horn tipped wooden rod
£500-600
Provenance: Valence is a commune in
southeastern France, the prefecture of the
Drome department and within the AuvergneRhone-Alpes region, approx. 100km south of
Lyon. it is the eighth-largest city in the region

479
A GOOD .65 IRISH SERVICE FLINTLOCK PISTOL
BY W. & J. RIGBY, CIRCA 1820, no visible serial
number, with 9in. barrel, the top flat marked
‘DUBLIN’ near the breech, fitted with a swivel
rammer hinged at the muzzle, border engraved
flat style lock with stepped rounded tail, struck
with the makers name ‘W & J RIGBY’ to the
centre, regulation brass mounted full walnut
stock, with typical Rigby slimmed fishtail style
butt, excellent stock, sharp and crisp overall the
barrel rebrowned with some minor speckling,
a good example of one of these Irish service
pistols by one of Ireland’s most famous makers
£1,000-1,200
Provenance: Pistols of this pattern are modelled
on the Board of Ordnance New Land Light
Dragoon pistol and were supplied by Rigby to the
Irish establishment. In some of the records they
are described as ‘Large Post Office Pattern’, they
were intended for Government servants
including the Police and Customs officers. At
least 2650 were supplied possibly more, some
variations can be encountered, some have locks
with the old style pans such as this example,
which might be indicative of early manufacture
and others with the raised semi-waterproof pan
of probable later manufacture
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480

480
A PAIR OF 22-BORE FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY GRIFFIN,
LONDON, no visible serial numbers, circa 1760, with round iron slightly
swamped 8in. barrels, the tops of breech engraved with a needle and
tear-drop signed ‘BOND STREET, LONDON’, London proofs and ‘I.G.’
maker’s stamp (Joseph Griffin), engraved square-ended top-tangs (one
with repairs), borderline engraved radiused locks signed ‘GRIFFIN’,
swan-necked cocks and unbridled frizzens, walnut full-stocks with
borderline engraved shaped brass escutcheons to wrists and brass
furniture including long-eared bulbous butt-caps, ‘S’ shaped sideplates
and engraved trigger guard bows, both pistols with horn-tipped ramrods,
one a working replacement
£2,000-3,000

481
AN EARLY ITALIAN 25-BORE FLINTLOCK HORSE PISTOL SIGNED
SCIOLI, BRESCIA, WITH LATER OTTOMAN WHITE-METAL
ENHANCEMENT, the pistol circa 1700, with iron 14 1/2in. barrel, semi
octagonal breech, solid top-tang, the muzzle with later scroll embossed
white-metal sleeve with integral spiral twist design dummy ramrod,
further embossed and moulded white metal barrel band, borderline
engraved radiused lock signed ‘SCIOLI’ below the pan and ‘IN BRESCIA’
across the tail, swan-necked cock and bridleless frizzen, walnut fullstock with carved and moulded margins around the iron furniture,
long-eared bulbous butt-cap, pierced and moulded scrolled sideplate and
pillared trigger-guard
£800-1,200
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482
A GOOD .65 DOUBLE-BARRELLED FLINTLOCK OFFICER’S PISTOL BY W.
PARKER CIRCA 1810, no visible serial number, with 8in. sighted twist barrels
the top rib inscribed along its length in large letters ‘W PARKER MAKER TO
HIS MAJESTY HOLBORN LONDON’, foliate engraved and decorated breech and
fixed breech, border decorated bevelled locks with stepped tails and bolt
safeties, the rear sections engraved with martial trophies and foliate
scrollwork, and the makers name ‘W. PARKER’ to centre, stylised pierced cocks
foliate engraved to match, vee shaped waterproof pan, roller to frizzen spring,
figured full walnut stock with chequered wrist fitted with a vacant rectangular
white metal escutcheon, iron trigger-guard the bow decorated with a martial
trophy, pineapple finial
£2,000-2,500
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483

483
A RARE TAPER-BORE FLINTLOCK ALL-BRASS BOXLOCK PISTOL WITH
PATENT SPRUNG BAYONET BY WATERS & CO., BIRMINGHAM, serial
no. 351, circa 1785, with round 7in. brass barrel, the bore reverse
tapering from approximately 28-bore to 4-bore with a parallel breech
section, moulded bands at muzzle, private proofs, squared border
engraved action with radiused edges and signed in script ‘WATERS & CO’
on the right and ‘PATENT No. 351’ on the left, central borderline engraved
ring-necked cock and frizzen, sliding safe to top-tang, walnut beveledged slab-sided bag-shaped butt, polished iron trigger-guard bow
containing two triggers, the rear releasing the concave sided triangular
socket-bayonet mounted below the barrel and brass-tipped wood ramrod
offset mounted to the left
£2,500-3,500

484
AN 80-BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
number, Belgian circa 1775, with tapering iron 3in. barrel banded at the
muzzle, solid top-tang, engraved diminutive lock with lozenge-shaped
pan and swan-necked cock, walnut full-stock with moulded iron
birdshead cap to butt, guarded trigger and iron ramrod
£200-300
485
A PAIR OF LARGER 20-BORE FLINTLOCK CANNON-BARRELLED BELT
PISTOLS SIGNED GRIFFIN & TOW, LONDON no visible serial numbers,
circa 1775, with 5 1/4in. banded slightly tapering turn-off cannon barrels
(frozen), rounded breech-blocks with London proofs, border engraved
squared boxlock actions with central ring-necked cocks and signed in
feathered banners ‘GRIFFIN & TOW’ on the left and ‘LONDON’ on the
right, the makers signature obscured on both pistols by the addition of
later spring-steel belt-hooks, sliding safes to the top-tangs, walnut butts
with bulbous pommels capped with silver grotesque mask caps (partially
hallmarked only), guarded triggers and both pistols retaining a fair
amount of possibly period blued finish
£1,500-2,000

Provenance: John Waters, late of 8 Snow Hill, Birmingham was granted
patent 1284 of March 9th, 1781 for ‘...attaching bayonets to pistols’ and is
generally credited with the invention of the spring bayonet. This invention was
strongly contested by William Grice (q.v.) who claimed it was his idea, but the
patent stood
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495
A GOOD CASED PAIR OF 22-BORE FLINTLOCK FRENCH RIFLED OFFICER’S PISTOLS SIGNED
‘HURTIER’, no visible serial numbers, circa 1790, with blued, swamped octagonal 8 1/4in. microrifled barrels, the upper flats decorated with engraved gilt borders, a broad gilt band at muzzle and
a gilt sun-burst around the fore-sight, the top-flat marked ‘CANON CORDU’ within an engraved and
gilded border, broad engraved band at breech, small applied fore-sight, standing notch moulded
rear-sight to the top-tang (one tang cracked through), plain brushed bright bevel-edged locks
signed in script ‘HURTIER’ (possibly ‘SURTIER), platinum touch-holes, French cocks and semi
rainproof pans, walnut full-stocks with chequered full pistol-grips, flared flat-based pommels with
raised flat iron caps engraved with recumbent crescent moons within a star, single set triggers
within broad pillar-fronted guards, vase finials and iron tipped wood ramrods, strong amount of
original finish remaining and complete with an oak case in the English manner, lined and
compartmented in coarse green baize and including a boxwood loading rod, a continental
turnscrew and pan brush and an English style three-way flask
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: It is quite possible that these pistols were taken as a trophy of war and cased up later in
Britain. The maker does not appear recorded.
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496
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE 40-BORE FLINTLOCK SILVER-MOUNTED SWORD-PISTOL SIGNED
GEORGE JONES, LONDON, no visible serial number, circa 1775-80, with straight spear-point 25in.
blade false edged for the last 9in. (some patchy staining), broad and narrow blind fullers to both
sides, the pistol with a 2in. frozen turn-off cannon-barrel false rifled at the muzzle and attached
to the blade by an integral double-screwed kidney-shaped engraved mount under the rounded
breech, London proofs, slightly rounded boxlock central hammer action with applied silver rococo
engraved side-panels signed on the left ‘GEO. IONES’ and the right ‘LONDON’, the right also with
integral moulded silver shell guard, border engraved pedestal pan and frizzen, central hammer
with elongated border and scroll engraved top-tang mounted with a thumb safety, walnut straight
grip with bulbous pommel, the sides inlet with silver rococo panels and the silver butt-cap in the
form of a grotesque mask, elongated lower tang and guarded trigger, together with a later black
leatherette satin and velvet lined presentation case, the inside of lid gold blocked with the retailer’s
name ‘PETER FINER’
£4,000-5,000
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497
A CASED PAIR OF SAW-HANDLED 28BORE FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY
J. PROSSER, LONDON, no visible serial
numbers, circa 1815, with 9in. octagonal
barrels signed ‘PROSSER, CHARING
CROSS, LONDON’, applied small boatshaped fore-sights, standing notch
rear-sights to the front of the engraved
top-tangs, gold lines at breech, platinum
lined touch-holes, flat slightly curved
border engraved locks signed ‘PROSSER’
below the semi rainproof pans, sliding
safes, engraved cocks and frizzens, roller
springs, walnut full-stocks with chequered
grips and slanting saw-handle spurs,
flared flat pommels with engraved central
iron cap-plates, semi square-backed
trigger guard bows, single set triggers and
horn-tipped ramrods, together with their
manufacturers walnut case lined and
compartmented in green baize (faded,
some mothing), parchment trade label for
the No.9 Charing Cross address (trading
1796-1853) and including a period leather
covered three-way flask (some damage to
leather), a turnscrew, scissors ball-mould
and wood loading rod, the case with flush
fitting hook and key closure (lock
escutcheon absent) and central circular
plate to lid with flush ring handle
£7,000-9,000
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498
A CASED PAIR OF 80-BORE FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOLS BY H.W. MORTIMER, LONDON, circa 1815, with
round tapering smoothbore 1 3/8in. turn-off barrels, London proofs, squared border and florally engraved
actions with rounded breeches, the action bodies signed ‘H.W. MORTIMER, LONDON’ within an oval on the
left and ‘GUN MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY’ on the right, central cocks with sliding safes, semi rainproof pans,
flush concealed automatic triggers and slab-sided walnut butts (iron surfaces cleaned) and complete in
their manufacturer’s walnut case with rounded brass-bound corners, the interior compartmented and lined
in green baize, trade label for the ‘89 Fleet-Street’ address (operating 1814-1822) and including a period
powder flask, scissors ball mould and barrel key, lock and hook closure (key absent)
£2,000-3,000
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499
A RARE AND IMPORTANT CASED SET OF A 20-BORE OFFICER’S OVERUNDER FLINTLOCK PISTOL WITH A COMPANION ‘BABY EGG’ POCKET
PISTOL BY JOS. EGG, LONDON, no visible serial numbers, with partial
hallmarks for 1815, the first with octagonal profile slightly tapering
rebrowned 7in. barrels, the top signed in gilt ‘J. EGG, LONDON’, the
underside of lower barrel signed in script ‘No.1 PICCADILLY, LONDON’,
small applied white-metal fore-sight, broad and narrow gold bands at
breech, platinum lined touch-holes, standing notch rear-sights to the front
of the fully engraved top-tang, flat border engraved locks with bevel-edges
to the tails, engraved complex form cocks linked to the external
mainsprings, the mainsprings fitted with rollers for the frizzen feet,
rainproof pans, sliding safes behind the cocks and both locks signed ‘JOS’H
EGG’ around the tail, chequered walnut bag-shaped butt with a clipped
corner rectangular white metal escutcheon to the back of wrist, the back
of grip with an engraved socket for a detachable stock (included in the
case), engraved silver butt-cap with central engraved iron skull-cracker,
single trigger with engraved silver square-backed trigger-guard bow and
tang and iron ramrod fitted to the left side of barrels, the second being a
miniature of the first but with reblued 2 7/8in. barrels, gold escutcheon
engraved with a crest to wrist, the butt-cap with central gold escutcheon
engraved with a coat of arms and no provision for a detachable stock, all
contained in their manufacturers walnut sto rage case lined and
compartmented in green baize, parchment ‘Joseph Egg’ trade label inside
lid and complete with red Morocco-leather covered flasks for both pistols,
scissors moulds for both pistols, bone pots, ‘bowtie’ turnscrew set, bone
breech-brush, combination loading and cleaning rod plus other sundry
accessories
£40,000-60,000
Provenance: Previously sold Christies South Kensington, the J.C.L. Knapton
Collection of Antique Firearms, 28th February 1990, Lot 105. The coat of arms
on the butt-cap of the pocket pistol are those of Gore of Barrow Court,
Somerset, quartered with Brown of Kiddington, Oxford and Smyth of Ashton
Court, Somerset. A file of research and provenance accompanies the
lot.Exhibited: The Art of The Armourer, Victoria & Albert Museum, 1963, Exhibit
260.
Literature: Howard Blackmore ‘Firearms’, P. 112 F. Wilkinson ‘Guns’, P. 84
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502

500

500
AN UNUSUAL 10-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-BARRELLED FOWLINGPIECE SIGNED RICHARD MANDER, no visible serial number, circa 1835,
with round 33in. barrel re-proofed in 1985 (mild external pitting and
lightly cleaned of finish), the top signed in gold script ‘RICHD MANDER’
together with an inlet gilt silhouette scene of hunters flushing gamebirds with dogs, scroll engraved breech, scroll engraved top-tang, border,
scroll and game-scene engraved flat bar-action lock, scroll engraved
hammer, chequered walnut half-stock with white-metal oval escutcheon
to the wrist, iron long-spur scroll engraved heel-plate, square-backed
trigger-guard with scrolled pistol-grip tang, white-metal take-down
barrel-key escutcheons and fore-end tip, under-barrel rib with two
thimbles and period ramrod
£400-600
501
A .451 PERCUSSION SPORTING TARGET-RIFLE SIGNED THOMAS
TURNER, serial no. 547, circa 1860, with octagonal 33 1/4in. barrel,
tunnel fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, top-flat near breech drilled
and plugged, squared breech, border engraved bar-action lock and
hammer, the lock-bar signed ‘THOMAS TURNER, 8 FISHER STREET,
BIRMINGHAM’, chequered walnut pistol-grip half-stock, engraved iron
furniture including patchbox and replacement wood ramrod, finish lost,
ramrod throat worn through, fitted with a later leather sling
£500-800
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502
A 14-BORE & .577 PERCUSSION CAPE-RIFLE WITH ‘TROPHY RIB’,
SIGNED JOHN HAYTON, serial no. 1216, circa 1856, with browned
damascus 29 1/2in. side by side barrels, the broad top-rib signed behind
the rear-sight ‘JOHN HAYTON GRAHAM’S TOWN 1216’, the section of rib
forwards of the rear-sight graduated in one inch increments for
measuring trophies, the sides grooved for an auxiliary ladder sight
(absent), dove-tailed fore-sight, blued four leaf ‘African’ rear-sight with
platinum lines to each blade and a further standing notch, engraved
breech-blocks with percussion fences, borderline and scroll engraved
colour-hardened long top-tang, borderline and scroll engraved baraction unsigned locks, scroll engraved en-suite hammers, chequered
walnut half-stock with large rectangular patch-box to right hand side of
butt, the lid engraved with stags, smooth iron heel-plate with top-spur
engraved with border and scrolls, engraved trigger-guard bow with plain
lower tang, plain ramrod thimbles and probable original ramrod
£800-1,200
503
A .500 PERCUSSION SPORTING-RIFLE SIGNED WESTLEY RICHARDS,
serial no. 2510, for 1857, with octagonal 28in. barrel signed on the topflat ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS’, small dove-tailed blade fore-sight, rear-sight
of one standing and one folding leaf, twin platinum lines to the angled
breech, platinum vented plug, scroll engraved top-tang, borderline and
scroll engraved bar-action lock signed ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS’, sliding
safe behind the hammer, walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, iron
furniture including spurred lower tang, plain ramrod thimbles, eyelets
for sling and replacement ramrod
£500-800
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504
A .550 PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED RIFLED ORDNANCE
CARBINE BY WILKINSON, LONDON, no visible serial number, circa
1850-55, with 22in. side-by-side browned damascus barrels,
dovetailed blade fore-sight, broad plain top-rib signed ‘WILKINSON,
LONDON’, rear-sight of one standing notch and three folding leaves,
borderline engraved colour hardened top-tang, borderline engraved
colour hardened bar-action locks signed ‘WILKINSON’, sliding
safes behind the slab-sided colour hardened hammers, walnut
half-stock chequered at the wrist, the left hand side of butt stamped
with an inverted Board of Ordnance letter and arrow mark, repeated
on the underside of fore-end (both possibly spurious), borderline
engraved iron furniture including raised pistol-grip lower tang with
chequered tip, captive pan-headed iron ramrod, much original
faded finish and colour remaining
£800-1,200
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505
A 16-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING-RIFLE BY J. PURDEY, serial no.
2151, completed 1831, with rebrowned octagonal 30 1/4in. barrel signed on the topflat ‘J. PURDEY, No. 314 1/2 OXFORD STREET, LONDON’, bead fore-sight on white
metal dove-tailed foot, rear-sight of a single folding leaf and standing notch, twin
platinum lines to the angled breech, scroll engraved top-tang with a leopard’s head
engraved at the front, borderline and scroll engraved bar-action lock also featuring
a recumbent stag and signed ‘PURDEY’ (some discolouration and frosting), engraved
sliding safe behind the engraved dolphin headed hammer, chequered walnut halfstock with raised cheek-piece, iron furniture including chequered spur to the lower
tang, single set trigger, horn fore-end tip, provision for sling and heavy duty horntipped ebony ramrod
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information: No. 2151 Completed: 22nd July 1831 For: Sir John Hippisley,
2nd Bt. Description: A single-barrelled percussion rifle Calibre: 16bore Barrel: 32in. Price: £39 18s Notes: Sold with No. 2150, but
cased individually. It is also noted that the engraving was likely
undertaken by Gumbrell
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506
A RARE .577 PATTERN 1853 3RD MODEL PERCUSSION VOLUNTEER RIFLE SIGNED MURCOTT WITH MAJOR
NUTHALL’S RIFLING, CIRCA 1860, no visible serial number, with 39in. London proofed barrel rifles with Major
Nuthall’s four grooves rifling of rounded form, block and blade front-sight and standard Enfield pattern ladder rearsight, borderline engraved lock marked to centre ‘MURCOTT / 68 HAYMARKET, LONDON, SW.’, full walnut stock
fitted with borderline engraved and decorated iron mounts
£600-900
Provenance: This is a superior quality rifle by a top London maker with some unusual features such as iron mounts, standard
P53 Enfield rifles were brass mounted and the four groove Nuthall’s patent rifling

506A
A 16-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING GUN SIGNED J. BLANCH, LONDON, serial no. 1179,
circa 1840, with rebrowned 29in. twist barrels signed ‘J. BLANCH, 29 GRACECHURCH ST. LONDON’ (rubbed, barely
legible), fully engraved top-tang, shallow moulded fences around the nipples, borderline and gamescene engraved
back-action locks signed along the top-edge ‘J. BLANCH’ (lightly cleaned), scroll engraved dolphin headed hammers,
walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, iron furniture, engraved white metal ramrod throat and brass tipped ramrod
£300-500
507
A .577 PATTERN 1860 TWO BAND PERCUSSION VOLUNTEER RIFLE SIGNED JNO. DICKSON, EDINBURGH, serial no
CA86, with 33in. Birmingham proofed barrel rifled with five grooves, block and blade front-sight and P53 style ladder
rear-sight fitted with a bayonet lug at muzzle, border line engraved lock signed in the centre ‘JNO. DICKSON & SON
EDINBURGH’, iron mounted figured full walnut stock, the comb of the butt and the underside both stamped ‘CA.
86’, probably a volunteer unit I.D., a typical short rifle made for private sale to the volunteers by one of Scotland’s
top makers, complete with sling swivels, rod missing
£400-600
508
A .700 SARDINIAN / PIEDMONTESE MODEL 1844 PERCUSSION MUSKET MARKED TO THE LEGIONE DI CASALE OF
THE ITALIAN WAR OF UNIFICATION, CIRCA 1848, serial no. 353, with 40 1/2in. barrel with blade front-sight and fixed
block vee rear-sight to tang, fitted with a small bayonet block on the underside of the muzzle, back-action lock
signed ‘VEY RON FILS CADET, / A ST. ETIENNE’, iron mounted full walnut stock the butt stamped in an oval ‘LEGIONE
DI CASALE’, the musket is similar to the French Pattern 1842 musket which was widely copied
£400-600
Provenance: Casale was a town in Piedmont that successfully resisted the Austrians during the Italian War of Unification in
1848. The King of Sardinia Charles Albert (Carlo Albert) had the idea of a federal Italy led by the Pope and freed from the House
of Habsburg, in pursuit of this dream he led his army against the Imperial Austrian army in the first war of unification 1848/49,
he lost and abdicated in favour of his son King Victor Emmanuel who some years later achieved his father’s dream and unified
Italy. The odds are this musket was there

509
A .650 LOVELL’S PATTERN 1844 PERCUSSION YEOMANRY CARBINE MARKED TO THE AYRSHIRE YEOMANRY
CAVALRY, CIRCA 1844, serial no. D64, with 21in. fully Ordnance marked barrel fitted with a small block and blade
front-sight and fixed vee block rear-sight with a swivel rammer hinged at muzzle, fitted with Lovell’s pattern sideaction lock stamped with the Crown over ‘TOWER 1844’, regulation brass mounted full walnut stock the buttcap tang
engraved ‘A / Y.C / D / 61’ Ayrshire Yeomanry, D troop gun number 64, side rib and ring missing
£600-800
Provenance: This attractive pattern of carbine was designed by George Lovell Chief Ordnance Storekeeper for issue to Britain’s
Yeomanry. It is a reduced size version of the pattern 1843 Victoria carbine and a much more practical arm for cavalry and it is
estimated that 8000 were made. At the time of issue the AYC totalled six troops totalling 27 officers and 475 men and were one
of only two regiments of Yeomanry remaining in Scotland, the other being the Lanarkshire Yeomanry. The regiment was called
out in aid of the civil powers from time to time including the Glasgow riots of 1848

510
A .577 ENFIELD PATTERN 1853 2ND MODEL THREE BAND PERCUSSION SERVICE RIFLE OF THE INDIAN MUTINY,
CIRCA 1857, serial no. 524, with 39in. barrel stamped with Ordnance proofs at breech and inscribed with Hindi
symbols, block and blade front-sight with ladder rear-sight, the lock stamped with the usual Crown V.R. cypher on
the tail and ‘1857 / TOWER’ to the centre together with Ordnance inspection stamps, regulation brass mounted full
walnut stock, the right butt bearing a faint ‘W.D’ mark, large well executed repair to butt, complete with sling swivels
and original rammer with swell and cupped end
£300-500
Provenance: This interesting rifle was supplied by the British War Department to the East India Company in 1857, cartridge
for this rifle was supposedly one of the reasons for the mutiny and this rifle must have been there at that time. After official
use it was one of a quantity supplied to the loyal Maharajah of Faridkot in the Punjab for issue to his private army
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511

512
A .54 STARR PATENT CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no 13,470, with 21in. barrel
stamped ‘STARR ARMS X YONKERS N.Y’, fitted with a dovetailed block
and blade fore-sight, and battle leaf rear-sights, breech tang stamped
‘STARR’S PATENT / SEPT. 14TH 1858’ and fitted with a side-rib and ring,
back-action lock also signed ‘STARR ARMS CO / YONKERS N.Y.’, two
piece brass mounted walnut stock, half fore-end secured by one brass
spring retained band
£700-900
Provenance: This pattern of carbine was designed by Ebenezer T. Starr, and
in U.S. Government tests was rated better than the Sharps. Over 20,000 were
supplied to the army between1862 to 1865. They were widely issued and saw
considerable service in action against the Confederates. Quantities were sent
to garrisons in the West and issued to various State militia and volunteer
units, the most famous or infamous being the Colorado volunteers under the
command of Colonel John M. Chivington, a Methodist minister. It was this
Colonel Chivington who with 700 volunteers attacked the camp of Chief Black
Kettle, a peaceful group of Native Americans under the protection of Fort Lyon
and Major Wynkoop. It appears Wynkoop conspired with Chivington to attack
the camp of Black Kettle and his followers, at the end of the day 200 Native
Americans lay dead mostly women and children. The event went down in
history as the Sand Creek massacre and the unit responsible carried mainly
Starr carbines

513
A .750 BOER BOBBEJAANBOUD (BABOON’S THIGH) PERCUSSION
MUSKET, CIRCA 1850, no visible serial number, 39in. round barrel with
the last 3ins. being octagonal, stamped with Birmingham proofs, small
dovetailed blade front-sight, the breech fitted with a fixed block vee-sight,
borderline engraved side-action lock of Lovell’s Pattern 1842 type, fitted
with double set-triggers, brass mounted full walnut stock with typical
heavy club butt with raised cheek rest, complete with its brass ramrod,
probably original
£200-300
511
A .50 SMITHS PATENT CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 6744, with 21 1/2in.
octagonal to round barrel fitted with pinched block and blade front-sight,
ladder rear-sight, breech signed ‘ADDRESS / POULTNEY & TRIMBLE /
BALTIMORE, U.S.A.’ and ‘Smiths patent / June 23rd 1857’, two piece iron
mounted walnut stock, short fore-end with a single barrel band, the butt
with a good inspecting officer’s cartouche, a good collector’s specimen
with some original finish
£700-900
Provenance: The system was the invention of Gilbert Smith and the design
taken up by Poultney & Trimble who supplied the U.S. Government with 30,000
Smith carbines during the Civil War where they saw extensive service. At the
battle of Gettysburg the 17th Pennsylvania and the 3rd West Virginia who both
carried Smith carbines helped check the Confederate advance. Many Smith
carbines remained in service into the 1870’s with State volunteer units.
Quantities were sold off as surplus and purchased by farmers and settlers in
the West, It is a little known fact that it was a Smith carbine in the hands of a
student Henry M. Miller that decimated the Jessie James and Cole Younger
gang when they attempted to rob the bank at Northfield, Minnesota on the
7th September 1876.
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Provenance: The bobbejaanboud was the weapon of the South African Boers
and its design unique to them, apparently the shape of the butt gained it its
nickname. It was designed to be heavy and strong to survive rough usage on
the veldt

514
A .54 5TH MODEL BURNSIDE CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE OF
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1864, serial no. 39355, with 21in.
barrel fitted with pinched blade front-sight and leaf battle rear-sights to
500 yards, the breech top stamped ‘BURNSIDE PATENT / MODEL OF
1864’, (faint), breech block and action stamped with the serial number
39,355, and for the convenience of the trooper a side-rib is fitted to the
left-side of the action, back-action lock stamped in small letters
‘BURNSIDE RIFLE CO. / PROVIDENCE R.I.’, two piece iron mounted
walnut stock, the splinter forend with one spring retained band, the butt
with crescent butt-plate
£600-800
Provenance: The Burnside was the third most widely used carbine during the
Civil War. From 1861 on, the Government purchased over 50,000. Carbines of
this type saw extensive use by Northern cavalry and captured Burnside’s were
widely used by the Confederates. It is believed the following Confederate
cavalry were armed or partially armed with them :- 2nd N.c. 8th Tx. 6th, 7th,
11th, Va.
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515
A .577 PATTERN 1856 TWO BAND PERCUSSION VOLUNTEER RIFLE BY
G. H. DAW, CIRCA 1860, no visible serial number, with 33in. Birmingham
proofed barrel rifled with three grooves, fitted block and blade front-sight
and ladder rear-sight, bayonet lug at muzzle, borderline engraved lock,
signed ‘G. H. DAW’ to centre, iron mounted full walnut stock with
chequered wrist and fore-end in typical Daw style, small wrist
escutcheon missing, complete with sling swivels and original rod, barrel
externally pitted
£400-600
516*
A .451 ENFIELD / WHITWORTH PATTERN 1863 PERCUSSION TROOP
TRIALS THREE BAND RIFLE, no visible serial number, having a 32 1/2in.
barrel rifled with Whitworth patent hexagonal rifling, front-sight missing,
ladder rear-sight the sighting bar marked ‘H’ and ‘C’ and the ladder sides
graduated on one side for hexagonal and the other for conical projectiles,
the lock bearing the Crown V.R. cypher on the tail and ‘1863 ENFIELD’ to
the centre, iron mounted figured full walnut stock the butt impressed
with the Enfield 1st class roundel and also the roundel of Robert Hughes
of the Universal Firearms Co., the top band has had the bayonet lug
removed, typical of these Enfield Whitworth’s that were sold off as
surplus, rod missing and nipple broken

517

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£800-1,200
Provenance: This rifle is one of 8000 made at the Enfield factory for extensive
troop trials held between 1864 and 1867, issues were made to a number of
regiments. The results were not impressive, the Whitworth was not a practical
rifling system for general issue and the adoption of breech-loading signaled
its end. Most of these Enfield troop trials were sold off as surplus in the Tower
sales in the early 1870’s, quantities being purchased by dealers such as
Robert Hughes, then modified for commercial sale. Many were shipped to
South Africa

517
A GOOD .50 MAYNARD 2ND MODEL CAPPING BREECH LOADING
CARBINE OF THE CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1864, serial no. 20195, with 20in.
round to octagonal barrel fitted with dovetailed pinched blade front-sight
and three leaf battle rear-sights, frame stamped on the right
‘MANUFACTURED BY / MASS. ARMS CO. / CHICOPEE FALLS’ and on the
left ‘EDWARD MAYNARD / PATENTED / MAY 27 1851 / DEC 6 1859’, fitted
with a side-rib and ring, iron mounted walnut butt stock stamped with
two inspecting officer’s cartouches on the left, a superb example with
most blue to barrel, case colours to action, fine untouched stock,
museum quality, probably never issued
£800-1,200
Provenance: Designed by Dr Edward Maynard, a dentist and inventor of the
tape priming system that carries his name. The action is a very simple design
and that maybe is why it works so well, it features a barrel that tips down by
lowering the lever extension of the trigger-guard and pushing it forward. A
reloadable brass cartridge with a wide head is inserted, ignition is by the
standard percussion cap and nipple. The system was one of the few to survive
and do well on the commercial market after the Civil War. Manufacture was
by the Massachusetts Arms Co., although not supplying Maynard carbines to
the Government until 1864 they did supply some to Northern states. In the
run up to conflict quantities went South, at least 2,500 went to the states of
Georgia, Florida and Mississippi. In June 1863 General Ripley signed a
contract for the supply of 20,000 Maynard carbines, deliveries were a year
late and the first 1000 not received until June 1864 and the final shipment in
May 1865. Due to late delivery they were not extensively used. They were
issued to the 6th, 9th & 11th Indiana cavalry as well as the 10th and 11th
Tennessee

518
A .577 BELGIAN CONTRACT ENFIELD PATTERN 1853 3RD MODEL
THREE BAND PERCUSSION RIFLE, CIRCA 1858, serial no. 294, with 39in.
barrel rifled with three grooves and stamped with Ordnance proof and
inspection stamps at breech, block and blade front-sight and ladder rearsight, borderline engraved lock with the usual crown V.R. cypher on the
tail and dated 1858 to the centre (on these Belgian contract arms the lock
markings are in a different style to British made arms), brass mounted
full walnut stock, the left butt stamped with British Liege inspectorates
triple ring roundel dated in the centre 1858 together with a 1st class
stamp and the opposed arrows sale stamp, the butt-plate tang engraved
‘V / GC? 1 / 294’ indicating issue to the Rifle Volunteers, complete with
sling swivels and rod, the barrel has been reblued over pitting at breech,
lock and hammer with some heavy pitting
£400-600
519
A .577 PATTERN 1856 TWO BAND PERCUSSION VOLUNTEER RIFLE
SIGNED JAMES BRYCE, EDINBURGH, CIRCA 1860, no visible serial
number, with 33in. Birmingham proofed barrel with block and blade
front-sight and reversed type ladder rear-sight, fitted with P56 type
bayonet lug, borderline engraved lock with a crown on the tail and signed
to the centre ‘JAMES BRYCE / EDINBURGH’, regulation iron mounted full
walnut stock, the counter lock side also stamped ‘JAMES BRYCE /
EDINB.’, complete with sling swivels and rod. A typical private purchase
volunteer short rifle of the 1860 period
£400-600
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520

521
A .524 DOUBLE BARRELLED JACOB’S PERCUSSION RIFLE BY
SWINBURN & SON, CIRCA 1859, serial no 247, with 24in. barrels rifled
with four deep grooves (Jacobs rifling), lug for sword bayonet at muzzle
stamped ‘S & S / 247’ (faint), numbered for its individually fitted sword
bayonet, the rifle is equipped with its Jacobs pattern long range leaf and
ladder sights, the three leaves graduated for 100 to 300 yards and the
5in. ladder from 400 to 2000 yards, the back-action locks stamped with
the makers details ‘SWINBURN & SON / 1859’, iron mounted walnut halfstock, mounts include butt-plate scroll trigger-guard and circular
patchbox inscribed with the legend ‘JACOB’S RIFLES’, the wrist has been
repaired during its working life (probably in India) and fitted with Selous
strengthening plates adding history and character, the wrist was a weak
spot on the Jacobs rifle and one of the reasons it was taken out of service,
the rifle is complete with sling swivels and its original and unique
rammer.
£700-900
Provenance: This pattern of rifle was designed by Brigadier General John
Jacob, Commandant of the famous Scinde Irregular Horse and Commissioner
for Scinde Province on the southern sector of the turbulent North West
Frontier, whose achievements were the stuff of legend. In 1858 he was
authorised to raise an infantry regiment as part of the Scinde Field Force, this
rifle was specially made for issue to his regiment. Jacobs died in 1858 and
the regiment named Jacob’s Rifles in his honour. Rifles of this type were
made between 1859 and 1862, total production is estimated at between 1000
and 1200. In service they proved a failure, and withdrawn for service

520
A .451 WESTLEY RICHARDS MONKEY TAIL CAPPING BREECH LOADING
MILITARY MATCH RIFLE, CIRCA 1861, serial no. 486, with 36in. barrel
and engraved ‘WHITWORTH PATENT’, dovetail adjustable front-sight and
reversed pattern ladder rear, the breech stamped with Birmingham
proofs together with the chamber size of .480in. and the bore size of
.452in., together with the serial number 486, the breech lever engraved
‘WESTLEY RICHARDS / PATENT’, plain detented lock signed by maker to
centre ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. / 1861’, iron mounted figured full
walnut stock, the butt-plate with trap still containing its original flexible
breech cleaner, complete with sling swivels, rod a replacement
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: The Monkey Tail was the most successful of all British capping
breech loaders, this is a very early example, the 486th one made and has
some of the early features such as the intermediate nipple bolster. The
formation of the rifle Volunteers in 1859/60 generated a great interest in
target shooting, this is a long range military match rifle made for that market.
Rifles of this type achieved great success at the Wimbledon matches and rifles
made to this style are quite rare as few were made
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522
A .55 BRITISH CONTRACT GREENE’S PATENT CAPPING BREECH
LOADING CARBINE, CIRCA 1856, serial no. 847, with heavy 18in. barrel
rifled with three grooves and having a sixteen sided hand grasp section,
block and blade front-sight and small carbine pattern ladder-sight to 600
yards, the barrel bears the crown over ‘A/2’ stamp for the War
Department American inspectorate, the carbine is fitted with a backaction lock incorporating Maynard tape primer, marked with the Crown
V.R. cypher to the centre and signed by the maker ‘MASS. ARMS CO. /
CHICOPEE FALLS / USA 1856’ on the tail, the primer cover marked
‘MAYNARD’S PATENT’, iron mounted one piece walnut stock with buttplate and patchbox, the butt stamped for 1st class, much original finish
to barrel, small patch of pitting near breech
£1,500-2,000
Provenance: This interesting carbine is one of 2000 purchased in America
after extensive trials by the British War Department. Legend has it that due
to problems with the ammunition they were never issued but new research
has revealed that some were issued to select yeomanry regiments in 1865.
When obsolete they remained in store in W.D. store at Weedon until 1919,
then sold to Greener’s. For the full story of these rare and interesting carbines
see ‘The Capping Breech Loader in British & Colonial Service, Vol One’, by
Brian C. Knapp
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523
A .54 SHARPS NEW MODEL 1863 CAPPING BREECH LOADING CAVALRY
CARBINE OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1864, serial no. C27531,
with 22in. barrel rifled with six grooves, stamped ‘SHARPS RIFLE /
MANFG. CO. / HARTFORD CONN’ in front of the rear-sight and behind it
‘NEW MODEL 1863’, fitted with a block and blade front-sight and ladder
rear-sight, the lock marked to the centre ‘SHARPS PAT. OCT. 5TH 1852’
and at the top below the pellet primer ‘R. S. LAWRENCE PATENT APRIL
12TH 1859’, the action tang stamped with the serial number C27,531,
dating the carbine to 1864, iron mounted two piece walnut stock with
butt-trap and side rib and ring, the left butt impressed with a faint
inspecting officer’s cartouche, closer to the butt is a large rub mark,
(many Sharps carbine are encountered with this feature indicative of
rubbing in a saddle scabbard and use), small repair to the toe of the butt
£700-900
Provenance: The New Model 63 Sharps was produced from 1863 to 1865 in
the serial range 75,000 to C40,000. When production of Sharps arms reached
100,000 a C was added, hence gun number C27,531 is actually Sharps no.
127,531. The Sharps carbine was the main arm of the federal cavalry during
the Civil War seeing action in all major campaigns. After the war many were
sold off as surplus going West with farmers, settlers and cowboys. A true
piece of American history

524
A GOOD .600 PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY J. BLANCH OF LONDON,
CIRCA 1845, no visible serial number, with 38in. fine twist octagonal
barrel with dovetailed brass fore-sight and fixed block vee rear-sight, the
top flat signed ‘J. BLANCH LONDON’ and engraved with a boar’s head at
the breech (possibly the original owners crest) and with an inset gold
band, the fixed breech decorated with acanthus foliate scroll-work, the
nipple bolster with inset platinum plug, bar-action border line engraved
lock beautifully decorated with foliate scrolls and a hunting scene of a
dog in pursuit of a boar signed by the maker ‘J. BLANCH’, the dolphin
headed hammer scroll engraved to match the lock, attractive figured
walnut half stock, with finely chequered wrist with silver escutcheon,
fitted with engraved iron butt-plate, scroll trigger-guard the bow
engraved with a game scene, and having a pineapple finial, white metal
nose-cap, the right butt fitted with a large borderline decorated
rectangular patch box, with a centre scene of a reindeer drawing a sleigh
containing a fur clad man, the underside of the butt fitted with an eye for
a sling with a four point anchorage in the form of a cross made up of
circles all beautifully decorated, the rifle is complete with its ebonised
ramrod. An exceptionally attractive and impressive rifle by one of London
noted makers
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The maker was John Blanch who had worked for both Jackson
Mortimer whose daughter Ann he married, and John Manton. He set up on his
own account in 1813, during the period this gun was made he was established
at 29 Gracechurch St. In 1848 he took his son William into the business which
then became John Blanch & Son, the business surviving until 1942

524

525
A .54 MERRILL PATENT FIRST MODEL CAPPING BREECH LOADING
CARBINE OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 11,916,
22in. barrel fitted with a blade front-sight and leaf battle-sights to 500
yards, rearward hinged lift-up breech lever signed ‘J. H. MERRILL,
BALTO, PAT. JULY 1858 APL 9’, lock with bevelled edge and stamped ‘J.
H. MERRILL, BALTO. PAT. JULY 1858 APL 9, MAY 21-28-61’ and on the
tail with the serial number 11,916, brass mounted walnut half stock, with
brass butt-plate, trigger guard and butt-trap (the identifying feature of
these first models) and one screw retained brass barrel band, sling bar
fitted to the counter lock side, barrel to a grey / brown patina
£600-800
Provenance: The Merrill design is basically an improved version of the earlier
Jenks system, substantial quantities were purchased by the U.S. Government,
the first being as early as November 1862. They were widely issued seeing
extensive action in many theaters including Gettysburg

526
A .577 PATTERN 1860 VOLUNTEER TWO BAND PERCUSSION RIFLE,
CIRCA 1859, no visible serial number, with 33in. barrel rifled with five
groove fast twist rifling, block and blade front-sight and ladder rear-sight
to 1000 yards, the lock struck with the crown cypher on the tail and faintly
dated ‘1859’ to the centre, iron mounted full walnut stock, faint makers
name to the flat on the counter lock side, complete with sling swivels and
rod, the rifle has been refinished overall with some loss of markings
£350-550
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527

527
A RARE .54 LINDNER’S PATENT CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE
OF THE CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1861, serial no 487, having a 20in. barrel with
brass blade fore-sight and a fixed block rear-sight, the action features a
pop up rear hinged chamber that could be loaded with either a prepared
cartridge or loose powder and ball, the chamber top engraved, ‘EDWARD
LINDNER’S / PATENT / MARCH 29 1859’, the lock plain and unmarked,
the carbine is stocked in beech with iron butt-plate trigger-guard, sling
ring and a spring retained brass nose-cap
£700-800
Provenance: Edward Lindner was a German émigré to the USA in the mid
1850’s where he became involved with in fireams design and filed a number
of patents for breech loading systems of which this is one. The outbreak of the
Civil War saw him like many others offering their inventions to the
government. Lindner had maintained his European contacts and frequently
travelled there.
He managed to obtain a quantity of surplus Austrian longarm arms which he
converted to breech loading carbines on his system. This example being a
conversion from an Austrian Model 1854 Extra Corps Rifle, it is unknown
where the conversions were carried out possibly in Hamburg but it is known
that the Amoskeag Mfg Co. had some involvement once the 1000 carbines
arrived in USA. A quantity of these conversions were sold to the Government,
possibly just 500. Amoskeag then went into production of Lindner’s carbines
- these were new made arms and not conversions, a quantity of these were
also sold to the government. The Lindner’s were issued to at least two
regiments of cavalry, the 1st Michigan and the 7th West Virginia and remained
with them until 1864.

528
A .451 WHITWORTH PERCUSSION THREE BAND MILITARY MATCH
RIFLE, CIRCA 1861, no visible serial number, with 29 1/2in. barrel
(shortened from 33in.) with Whitworth patent rifling, dovetail adjustable
blade front-sight, match type windage adjustable rear-sight, border
engraved detented lock stamped on the tail with the Whitworth
trademark of a crowned wheatsheaf, bolt safety to centre and engraved
‘WHITWORTH & COMPANY, iron mounted full walnut stock, with
chequered wrist and fore-end, the butt fitted with a circular patchbox,
complete with sling swivels, rod missing, the rifle appears to have had the
barrel shortened at the breech and the fore-end to suit, rod and
percussion nipple missing
£500-700
529
A .54 5TH MODEL BURNSIDE CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE OF
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 6954, with 21in.
barrel fitted with pinched blade front-sight, and leaf battle rear-sights to
500 yards, the breech top stamped ‘BURNSIDE PATENT / MODEL OF
1864’, (faint), interestingly although marked “Model of 1864” deliveries
started in 1863 and this is one of the early deliveries from that year,
breech block and action stamped with the serial number 6954, and for the
convenience of the trooper a side-rib is fitted to the left-side of the action,
back-action lock stamped in small letters ‘BURNSIDE RIFLE CO. /
PROVIDENCE R.I.’, (faint), two piece iron mounted walnut stock, the
splinter fore-end with one spring retained band, the butt with crescent
butt-plate
£500-700
Provenance: The Burnside system was the invention of General Ambrose
Burnside, the famous but not overly successful Civil War General. It was the
third most widely used carbine during the Civil War. From 1861 on, the
Government purchased over 50,000. Carbines of this type saw extensive use
by Northern cavalry and captured Burnside’s were widely used by the
Confederates
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530

530
A RARE .577 BRITISH CONTRACT MODEL 1855 SHARPS CARBINE
MARKED TO THE 6TH DRAGOONS, CIRCA 1856, issue no 707, with 19in.
barrel the breech struck with Ordnance proof and inspection stamps,
block and blade front-sight, four leaf rear-sight of a design unique to this
pattern of carbine, reputedly the design of James H Burton the American
Chief Engineer at Enfield, the carbine is fitted with a back-action lock
with Maynard tape primer the cover marked ‘EDWARD MAYNARD /
PATENTEE 1845’, the action tang bearing the legend ‘SHARPS / PATENT
/ 1848’, together with an inspection mark from the British inspectorate in
America, a side rib and ring is fitted to the left side of the action, two piece
walnut stock the brass butt-plate engraved ‘6.D / 707 6th Dragoons the
Inniskillings’, half fore-end with one screw retained band
£1,200-1,800
Provenance: Due to an urgent need for carbines the War Department ordered
6000 Sharps carbines from America, 3000 were to have 18in. barrels and 3000
with 21in. barrels. No examples with 21in. barrels are known to exist and it is
believed they were all shortened to 19in. The carbines arrived in England
between May 1856 and April 1858. Due to the Indian Mutiny they were all
issued and saw service in India, the 6th Dragoons the first British regiment to
be issued the Sharps (this occured in January 1857 prior to them embarking
for India and before the mutiny) For further information on British Sharps
carbines see ‘The Capping Breech Loader in British & Colonial Military
Service’ by Brian C. Knapp

531
A .656 PATTERN 1859 ENFIELD NATIVE INFANTRY THREE BAND
PERCUSSION MUSKET, CIRCA 1864, serial number 358, with 39in. barrel
stamped at the breech with Enfield proof and inspection stamps together
with a marking in Indian script, fitted with a block front-sight with a
triangular sighting top (a feature unique to these muskets) and fixed
block vee rear-sight, the lock stamped on the tail with the Crown V.R.
cypher and ‘1864 ENFIELD’ to the centre, regulation brass mounted full
walnut stock, complete with sling swivels and original rammer
£400-600
Provenance: This is one of just 14,000 Pattern 1859 native infantry muskets
made at the Royal Small Arms Factory Enfield. The P59 was one of a family
of smoothbore variations of the Enfield produced for issue to sepoy regiments
in the East India Government’s army. After the mutiny of 1857 and due to a
question of trust, it was decided that native regiment be armed with inferior
weapons to those of British regulars. This musket was made at Enfield to the
highest standards of the day, shipped to India and issued to a sepoy of the
Bengal Army, then at a later date when obsolete was one of a quantity
supplied to the Maharajah of Faridkot for issue to his private army. Approx.
200 to 300 of these muskets were purchased and returned to Britain by
Westley Richards, the last batch being in 1990

Monday 21st November
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535

532
A .75 EAST INDIA COMPANY MODEL 1843 TYPE II SAPPERS AND
MINERS / ARTILLERY CARBINE, CIRCA 1843, no visible serial number,
with London proofed 30in. barrel with block front-sight bayonet lug and
fixed vee block rear-sight at breech, fitted with what was termed the
“New Series Sidelock” struck to the centre with the E.I.C. rampant lion
cypher and fitted with the usual bun-nut retained hammer, regulation
brass mounted full walnut stock the butt stamped with the lion cypher
(faint) the carbine is fitted with a Brunswick pattern scroll trigger-guard
and protruding from the nose-cap a Hanoverian spring bayonet catch,
the carbine is complete with sling swivels and a replacement rod of
correct pattern, barrel is bright and stock refinished
£300-500
Provenance: The inspiration for this type of carbine was due to the adoption
by the Board of Ordnance of a special carbine for Sappers & Miners with a
slight variation for the Royal Artillery. The company decided to copy it for issue
to similar corps in its army, first adopted in 1842, upgraded in 1843 with a
new series sidelock and Hanoverian bayonet catch and again in 1846 - which
was identical to the 1843 model except for the fitting of an improved bayonet
catch. Production continued until 1854 with a total of 7,575 carbines. They
remained on issue until after the mutiny and consequently many saw action
in that conflict

533
A .577 PATTERN 1856 PERCUSSION TWO BAND VOLUNTEER
PERCUSSION RIFLE BY THOMAS TURNER, no visible serial number,
with 31 1/2in. barrel with block and blade fore-sight and reversed style
ladder rear-sight, bayonet lug at muzzle for P56 style sword bayonet,
modern Birmingham proofs stamped at breech, the barrel is rifled with
five rounded or segmental rifling (Major Nuthall’s patent) the lock signed
‘THOMAS TURNER / FISHER ST. / BIRMINGHAM’, iron mounted full
walnut stock, complete with sling swivels and original rod
£500-700
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534
AN INTERESTING .625 CONTINENTAL STYLE RIFLE MUSKET BY THE
BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS TRADE, CIRCA 1860, serial number 8, with
37in. barrel rifled with four grooves, Birmingham proofs on underside of
barrel together with numerous B.S.A.T. stamps, block and blade frontsight with swiss style quadrant rear-sight, back-action lock stamped to
the centre in a roundel ‘SMALL ARMS / TRADE / BIRMINGHAM’ brass
mounted full walnut stock with two piece brass and iron trigger-guard
with spur, complete with probably original rod, sling swivels missing
£300-500
535
A RARE .577 PATTERN 1853 ENFIELD 3RD MODEL THREE BAND
PERCUSSION RIFLE, CIRCA 1860, serial no 45, with 39in. barrel rifled
with three grooves, the breech marked with Enfield proof and inspection
stamps together with a small crowned B.R. mark for Birmingham repair,
fitted with a block and blade front-sight and standard Enfield pattern
ladder rear-sight, the lock stamped on the tail with the Crown V.R. cypher
and ‘1860 / Enfield’ to the centre, together with the small crowned arrow
inspection stamp, regulation brass mounted full walnut stock the right
butt stamped with the R. M. Enfield roundel with 2nd class stamp and
‘4 / 1882’, complete with its original Enfield inspected rod and an old
black leather sling, overall in exceptionally good condition with much
original finish
£500-700
Provenance: This is a true Enfield made Enfield P53 rifle, such rifles were
made to the highest standards of the day in the most modern arms factory in
Europe, they were machine made and all parts fully interchangeable. Enfield
made P53 percussion rifles are exceptionally scarce as almost the entire
production was converted to Snider / Enfield breech loaders and very few
escaped. This example did escape and was one of a quantity refurbished in
1882 and supplied to the East India Government, probably for issue to the
private army of a loyal Maharajah - possibly the Maharajah of Jodhpur
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536
A .650 LOVELL’S PATTERN 1839 CONSTABULARY PERCUSSION CARBINE, CIRCA 1844, serial
number C9809, with 26 1/2in. barrel, struck with Ordnance proof and inspection stamps at breech,
bayonet block / fore-sight at muzzle, the lock engraved with the Crown V.R. ‘TOWER’ cypher dated
1844, brass mounted full walnut stock the butt stamped with the ‘B.O’ arrow ownership mark and
date stamped for December 1845, the butt cap tang having the constabulary issue identification
‘C / 9809’ fitted at the forend with a Hanoverian bayonet catch (the distinguished feature of these
rare P39 constabulary carbines, only 2000 of this type were made), complete with sling swivels,
rod missing, barrel pitted overall
£300-500
537
AN INTERESTING .451 WESTLEY RICHARDS MONKEY TAIL CARBINE BY R. HUGHES, CIRCA 1875,
serial no. P4215, with 25in. Birmingham proofed barrel stamped near the breech ‘WHITWORTH
RIFLING 450 BORE’, fitted with block and blade front-sight and P61 pattern ladder rear-sight, the
breech lever engraved ‘MANUFACTURED BY / UNIVERSAL FIREARMS COMPANY / BIRMINGHAM’,
the lock embellished with the Queens crown on the tail and the makers name ‘R. HUGHES’ to the
centre, iron mounted full walnut stock, the butt with trap for cleaning tools (tools missing) and
stamped ‘UNIVERSAL FIREAMS WORKS / ROBT. HUGHES / BIRMINGHAM’, complete with sling
swivels and original rod, it is an ‘out of Africa’ gun and has potential, dirty and untouched overall
with some original finish, would improve with careful cleaning
£300-500
Provenance: This is an interesting and rare variation of the famed Monkey Tail made in the configuration
that was most popular and favoured by the Boers in South Africa - longer than a carbine, shorter than a
rifle and easy to use on horseback. The maker was Robert Hughes of 100 Moland St. Birmingham,
established in 1855, who adopted the name Universal Fire Arms Works in 1868. He specialised in military
and export arms and purchased surplus military arms and parts which he modified or built up for the
export markets. In the 1870’s Westley Richards issued warnings and brought court actions against some
members of the trade who were producing copies of his Monkey Tail for the South African market from
government surplus parts with their name on

538
A .50 GALLAGER’S PATENT CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE OF AMERICAN CIVIL WAR,
CIRCA 1862, serial no. 9027, with 22in. barrel rifled with six grooves and fitted with a pinched
blade front-sight and leaf battle-sights, back-action lock marked on the tail ‘GALLAGER’S PATENT
/ JULY 17TH 1860’ and in the centre ‘MANUFACTURED BY / RICHARDSON & OVERMAN / PHILADA
/ 9027’, iron mounted walnut butt with trap, side-bar and ring fitted to left of action, the action is
operated by an underlever, pulling it down unlocks the barrel which slides forward and drops
down for loading
£500-700
Provenance: This system was the invention of a Mahlon J. Gallager (a Southerner from Georgia) and
patented by him in July 1860. He went into business with the the firm of Richardson & Overman who
proceeded to sell it to the Government for issue to the Union forces. In total the supplied approx 23,000
which were extensively issued but not liked. Later in the war the design was modified to accept the .5650 Spencer cartridge and a further 5000 supplied. Many of the original percussion arms were also
converted to cartridge after the war when sold off as surplus, many into shotguns. Today this model in its
original percussion configuration is quite rare

539
A RARE .52 SHARPS MODEL 1852 CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE, CIRCA 1854, serial no
4523, with 21 1/2in. barrel rifled with six grooves, brass blade front-sight and fixed vee rear-sight
(period replacement), back-action lock marked to centre ‘C. SHARPS / PATENT 1852’ and having
Sharps patent pellet primer, (top missing and mechanism missing), action tang stamped ‘C
SHARPS / PATENT 1848’, two piece brass mounted walnut stock, the butt with patchbox, half foreend with one brass band from which a long sling-bar extends back to the action (the reason for
the long sling bar being apparently for muzzle loading on horse back in an emergency if no
prepared cartridges were available)
£700-900
Provenance: The Sharps Model 1852 was made 1853 to 1855, with a total quantity of just 5000 of all types
in the serial range 2050 to 7500. The distinguishing feature of the M52 being the long spring retained
action hinge pin. The first trials in Britain of the Sharps system in 1854 was with a Model 1852
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540

541
A RARE .54 JENKS CAPPING BREECH LOADING U.S. NAVY CARBINE BY
N. P. AMES, CIRCA 1845, no visible serial number, with 24in.
smoothbore barrel, stamped at the breech ‘AMES / U.S.N / R.C. / P /
1845’, the action features a lever, lifting it and drawing it back withdraws
a plunger allowing the carbine to be loaded with powder and ball through
a small loading port in the top of the breech, the lock is of a unique design
with a sidehammer its advantage being less moving parts, the lockplate
stamped ‘N. P. AMES / SPRINGFIELD / MASS’ on the centre and on the
tail ‘WM JENKS’, brass mounted full walnut stock with two brass barrel
bands the top band with blade front-sight, repair to wrist
£600-800
Provenance: This system of breech loading was invented by William Jenks
who worked tirelessly to interest the U.S. Government in his design. He
managed to achieve some success as the U. S. Navy contracted for the supply
of approx. 4200. carbines and a further 1000 rifles. A small quantity of this
pattern were also supplied to the U.S. Army for trials, they were not a success.
Incidentally Jenks also travelled to London where his system was tried by the
Board of Ordnance

542
A .577 PATTERN 1856 TWO BAND SERVICE SHORT RIFLE, CIRCA 1857,
no visible serial number, with 32 1/2in. barrel rifled with three grooves,
stamped at the breech with numerous government proof, inspection and
sale marks, bayonet lug at muzzle fitted with block and blade front-sight,
ladder rear-sight, borderline engraved lock stamped with the Crown V.R.
cypher on the tail and ‘1857’ to the centre, together with the small broad
arrow inspection stamp, regulation iron mounted full walnut stock, the
butt with faint W.D. broad arrow ownership mark and the opposed arrows
sale stamp, complete with sling swivels and original rod, some pitting to
lockplate
£550-650

540
A RARE .58 LEETCH’S PATENT CAPPING BREECH LOADING CARBINE,
CIRCA 1860, serial number 176, with 15in. London proofed barrel rifled
with three grooves, block front-sight with dovetailed blade, small carbine
pattern 1860 style ladder rearsight, the action top signed ‘LEETCH ‘S
PATENT COMPANY / 29 GREAT PORTLAND STREET / LONDON’, backaction lock engraved ‘LEETCH’S PATENT / COMPANY’, iron mounted full
walnut stock with scroll trigger-guard, chequered wrist and fore-end, the
barrel secured by just one band. A rare collector’s gun.
£1,200-1,600
Provenance: The Leetch system features a side swinging chamber that locked
in place by a bolt on the fall of the hammer, one of the advantages claimed by
the inventor was that it could use the standard Enfield P53 service cartridge.
It was tested by the Ordnance in 1854/55 and recommended for cavalry
adoption but the order cancelled on the death of Lord Hardinge, although
trials continued to 1860. In 1860 James Leetch with Robert Scott formed The
Breechloading Gun Company (Leetch’s Patent) at 29 Great Portland St.
London, to manufacture and sell Leetch patent arms. The company did not
prosper and by 1865 had closed, this carbine which is to a style unique to
Leetch was made during that period. It is estimated that total production of
Leetch patent rifles and carbines was little more than 250. For further
information, see ‘The Capping Breech-Loader in British & Colonial Military
Service’ by Brian C Knapp
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543
A .65 PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY ANDERSON, CIRCA 1850, no
visible serial number, with octagonal Birmingham proofed barrel rifled
with two grooves for belted ball, small dovetailed blade front-sight and
two leaf rear-sight, hook breech, the fixed breech with some engraved
decoration, borderline and foliate engraved detented lock, the makers
name ‘ANDERSON’ to centre surrounded by an engraved rope band, set
trigger, walnut half-stocked with a chequered wrist and fitted with iron
butt-cap with long tang and trigger-guard, both with some foliate
decoration, complete with original rod, chip out of fore-end to area in
front of the lock
£400-600
544
A .577 BELGIAN CONTRACT PATTERN 1853 THREE BAND PERCUSSION
SERVICE RIFLE, CIRCA 1859, no visible serial number, with 37in. barrel
shortened from 39in., rifled with three grooves and stamped with
Ordnance proof, inspection and sale marks at breech, (faint), fitted with
P53 style ladder rear-sight and block and blade front-sight, borderline
engraved lock with the Crown V.R. cypher on the tail and dated ‘1859’ to
the centre, both markings in the distinctive style used on the Belgian
contract arms, regulation brass mounted full walnut stock, complete with
original rod, some bruising to nipple bolster, one lock screw missing
£300-400
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545
A FINE AND RARE 8-BORE TUBELOCK FOWLING PIECE SIGNED JOSEPH MANTON, serial no. 5969, for 1813 and
converted from flint, with octagonal to sixteen-sided to round 36in. damascus barrel, banded at the intersection
and marked ‘W.F’ on the underside for barrel maker William Fullerd, the breech-block with platinum line and vent
and inlet with a white metal poincon signed in raised letters ‘JOSEPH MANTON PATENT’ together with a crown,
applied elongated bead fore-sight, carved raised sighting groove to the fully engraved top-tang, flat clip-tailed
borderline and acanthus scroll engraved lock signed ‘JOSEPH MANTON PATENT’, straight roller-tipped
external spring operating the tube clamp, engraved solid hammer with squared and bladed nose, walnut
chequered half-stock (repair above and forwards of lock), engraved iron furniture including trophies
engraved to both the heel-plate spur and the trigger guard bow, twin barrel keys, horn fore-end tip
and brass tipped mahogany ramrod
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: This shotgun is not recorded in either of the Neal & Back Manton books. Interestingly,
when Manton was declared bankrupt in 1826, William Fullerd, a barrel forger of 56-57 Compton
Street, Clerkenwell was owed the princely sum of £1206/14/1, an absolute fortune in those
days. In comparison, Charles Lancaster, another of Manton’s favoured barrel makers was
only owed £81/11/0
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547

546
A .58 PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY ROBERT ADAMS, CIRCA 1860,
no visible serial number, with 29 1/2in. barrel with bead front-sight, hook
breech stamped in very small letters ‘A BLACKHAM’, fixed breech with
some foliated decoration (corroded), borderline engraved lock with a
crown to the centre and ‘ROBERT ADAMS / 76 KING WILLIAM STREET /
LONDON’, iron mounted walnut half-stock with chequered wrist and foreend, horn nose-cap, complete with rod
£200-300
547
AN IMPRESSIVE AMERICAN .48 PERCUSSION BENCH REST RIFLE,
CIRCA 1860, no visible serial number, with very heavy 43in. octagonal
barrel having a false muzzle, tunnel fore-sight, and micro adjustable vee
rear-sight 29in. from the muzzle, also a micro adjustable peep-sight on
the action the barrel is stamped with the barrel makers name ‘H. LLOYD
RESOR / UNION CITY IND.’ to the left of centre flat, back action lock with
some foliate decoration, and stamped with the makers name ‘WM.
GRAIN,’ the rifle is fitted with double set triggers, walnut butt with
chequered wrist, German silver mounts, including foliate engraved and
decorated crescent butt-plate, scroll trigger-guard engraved to match.
This is an impressive rifle, but not for the weak, it weighs over 30lb, much
original blue to barrel
£1,000-1,200

548
A .52 PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CARBINE, MODEL ‘1863 NEW
MODEL’ BY SHARPS, USA, serial no. C.22191, circa 1864, with 22in.
barrel signed ‘SHARPS RIFLE MANUFG CO HARTFORD CONN’ forwards
of rear-sight, block and blade fore-sight, folding ladder rear-sight, ‘NEW
MODEL 1863’ stamped at breech, vertical dropping block receiver, the
lockplate with in-built tape primer and marked ‘R.S. LAWRENCE PAT.
APRIL 12TH 1859’, the body of the lock marked ‘C. SHARPS PAT. OCT.
5TH 1852’, straight hand walnut butt-stock, no provision for patchbox,
iron heel-plate, under-lever opening, saddle-ring mounted to left hand
side of the receiver, walnut splinter fore-end (losses in antiquity to both
upper edges) and single iron barrel-band
£800-1,200
549*
A .600 PERCUSSION CAVALRY CARBINE SIGNED SAAR ARSENAL,
GERMANY, serial no. 472, dated 1833 but apparently converted from
flintlock, with 17in. octagonal to round barrel, applied brass blade foresight, no provision for rear-sight, solid top-tang, flat lock with radiused
and pointed tail, the lockplate signed with an ‘F.W.’ and crown device with
‘SAAR’ below (rubbed, possibly misread), pan-shaped nipple boss,
apertures for the original flint furniture, large hinged nipple-protector or
safety, moulded hammer, walnut full-stock, brass furniture except
substantial iron saddle-bar running from the wrist to a central barrelband with iron reinforcing plated co-joined to the rear of the side-plate
and flush fitting brass muzzle-cap, no provision for ramrod
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£300-500
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550

550
A RARE 32-BORE R. ADAMS MODEL 1851 SELF-COCKING PERCUSSION
REVOLVING RIFLE SIGNED DEANE ADAMS & DEANE, CIRCA 1853, serial
no. 12,273R, with 23in. London proofed octagonal barrel, dovetailed blade
front-sight, and leaf rear-sight to 300 yards, the barrel stamped on the
underside, ‘399 No 32’, assembly number 399 and calibre 32-bore, the
action top signed ‘DEANE ADAMS & DEANE NO 30 KING WILLIAM ST.
LONDON BRIDGE’, the frame superbly foliate scroll engraved, hammer
shroud fitted over the action also engraved to match, the trigger-guard
with a flat front to provide grip beneath the frame keeping the shooter’s
hand away from the front of the cylinder, the trigger guard also engraved
with foliate scroll-work for its entire length, five shot cylinder with
engraved decoration to front edge and numbered ‘12,273R’, iron mounted
figured walnut butt with chequered wrist, iron butt-cap the long tang
engraved with foliate decoration, the barrel and action reblued at
sometime in the past. Adams revolving rifles are exceptionally rare
£2,500-3,500
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551
A 14-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN SIGNED
J. NIXON NEWARK, CIRCA 1850, no visible serial number, with 29in.
skelp twist professionally rebrowned barrels the rib engraved with the
retailers name ‘J. NIXON, 23 COCKSPUR ST, NEWARK’, (refreshed), the
fixed breech profusely foliate scroll engraved to a high standard, foliate
engraved bar-action locks with retailers name to centre, ‘NIXON /
NEWARK’, (faint), the hammers engraved to match the locks, iron
mounted figured walnut half-stock (refinished) having a chequered wrist
and fore-end, the mounts, including scroll trigger-guard are all engraved
and decorated, a small escutcheon is fitted in the wrist with an original
owners initials, complete with a brass mounted ebonised rammer
£400-600
552
A .450 DOUBLE BARRELLED PERCUSSION RIFLE SIGNED H.
HELLFRITSCH, NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1860, serial no. 1508, with 28in.
barrels rifled with six grooves, with dovetailed blade front-sight and
dovetailed vee block rear-sight, the rib engraved near the breech ‘H.
HELLFRITSCH IN NURNBERG’, both barrels are roughly stamped at the
breech ‘ALWAK-1508’ probably an Indian armoury inventory number or
export marking, the fixed breech with a long tang superbly foliate
engraved in relief, bar-action locks, with rounded stepped tails, profusely
foliate scroll engraved in relief, the hammers engraved to match, the
right-hand hammer a period replacement, the right lock engraved ‘O.
ELTERICH’ and on the left NORDLINGEN’ which are inlaid in gold,
possibly the name and city of the retailer, the rifle has set triggers is
walnut half-stocked with a chequered wrist, the mounts including
trigger-guard, butt-plate, patchbox and nose-cap are profusely decorated
with foliate scroll engraving in relief
£500-700
555*
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE .700 BRITISH DR. JONES / JENKS CAPPING
BREECH LOADING TRIALS CARBINE, CIRCA 1841, no visible serial
number, with 26in. twist barrel, blade front-sight and fixed block vee
rear-sight, borderline engraved back-action lock plain and unmarked,
regulation brass mounted full walnut stock, including scroll triggerguard, fitted with a side-rib and ring, this rare arm is modeled on the first
pattern Victoria carbine adapted to breech loading by the American Jenks
system, featuring a rear hinged lever that when pulled up and backwards
draws back a plunger and exposes a loading aperture for loading with
loose powder and ball. The carbine is in excellent almost unused
condition, with fine sharp untouched stock, small crack at wrist, and
much original finish to barrel
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£800-1,200
Provenance: In 1840 an American by the name of Dr Alexander Jones arrived
in London as a consultant to the East India Company. Whilst in London he
attempted to interest the Board of Ordnance in the Jenks breech system
which he claimed was his own. Dr Jones was asked to supply six carbines for
trials, these he had made by Lesoinne & Pirlot of Liege and this is one. The
trials were not a success and Dr Jones vanished into obscurity, which was
just as well as in 1843 William Jenks himself arrived in London and discovered
much to his surprise his system had been supplied by the imposter Dr Jones,
tested and failed
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556
A 20-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING GUN SIGNED
SCOTT, EDINBURGH, no visible serial number, circa 1815 with later
conversion to percussion from flintlock, rebrowned 29 1/4in. damascus
barrels, both breech-blocks with inlet gold rectangular poincons signed
in raised letters ‘SCOTT, EDIN’R’ and marked with a crown, broad gold
lines forward of the fully engraved top-tang, drum-type nipple bosses
with screwed vents, flat curved border engraved bevel-edged, step-tailed
locks of flint form signed ‘D. SCOTT’, walnut half-stock chequered at the
wrist and with oval white metal escutcheon behind top-tang, iron
furniture and brass tipped mahogany ramrod
£500-700
Literature: An article on this gun was published in the Shooting Times in
March 2017. A copy of this can be made available to the purchaser on request.
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585
A GOOD CASED 12-BORE DOUBLE BARRELLED PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY JOHN WALLIS,
CIRCA 1859, serial no. 9012, with 30in. London proofed browned twist barrels, the concave top rib
engraved with the makers name, ‘JOHN WALLIS GUN MAKERS, 116 JERMYN STREET, LONDON’,
the breeches with platinum plugs, bar-action locks both finely engraved with foliate scroll work and
hunting scenes featuring dogs and game birds, the makers name engraved in a circular fashion
beneath the hammers and following their curvature, the hammers profusely foliate engraved to
match the lock-plates, all with much original colour, figured walnut half-stock with chequered
wrist and fore-end, the iron mounts including trigger-guard and butt-plate decorated with foliate
scrolls and scenes of game birds and hunting, together with the guns serial number ‘9012’, the
rammer fore-pipe with foliate scrolls alone, the mounts have most of their original charcoal blue
finish, contained in its original brass bound green baize lined and partitioned mahogany case, the
lid with a large Samuel Nock trade-label, having the 116 Jermyn St. address, accessories include
an embossed copper bodied powder flask, brass mounted leather shot flask, a mainspring cramp
with full case colours, a nipple key with pricker, white metal oil bottle and lacquered Eley cap tin,
the case and accessories all excellent
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The maker John Wallis was the son of W. R. Wallis who purchased Manton & Co. Calcutta and
whose London office was 116 Jermyn St. London. The business of Samuel Nock was continued after his
death in 1852 by his executors at 116 Jermyn St. between 1853 and 1858, then by John Wallis who also
traded under the name of Samuel Nock
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586*
A 12 BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE BARREL SPORTING GUN BY PURDEY
OF LONDON, CIRCA 1824, serial no. 726, with 30in. three stage octagonal
to polygonal to round barrel, the top flat at the breech engraved ‘PURDEY,
PRINCES ST. LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON’ (refreshed) the patent
breech with two platinum lines and poincon stamped ‘PURDEY LONDON’,
the foliate engraved fixed breech, with some loss to engraving from flash
erosion and pitting, borderline engraved lock with a sunburst to centre
top and panels of foliate scroll work and the makers name ‘PURDEY’ to
centre, the cock with dolphin head and engraved to match, the nose worn
and partly missing, figured walnut half-stock, with chequered wrist
(refreshed) which is inset with a silver escutcheon bearing a past owners
initials ‘W.W.’, the iron mounts include butt-plate the long tang decorated
with foliate engraving the trigger-guard engraved to match, the engraving
faint and worn, replacement horn nose-cap, the barrel has been
rebrowned over pitting particularly at breech, stock refinished with some
repairs including the top 3in. of the fore-end which has been very well
executed and difficult to see, contained in a refurbished relined and
partitioned green baize lined brass-bound mahogany case, the lid with
reproduction Purdey trade card, accessories include a leather shot pouch
and a mainspring cramp
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£3,000-4,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
No. 726 Completed: 1824 For: “Capt. C” [Possibly Conroy] Description: A
single-barrelled percussion gun Weight: [Not Recorded] Calibre: 14-bore
Barrels: 30in Choke: Cylinder Stock: [Length Not Recorded - Bend at Comb;
1 3/8in., Bend at Heel; 2 5/8in.]
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588
A GOOD CASED DOUBLE-BARRELLED .577 PERCUSSION RIFLE BY WESTLEY RICHARDS, WITH 16-BORE SHOTGUN
BARRELS, CIRCA 1855, serial no. 8416, the rifled barrels are 30in. long and rifled with four grooves (Minie’ rifling) and of
.577 calibre, fitted with a ladder sight graduated to 800 yards, the makers name ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS LONDON’ is
engraved on the rib near the breech, with some foliate decoration and two gold lines, the 16 bore shot barrels are also
30in. in length with a bead front-sight engraved at the breech ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS 110 NEW BOND ST. LONDON’, and
decorated to match the rifled set, bar-action detented locks both decorated with panels of foliate engraving at
front and back, with makers name ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS’ to the centre, the whole surrounded by a feathered
border, fitted with dolphin headed hammers, the bodies engraved to match the locks, the fixed breech
profusely engraved in the same style as the locks and to a very high standard, fine figured walnut halfstock, with chequered wrist and fore-end, the iron mounts engraved to match the rest of the
engraving, some original colour, the barrels rebrowned, the set is contained in its original blue
baize lined brass bound mahogany case, the lid with original Westley Richards / William
Bishop trade label, accessories include a correct Minie’ bullet mould, a copper bodied
Hawksley flask, (spring repaired), wad punch, cleaning rod, nipple key
£2,000-3,000
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589*
A CASED 12-BORE SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY WILLIAM POWELL, CIRCA 1850,
serial no. 1343, with 28 1/2in. three stage rebrowned barrel, bead sight at muzzle, engraved with makers
name at breech ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON’ and a platinum line, the nipple bolster fitted with a platinum
vent plug, the fixed breech decorated with good quality foliate scroll work, borderline engraved lock
with some panels of foliate scroll engraving and also bearing the makers name ‘WILLIAM POWELL
& SON’, the cock engraved to match, figured walnut half-stock with chequered wrist and fore-end
and a vacant silver escutcheon on wrist, iron mounts include butt-cap with a long tang, triggerguard with pineapple finial, and horn nose-cap, in its original burgundy coloured velvet lined
and partitioned brass bound mahogany case with later William Powell & Son trade label,
accessories include a leather shot flask, three piece cleaning rod, turnscrew, nipple
key, two small powder measures and a tin of cleaning implements, included in the
case is an old address or shipping label with the following ‘C. J. E. BROUGHTON
ESQ, WORTLY NEAR SHEFFIELD / VIA CREWE / FROM STAUDOU BRIDGE
31/12/89’ possible the details of a previous owner
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£2,000-3,000
Provenance: We are kindly informed that records state the gun was
sold to a Charles Gresley on the 19th November 1850
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590
A CASED 16-BORE DOUBLE-BARRELLED PERCUSSION RIFLE BY G. & J. MORTIMER, WITH
INTERCHANGEABLE SHOTGUN BARRELS, CIRCA 1850, serial no. 4000, one set is rifled for
patched ball and the other smooth for shot, the London proofed rifled barrels are 24in. long
and rifled with eleven grooves, dovetailed blade front-sight, and three leaf rearsight to
300 yards the top rib engraved ‘G & J MORTIMER ROYAL PATENT GUN
MANUFACTURERS LONDON’, the breech with inset gold poincon stamped with a
crown and ‘ROYAL PATENT’, surrounded by foliate scroll engraving, the
smoothbore barrels are 26 1/2in. long with bead front-sight, the top rib
engraved ‘G & J MORTIMER ROYAL PATENT GUN MANUFACTURERS
LONDON’, the breech with inset gold poincon stamped with a crown
and ‘ROYAL PATENT’, surrounded by foliate scroll engraving
matching that in the rifled set of barrels, borderline engraved
bar-action locks, decorated with scroll engraving together
with a running stag, on the one lock and a resting stag on
the other, and the makers name ‘G & J Mortimer’,
figured walnut half stock with chequered wrist, iron
mounts include scroll trigger-guard, the bow
engraved with a stalking tiger and a
pineapple finial, butt-cap with long tang
foliate scroll engraved and decorated,
the butt inset with a circular
patchbox engraved with a running
stag to the centre, surrounded
with foliate scroll work
around the edges, the
rammer
tail-pipe

heavily engraved to match, contained in its
original blue baize lined and partitioned oak
case with outer leather slip case, accessories
include a 16-bore conical bullet mould
numbered to the gun, a 16-bore pincer ball
mould, also numbered to the gun, black leather
covered powder flask by Hawksley, black
leather shot pouch, nipple key, turnscrew, main
spring clamp, adjustable brass powder
measure, cap dispenser, wad punch, cleaning
implements, a very complete set, the barrels
with much brown finish, possibly restocked
during working life
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers G & J Mortimer were
George and James Mortimer were originally
factors of 30 Basinghall, Birmingham, guns
bearing the name Royal Patent Gun
Manufacturers, appeared on the market in the
1840-50 period. The actual maker of this set was
probably Moore & Harris of Birmingham, who
are known to have supplied the Mortimer’s.
Cased sets with interchangeable rifled and shot
barrels are exceptionally rare
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591
A CASED .577 SILVER MOUNTED SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION SPORTING
RIFLE SIGNED BLAKEMORE & SON, CIRCA 1860, no visible serial number,
with 30in. octagonal Birmingham proofed barrel, having a dovetailed blade
front-sight and leaf and ladder rear-sight, engraved at breech ‘BLAKEMORE
& SON’, bar-action lock profusely foliate scroll engraved to the highest
standard, the retailers name ‘BLAKEMORE & SON’ to centre, both the
hammer and fixed breech engraved to match, attractively figured walnut
stock with chequered wrist and fore-end, the butt with inset circular
patchbox, the lid engraved with a leopard in a jungle setting, the mounts are
all hallmarked silver which include the butt-plate with engraved and
decorated long tang, scroll trigger-guard and silver rammer pipe and nose
cap all engraved to match, the rifle is complete with its original ebony loading
rod, contained in its dark blue baize lined and partitioned oak case, (lid
broken off hinges and partitions loose and some broken), accessories
include correct mould for casting a Minie bullet with cavity base, leather
covered Sykes extra quality rifle flask, Skyes white metal capper,
turnscrew, nipple key, cleaning rod and mallet, An attractive and
impressive rifle, the case in need of some attention
£1,500-2,000
Provenance: Although this rifle bears the name of
Blakemore & Son the rifle was made by Hollis & Sheath,
Blakemore & Son specialised in supplying the export
markets to India and South Africa
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592
A GOOD 13-BORE DOUBLE-BARRELLED PERCUSSION RIFLE FOR DANGEROUS GAME BY R. B. RODDA OF
CALCUTTA, CIRCA 1850, serial no. 2098, with 28in. rebrowned London proofed barrels, three leaf rear-sight for
100, 200 and 300 yards inset into rib, and engraved with the makers name between breech and sights ‘R. B.
RODDA & CO. LONDON & CALCUTTA’, bar action lock decorated with foliate scroll work with engraved feather
borders, the hammers engraved to match, iron mounted figured walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore-end,
mounts include scroll trigger-guard butt-plate and tail pipe all engraved to match and to a high standard,
complete with original ebony rod, contained in its blue baize lined and partitioned oak case the lid with original
Rodda trade label, accessories include pincer ball mould for 13-bore, Sykes patent leather covered extra quality
flask, nipple key and a brass bodied capper
£1,500-2,500
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593
A .60 PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE SIGNED EDWARD HENNIKER OF
KENT, CIRCA 1840, no visible serial number, with 24 1/2in. octagonal
barrel, rifled with seven grooves, dovetailed blade front-sight, three leaf
rear-sights, the nipple bolster with vented platinum plug, bar-action,
borderline and foliate engraved detented lock with a stag in lodged
position, engraved in the centre, fitted with bolt safety and set trigger,
iron mounted walnut half-stock, with chequered wrist and inset vacant
silver escutcheon, contained in a modern made green baize lined and
partitioned oak case, accessories include a pincer ball mould, turned
bone cap box, a selection of modern made tools and cleaning rod, the
rifle has a good fairly sharp stock, barrel rebrowned, some wear to lock
engraving
£600-800
Provenance: Edward Henniker was established at 347 High St. Chatham 1838
to 1851
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594
A FINE CASED .650 SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE FOR BELTED BALL BY
CHARLES LANCASTER, CIRCA 1841, serial no. 1443, with 31in. octagonal twist barrel rifled with
two grooves for belted ball dovetail adjustable blade fore-sight, three leaf rear-sight for 70, 100
and 150 yards set into the top barrel flat, engraved near the breech ‘CHARLES LANCASTER 151
NEW BOND STREET LONDON’, the hook breech with inset gold poincon stamped with the makers
name in three lines ‘CHARLES / LANCASTER / LONDON’ and with a platinum band, the nipple
bolster with a platinum plug, the fixed breech engraved with a stag above a panel of foliate
scrollwork, bar action detented lock with rope border decoration and profusely foliate scroll
engraved to the highest standards of the day, the makers name ‘CHARLES LANCASTER /
LONDON’ to the centre, and fitted with a bolt safety on the tail, dolphin headed hammer engraved
to match, figured walnut half-stocked with raised cheek rest, chequered wrist and fore-end, iron
mounts include scroll trigger-guard, engraved with a running stag on the bow, surrounded by
foliate border decoration, with a pineapple finial, the butt-plate with chequered shoulder piece,
and long tang also engraved with a stag surrounded by foliate scrollwork, a circular patchbox
is fitted to the right-side of the butt engraved with a stalking male lion in jungle
surroundings, horn nosecap, the underside of the butt inlaid with a silver escutcheon
engraved with the original owners crest of a walking stag statant, the rifle is
contained in its original brass bound mahogany pigskin lined and partitioned case,
(lid detached) accessories including correct Sykes flask, pincer mould for
belted ball, separated sprue cutter, wad punch, oil bottle, leather wallet
with nipple key and turnscrew (handle missing) and turned boxwood
container full of patches, the case also contains its original doeskin
leather pouch of Lancaster percussion caps, this is a superb rifle
with much deep original finish to both barrel and mounts, and
has seen very little if any use, the case in need of cleaning
£2,500-3,500
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595
MADE FOR MIR ALI MURAD KHAN TALPUR, RULER OF KHAIRPUR
A BEST QUALITY CASED 26-BORE PERCUSSION RIFLE BY W. & J. RIGBY, DUBLIN, serial no. 8874, for 1842, with etched
octagonal damascus 34in. barrel ‘in the white’ (some mild staining), the top-flat with gilt signature ‘WM. & JN. RIGBY,
DUBLIN’ and with three gold shamrock leaves inlet at breech, dove-tailed beaded blade fore-sight, standing notch
rear-sight with three additional folding leaves, fully engraved long top-tang, border and scroll engraved backaction lock with integral forward-facing ‘moustache’ below the nipple bolster, the lockplate signed ‘WM. & JN.
RIGBY’ and further engraved with a prowling tiger, fully engraved dolphin-headed hammer with chisel-carved
base, highly figured chequered walnut half-stock with engraved colour-hardened patch-box featuring a
scene of a hunter engaging a lion in the action of attacking another hunter, matted iron heel-plate with
scroll engraved top-spur, single set trigger in blued and engraved guard, engraved nose-cap and horn
handled heavy duty mahogany ramrod, the whole remaining in fine condition and together with its
manufacturers oak casing, lined and compartmented in green baize, Rigby ‘24 Suffolk Street’
parchment label and with a full compliment of accessories, all also in fine order, the whole giving
the impression of little use
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: According to D.H.L. Back’s publication, ‘Great Irish Gunmakers, Messrs Rigby, 17601869’, rifle no. 8874 was built as a ‘Best single rifle, cased with gold shamrock inlaid in breech’
and completed in 1842 for ‘Ali Murad Khan Talpore, Rajah of Khyerpoor’ (sic). 1842 was the year
he became Mir of Khairpur

The Khairpur branch of the Talpur dynasty
was founded in 1783 in Burahan, renamed
Khairpur in 1873.
Following the death of the founder of the
branch, Mir Sohrab Khan Talpur, power
fell to Ali Murad’s elder brother, Mir
Rustram Ali Khan in 1811, who ruled until
his abdication in 1842. Ali Murad played an
integral role in establishing a treaty with
the British in 1832 which secured
recognition for his brother as the
independent ruler of Khairpur in exchange
for surrendering control of foreign
relations to the British as well as the use of
Sindh’s roads and the Indus river. In 1845,
now as Mir, Ali Murad helped the British
during the Turki campaign - but was later
accused of plotting against the British and
was stripped of his lands in upper Sindh,
leaving him in control of just the city of
Khairpur and its immediate environs.
However, during the 1857 Sepoy mutiny,
Ali Murad sided with the British and
successfully prevented the rebels from
capturing the Shikarpur jail and treasury
and thus regained favour. In 1866, the
British promised to recognise any future
successors as rightful rulers of Khairpur
and his rule remained stable until his
death in 1894.
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596
A FINE CASED 16-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED PATENT-SAFETY SPORTING GUN SIGNED H. WINTON, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM, no
visible serial number, circa 1850 with browned 30in. barrels, the top-rib signed ‘H. WINTON, INVENTOR, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM’, bead fore-sight,
engraved rib-end to the colour hardened breech, vented platinum plugs, London proofs, fully engraved top-tang, border and scroll engraved locks
signed ‘WINTON’ and featuring scenes of gundogs flushing gamebirds, engraved dolphin headed hammers, chequered walnut half-stock with blued
and engraved furniture, the lower tang fitted with a narrow safety bar signed ‘’WINTON’S SAFETY’ and brass mounted ebony ramrod, much original
finish remaining throughout and complete in a period walnut case probably original to the shotgun, lined and compartmented in green baize
£2,500-3,500
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597

598

597
A CASED .500 PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE SIGNED SAMUEL & C.
SMITH, LONDON, serial no. 3647, circa 1840, with shortened 26in. multigroove rifled octagonal ‘in the white’ damascus barrel, original
dove-tailed blade fore-sight, later dove-tailed standing notch rear-sight
with two additional folding leaves, the top-flat signed ‘SAMUEL &
*****TH, PRINCES STREET LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON’ (**** section
obscured by the rear-sight), colour hardened breech-block with four
platinum lines and screwed plug, fully engraved top-tang, borderline and
feathered scroll engraved lock signed ‘SAMUEL & C. SMITH, PRINCES
ST. LONDON’, engraved and colour hardened hammer with sliding safe,
walnut half-stock chequered at the wrist, blued iron furniture including
square-fronted trigger guard bow with chequered face, double set
triggers, white metal escutcheons and fore-end tip, brass mounted heavy
duty ramrod, strong traces of colour and finish except where noted and
together with a green baize lined period walnut case almost certainly
original to the rifle retaining a brass hollow-based mould and a japanned
cap-tin
£1,000-1,500

598
A CASED 12-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING GUN
SIGNED GEORGE FULLER, LONDON, serial no. 863, circa 1860, with
rebrowned 30in. barrels, the top-rib signed ‘GEO. FULLER, MAKER TO
H.R.H. THE PRINCE CONSORT, 280 STRAND LONDON’ (rubbed), bead
fore-sight, capercaillie engraved to the rib-end at breech, platinum plugs
(one replaced), fully engraved top-tang, border and scroll engraved baraction locks signed ‘GEO. FULLER’, engraved dolphin-headed hammers,
chequered figured walnut half-stock, iron furniture and probable original
ebony ramrod, in a period walnut storage case compartmented and
relined in green baize and including period but unassociated leather
bodied powder and shot flasks, two powder measures, a nipple key and
a later pewter oil bottle, together with an unattached reproduction ‘Fuller’
trade label
£700-900
Provenance: George Fuller was in business between the years 1832-1880 and
traded from various London addresses. According to census records he was
operating from 280 Strand between 1856-1871.
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599
A GOOD CASED 6-BORE PERCUSSION SHOT & BALL-GUN SIGNED MANTON & CO. CALCUTTA, no visible
serial number, circa 1865, with heavy browned octagonal 33 1/2in. barrel, the top-flat near breech signed
‘MANTON & CO’, small bead fore-sight, scroll engraved colour-hardened breech-block, border and scroll
engraved bar-action lock signed ‘MANTON & CO’, walnut half-stock with iron furniture including raised and
chequered finger spur to the lower tang, horn fore-end tip and heavy duty brass mounted mahogany ramrod,
in its manufacturer’s walnut storage case lined and compartmented in green baize, parchment trade label
inside lid and complete with large capacity powder and shot-flasks, ball mould, cap tin, wad punch and sundry
other accessories, all period
£2,500-3,500
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600

602

600
A GOOD .44 PERCUSSION MARTIAL MARKED NEW MODEL ARMY
SERVICE REVOLVER BY E. REMINGTON, USA, serial no. 118469, circa
1865, with blued octagonal 8in. barrel signed ‘E. REMINGTON & SONS,
ILION, NEWYORK U.S.A.’ over ‘NEW MODEL’, pinched blade fore-sight,
sighting groove to the top-strap, plain six-shot cylinder, solid frame with
single action mechanism, brass trigger guard and smooth flared walnut
grips, the left grip with martial cartouche and stamped ‘87’, the frame
and barrel retaining a strong amount of original blued finish
£1,200-1,600
601
A .36 MODEL 1861 COLT NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY COLT, USA,
serial no. 20552, for 1864, with round 7 1/2in. barrel signed ‘ADDRESS
COL. SAML. COLT NEW-YORK U.S. AMERICA’, period London proofs,
shallow nickel blade fore-sight, plain six-shot cylinder with roll-engraved
scene, open iron frame marked ‘COLTS PATENT’, calibre marking to left
rear of trigger-plate, smooth flared walnut grip, slight traces of finish
and colour remaining, all matching numbers (mainspring and hand at
fault or absent, front trigger guard screw replaced and wedge-screw
absent)
£700-900

602
A GOOD AND CRISP PAIR OF 80-BORE PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOLS
SIGNED ‘NOCK, LONDON’, no visible serial numbers, circa 1835, with
round turn-off 1 1/4in. Birmingham proved barrels (one frozen),
borderline engraved muzzles and coin-milled bands at breech, squared
border and acanthus leaf engraved actions, the sides of breech marked
‘NOCK’ on the left and ‘LONDON’ on the right, central hammers with
dolphin head engraving, sliding safes to the top-tangs, finely chequered
bag-shaped butts with white metal oval escutcheons at wrists and
concealed automatic triggers
£600-800
603
A 120-BORE PERCUSSION ENGLISH PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, circa 1840,
unsigned but with much colour and finish, 2 3/4in. colour hardened fully
fluted six-shot barrel-group, moulded nipple guard, rounded colour
hardened scroll engraved action with central bar-hammer, smooth
walnut grips and guarded trigger
£250-350
604
A PERCUSSION 80-BORE TURN-OVER POCKET PISTOL SIGNED
‘FREEMANTLE, FAREHAM’, circa 1840, with round turn-off 2 1/4in.
barrels, engraved band at muzzles also star-cut for a key (absent), border
engraved breeches, border and scroll engraved radiused action with
central hammer and concealed automatic trigger, the top-tang signed
‘FREEMANTLE, FAREHAM’, chequered walnut bag-shaped butt and
diamond shaped white metal escutcheon to wrist
£300-500
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605

606

605
A FINE 16-BORE PERCUSSION MAN-STOPPER PISTOL WITH PATENT
MAGAZINE BY W. & J. RIGBY, DUBLIN, serial no. 9080, for 1843 and
bearing Irish Registration No. DU6467 for the same year, with etched
damascus 4in. barrel, sunken sighting groove with bead fore-sight and
signed ‘DUBLIN’, colour hardened breech-block with twin platinum lines
and blued fully engraved top-tang joining in turn to a borderline engraved
hinged blued backstrap concealing provision for balls and charges,
moulded snail with platinum vented plug, border and scroll engraved
colour hardened lock (colour darkened) signed ‘W. & I. RIGBY’, engraved
dolphin hammer, walnut full-stock with chequered bag-shaped butt,
white metal butt-cap escutcheon, blued and engraved trigger guard bow,
finial and captive stirrup ramrod, the whole retaining much original finish
£1,000-2,000
Provenance: According to the records found in D.H.L. Back’s book ‘Great Irish
Gunmakers, Messrs Rigby 1760-1869’, pistol number 9080 was originally one
of a pair along with number 9081 made for a Rev. Taylor in 1843 and described
as ‘Pair of magazine pistols with swivel ramrods’. It also notes that the locks
are secured by a screw on the lock side and are signed ‘W. & I. Rigby’. The
barrels are engraved ‘Dublin’ and are stamped ‘6466’ and ‘6467’ under the
Registration of Firearms Act 1843.
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606
A GOOD .28 COLT ROOT’S PATENT 1855 SIDE-HAMMER ‘MODEL 3’
PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY COLT, USA, serial no. 24142, for 1860, with
blued octagonal 3 1/2in. barrel (much finish remaining) and signed on
the top-flat ‘COLTS PATENT 1855’ together with ‘ADDRESS COL COLT
HARTFORD C.T. USA’ and a ‘pointing hand’ trade-mark, unfluted cylinder
with roll engraved scene, blued solid frame with side-hammer (trigger
return-spring at fault), smooth flared walnut grip, all bar the cylinder
retaining a strong amount of original finish
£500-700
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607

608

607
A SCARCE J.J. HERMANN’S PATENT .36 PERCUSSION TRANSITIONAL
REVOLVER, no visible serial number, Belgian circa 1850, with blued
octagonal 8 1/4in. barrel (strong amount of finish remaining), the right
side of barrel fitted with a lever operating a rack and pinion loading rod,
dove-tailed blade fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight to barrel throat,
plain six-shot cylinder with rear-facing nipples, rounded strapless frame
with ring trigger and semi concealed top-hammer (repaired), smooth
walnut grips, replaced flat iron heel-plate, the front-strap marked ‘J.J.
HERMANN, D, BREVETE’ (front grip-strap with crack behind trigger)
£400-600

608
AN OVER-UNDER .577 HEAVY BELT PISTOL SIGNED TIPPING &
LAWDEN LONDON, circa 1845, with octagonal profile London proved 5
1/2in. barrels, the top flat of top barrel signed ‘TIPPING & LAWDEN,
LONDON’, the bottom of bottom barrel mounted with a captive stirrup
ramrod and rib, engraved band at muzzle, bead fore-sight, standing notch
rear-sight, symmetrical moulded and fenced nipple bolsters, scroll
engraved top-plate and tang, scroll engraved slab-sided side-hammer
action with radiused edges, scroll engraved dolphin headed hammers,
figured walnut finely chequered grip with engraved domed iron grip-cap
and central trapdoor, guarded double triggers, belt hook to the left side
of action, the whole an older refinish
£700-900
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609

610

609
A GOOD 36-BORE PERCUSSION HOLSTER or BELT PISTOL SIGNED
BECKHUSEN, OXFORD, circa 1850, with browned octagonal 6 3/8in.
barrel, the top-flat marked ‘OXFORD’, small applied blade fore-sight,
shallow standing notch rear-sight, twin platinum lines at breech,
engraved top-tang, border and scroll engraved back action lock signed
‘BECKHUSEN’, engraved dolphin-headed hammer, slim walnut fullstock with chequered bag-shaped grip, white metal oval escutcheon to
wrist, guarded trigger and captive iron swivel ramrod, strong traces of
original finish, especially barrel
£300-500
610
A RARE WAR DEPARTMENT .36 COLT LONDON NAVY PERCUSSION
REVOLVER OF THE CRIMEAN WAR, CIRCA 1854, serial no. 19,755, with
7 1/4in. octagonal barrel the top flat inscribed ‘ADDRESS COL, COLT
LONDON’, (faint) the barrel lug with ‘W.D.’ arrow stamp, (faint) and fitted
with Colt’s lever rammer, plain open top frame stamped on the left
‘COLTS PATENT’, five shot cylinder stamped with the serial no. 19,938,
(no scene) walnut grips chipped to both front edges and pegged, the
barrel, rammer, barrel wedge and cylinder are numbered 19,938 and the
frame, trigger-guard and back-strap 19,735, mixed numbers are not
unusual on War Department Colt Navies
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: This revolver dates to late 1854 possibly very early 1855 and was
one or two of a batch supplied urgently to the British Army in the Crimea. It
was refurbished at the War Department’s Birmingham repair and
refurbishment depot in the 1860’s - this included total refinishing and during
this process gun parts could be mixed. There is also the possibly the mixing
could have happened in the Crimea due to service use. The Colt Navy was not
declared obsolete in British service until November 1887
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611
AN ENGLISH SIDEHAMMER PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL OF CARBINE
BORE, circa 1840 and unsigned, with smoothbore .650 calibre octagonal
5 1/4in. barrel with a captive iron stirrup ramrod on a rib below, border
and scroll engraved boxlock action with radiused corners and engraved
slab-sided hammer, finely chequered walnut pistol-grip with shallow
domed iron butt-cap with central sprung trapdoor, guarded trigger and
spring-steel belt-hook mounted to left side of action
£300-500
612
AN 18-BORE PERCUSSION OVERCOAT PISTOL SIGNED SPENCER, circa
1815 with later conversion to percussion, browned octagonal 5in. barrel,
the top-flat with traces of Spencer signature, engraved band at breech,
bead fore-sight and standing notch rear-sight, engraved top-tang,
engraved bevel-edged lock signed ‘SPENCER’ (rubbed), stepped tail,
sliding safe behind the engraved hammer, walnut full-stock with
chequered bag-shaped butt, iron furniture and brass tipped ebony
ramrod
£300-500
Provenance: From the traces of the address it is almost certain that this pistol
was the product of Matthew Spencer of Lynn Regis, Norfolk who traded
between 1804-1853
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615
AN 80-BORE TRANTER FOURTH MODEL DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, SIGNED B. COGSWELL, CIRCA 1860, serial no. 15459T, with
4 1/2in. octagonal barrel with dovetailed pillar front-sight, the top flat
signed ‘B COGSWELL 224 STRAND LONDON’, (faint) borderline and
foliate engraved frame, fitted on the right-side with pivoting hook safety
and S shaped cylinder arbour retaining spring catch, and stamped on the
left ‘TRANTER’S PATENT’ in a roundel, fitted with Tranters 3rd type patent
rammer, five shot cylinder with rope band decoration to front edge, one
piece chequered walnut grips with domed oval foliate engraved butt-cap
£700-900

613

613
AN ENGLISH 40-BORE PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED
SIDEHAMMER TRAVELLING PISTOL, unsigned, circa 1840, with
octagonal profile 4in. side by side barrels, engraved band at muzzles,
bead fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight with scroll engraving to the
false rib in front, boxlock action with border and scroll engraving and
radiused edges, engraved dolphin-headed hammers, finely chequered
walnut grip swelling at the base and fitted with a moulded and engraved
iron butt-cap, guarded twin triggers and captive iron ramrod on a rib
below the barrels, the whole an older refinish
£400-600
614
AN ENGLISH TRANSITIONAL 46-BORE PERCUSSION REVOLVER WITH
PAKTONG FRAME, unsigned, circa 1845, with rifled octagonal 5 1/2in.
barrel, plain six-shot cylinder, rounded border and scroll engraved
paktong frame with central engraved bar-hammer, chequered walnut
grips (worn, small loss to upper right corner), engraved back-strap and
engraved domed paktong butt-cap, iron trigger guard with double action
only trigger
£300-500

616
A 54-BORE BEAUMONT ADAMS DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, SIGNED ROBERT ADAMS, CIRCA 1860, serial no. 35934R
and B20185, with 5 1/2in. sighted octagonal barrel, top flat signed
‘ROBERT ADAMS 76 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON’, the barrel struck
with London proofs and the makers mark of ‘L.A.C.’, borderline engraved
frame engraved on the right ‘B20,185 / ADAMS PATENT NO 35,934R’, the
B prefixed number relating to the Beaumont patent telling us it was the
20,185 pistol made with the Beaumont double action system and the
35,934 pistol to the Adams one piece frame and barrel design, the frame
fitted with bolt safety and lever rammer, five shot cylinder engraved
‘35,934 R’, one piece chequered walnut grips, the revolver is a good
untouched sleeper, dirty with a good percentage of original blue, action
very slightly at fault
£700-900
617
A 54-BORE WEBLEY SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, SIGNED D. HUGHES, CEYLON, CIRCA 1860, serial no. 5148,
with 6in. octagonal Birmingham proofed, sighted barrel with multigroove rifling, the top flat signed ‘D. HUGHES CEYLON’, fitted with Kerr
style lever rammer, borderline engraved frame engraved on the left
‘PATENT NO 5148’, five shot cylinder, two piece chequered walnut grips,
the pistol is quite sharp overall with some fading finish, action at fault
£600-800
Provenance: The original owner of this revolver Mr D Hughes was a tea
planter and manager of the Templestowe Tea Estate circa 1870. The
Templestowe Estate was and is a tea estate of great repute.

618
A .44 REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 26,238, with 8in.
octagonal barrel with dovetailed cone front-sight, the top flat stamped
with the usual Remington address and patent legend and ‘NEW MODEL’,
under barrel lever rammer and five shot cylinder, two piece walnut grips
the left grip with faint inspecting officers cartouche
£600-800
Provenance: This is a relatively early Remington New Model Army dating to
around 1863, the first year of production for the model. This model of revolver
was extensively issued during the Civil War and the later Indian Wars, many
when sold as surplus went West with farmers, settlers and cowboys etc. A
classic collector’s revolver.
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620

619
A .36 COLT MODEL 1862 POLICE PERCUSSION REVOLVER OF THE CIVIL
WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 16,700, with 4 1/2in. streamlined barrel the
top stamped ‘ADDRESS COL SAML. COLT NEW YORK U.S. AMERICA’ and
fitted with creep style lever rammer the invention of Elisha K. Root, open
top frame stamped on the left in small letters ‘COLTS PATENT’, five shot
half fluted cylinder and one piece walnut grips, all matching numbers
including wedge, the revolver is to a grey patina, but quite sharp overall
£600-800
Provenance: The Colt model 1862 Police was produced 1861 through to 1873.
Total production was approx. 48,000, by the end of the Civil War the serial
range had reached No. 32,000. - making this a true Civil War Model 62 Police
many of which were privately purchased by officers and enlisted men as
backup guns. It is also considered my some authorities to be the most
attractive of all Colt percussion revolvers

620
A .500 PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED HOWDAH PISTOL SIGNED
RIGBY, registration no. DU-4908, circa 1840, with browned 9 1/4in.
barrels, the top-rib signed ‘RIGBY’, bead fore-sight, engraved top-tang,
border engraved bar-action locks signed ‘RIGBY’, sliding safes behind
the engraved slab-sided hammers, walnut half-stock with chequered
bag-shaped grip, white metal pommel cap and ramrod throat, spurred
trigger guard bow and horn-tipped ramrod
£1,000-2,000
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621
A .44 COLT MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1862, serial no. 80,038, with 8in.
streamlined barrel the top flat inscribed ‘ADDRESS COL SAML. COLT
NEW YORK U.S. AMERICA’ (faint) and fitted with the creeping style
rammer, open top frame cut for shoulder stock, six shot rebated cylinder,
one piece walnut grips, the bottom flats and bottom strap modified for a
lanyard fitting, all matching numbers including wedge, a true Civil War
Colt Army that must have seen service
£800-1,000
622
A .31 COLT ROOT MODEL 1855 SIDE-HAMMER SINGLE PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1864, serial no. 7879 with 3 1/2in. round and stepped
barrel, fitted with lever rammer, the barrel stamped near the breech
‘COL. COLT NEW YORK U.S.A.’, (very faint) solid frame with spur trigger,
and side-hammer, two piece walnut grips, the revolver has been reblued
with some loss to original markings
£600-800
Provenance: This model of Colt takes its name from its inventor Elisha K Root.
The .31 calibre was produced from 1861 with a total production of 14,000 far less than the earlier .28 calibre model produced between 1855 - 186161
of which there were 40,000
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624
623

623
A .577 PERCUSSION OVER-UNDER BELT PISTOL OF LARGE SIZE,
UNSIGNED, no visible serial number, circa 1845, with octagonal profile
8 1/2in. barrels, the breech with later farsi type marks, bead fore-sight,
standing notch rear-sight, scrolls and engraved band at breech, scroll
engraved top-tang, moulded symmetrical nipple bolsters, borderline and
scroll engraved curved back-action locks, chequered walnut grip with
engraved and moulded cap with central trap-door, guarded double
triggers, captive stirrup ramrod and spring-steel belt-hook mounted to
the left side of barrel
£800-1,200

625
A 54-BORE WEBLEY TYPE SOLID FRAME DOUBLE-ACTION
PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY TIPPING & LAWDEN, CIRCA 1865, serial
number 921, with 6in. Birmingham proofed barrel rifled with five grooves,
with dovetailed pillar front-sight, fitted with a Kerr-type lever rammer on
the left, the top-strap engraved ‘TIPPING & LAWDEN, LONDON’,
borderline engraved solid frame, five shot cylinder with knurled band to
leading edge, sawhandled one piece chequered walnut grips with domed
oval butt-cap, the revolver has much original deep blue finish, and
excellent untouched grips, it appears it has been dropped and suffered a
little distortion to the frame
£700-900

624
A GOOD 80-BORE PERCUSSION ENGLISH TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER,
no visible serial number, circa 1840, with blued half round, half
octagonal 5 1/2in. barrel, bead fore-sight, moulded notch rear-sight,
plain colour-hardened six-shot cylinder, border and scroll engraved
colour-hardened action with offset central engraved bar-hammer,
guarded double action only trigger and chequered walnut grips, much
original finish remaining
£300-500

Provenance: This revolver is made to an interesting style quite different to
most Webley solid frame revolvers encountered. Tipping & Lawden were
established at various addresses in Birmingham between 1837 and 1877. They
were trade suppliers and licenced to make the Sharps four barrelled pistol
and Deane Harding revolvers, they were bought out by P. Webley & Son in
1877

626
A .31 ETHAN ALLEN PATTERN 1845 SELF COCKING PERCUSSION
PEPPERBOX PISTOL, CIRCA 1850, no visible serial number, with 3 1/2in.
fluted barrel clump, foliate engraved rounded frame, detachable nipple
shield also foliate engraved (faint) and bar hammer, stamped on the left
‘ALLEN’S PATENT / 1845’ two piece bag shaped grips, the left grip
stamped with an old owners name ‘W CLEGG’
£400-600
Provenance: Allen pepperboxes were among the best selling handguns of
their day, the long period of their manufacture 1830 to the early 1860’s attests
to their wide popularity and commercial success
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628

627
A .31 PERCUSSION SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT’S 1849
LONDON POCKET’ BY COLT, LONDON, serial no. 4838, for 1854, with
octagonal 4in. London proved barrel, the top-flat signed ‘ADDRESS COL.
COLT LONDON’ on two lines within brackets, five-shot cylinder with rollengraved naval scene, open iron frame marked ‘COLTS PATENT’, iron
grip-straps and trigger-guard (no traces of silver plated finish), smooth
walnut one-piece grip and articulated under-barrel rammer, dome-head
screws, retaining minimal traces of blued finish and colour, all matching
numbers, 9 5/8in. overall
£1,000-1,500
628
A .31 COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1870, serial number 321,826, with 4in. octagonal barrel the top
flat stamped ‘ADDRESS COL. SAML. COLT NEW YORK U.S. AMERICA’, five
shot cylinder roll engraved with the famed stagecoach scene, open
topped frame stamped on the left ‘COLT’S PATENT’, one piece walnut
grips, the trigger-guard and back-strap retaining much of their silver
plated finish, all matching numbers and some original blue in protected
areas, it dates to 1870 and consequently was one of the last made
£500-700
629
A RARE AND INTERESTING .31 SELF COCKING PERCUSSION REVOLVER
BY DAVID HERMAN OF LIEGE, CIRCA 1855, no visible serial number,
with 4in. octagonal sighted barrel, the top flat signed ‘DAVID H. /
BREVETTE’, fitted with a Kerr type lever rammer on the left, the barrel
lug being slightly recessed into which the plunger fits, quick release
barrel to frame locking system, a sprung lever when lowered releases a
locking lug that allows the barrel unit to be pulled fee of the cylinder
arbour and frame, open topped frame with spring safety catch on left,
one piece chequered walnut grips, the pistol has been professionally
reblued at sometime in distant past
£550-750
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631

630
A .36 PERCUSSION DOUBLE-ACTION POCKET-REVOLVER SIGNED
COOPER, USA, serial no. 14822, circa 1855, with re-finished 4in.
octagonal signed barrel, plain stepped cylinder, rounded triple-screw
action with central hammer, iron frame with flat-based pommel, smooth
walnut grips, the whole lightly cleaned with some mild bruising
£300-500
631
A GOOD .44 REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY SINGLE ACTION
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, OF THE CIVIL WAR CIRCA 1864, serial no.
92516, with 8in. octagonal barrel the top flat stamped with the usual
Remington address and patent legend together with ‘NEW MODEL’, pillar
foresight, solid frame with sighting groove to top strap, plain six shot
cylinder, two piece walnut grips, all parts stamped with various subinspectors stamps and the left grip with the inspecting officers cartouche
‘B. H’ possibly for Benjamin Hannis, this is a well above average example
the barrel, rammer and cylinder with much original deep blue finish,
traces to the frame, excellent grips with sharp cartouche, probably never
issued
£1,200-1,500
Provenance: The Remington New Model Army percussion revolver was
arguably the best of all the Civil War revolvers with a total production of
122,000 and extensively issued and used during both the Civil War and the
later Indian Wars. The famous showman William F Cody, (Buffalo Bill) carried
a New Model 1865 to the mid 1870’s and claimed “it never failed me”
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632

633

632
A .31 COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET SINGLE ACTION PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, OF THE CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1862, serial number 211,008,
with 6in. octagonal barrel signed ‘ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW-YORK
U.S.A.’ (worn), six shot cylinder with roll engraved stagecoach scene and
marked ‘COLT’S PATENT along with the last five digits of the serial
number, open iron frame signed ‘COLT’S PATENT’, brass grip-straps and
trigger-guard bow, plain walnut smooth one-piece grip and articulated
under-barrel rammer, all matching numbers, slightly worn overall, this
is the variation of the M49 with six shot cylinder and 6in. barrel
£600-800

633
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF GEOFFREY BOOTHROYD
A .44 TURNOVER PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL BY LANG, CIRCA 1830,
no visible serial number, with 2in. turnoff barrels with muzzles deeply
cut for key, foliate engraved barrel breeches (worn), profusely engraved
boxlock action, the left-side engraved with the makers name ‘LANG / 7
HAYMARKET / LONDON’, centre hammer, with sliding catch safety and
folding trigger, one piece chequered walnut bag shaped grip with inset
silver escutcheon engraved with the original owners crest of an arm
embowed in armour holding a dagger, over the initials ‘R. A.’, domed iron
butt-cap incorporating a trap for percussion caps, the maker was Joseph
Lang who was established at 7 Haymarket, 1825 to 1853
£300-400
Provenance: The vendor, a long term friend of Geoffrey Boothroyd, has kindly
confirmed that this pistol was bequeathed to him by Geoffrey upon his passing
in 2001. The pistol comes with a letter from Susan Boothroyd (dated January
2002) to the vendor enclosing copies of an article written by Geoffrey about the
pistol
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676

677

676
A GOOD CASED PAIR OF 44-BORE PERCUSSION SIDE-HAMMER
BOXLOCK POCKET PISTOLS SIGNED YOUNG, BURY ST. EDMUNDS, circa
1835, with octagonal turn-off 2 3/8in. barrels, borderline and scroll
engraved squared actions with engraved dolphin hammers and signed
on the top-strap ‘YOUNG, BURY ST EDMUNDS’, chequered walnut bagshaped butts with oval white metal escutcheons to wrists and concealed
automatic triggers, in their original walnut fitted case lined in brown
velvet and retaining their barrel and nipple-key combination tool, a
scissors mould and a period powder-flask
£800-1,200

677
A SUPERB CASED .55 PERCUSSION DOUBLE-BARRELLED TRAVELLING
PISTOL BY BLAKE, CIRCA 1840, no visible serial number, with 5 1/2in.
browned barrels the top rib inscribed ‘LONDON’, and with two inlaid gold
lines at breech, and fitted with a swivelling hinged rammer at muzzle,
foliate engraved fixed breech, border decorated curved back-action locks
superbly scroll engraved and bearing makers name ‘J. A. BLAKE & Co’,
the hammers engraved to match, both locks are fitted with bolt safeties,
figured full walnut stock with chequered bag shaped grip, iron triggerguard with foliate engraved bow having virtually all its original charcoal
blue finish, with almost all its original finish and case colours to fixed
breech, locks and hammers, brown to barrel, contained in its original
brass cornered mahogany green baize lined and partitioned case, the lid
with original trade label ‘I. A. BLAKE & CO / GUN MAKERS &C / 253
WAPPING’, accessories include a pincer ball mould, copper bodied flask,
nipple key, cleaning rod
£1,200-1,800
Provenance: The maker was John Alkin Blake established circa 1823-1864
and at the 253 High St. Wapping address 1822 to 1853, after which the
business moved to Smithfield. The business was originally started by John’s
father George in 1789, then continued by his widow Ann 1817 to 1822 then
passing to their son John
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678

680

678
A GOOD CASED .28 COLT MODEL 1855 ROOT SIDEHAMMER
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1855, serial number 1532, 3 1/2in.
octagonal barrel, the top flat stamped ‘COLT’S PAT. / 1855’ and ‘ADDRESS
COL. COLT / HARTFORD CT. USA’, five shot cylinder with roll engraved
stagecoach hold-up scene, blued frame with grooved top-strap and backstrap in one, sheath trigger, case-hardened hammer, rammer with
spring-catch, varnished figured walnut rounded one piece grip, the
revolver has all matching numbers, and much of its original finish, in
original mahogany case fitted and lined in burgundy velvet (faded) with
American eagle and shield between stars and crossed revolvers powderflask, and brass bullet mould stamped ‘Colt’s Patent’
£1,000-1,200

680
AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE CASED PAIR OF 120-BORE PERCUSSION
PISTOLS FOR SUPERIMPOSED LOADS, UNSIGNED, no visible serial
numbers, probably Belgian circa 1840, with octagonal slightly swamped
5in. barrels respectively numbered at the breech for the pair, the flats
etched with panels ending in foliate terminals, the top-flat also etched
‘ACIER FONDU’, dove-tailed fore-sight, standing notch rear-sight, carved
and engraved breech with twin nipples, fully border and scroll engraved
locks with shaped and moulded hammers, en-suite top-strap with
integral near full length back-strap, walnut grips carved with running
vines and flared ebony caps (both fore-end tips with repairs), twin triggers
and semi-spurred trigger-guards, in a continental style fitted case with
a number of assembled accessories
£2,500-3,500

679
A CASED .36 COLT LONDON MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1854, serial no. 15,007, with 6 3/4in. octagonal
London proofed barrel, the top flat stamped ‘ADDRESS, COL. S. COLT,
LONDON’, open top frame stamped ‘COLT’S PATENT’ to the left-side, six
shot cylinder etched with the usual naval engagement scene, one piece
walnut grips, the revolver dates to 1854 and was one of 16,000 Colt Navies
made at Colt’s London factory in that year, it has all matching numbers,
with a good percentage of blue to barrel some minor dents and scratches,
fading case colours to frame and rammer, contained in a relined and
fitted oak case with burgundy velvet lining, accessories include an
unmarked replacement flask, double cavity mould, white metal oil bottle
and Eley cap tin
£2,500-3,500
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681
A GOOD CASED AND RARE .44 COLT HARTFORD-LONDON DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1854, serial number 452, with 7 1/2in. sighted
barrel the top flat stamped ‘ADDRESS SAML. COLT NEW YORK CITY’, the barrel lug stamped with London proofs, open top frame stamped on the left
‘COLT’S / PATENT’, six shot London proofed cylinder, with safety pins and etched with the famed scene of Texas Rangers fighting Native American
Indians with ‘MODEL U.S.M.R’. in a decorative box with serial number and ‘COLT’S PATENT’ below (faint and with some bruising to the cylinder) silver
plated brass trigger-guard and back-strap, one piece walnut grips, the revolver is contained in its original green baize lined and partitioned oak case,
the front with inset brass locking bolts, the inside lid with its original instruction label, accessories include its correct copper bodied flask by Hawksley
with long adjustable nozzle, double cavity brass mould, cleaning rod, oil bottle, also included is the case key, the revolver is quite sharp and crisp overall,
with excellent grips, much silver plating to the trigger-guard and back-strap, and all matching numbers
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: There is still some confusion regarding these Hartford-London Dragoon revolvers as to whether they were shipped to London in the white and finished
at the Colt factory, Pimlico or shipped as parts and assembled and finished at the London factory. None were made at London probably, the main demand was for
the popular Navy model, the Dragoon proofed to be too heavy and cumbersome, only 700 were assembled and 200 of these were returned to America in 1860
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682
A GOOD CASED 54-BORE 3RD MODEL TRANTER DOUBLE TRIGGER PERCUSSION REVOLVER, RETAILED BY W. PRITCHARD, CIRCA 1858, serial no.
7839T, with 6in. octagonal barrel, the muzzle decorated with an engraved band, large dovetailed brass front-sight (replacement) the top strap signed
with the retailers name ‘W. PRITCHARD & SON BIRMINGHAM’, the frame with borderlines and foliate scroll decoration, engraved on the right side
with the Tranter serial number ‘No 7839T’, the revolver is fitted with Tranter’s patent 3rd type lever rammer on the left of the barrel and action,
together with the pronged action safety spring, and on the right it has the Tranter ‘S’ shaped arbour retaining spring catch, five shot cylinder engraved
with borderlines around the nipple wells and a knurled band to the cylinder’s leading edge, chequered walnut grips with domed foliate engraved
butt-cap, the revolver is contained in its original green baize lined and partitioned mahogany case, (some partitions loose) the inside of the lid displays
the original W. Pritchard & Son trade label with 97 New St. Birmingham address, accessories include correct Dixon copper bodied flask, lever spring
missing, double cavity Tranter mould numbered to the gun, cleaning rod, oil bottle, bullet tin, cap tin, the revolver is in very good condition with a large
percentage of deep original charcoal blue
£1,200-1,400
Provenance: The Retailer William Pritchard was established at various addresses in Birmingham 1828-1860, became & Son in 1853, they were established at 97 New
Street the address on the trade label 1853 to 1858 after which they moved to 108 New Street.
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683
A RARE CASED 32 BORE RIFLED PERCUSSION TAKE-DOWN PISTOL-CARBINE SIGNED ROBERTSON, HADDINGTON WITH DETACHABLE BUTT AND
SPARE BARREL, circa 1840, with browned octagonal 13in. barrels (one rifled, one smooth), the top-flats signed ‘HADDINGTON’, white metal foresights, colour hardened breech-blocks, fully engraved top-tang with standing notch rear-sight, border and scroll engraved colour-hardened bar-action
lock signed ‘ROBERTSON’, engraved hammer with sliding safe behind, walnut half-stock with chequered bag-shaped butt, the back of grip with
escutcheoned square socket to accept the detachable walnut butt-stock, blued spurred trigger guard bow, brass-tipped ramrod and complete in its
original mahogany case compartmented and lined in green baize and including a three-way flask, breech-brush, nipple-key, wad-punch, bone nipplepot and scissors ball-mould
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: These pistols were built by John Ireland Robertson (1807-1888), father of the highly regarded John Robertson who bought Boss & Co in 1891 and
catapulted the firm to international status. He set up his business around 1830 in his home-town of Haddington, just to the east of Edinburgh and built many
percussion rifles that were renowned for their accuracy. He was one of the first to fit telescopic sights to his percussion rifles and pistols. His son, John Robertson
was apprenticed to him in 1853 and it was during the course of this apprenticeship that he learned his prodigious skills from his father. He also built target pistols
and when he died in 1888, his obituary in the Haddingtonshire Courier stated “the rifles turned out by Robertson of Haddington acquired almost a national celebrity
for their excellence of construction”. His nickname in Haddington was “The Gunner”, well deserved as all his rifles and pistols were built to the highest standards.
Literature: ‘Boss & Co. Best Gunmakers (2nd Edition) by Donald Dallas
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684
A GOOD CASED 54 BORE TRANTER FOURTH MODEL DOUBLE-ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER,
RETAILED BY WILKINSON, CIRCA 1865, serial no. 19,929T, with 6in. octagonal Birmingham proofed
barrel having some engraved line decoration at muzzle, the breech strap engraved ‘WILKINSON &
SON, PALL MALL, LONDON” enclosed within borderlines, the left-side of the barrel fitted with Kerr’s
patent rammer, and on the right barrel lug Tranter’s patent horizontally pivoting arbour latch,
borderline engraved frame fitted with a bolt safety, and engraved ‘No 19,929T, five shot cylinder having
the usual Tranter roped decoration to front edge, chequered one piece walnut grips, with domed oval
butt-cap, in its blue baize lined and partitioned oak case the front with inset brass locking hooks, and
the lid with brass escutcheon, metal corner edges have been added at a later date, accessories include;
a 54-bore double cavity brass mould, a copper bodied powder flask, nipple key, wad puch and oil bottle,
the revolver has most of its deep charcoal London blue finish, probably done by Wilkinson when new
£1,500-2,000
Provenance: The fourth model single trigger double action revolver was designed by Tranter to compete with
the Beaumont Adams, production started around 1857/58. The retailer Wilkinson and Son were noted suppliers
to officers

685
A FINE CASED PAIR OF 46-BORE PERCUSSION PISTOLS OF DUELLING STYLE BY JOSEPH EGG,
LONDON, serial no’s. 2878, circa 1830, with browned octagonal 9in. barrels signed in gilt on the topflat ‘J. EGG, LONDON’, bead fore-sight, gold band and notch rear-sight at breech, engraved top-tangs,
engraved nipple bolsters with vented platinum plugs, diminutive isolated back-action border and
acanthus leaf engraved locks signed ‘JOSEPH EGG’, dolphin headed hammers with engraved slab
sides, walnut half-stocks with chequered pistol-grips and engraved iron ‘skull-splitter’ pommels,
square-backed blued trigger-guards, single set triggers, white-metal fore-end caps and horn-tipped
mahogany ramrods, both pistols retaining much original finish and colour and complete with their
manufacturer’s walnut case with ‘Corner of Piccadilly, Haymarket’ address and retaining a period
loading rod and nipple cleaned together with a later mould
£3,000-5,000
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687

686
A RARE CASED 60-BORE PERCUSSION FOUR-BARRELLED TURN-OVER
TRAVELLING PISTOL BY CHARLES LANCASTER, LONDON, no visible
serial number, circa 1840, with re-browned 3 1/2in. barrel group,
moulded side-ribs with London proofs, the top-ribs signed ‘LANCASTER,
LONDON’, bead fore-sights, carved raised sighting platform to front of
frame, border and scroll engraved action with radiused corners and
under-slung nipple guards, scroll engraved dolphin-headed sidehammers with sliding safes behind, the action top-plate with scroll
engraved integral top-tang, finely chequered butt with, engraved iron
butt-cap with centrally stored ramrod, double triggers with scroll
engraved bow, the whole retaining much finish and colour except where
noted and complete with its manufacturer’s mahogany case, lined and
compartmented in green baize and retaining a flask, scissors mould,
loading rod with combined mallet, oil bottle and cap-tin
£2,000-3,000
687
A PAIR OF 34-BORE PERCUSSION RIFLED POCKET PISTOLS SIGNED
SMITH, IN A RICHARD FENTON CASE, circa 1835, with octagonal 2 7/8in.
turn-off barrels, engraved bands at muzzles and breech, the top-flats
signed ‘SMITH, LONDON’, the undersides of breech marked with the bore
‘34’ and ‘2’ and ‘3’ respectively, squared actions engraved with shields
and stands of flags, central hammers, concealed automatic triggers (one
lacking), sliding safes to the top-tangs, chequered walnut bag-shaped
butts with clipped corner rectangular white-metal escutcheons at wrists,
housed in a walnut case with Richard Fenton paper label, lined and
compartmented in green baize and retaining a bone brush
£600-800
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688
AN INTERESTING CASED 54 BORE ADAMS PATENT MODEL 1851 SELF
COCKING PERCUSSION REVOLVER, SIGNED FRANCOTTE, FOR
RESTORATION, CIRCA 1852, with 6in. octagonal barrel front-sight
missing, the top flat inscribed ‘MANUF’D BY A. FRANCOTTE LIEGE FOR?
DEANE ADAMS & DEANE, LONDON’ (partly obscured by pitting) and on
the top strap ‘GENERAL DRAGA’ (very faint) borderline and foliate
engraved frame inscribed ‘ADAMS PATENT’ with a three digit
indecipherable serial number and the crown A.F. makers mark, the leftside of the frame bearing the Adams patent 1851 roundel, five shot
cylinder, one nipple missing, early style flared and chequered probably
ebony grips, the revolver has substantial areas of deep pitting that have
been cleaned, contained in a correct green baize lined and partitioned
oak case, the lid with correct Deane Adams & Deane trade label,
accessories include a white metal oil bottle, cleaning rod with top missing
and four cap tins, case partitions loose, lining with some wear and
staining, lid lining hanging loose
£600-800
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689

689
A CASED 54 BORE ADAMS PATENT MODEL 1851 SELF COCKING
PERCUSSION REVOLVER SIGNED REILLY, CIRCA 1852, serial no.
20,201Y, with 6 1/2in. octagonal london proofed barrel with dovetailed
pillar front-sight and fixed vee notch rear-sight, the top flat signed with
retailers name ‘REILLY NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON’, borderline and
foliate engraved frame, engraved on the right ‘ADAMS PATENT NO
“20,201Y’ indicating manufacture under licence by William Tranter and
quite early, on the left-side of the fame is the ‘ADAM’S 1851 PATENT’ in
a roundel, five shot cylinder and one piece chequered walnut grips with
stepped oval foliate engraved butt-cap, contained in its original and
correct blue baize lined and partitioned oak case, escutcheon missing,
inside the lid is a good and correct Reilly trade label, accessories include
a correct Adams double cavity mould stamped with retailers name
‘REILLY OXFORD ST. LONDON’, flask, cleaning rod, nipple key, missing
the pricker, wad punch and some cap tins, the revolver is dirty with some
rusting but has a lot of original charcoal blue, the case quite good
£1,200-1,600

690
A CASED 54 BORE TRANTER’S PATENT THIRD MODEL DOUBLE
TRIGGER PERCUSSION REVOLVER SIGNED B. COGSWELL, CIRCA 1860,
serial no. 13,690T, with 5 3/4in. octagonal sighted barrel with engraved
band decoration at muzzle, the top flat inscribed with the retailers name
‘B. COGSWELL 224 STRAND LONDON’, foliate engraved frame inscribed
on the right ‘NO 13680T’ and fitted with Tranter’s patent 3rd type lever
rammer on the left, one piece chequered walnut grips, contained in its
original green baize lined and partitioned oak case, partitions loose,
broken and some missing, lining stained, the lid with original and good
Cogswell trade label, accessories include a correct Tranter double cavity
mould, a good Dixon bag shaped flask, oil bottle and tin of Tranter’s
Lubricating Bullets, the revolver dirty overall, some finish in protected
areas, some speckling
£1,000-1,500
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691

692

691
A CASED 80 BORE DAW DOUBLE-ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1860, serial no 1108, with 5in. ovate sighted barrel, the top flat
inscribed ‘GEORGE H. DAW, 57 THREADNEEDLE ST. LONDON, PATENT
NO 1108’. fitted with underlever rammer of unique and attractive design,
open top borderline engraved frame marked ‘PATENT NO 1108’, five shot
London proofed cylinder, the hammer with flash shield (a unique feature
of these rare Daw revolvers) with domed butt-cap fitted with lanyard ring,
the revolver is contained in its original green baize lined and partitioned
oak case, accessories include mould, flask (damaged and split) cleaning
rod, turnscrew, and oil bottle
£800-1,200
Provenance: The Daw revolver is one of the rarer of the successful British
percussion revolver designs/ The patentees were Charles Pryse and Paul
Cashmore, manufacture being carried out by the Birmingham firm of Pryse
& Redman. George Daw bought the sole rights around 1858 and the revolver
became known as the Daw revolver. It was a practical and reliable weapon
and well thought of by experts of the day. The famous Times correspondent
W. H. Russell wrote in glowing terms about its merits and is believed to have
owned one, as did the great Italian patriot Garibaldi, presented to him by Daw
in 1864.
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692
A CASED 54 BORE BEAUMONT ADAMS PERCUSSION REVOLVER
INSCRIBED TO O. R. MIDDLETON ESQ 4TH KINGS OWN, CIRCA 1857,
serial no. 24,278R, with 5 1/2 in. London proofed octagonal barrel top
flat inscribed with original owners name ‘O. R. MIDDLETON ESQ, 4TH
KINGS OWN’, borderline engraved frame also marked ‘ADAMS PATENT
NO 24,278R B 8024’, the licence numbers for both the Adams and
Beaumont patents, and fitted with Kerr’s patent rammer, five shot
cylinder engraved with the Adams patent no ‘24,278R’, chequered one
piece flared walnut grips with domed oval case coloured butt-cap, the
revolver is contained in its original purple velvet lined and partitioned oak
case, the lid escutcheon inscribed ‘O. R. MIDDLETON / ESQ / 4TH KINGS
OWN’, accessories include an Adams double cavity mould bearing the
retailers name ‘REILLY, OXFORD ST LONDON’, Dixon bag shaped flask,
cleaning rod, nipple key and oil bottle, the revolver retains much charcoal
blue from a period refinish probably after the owners name was added,
the case lining with some wear and staining, but good
£800-1,200
Provenance: The original owner of this revolver was Lt. Colonel Oswald
Middleton, who joined the 4th in 1857 as Ensign, promoted Lieutenant in 1858,
Captain 1866, served in South African campaign (Zulu War) 1879 became
Brevet Major 1879, Major 1880, Lt. Colonel 1882, then Colonel 1887. The
revolver comes with a folder of research material relating the Colonel
Middleton including a selection of photos of him on his own, with fellow
officers and his wife. His uniforms and medals are in the Kings Own Regiment
Museum. Revolvers with provenance to an original owner are exceptionally
rare.
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693
A CASED PAIR OF 40 BORE PERCUSSION SAW-HANDLED DUELLING or TARGET PISTOLS BY H.W. MORTIMER & SON, LONDON, serial numbered
1241, circa 1809, with later conversion to percussion probably by the manufacturer, rebrowned 10 1/4in. octagonal barrels signed ‘H.W. MORTIMER
& SON’ over ‘GUN MAKERS TO HIS MAJESTY’, dove-tailed fore-sights, standing notch rear-sights to the front of the engraved and grooved top-tangs,
engraved colour hardened breech-blocks, border and scroll engraved re-colour hardened locks signed ‘H.W. MORTIMER & SON’, further trophy
engraved to the tails, scroll engraved hammers, walnut full-stocks with chequered saw-handled grips and swollen flat-based pommels, engraved
oval iron caps, set triggers with engraved spurred trigger-guards also marked ‘89 FLEET ST’T’ and horn tipped ramrods with tool ends, together with
a possibly later oak case lined and compartmented in green baize ( some compartments loose) and containing a turn-screw and nipple-key, a scissors
ball-mould, a later flask and sundry other accessories
£3,000-5,000
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694

695

694
A CASED 80 BORE TRANTER SECOND MODEL DOUBLE TRIGGER
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1857, serial no 4463 T, with 4in. London proofed
octagonal barrel with engraved band at muzzle and dovetailed blade
front-sight, top flat signed ‘SAML. NOCK 16 JERMYN ST. LONDON’, the
frame with border line engraving and some foliate decoration and bearing
the serial no. 4463T, five shot cylinder (nipples missing) with border lines
around nipple wells and the usual Tranter style rope band to the front
edge, Tranter patent 2nd type detatchable rammer fitted to the left-side
of the barrel and action, one piece finely chequered flared walnut grips
with decorated stepped oval butt cap, contained in its original green baize
lined and partitioned mahogany case with correct Samuel Nock tradelabel, accessories include a good Hawksley flask, correct mould
numbered to the gun, cleaning rod nipple key, bullet tin, lubrication tin,
and cap tin, the case lining has some wear and moth damage, some
partitions loose, the revolver with some finish
£900-1,200

695
A FINE CASED 120 BORE DELUXE EXTRA ENGRAVED BEAUMONT
ADAMS DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1860, serial
no. 27,227R, with 4 1/4in. octagonal sighted barrel, engraved band at
muzzle, engraved lined borders to barrel flats, and foliate scroll
engraving to barrel throat, the top flat signed ‘ROBERT ADAMS, 76 KING
WILLIAM STREET LONDON’ within engraved line borders, profusely
scroll engraved frame with lined borders, the right-side engraved in a
scrolling banner ‘B 11,564 ADAMS PATENT NO 27,227R’, the licencing
numbers for both the Beaumont and Adams patents, with sliding bolt
safety behind the trigger, five shot cylinder with border line engraving
around the nipple wells and ribbon band engraving to the front edge, the
cylinder centre with panels of foliate decoration, the left-side of the
revolver fitted with a Kerr’s patent rammer, contained in its associated
relined green baize and partitioned oak case, the lid with a replacement
Robert Adams, 76 King William St. trade-label, accessories include its
double cavity mould, small near mint Dixon flask, cleaning rod, oil bottle
and tin of caps, the revolver has a high percentage original deep charcoal
blue finish
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: The address of 76 King William St. was used by Robert Adams
from 1859 when he left the London Armoury Co. and set up on his own. These
extra engraved revolvers are exceptionally scarce, the vendors states this
revolver was once in the famed Harrod collection.
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696

696
A CASED 54 BORE TRANTER 4TH MODEL SINGLE TRIGGER
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1860, serial no. 19,656T, with 5 3/4in.
Birmingham proofed octagonal barrel fitted with a dovetailed pillar frontsight and decorated muzzle, foliate engraved frame the right-side
engraved ‘No 19656.T’, fitted with pivoting hook safety and rocking arbour
latch, the left-side of the frame stamped in small letters ‘TRANTERS
PATENT’ and fitted with Tranter’s patent 3rd type rammer, five shot
cylinder with the usual rope band decoration to the front edge, one piece
chequered walnut grips with engraved and dished oval butt-cap,
contained in its slightly later green baize lined and partitioned oak case
with brass lid escutcheon and inset brass locking hooks (a typical Tranter
feature), the inside of the lid with the trade-label of J. Beattie, accessories
include a correct Tranters patent double cavity mould, a correct copper
bodied Dixon flask with adjustable nozzle, nipple key and turnscrew,
cleaning rod, white metal oil bottle and a spare cylinder
£800-1,200

697

697
A CASED 80-BORE TRANTER SECOND MODEL DOUBLE TRIGGER
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1857, serial no. 4091T, with 4in.
octagonal barrel with dovetailed blade front-sight, the muzzle with
engraved decoration, five shot London proofed cylinder with engraved
rope band decoration to front edge, foliate engraved frame, fitted on the
left side is a Tranters patent detachable rammer, the distinguishing
feature of the second model, one piece chequered walnut grips with
stepped and engraved oval butt-cap, the revolver is contained in its
correct green baize lined and partitioned mahogany case, the lid with
inset brass escutcheon with a knurled raised edge, accessories include
a double cavity mould with cord wrapped handles stamped ‘TRANTER’S
PATENT No 3095’, copper bodied flask, ebony cleaning rod, nipple key
and turn-screw, together with a tin the label declaring ‘TRANTERS
PATENT LUBRICATING BULLETS’, a further lacquered tin labeled for
Tranters patent lubricating composition, and a tin of Eley percussion
caps, the revolver with traces of finish
£700-900
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698

698
A GOOD CASED 54-BORE ADAMS MODEL 1851 SELF-COCKING
PERCUSSION REVOLVER WITH COUNTER CLOCKWISE ROTATION,
CIRCA 1853, serial no. 8717R, with 6in. London proofed octagonal barrel
fitted with dovetailed blade fore-sight, top flat engraved ‘DEANE ADAMS
& DEANE 30 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE’, foliate engraved
frame signed ‘ADAMS’ PATENT 8717R’, five shot London proofed cylinder
engraved ‘No 8717’ with ribbon decoration to the front edge, one piece
flared and chequered walnut grips with oval stepped butt-cap, contained
in its original green velvet lined and partitioned oak case with Deane
Adams trade-label to lid, accessories include correct 54 bore double
cavity mould stamped ‘ADAMS REGISTERED DESIGN’ in a roundel,
copper bodied Dixon flask, ebony cleaning rod, white metal oil bottle, and
nipple key, The revolver has much of its original deep blue finish to barrel
and frame, cylinder to grey patina, excellent grips, the case sound with
some minor wear and staining to lining, a nice set and a classic collectors
item
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The Model 1851 Adams is an important collector’s revolver being
the first practical British revolver and competitor of Colt. This example dates
to around 1853 and is a rare variation with a cylinder that turns counter
clockwise, the opposite direction to normal. Examples with this unusual
feature are found in the 8000 and 10,000 serial ranges, why it was done is
unknown
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699

699
A NEAR MINT CASED 80-BORE WEBLEY BENTLEY WEDGE FRAME SELF
COCKING SIX SHOT PERCUSSION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1855, no visible
serial number, with 4 1/4in. octagonal Birmingham proofed barrel rifled
with seven grooves, bead front-sight, the muzzle decorated with an
engraved band and foliate scroll work at the breech, under barrel
rammer of elegant form and design and held in place by a spring clip on
the underside of the barrel near the muzzle, open top frame with fixed
vee notch rearsight located on a standing platform projecting from the
fixed breech, the left-hand side of the frame is fitted with a detachable
plate to facilitate inspection and access to the lock mechanism, above
this is fitted a spring safety that the hammer nose rests on when pushed
in, the revolver has a cased hardened six shot cylinder (six shot cylinders
are rare on English percussion revolvers), the chequered figured and
flared long curving grips are fitted with an iron butt-cap with hinged trap
for spare percussion caps, the frame butt-cap, trigger-guard and even
the trigger are decorated with foliate scroll work, the revolver has
virtually all its original finish, blue to barrel and frame and case colours
to cylinder and butt-trap, the revolver is contained in its original green
baize lined oak case with key, accessories include flask, mould,
turnscrew and lacquered cap tin, this is an exceptional piece, Webley
Bentley revolvers are rarely found in this condition
£1,100-1,400
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701
A .577 SNIDER / ENFIELD MK III CAVALRY CARBINE, CIRCA 1871, serial
no. l1116, with 19in. steel barrel rifled with five grooves and profusely
Ordnance marked at breech, fitted with a block and blade front-sight and
carbine pattern ladder rear-sight the ladder sighted to 600 yards (the
sight has been resoldered and the top bar a replacement), the breech is
the improved Mk III type, the lock stamped with the crown V.R. cypher on
the tail and 1871 ENFIELD to the centre and stamped with the number
L1116, brass mounted walnut half-stock, the butt impressed with the
Enfield 1st class roundel, the butt-plate with trap containing its original
two piece cleaning rod.
£450-650
Provenance: After the supply of Pattern 1861 percussion cavalry carbines for
conversion to Snider was exhausted, Snider carbines were made up as new
arms with the improved Mk III positive bolt and latch locked action and a steel
rather than an iron barrel. 15,000 were produced at Enfield 1869/71 and this
was one.

700

700
A RARE 8.15X46R FALLING-BLOCK SPORTING-RIFLE SIGNED OTTO
BUHL, MODEL ‘KERSTEN’S PATENT’, serial no. 404, circa 1925, with
octagonal 31in. barrel, dove-tailed ramp fore-sight with side protectors,
moulded half dove-tail rail for rear-sight (rearsight absent), the top of
rail signed in gilt ‘OTTO BUHL STRASSBURG I.E.’, borderline and scroll
engraved colour hardened slab sided action marked across the
nocksform ‘G. KERSTEN’S MOD III D.R.G.M.’ over ‘368762’, polished
vertically dropping hammerless breech operated by a forward facing
underlever with release trigger in a ring-shaped guard at tip, moulded
double socket at wrist for peep-sight (sight absent), walnut butt-stock
with chequered pistol-grip, iron furniture, double set trigger, walnut
splinter schnabel fore-end with central depression for the under-lever
release and iron swivels
£700-900
Provenance: This unusual rifle was the brainchild of Gustav Kersten, a Swede
who moved to Bavaria and found work as a blacksmith. Badly injured before
World War One, he later ended up fighting for the Germans and rose through
the ranks, finishing the war as a Master Armourer to the Prussian Army.
Staying in Germany after the war he then became a somewhat inventive
gunmaker and is credited with the so-called ‘double Greener system’ or
‘Kersten Verschluss’, a double bite system found on many continental over
and under shotguns. This rifle is probably his least known invention, and
seems to borrow the under-lever design from an earlier un-patented Dreyse
idea. However the end result was a single shot falling block rifle with all the
poise and grace of a fine bolt-action of the day. Sadly it was expensive to
produce, and purists were not fans of the ring end of the under-lever
embedded in the fore-end, so very few were produced. It has been recorded
in various calibres from safari sizes to small bores
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702
A .43 (11X50mmR) EGYPTIAN CONTRACT MODEL 1867 REMINGTON
ROLLING BLOCK THREE BAND RIFLE, CIRCA 1870, no visible serial
number, with 33in. barrel fitted with a block and blade front-sight and
ladder rear-sight, long bayonet bar at muzzle the action tang stamped
with the usual two line Remington patent and address legend, two piece
full walnut stock the forend secured with three barrel bands, the left butt
impressed with the Khedive’s tughra
£600-700
Provenance: Sam Remington demonstrated the famed Rolling Block system
to the Khedive of Egypt in 1868 resulting in a large order for both rifles and
carbines. These Egyptian Rolling Blocks enjoyed a colourful history, cutting a
path to glory over the middle east. Egyptian contingent assisted Turkey in the
Russo-Turkish war, the Remingtons were used to great success during the
Abyssinian campaigns of the late 1870’s. It was also the weapon of the army
of Hicks Pasha whose force was wiped out by Sudanese followers of the
Mahdi. The captured Remington’s were subsequently used at Khartoum in
1885 against General Gordon and against the relieving force

703
A .56-52 RIMFIRE SHARPS & HANKINS MODEL 1862 U.S NAVY CARBINE
OF THE CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1862, serial no 3002, with 24in. barrel rifled
with six grooves and chambered for the Spencer .56-52 rimfire cartridge,
the block and blade front-sight on a raised band around muzzle, tangent
rear-sight, the action stamped on the right ‘SHARPS & HANKINS
PHILADA’ and on the left ‘SHARPS PATENT 1859’, the action tang
stamped with the serial number 3002 and fitted with a sliding spring
safety, brass mounted walnut butt, as usual the leather barrel sleeve
missing, quite a sharp and clean specimen
£1,300-1,500
Provenance: The breech-loading system was invented and developed by
Christian Sharps, it features an underlever action which when pulled down
slides the barrel forward for loading. Official records indicated that just 6,686
carbines of this pattern were purchased by the U.S. Navy between 1862 and
1863. This is the only known pattern of carbine fitted with a full-length barrel
cover to protect it from the elements as encountered in se service. They are
believed to have seen extensive service, most examples like this are missing
the leather cover
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704

705

704
A .577 SNIDER / ENFIELD MK III TWO BAND SERVICE RIFLE MARKED TO
THE MONTREAL GARRISON ARTILLERY, CIRCA 1869, issue no. 238, with
30 1/2in. steel barrel rifled with five grooves and fitted with a bayonet lug
at muzzle, block and blade front-sight and usual ladder rear-sight, the
breech profusely Ordnance marked, the lock stamped on the tail with the
Queens cypher of the Crown over V.R. on the tail and ‘1869 / ENFIELD’ to
the centre, regulation iron mounted full walnut stock, the right butt
stamped with the Enfield 1st class roundel and the left butt with the
Dominion of Canada ownership mark of ‘D.C.’ in a diamond and ‘M.G.A /
238’ indicating issue to the Montreal Garrison Artillery, the rifle is
complete with its sling swivels, rod, and snap-cap, and having some
fading original finish
£300-500

705
A RARE AND EARLY .56-52 SPENCER THREE BAND INFANTRY RIFLE
OF THE CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 3852, with 30in. barrel rifled
with six grooves, fitted with block and blade front-sight that also acts as
a bayonet lug, and elevating ladder rear-sight, top of action stamped
‘SPENCER REPEATING RIFLE COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS, PAT’D MARCH
6, 1860’, plain unmarked back-action lock, two piece walnut stock, the
fore-end secured with three spring retained barrel bands, iron butt-plate,
the butt containing a seven round tubular magazine, complete with sling
swivels
£2,000-2,500

Provenance: The Snider Mk III was a new made arm and fitted with the locking
breech and steel barrel, over 17,000 Mk III short rifles were made at Enfield
1869 / 72. Due to the Fenian raids into Canada and fraught relations with the
U.S.A. Britain supplied Canada with approx. 40,000 Snider rifles. Canada
issued Snider short rifles to garrison artillery units

Provenance: The Spencer was the worlds original assault rifle, that many
would argue changed the course of the Civil War. This example is a very early
Spencer dating 1863, in fact it was Spencer rifles that were first ordered,
issued and to see action, from early 1863. No Spencer carbines were on issue
at the time of Gettysburg (1-3 July 63) but rifles were, certainly the 5th
Michigan cavalry (part of Custer’s brigade) had them and used them
effectively against J. E. B. Stuart’s Confederate cavalry. The Spencer rifle
achieved further success in the hands of Colonel Wilder’s Lightning Brigade
of mounted infantry who were entirely armed with them, many the result of
private purchase. The Lightening Brigade put their rifles to good use at the
battle of Hoover’s Gap in the summer of 1863 and provided massive
supporting fire during the battle of Chikamauga that helped save the Union
Army from destruction and gaining the title The Horizontal Shot Tower. The
U.S. Ordnance purchased 11,470 Spencer rifles mostly in the 700 to 11,000
serial range, many more thousands were privately purchased by States and
private individuals. An essential collector’s item for those with an interest in
The Civil War or the evolution of small-arms.
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706

706*
A .56-50 RIMFIRE SPENCER MODEL 1865 REPEATING CARBINE BY THE
BURNSIDE RIFLE COMPANY OF THE INDIAN WARS, CIRCA 1865, serial
no. 12,227, with 20in. barrel rifled with three grooves, block and blade
front-sight and ladder rear-sight, the breech stamped ‘SPENCER
REPEATING RIFLE / PAT’D. MARCH 6, 1860 / MANUF’D AT PROV. R. I. / BY
BURNSIDE RIFLE CO. MODEL 1865’, action socket bearing the serial
number 12,227, plain unmarked back-action lock with side hammer, two
piece iron mounted walnut stock, the butt housing the seven round
tubular magazine, the left butt stamped with two inspecting officer’s
cartouche’s, half length fore-end with a single spring retained barrel
band, good example with sharp stock probably never issued
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from France, EU RGR Eligible

£800-1,200
Provenance: The Model 1865 Spencer featured a shorter barrel than the
Model 1860, a slightly smaller bore size and accepted a modified cartridge, it
arrived to late to see service during the Civil War but they were widely issued
in the West becoming known as the Indian Wars model and a standard arm
of the U.S. cavalry between 1865-1873
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707
A .56-50 RIMFIRE TRIPLETT & SCOTT REPEATING CARBINE, CIRCA
1865, serial number 3408, with 22in. barrel rifled with three grooves and
fitted with a block and blade front-sight and ladder rear-sight (missing
the sliding bar), left side of action body stamped with manufacturer’s
name “MERIDEN MAN’FG / MERIDEN CONN” and “KENTUCKY” the
action tang stamped “TRIPLETT & SCOTT / PATENT DEC. 6, 1864”, two
piece walnut stock, half fore-end secured by a single spring retained
barrel band, iron mounted butt containing the seven round tubular
magazine and fitted with sling swivels on both the top and bottom of the
butt, some original blue to barrel, action does not hold on half-cock and
as usual with the Triplett & Scott, some cracks to butt.
£600-800
Provenance: The Triplett & Scott features a unique action, the butt houses a
tubular magazine that protrudes through the butt on the left side of the action.
Depressing the locking lever on the frame behind the hammer allows the
barrel to twist in a circular motion and come in line with the magazine and
accept a cartridge. A contract was made in January 1865 by the State of
Kentucky for 3000 rifles with 30in. barrels and 2000 carbines such as this
example. They were required to arm 5000 Kentucky troops mustered to
protect the supply lines of the Union Army under General Sherman then
engaged in the Atlanta campaign
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708

708
A .56-52 RIMFIRE MODEL 1864 JOSLYN
CARBINE OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR,
CIRCA 1864, serial number 13,043, with 22in.
barrel with pinched blade front-sight and a
three leaf battle sight to 500 yards, stamped
with the serial no. 13,043 on the action top, on
the lockplate ‘JOSLYN FIRE-ARMS CO /
STONINGTON CONN. / 1864’, iron mounted
walnut half-stock fitted with side-rib and ring
on the left, some fading finish to barrel,
extractor claw missing
£600-800
Provenance: The Joslyn was originally produced
as a percussion arm then redesigned in 1862 to
accept the Spencer .56-52 rimfire cartridge and
further improved in 1864 when a positive lock
was added to the breech. Approx 16,500 carbines
of both models were produced. The Joslyn saw
extensive issue and use during the Civil War and
proved to be a reliable and effective weapon.
Joslyn carbines were also tested by the British
W.D.

710

709
A .56-50 RIMFIRE WARNER’S PATENT
CARBINE BY GREENE RIFLE WORKS OF THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, CIRCA 1865, serial no.
1161, with 20in. barrel stamped with London
proofs, fitted with a pinched blade front-sight
and a brass fixed vee block rear-sight (probably
a period replacement), brass frame and breech
block the fixed breech numbered 1161 and the
hinged breech 1675, the breech is also stamped
with London proofs, the action marked on the
left ‘GREENE RIFLE WORKS / WORCESTER
MASS. / PAT’D 1864’, two piece brass mounted
walnut stock, half fore-end secured by one
spring retained band, small repair to toe of butt
(hardly noticeable)
£500-700
Provenance: The Warner carbines featured a
Snider type hinged side swinging breech action,
with a centre hammer. Greene carbines were
purchased by the U.S. Ordnance of which approx.
1500 were supplied by the Massachusetts Arms
Co. in 1864 and a further 2500 by the Green Rifle
works in February March 1865. They were issued
to at least two regiments of cavalry, by 1870 at
least 2500 were sold off as surplus to a noted
New York arms dealer who resold them to
France during the Franco-Prussian War. Many
are known to have London proof marks which
indicates they went through London at some
point

710
A GOOD .50-70 SHARPS NEW MODEL 1859 /
1867 METALLIC CARTRIDGE CONVERSION
CARBINE OF THE INDIAN WARS, serial no.
64,470, with 22in. barrel rifled with three
grooves, block and blade front-sight and ladder
rear-sight, the lock stamped ‘SHARPS PAT /
OCT. 5TH 18522’ to the centre and below the
pellet primer ‘R. S. LAWRENCE PAT / APRIL
12TH 1859’, the action tang stamped with the
serial number 64,470 dating 1863, iron mounted
two-piece walnut stock, half fore-end secured
by one spring retained barrel band, this is an
excellent specimen with much original blue to
barrel and fading case colours to action
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: This was originally a New Model 59
made in 1863 and probably issued and used. In
1867 the U.S. Ordnance contracted with the
Sharps Company to convert over 30,000 carbines
to .50-70 centrefire. The carbines were totally
refurbished, some retained their original .52 six
groove rifled barrels and others had a liner fitted
into the barrel with three groove rifling reducing
the calibre to .50 making them a true .50-70 and
a much more accurate weapon. Most were
issued to cavalry regiments on the Western
frontier during the Indian Wars. They remained
on issue until replaced with the .45-70 Trapdoor
Springfield carbine, then in the mid-1870’s many
were sold off to farmers, settlers, ranchers and
cowboys, many of course fell into the hands of
the Native Americans. A piece of both Civil War
and Western history
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712

711*
A SUBSTANTIAL SINGLE BARRELLED BREECH
LOADING 8-BORE CONTINENTAL FOWLING
PIECE, no visible serial number, probably
Belgian circa 1900, with substantial tapering
octagonal 50in. barrel possibly repurposed
from a muzzle-loader, bead fore-sight, standing
notch rear-sight with provision for a folding leaf
(absent), plain action with ambidextrous swing
under-lever, plain back-action side-hammer
lock, walnut butt-stock with twin reinforcing
screws at head, plain iron furniture and walnut
fore-end with Lefaucheux-style take-down
lever, fitted with iron swivels, weight
approximately 20lbs
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the
hammer price (UK buyers only).

£500-800
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713

712
A .577 SNIDER MK III TWO BAND VOLUNTEER
RIFLE BY P. WEBLEY & SON, CIRCA 1875, no
visible serial number, with 30 1/2in.
Birmingham proofed barrel rifled with five
grooves, block and blade front-sight and ladder
rear-sight, fitted with a bayonet lug at muzzle,
with the positive locked bolt and latch Mk III
action, the lock bearing the W & S winged bullet
trademark and signed ‘P. WEBLEY /
BIRMINGHAM’ to the centre, figured regulation
iron mounted full walnut stock, complete with
top sling swivel and original rod. A sharp rifle
with much original blue to the barrel
£300-500

713
A 10-BORE (2 7/8IN.) ROTARY-UNDERLEVER
HAMMERGUN BY W. & C. SCOTT & SON, serial
no. 21897, for 1876, 31in. nitro reproved
damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘W. & C.
SCOTT & SON. MAKERS. 10 GT CASTLE
STREET. REGENT CIRCUS. LONDON.’, and with
acanthus scroll detailing at the breech-end,
2 7/8in. chambers, Jones patent rotaryunderlever, the action flats marked ‘W. & C.
SCOTT & SON. MAKERS.’ and with the W. & C.
Scott trademark, carved percussion fences,
rebounding back-action locks, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of
colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured
stock including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, foreend with cross-pin release catch, weight 8lb.
13oz.
£1,000-1,500
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714

714
A
.300
(ROOK)
SINGLE-BARRELLED
SIDELEVER HAMMER ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE
BY P.D. MALLOCH, PERTH, serial no. 68000,
circa 1900, 26in. octagonal black powder only
barrel with matted sight flats, dove-tailed bead
fore-sight, standing notch rear sight with two
folding leaf sights marked for 50, 100 and 150
yards and with white metal inlaid sight lines,
engraved ‘P. D. MALLOCH. PERTH.’, sidelever
opening, central hammer, plain action,
retaining some original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock, weight 4lb. 11oz.
£700-900

715

715
A RARE .56-50 RIMFIRE SPRINGFIELD
ARMOURY ALTERED SPENCER MODEL 1865
CARBINE TO RIFLE, CIRCA 1871, serial no.
5026 and B175, with 32 1/2in. barrel rifled with
three grooves, fitted with block and blade frontsight that doubles as a bayonet lug, battle leaf
rear-sights to 500 yards, the barrel stamped on
the left with the original carbine serial number
5026 which is also on the action socket, then
stamped on the right with its Springfield
Armoury conversion number ‘B175’, the breech
stamped ‘SPENCER REPEATING RIFLE / PAT’D.
MARCH 6 1860 / MANUF’D AT PROV. R.I. / BY
BURNSIDE RIFLE CO. MODEL 1865’, plain
unmarked back-action lock with side-hammer,
the action fitted with the Stabler cut-off
allowing the rifle to be used as a single shot
with the magazine held in reserve, iron
mounted two piece full walnut stock, the butt
housing the seven round tubular magazine, the
left butt stamped with a faint inspecting
officer’s cartouche, the fore-end secured by two
spring retained barrel bands
£1,200-1,600

716
A .577 SNIDER / ENFIELD MK I* CADET
CARBINE, CIRCA 1862, no visible serial
number, with 20 1/2in. barrel rifled with three
grooves, stamped at breech with W.D. proof and
inspection marks, block and blade front-sight
and standard rifle rear-sight, the lock with the
Crown V.R. cypher on the tail and ‘1862
ENFIELD’ to the centre, regulation brass
mounted walnut half stocked the right butt
spuriously marked “6 PENN CAV”, the left butt
with some indecipherable marking, some
bruising to stock, barrel to a grey patina
£300-400
Provenance: Originally made in 1862 as an
Enfield P53 three band rifle, being a rare Mk I* it
was one of the first Snider conversions, and
probably issued in Canada as many of the early
Snider’s were. Later in the century it was
converted into a carbine for cadet use, these
conversions are generally Canadian

Provenance: This is a rare official alteration of a
Burnside Spencer carbine to a rifle; the
modification was carried out at Springfield in
1871. The selected carbines were refinished and
a new rifle barrel added, the barrels being the
same as those used on the Model 1868
Springfield Trapdoor rifle, also added was a new
fore-end with two barrel band and a rod. Only
1,108 were produced, making them an
exceptionally rare collectors item, there is no
indication of them having been issued
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717

717
A RARE .56-50 RIMFIRE REMINGTON MODEL
1864 ROLLING BLOCK SPLIT BREECH
CARBINE, CIRCA 1865, no visible serial
number, 20in. barrel rifled with three grooves,
fitted with a pinched blade front-sight and a leaf
back-sight, the tang stamped with the usual
Remington address and patent legend, the left
side of the action fitted with a side-rib and ring,
iron mounted two piece walnut stock the butt
with iron butt-plate stamped ‘U.S.’ on tang, half
fore-end with one spring retained band, action
slightly at fault, the carbine is quite sharp
overall with good stock
£600-800
Provenance: The Remington Split Breech was
the predecessor of the famed Rolling Block, and
Remington’s first longarm chambered for
metallic cartridges. Carbines of this type were
offered to the U.S. Government in 1864 who
contracted for the supply of 15,000, manufacture
was subcontracted to the Savage Revolving
Arms Co. The first deliver of 1000 was not made
until September 1865 and the final delivery in
May 1866. All remained in store until 1870 when
the government sold almost the entire lot back
to Remington who promptly sold them to France.
during the Franco-Prussian War. A rare
collector’s gun.
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719

718
A .310 AUSTRALIAN MARTINI Mk II CADET
RIFLE BY B.S.A. CO. LTD. CIRCA 1910, serial
no 61137 with 25in. Birmingham proofed barrel
with a block and blade front-sight and a
windage adjustable tangent rear-sight, fitted
with the detachable Francotte action, the
nocksform stamped with the kangaroo
emblem, and on the right ‘COMMONWEALTH
OF AUSTRALIA / VIC’, on the left ‘MADE BY THE
BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. LTD’, over the
piled arms trademark, two piece iron mounted
full walnut stock, the right butt with roundel
‘COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA MILY.
FORCES’ over the issue number ‘14931’, full
length fore-end with one barrel band, complete
with sling swivels
£300-500

719
A
.300
(ROOK)
SINGLE-BARRELLED
TOPLEVER HAMMERLESS ROOK & RABBIT
RIFLE BY WILLIAM EVANS, serial no. 15794,
circa 1928, 26in. cordite proofed barrel with
faceted breech-end, engraved ‘WILLIAM
EVANS. 63. PALL MALL. ST JAMES’S. LONDON.
300 BORE.’, ramp and dove-tailed bead foresight, standing notch rear sight with two folding
leaf sights, marked for 50, 100 and 150 yards
and with white-metal inlaid sight lines,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
removable striker disc, border and partial
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining virtually
full renewed colour-hardening and finish,
14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock with engraved
and colour-hardened steel pistolgrip-cap,
Hackett type snap-on splinter fore-end with
horn finial, weight 5lb. 8oz.
£1,000-2,000
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722
A .50-70 MODEL 1867 REMINGTON ROLLING
BLOCK THREE BAND RIFLE, CIRCA 1870,
serial no 112, with 35in. barrel, block and blade
front-sight that also acts as a bayonet lug,
ladder rear-sight, the action tang plain and
without the normal Remington legend
markings, two piece walnut stock, the comb of
the butt stamped ‘57’ and the underside in
small letters ‘112’, full length fore-end secured
with three barrel bands, the rifle is complete
with sling swivels, rod missing, good stock,
barrel and action to a grey /brown patina,
probably an American state militia issue
£600-700
723*
A .577 SNIDER MK III SPORTING CARBINE
SIGNED I. HOLLIS & SON, CIRCA 1875, no
visible serial number, with 23 1/2in.
Birmingham proofed barrel rifled with three
grooves, block and blade front-sight and Enfield
rifle pattern ladder rear-sight, the breech with
positive locking Mk III action, the lock stamped
on the tail with the Hollis & Sheath trademark
and signed ‘I. HOLLIS & SON’ to the centre,
walnut half stock with chequered wrist and
fitted with regulation brass mounts together
with side-rib and ring, the carbine also has its
original black leather sight cover, barrel and
action reblued, lock with heat blue finish

720

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the
hammer price (UK buyers only).

720
A .577 SNIDER MK III THREE BAND
VOLUNTEER RIFLE BY PARKER FIELD & SON,
LONDON, CIRCA 1880, no visible serial
number, with 36 1/2in. barrel rifled with three
grooves, struck at the breech with London
proofs and the acknowledgement to Snider’s
patent, fitted with the P53 pattern ladder rearsight and block and blade front-sight, the
hinged breech-block with Mk III positive locking
latch and bolt, the borderline engraved lock
with the makers name to the centre ‘PARKER
FIELD & SONS. / 59 LEMAN STREET LONDON’,
brass-mounted full walnut stock of the
regulation pattern with chequered wrist and
fore-end, complete with sling swivels, snap-cap
and chain and original rod, this is a good sharp
gun with potential, having some original finish,
slightly dirty and in need of some TLC
£300-500

721
A
.300
(ROOK)
SINGLE-BARRELLED
TOPLEVER HAMMER ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE
SIGNED HARDY BROS., no visible serial
number, circa 1898, 27in. lined (in 1998)
octagonal barrel with matted sighting flat,
dove-tailed blade fore-sight, standing notch
rear sight with two folding leaf sights marked
for 50, 100 and 150 yards and with white-metal
inlaid sight lines, engraved at the breech-end
‘HARDY BROS. ALNWICK & MANCHESTER.’,
the adjacent flat marked ‘300’, carved
percussion fence, rebounding back-action lock,
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of
renewed colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in.
well figured pistolgrip stock, Hackett type snapon splinter fore-end with carved tip, weight 5lb.
1oz.
£1,000-2,000

£300-500
724
A RARE .46 (RIMFIRE) MODEL 1864 SMALL
FRAME REMINGTON SPLIT BREECH CARBINE,
CIRCA 1865, no visible serial number, with
20in. barrel, pinched blade front-sight and leaf
battle rear-sight, the action fitted with a siderib and ring on the left, iron mounted two piece
walnut stock, half fore-end with one spring
retained barrel band
£400-600
Provenance: The Split breech carbine
chambered for the .46 cartridge is much smaller
in proportions to its bigger brother chambered
for the .56-50 Spencer round. The U.S.
government contracted for 5000 in 1864, all were
delivered by April 1865. It is not known if any
were issued during the Civil War or later in the
West. It is known that 3600 were sold back to
Remington in 1870 who sold them on to France.

Provenance: Parker Field were an old
established London firm with numerous London
premises, they were contractors to the War
Department, East India Company, Hudson Bay
Company and armourers to the Metropolitan
Police. They were established at 59 Leman St.
1879 to 1881
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725
A 10-BORE ‘MODEL 1901’ LEVER-ACTION SHOTGUN BY WINCHESTER, serial
no. 72790, for 1907, with 32in. barrel roll stamped with the Winchester Repeating
Arms address and patent dates to ‘AUG 31 1897’ together with ‘MODEL 1901 10
GA’, slab-sided receiver with the ‘WRA’ monogram to the centre of the left side,
under-lever action with semi-exposed central hammer, walnut half-pistol grip
butt-stock (toe re-shaped), chequered iron heel-plate and twin-screw walnut side
fillets in lieu of fore-end
£800-1,200

727
A .577-450 Z.A.R. MARTINI HENRY RIFLE BY WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., CIRCA
1898, serial no. 31126, with 33in. Birmingham proofed barrel stamped near the
breech ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO’ the nocksform dated 1898 within a triangle,
block and blade front-sight and ladder rear-sight, fitted with improved Francotte
detachable action the right-side marked ‘MADE SPECIALLY FOR / Z A R’ and on
the left with the Westley Richards triangle trademark and ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS
& CO’, two piece iron mounted walnut stock, two barrel bands the top band with
bayonet lug, sling swivels and rod missing
£500-700

728
A .50-70 SHARPS NEW MODEL 1859 / 1867 METALLIC CARTRIDGE CONVERSION
CARBINE OF THE INDIAN WARS, serial no. 72,581, with 22in. barrel rifled with
three grooves, block and blade front-sight and ladder rear-sight, the lock stamped
‘SHARPS PAT / OCT. 5TH 18522’ to the centre and below the pellet primer ‘R. S.
LAWRENCE PAT / APRIL 12TH 1859’ top of primer removed, the action tang
stamped with the serial number 72,581 dating 1863, iron mounted two-piece
walnut stock, the butt with crisp cartouche half fore-end secured by one spring
retained barrel band, barrel to a grey patina
£800-1,000
Provenance: This was originally a New Model 59 made in 1863, In 1867 the U.S.
Ordnance contracted with the Sharps Company to convert over 30,000 carbines to .5070 centrefire. The carbines were totally refurbished, some retained their original .52 six
groove rifled barrels and others had a liner fitted into the barrel with three groove rifling
reducing the calibre to .50 making them a true .50-70 and a much more accurate
weapon. This example has the improved barrel Most were issued to cavalry regiments
on the western frontier during the Indian Wars. They remained on issue until replaced
with the .45-70 Trapdoor Springfield carbine. A piece of both Civil War and Western
history.

729
A .250 (ROOK) SINGLE-BARRELLED TOPLEVER HAMMERLESS ROOK & RABBIT
RIFLE SIGNED JOHN DICKSON & SON, serial no. 6072, for 1908, 26 1/4in. black
powder only octagonal barrel with matted sighting flats, standing notch rear sight
with two folding leaf sights marked for 50, 100 and 150 yards and with white
metal-inlaid sight lines, dove-tailed bead fore-sight, engraved ‘JOHN DICKSON
& SON. EDINBURGH.’, and ‘250’, and with a feathered border at the breech-end,
non-selective ejector, the action with carved teardrop fences, removable striker
disc, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and bold acanthus
scroll engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in.
figured pistolgrip stock with engraved and colour-hardened steel pistolgrip-cap,
cheekpiece, including blued steel buttplate, Hackett-type snap-on splinter foreend with horn finial, weight 5lb. 11oz.
£2,000-3,000
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730
A .500 (3IN.) BLACK POWDER EXPRESS ROTARY-UNDERLEVER
DOUBLE HAMMER RIFLE BY JAMES WOODWARD & SONS, serial
no. 4456, for 1892, 28in. reblued black powder only barrels, partially
file cut rib engraved ‘JAMES WOODWARD & SONS. 64 ST. JAMES’S
ST. LONDON.’, standing notch rear sight with one folding leaf sight
and marked for 100 and 200 yards and with white-metal inlaid sight
lines, bead fore-sight, Jones patent rotary-underlever, carved
percussion fences, rebounding back-action locks with dolphin
hammers, the action face engraved ‘J.W. & S.’, best border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some renewed colourhardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured pistolgrip stock with engraved
steel pistolgrip-cap, sling eyes, including 1in. rubber recoil pad,
fore-end with grip-release, weight 8lb. 12oz.
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Woodward, No. 4456 Completed: 28th November 1892 For: Lord
Castlemaine Description: A double-barrelled hammer rifle Weight: 8lb.
12oz. Calibre: .500 (BPE) Barrels: 28in. Stock: 14 5/8in. Notes:
Lefaucheux back action Rebounding locks Stock with pistolgrip but no
cheek-piece Sighted for 100 & 200 yards Regulated for the 130grns of
Black Powder and Eley’s express bullet, using a straight solid-drawn
case
Albert Edward Handcock, 5th Baron Castlemaine (26 March 1863 – 6
July 1937), styled The Honourable from 1869 to 1892, was an Irish peer.
He was a major landowner with 12,000 acres
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732

731
A .577 SNIDER MK III BY JAMES KERR
LONDON ARMOURY COMPANY, CIRCA 1875,
serial no. 54, 36in. barrel stamped with London
proofs and ‘L.A.C.’ at breech, rifled with three
grooves, block and blade front-sight ladder
rear-sight, the breech lock bearing
acknowledgement to Snider’s patent and ‘3’ for
Mk III action, the lock with Crown V.R. cypher on
the tail and to the centre ‘L.A.C. / JAS KERR &
CO / 54 KING WILLIAM ST. E.C’, in a roundel,
regulation brass mounted full walnut stock with
chequered wrist and fore-end, complete with
rod, sling swivels missing, barrel has been
recoloured over pitting
£300-500
732
A .380 (LONG RIFLE) SNIDER MK III ROOK AND
RABBIT RIFLE BY CHARLES OSBOURNE,
CIRCA 1875, no visible serial number, with
26 1/2in. barrel engraved ‘CHAS. OSBOURNE
LONDON’, fitted with dovetailed front-sight and
leaf rear-sights to 200 yards, the breech with
improved positive bolt locked action and
stamped with acknowledgements to Snider’s
patent, the border decorated lock engraved
‘CHAS OSBOURNE’ to centre, figured walnut
half stock with chequered wrist, mounts include
two piece top and bottom butt-plate with
chequering in between, borderline engraved
trigger-guard, horn nose-cap, a good sharp gun
with finish, but dirty overall
£500-700

735

733
A GOOD 12.7X45R SWEDISH MODEL 1867
REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY
HUSQVARNA, CIRCA 1868, serial no. 975, with
37in. barrel having block and blade front-sight
and ladder rear-sight, bayonet lug at muzzle,
the action marked on the left ‘H / 1868’ two
piece stock of arctic birch with iron butt-plate
and three barrel bands, case colours to the
action, barrel to bright finish, sharp wood work
£500-700
734
A .577-450 MARTINI HENRY MK I/II SERVICE
RIFLE BY B.S.A. & M.CO., CIRCA 1878, no
visible serial number, with 33in. barrel
profusely marked at the breech with Ordnance
proof and inspection stamps the barrel also
stamped ‘N.S. / NEP’ (Native State Nepal),
block and blade front-sight and ladder rearsight, the action body bearing the Crown V.R.
cypher over ‘B.S.A. & M. CO’, with the small
crown arrow inspection stamp over the Mark II
designation, iron mounted two piece full walnut
stock the butt stamped with various characters
probably Regimental, together with a faint
ordnance roundel and a date stamp for 1894,
complete with sling swivels and original rod,
some filler repairs to stock, barrel with line of
pitting following fore-end edge
£400-500

735
A GOOD .577-450 MARTINI-HENRY MK I
CAVALRY CARBINE, MADE AT ENFIELD IN
1877, no visible serial number, with 21 1/2in.
barrel profusely marked with W.D. and Enfield
proof and inspection stamps, wing protected
front-sight and correct carbine pattern ladder
rear-sight graduated to 1000 yards, the action
body stamped with the Crown V.R. cypher over
‘ENFIELD / 1877 / I .C.1’, Interchangeable Mk
1’, together with the small crown arrow
inspection stamp, two piece walnut stock, the
butt with a crisp W.D. Enfield 1st class roundel
and a storekeeper date ‘7 / 1882’ the carbine is
complete with its rare and original black leather
sight-cover but is missing its rod, traces of blue
£500-700
736
A 9.1mm (WALKING-STICK) DUMONTHIER
PATENT WALKING-STICK SHOTGUN, no
visible serial number, circa 1885, with natural
cane-covered 25 1/4in. barrel retaining muzzleplug, twist and pull breech with brass band
around the throat, concealed trigger within an
engine-turned band and pale horn hooked
handle
£200-300
737
A .43 EGYPTIAN (11X50mmR) MODEL 1867
REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK THREE BAND
RIFLE, CIRCA 1870, no visible serial number,
35in. barrel with block and blade front sight that
double as a bayonet lug, ladder rear-sight, the
action tang stamped with the usual Remington
address and patent legends, two piece iron
mounted full walnut stock, complete with sling
swivels and rod, and some finish to barrel and
action
£500-700
Provenance: Possibly one of a large quantity
supplied to France during the Franco Prussian
war
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738
A 9.1mm (WALKING-STICK) LATE VICTORIAN WALKING-STICK
SHOTGUN, no visible serial number, circa 1895, with dark malacca cane
covered 26 1/2in. barrel retaining muzzle-plug, nickel band at breech,
twist and pull cocking action and antler walking-stick handle with
exposed button trigger
£200-300

739
PETERMANN (WIEN)
AN 8X72R SINGLE-BARRELLED LEFAUCHEUX PATENT UNDERLEVER
HAMMER RIFLE, serial no. 9360, 26 3/8in. barrel with raised file cut top
rib, adjustable rear-sights and bead fore-sight, the breech end with two
dovetailed sections (likely scope mounts removed) and a partially
obscured banner engraved ‘ANT. SONDERWALD IN NEULENGBACH’,
Lefaucheux patent forward facing underlever, permanently-attached
fore-end with finial locking catch, carved percussion fence, tang-mounted
folding peep-sight, rebounding back-action lock, set triggers, fine border
and acanthus scroll engraving, the lockplate with scrolling banners
engraved ‘PETERMANN WIEN’, retaining slight traces of colourhardening, 13 3/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels
and steel buttplate, weight 6lb. 14oz.
£1,800-2,200

740
A GOOD .360 (ROOK) MARTINI-ACTION ROOK RIFLE SIGNED JOSEPH
LANG & SONS, serial no. 4244, circa 1910, with blued octagonal slightly
tapered 28in. barrel, applied elongated bead fore-sight to the matted topflat, standing notch rear-sight with additional folding leaf and short
folding ladder, blued borderline engraved action with additional panels of
scroll engraving, the left side marked ‘JOSEPH LANG & SONS, 226
COCKSPUR ST. LONDON’, the right with ‘MARTINI’S PATENT’ below the
patent use number ‘21062’, tear-drop cocking indicator and thumb-lever
safe, chequered walnut pistol-grip butt-stock with ring-tipped underlever, chequered walnut splinter fore-end with horn tip, much original
finish remaining throughout (some bruising to wood)
£600-800

741
A RARE .500/.450 NO.1 EXPRESS (2 3/4IN.) SINGLE-SHOT SPORTING
RIFLE BY SOPER of READING, MODEL ‘SOPER’S PATENT’, serial no.
410, circa 1870, with reblued round 28in. barrel, the flat sighting plane
marked ‘W. SOPER, RIFLE & GUN MAKER READING, ENGLAND’ together
with the William Soper monogram, dove-tailed beaded-blade fore-sight,
rear-sight of one standing notch and one small folding ladder, the right
hand side of barrel marked with a South African registration number,
London proofs, border and scroll engraved action marked ‘W. SOPER’S
PATENT’ on the lift-up breech together with the ‘WS’ trademark and
signed ‘W. SOPER, INVENTOR, PATENTEE & MANUFACTURER, READING’
on the left hand side of hinge, chequered walnut straight-hand half-stock
(cracked and repaired), border and scroll engraved butt-plate and
trigger-guard, shaped dark horn fore-end cap and iron sling eyes, some
pitting to exposed surfaces
£800-1,200

741

742
A .577/.450 NEPALESE GAHENDRA VARIANT OF THE MARTINI HENRY
RIFLE, CIRCA 1880, serial no. 2142, having a 33in. barrel with Henry
rifling, block and blade front-sight, ladder rear-sight graduated with
Nepalese characters, action body plain and unmarked, the action tang
engraved with Nepalese script the top line is believed to read ‘SRI TEEN
CHANDRA SHAMSHER JANG BAHADUR RANA’, this refers to Prime
Minister Rana Chandra Rana, the 5th Prime Minister of the Rana dynasty,
who became Prime Minister in 1905, next line reads a date 1962 but the
Nepalese calendar is 57 years ahead of the Western calendar so the year
is 1905, below this is the gun number, the markings on the under-lever
are believed to be the identity of the unit or regiment to whom this rifle
was issued, iron mounted two piece walnut stock, missing rod
£150-300
Provenance: This unique and rare breech-loading rifle is based on the Pattern
1869 Westley Richards Improved Martini design with forward hinged operating
lever. Rifles of this type were produced in the Nepal Arsenal by local
craftsmen under the direction of General Gahendra Rana from the 1880’s but
there is some dispute about this date and it might have been later. A quantity
of these rifles were discovered in the hugh arsenal within the Palace of Lagan
Silekana in Kathmandu

743
A 10-BORE (2 5/8IN.) 1875 IMPROVED MODEL PATENT LIFTER-ACTION
DOUBLE-BARRELLED HAMMERGUN BY PARKER BROS., serial no.
20119, for 1880, 28in. nitro reproved (Birmingham 1981) twist barrels
(external scarring), the rib engraved ‘PARKER BROS. MAKERS. MERIDEN
CONN. PLAIN TWIST’, 2 5/8in. chambers, action incorporating C.A. King
patent improved hinge pin, patent no. 160915 of 16th March 1875,
rebounding sidelocks with flat-side hammers, border engraving, 14in.
semi-pistolgrip stock including steel buttplate, fore-end with C.A. King
1878 patent fore-end latch, weight 8lb. 14oz.
£700-900
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744
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF ALFONSO XIII,
KING OF SPAIN
A .360 NO.2 (NITRO EXPRESS) BLAND
FARQUHARSON NO.3B ACTION TAKE-DOWN
FALLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY T.
BLAND & SONS, serial no. 16626, for 1904, 25
1/4in. cordite proofed barrel by Adams & Tait
(Cordite 65 GR Ball 320 GR MAXM) engraved
‘THOMAS BLAND & SONS. 2 KING WILLIAM
STREET. STRAND. LONDON.’ and with
‘WINNERS OF THE AMERICAN RIFLE TRIALS’
surrounding ‘1885’, block-mounted open sights
with folding leaf sights, marked for 100, 250
and 300 yds and with white metal inlaid sight
lines, with further tangent rearsight marked
from 400 to 800 yards, ramp-mounted bead
foresight, the breech end with further sight
block, action incorporating Bland take-down
system, tang mounted automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, the action profusely
engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork with
floral bordering and matted top, retaining
much original colour-hardening and finish,
14 1/8in. boldly-figured pistolgrip stock (broken
and repaired at hand) with engraved steel
pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels and including
3/4in. rubber recoil pad, complete with two
Spanish National Heritage identifying labels
(dated for 1961 and 1943) and a blank shield
shaped escutcheon at the heel, fore-end with
horn finial, weight 8lb. 1oz.
£7,000-9,000
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Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the rifle
was made for King Alfonso XIII of Spain in 1904.
King Alfonso XIII of Spain (b.17th May 1886 - d. 28th Feb. 1941)
was proclaimed monarch from birth as his Father, King
Alfonso XII had died in November the previous year at just 27
years of age. His mother, Marie Christina of Austria served as
regent until he turned 16 - and this rifle was made two years
later in his 18th year.
Two years later he would marry Princess Victoria Eugenie of
Battenberg (a granddaughter of Queen Victoria) - the wedding
upset by an assassination attempt by a Catalan anarchist. The
King and Queen escaped the bomb unscathed, but thirty
bystanders and members of the procession were killed and
over a hundred wounded.

744

Following continued political and social unrest which had led
to Spain being declared a Republic and Civil War breaking out,
he finally abdicated his rights to the Spanish throne in January
1941, just one month before his death.
Throughout his life, he was a keen shooting man, an
accomplished live pigeon and game shot who dedicated much
of his time in pursuance of the sport throughout Europe. He
was a great patron to many European gunmakers - and also to
several Spanish football teams, his second great passion in
life.
Literature: Christies December 2014 Auction, ‘From the Royal
Household of the Late King Alfonso XIII of Spain’
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745

746

745
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO., LTD.
A RARE .320 / .230 (ROOK) DEELEY & EDGE 1878 PATENT FALLING
BLOCK ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE, serial no. 1361, circa 1881, 25in.
octagonal barrel with matted sight flat, dove-tailed bead fore-sight,
standing notch rear sight with white metal inlaid sight line and marked
for 50 yards, plain blued action marked ‘MANUFACTURED BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS & CO. LIMITED. BIRMINGHAM.’ on the left and ‘DEELEYEDGE PATENT’ on the right, automatic trigger safety, 14 1/4in. figured
pistolgrip stock including buttplate, splinter fore-end with cross-pin
release catch and carved horn finial, weight 5lb. 3oz.
£500-700

746
AN EXCEPTIONAL .43 (11.15 X 60MM) MAUSER MODEL 1871/84 BOLT
ACTION RIFLE MADE AT SPANDAU IN 1888, serial no. 3450, with
31 1/2in. barrel fully German Ordnance marked at breech and ‘SPANDAU’
on the knoxform, having a block and blade front-sight and ladder rearsight, the action body marked on the left ‘MOD 71/84’ and on the right
with the year of manufacture ‘1888’, iron mounted full walnut stock
incorporating an eight round tubular magazine in the fore-end, the
magazine cap with piling spike, the butt with crisp Ordnance inspection
stamps, this rifle is an exceptional example with virtually all deep blue
finish to barrel and bands, crisp untouched stock, probably unissued
£500-700
Provenance: The M71/84 was Germany’s and Mauser’s first repeating rifle,
Paul Mauser started work on it in the late 1870’s, formal adoption being in
1884 with production commencing in 1885 and ceasing in 1888 with a total of
1,161,148 rifles being delivered by the four state arsenals
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747

750

747
A GOOD .43 (11.15X60MM) MAUSER MODEL 1871 BOLT ACTION SINGLE
SHOT CAVALRY CARBINE, MADE AT SUHL IN 1877, serial no. 6239, with
20 in. barrel profusely German Ordnance marked at breech, together with
place of manufacture ‘SUHL’, wing protected front-sight and carbine
pattern ladder rear-sight, the action body marked on the left ‘MOD. 71’
and on the right with the date of manufacture ‘1877’, regulation iron
mounted full walnut stock, the butt with crisp inspection stamp, the
carbine has all matching numbers and is complete with its sling swivels
£1,500-2,000

750
A .40-82 WINCHESTER MODEL 1886 LEVER-ACTION SPORTING RIFLE,
serial no. 17065, for 1888, with octagonal 26in. barrel signed
‘MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW
HAVEN CONN. U.S.A.’, nickel-bladed ‘Rocky Mountain’ fore-sight,
buckhorn rear-sight, slab-sided receiver, the top-tang marked ‘MODEL
1886’, straight hand walnut butt-stock with crescent heel-plate, plain
walnut fore-end (inlet repair at tip) and full-length magazine, traces only
of finish
£1,800-2,200

748
A GERMAN .43 (11.15 X 60MM) MAUSER MODEL 1871 BOLT ACTION
SINGLE SHOT INFANTRY RIFLE, MADE AT AMBERG IN 1878, serial no.
31,026, with 33 1/2in. barrel fully German Ordnance marked at breech
with the Crowned ‘AMBERG’ factory stamp, block and blade front-sight
and ladder rear-sight, the action marked on the left ‘D. G. MOD: 71’ and
on the right with the date of manufacture ‘1878’, iron and brass mounted
full walnut stock, the butt-cap tang engraved ‘B / 12R / 11 / 67’, indicating
issue to the Bavarian 12th regiment, 11th Company, gun no. 67, complete
with a replacement brown leather sling
£1,000-1,200

751
AN UNSIGNED 8-BORE ROTARY-UNDERLEVER SINGLE-BARRELLED
HAMMERGUN, no visible serial number, circa 1880, 36in. nitro reproved
bold damascus barrel with short sight flat, original proof marks
Birmingham black powder, Jones patent rotary-underlever, carved
percussion fence, rebounding back-action lock, border and acanthus
scroll engraving, 14 1/4in. stock including steel buttplate (damage at toe),
fore-end with crosspin release catch and horn finial, weight 7lb. 4oz.
£800-1,200

749
A GERMAN .43 (11.15 X 60MM) MAUSER MODEL 1871 BOLT ACTION
SINGLE SHOT INFANTRY RIFLE, MADE AT AMBERG IN 1877, serial no.
2070, with 33 1/2 in. barrel fully German Ordnance marked at breech with
the Crowned ‘AMBERG’ factory stamp, block and blade front-sight and
ladder rear-sight, the action marked on the left ‘D. G. MOD: 71’ and on the
right with the date of manufacture ‘1877’, iron and brass mounted full
walnut stock
£1,000-1,200

752
A .300 (ROOK) SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELEVER HAMMER ROOK RIFLE
SIGNED JAMES WOODWARD & SONS, serial no. 4545, circa 1890,
makers number 44950 to barrel and underside of action, 26in. octagonal
barrel with matted top flat, open sights with two folding leaf sights
marked 50, 100 and 150, bead fore-sight, the breech end engraved
‘JAMES WOODWARD & SONS. 64. ST. JAMES’S ST. LONDON. S.W.’, and
‘.300’, non-selective ejector, plain action retaining traces of renewed
finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock with steel pistolgrip-cap and buttplate,
Hackett snap fore-end, weight 5lb. 8oz.
£700-900
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753

753
A .250 (SEMI-SMOOTH) SINGLE-SHOT ROOK & RABBIT SIDELEVER
HAMMER RIFLE SIGNED HOLLAND & HOLLAND, serial no. 13628, circa
1900, 26in. octagonal black powder only barrel with matted sight flat, the
adjacent flats engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND ST.
LONDON. 250. SEMI SMOOTH BORE. WINNERS OF ALL THE FIELD RIFLE
TRIALS.’, flip-up blade and ring and post fore-sight, two folding leaf rearsights marked for 50 and 100 yards and with white metal inlaid sight
lines, top tang fitted with a folding adjustable peep-sight, sidelever
opening, plain action with central rebounding hammer, non-selective
ejector, retaining very slight traces of colour-hardening and finish,
13 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock including steel buttplate, steel
pistolgrip-cap, Hackett-type snap on splinter fore-end, weight 5lb. 5oz.
£800-1,200
754
A 14-BORE PINFIRE DOUBLE-BARRELLED SPORTING-GUN SIGNED
JOSEPH EGG, no visible serial number, circa 1800, converted from a
muzzle-loader, with twist iron 26 1/2in. barrels, the raised top-rib signed
‘JOSEPH EGG, No.1 PICCADDILLY (sic), LONDON’, engraved band at
breech and scroll engraving to rib-end, shallow fences to action and fully
engraved top-tang, bar action locks with clipped tails and engraved with
borderlines and acanthus leaf scrolls and signed ‘JOS’H EGG’ (refreshed,
both locks almost certainly re-engraved), engraved dolphin headed
hammers, walnut straight hand butt-stock chequered at the wrist and
fitted with engraved iron furniture including grip safe to the lower tang,
engraved action body with Jones type swing under-lever and chequered
walnut splinter fore-end
£300-500
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A RARE 17.5MM (RIMFIRE) DANISH SNIDER CONVERSION MODEL 184866 BREECH LOADING INFANTRY RIFLE, CIRCA 1861, serial no. 233,
33 1/2in. barrel with quadrant type rear-sight, the breech stamped ‘1861233’, bevelled lock with rounded tail, the centre stamped with the Danish
royal cypher over ‘MD-1848 / 1861-233’ indicating model of 1848, made
in 1861, serial number 233, full stocked in beech with three iron barrel
bands brass butt-cap and trigger-guard bow all parts numbered 233
£500-700
Provenance: This rifle was originally made as a model 1848 pillar breech
muzzle loader, in 1861 and converted to Snider breech loader at the
Copenhagen arsenal circa 1866-68, the Danish 17.5mm was the World’s
largest rimfire round.

756
A 14-BORE PINFIRE PATON PATENT DOUBLE-BARRELLED BAR-INWOOD SPORTING GUN SIGNED J. LEES, serial no. 791, almost certainly
converted from muzzle-loading and built to Paton’s provisional patent of
1865, with 29in. damascus barrels, the top-rib signed ‘J. LEES, PERTH’
near breech (barely legible), moulded fences around the rear of the pin
apertures, fully engraved top-tang marked in a helix banner ‘PATON’S
PATENT’, border, scroll and gamescene engraved bar-action locks signed
‘J. LEES, PERTH’, scroll engraved dolphin headed hammers, chequered
walnut butt-stock (escutcheon missing from wrist), iron furniture, Paton’s
Patent push-forward under-lever, the action table marked ‘EDWARD
PATON PATENT’ and chequered walnut splinter fore-end
£300-500
Provenance: It would appear that Edward Paton only ever provisionally
patented his design under No. 1433 of 25 May, 1865 despite receiving an
extremely favourable write up by Walsh in the journal ‘British Rural Sports’,
where it is told that by 1866 over 50 guns had been built on this principle and
numerous muzzle loaders converted, each for the very reasonable sum of
£15. The probable reason the design was never fully patented is that it was
very similar to a number of others in existence at the time and therefore near
impossible to protect
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757

760

791

757
A GOOD .32-40 MARLIN MODEL 1893 LEVER-ACTION RIFLE, CIRCA
1910, serial no. 336,259, with 26in. octagonal barrel, the top flat stamped
‘MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN CT. USA. / PATENTED OCT. 11.
1887. APRIL 2. 1889. AUGUST 1 1893’ and near the breech ‘32-40’, the
left flat marked ‘SPECIAL SMOKELESS STEEL’ and on the action top
‘MARLIN SAFETY’, fitted with a dovetailed blade front-sight and a hinged
vee rear-sight, full length tubular magazine and two piece figured walnut
stock with crescent butt, on the wrist is a screw adjustable peepsight,
the rifle has been professionally refinished in the distant past is in sharp
and crisp overall condition with much deep blue
£1,200-1,600

760
A .45-75 WINCHESTER SECOND MODEL 1876 LEVER ACTION RIFLE,
CIRCA 1881, serial no. 18,211, with 28in. octagonal barrel, dove-tailed
fore-sight with nickel blade, and retrofitted with African express sights of
six folding platinum-lined leaves to 600 yards with additional ladder from
700 to an optimistic 1000 yards (applied over the original rear-sight dovetail), the top of barrel signed ‘WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, NEW
HAVEN CT. KINGS-IMPROVEMENT-PATENTED-MARCH 29 1866,
OCTOBER 16 1860’, iron receiver with sliding dust-cover, straight-hand
butt-stock, walnut fore-end, iron nose-cap, full-length magazine tube,
this is a late second model of which approx. 22,000 were made
£1,400-1,800

Provenance: The Marlin Model 1893 was Marlins first lever action rifle
chambered for the new smokeless ammunition, made circa 1893 to 1935,
many authorities claim it a better design than the famed Winchester Model
1894

Provenance: The M76 often known as the Centennial Model was produced
1876-97 with a total production of approx 64,000. The 76 was designed to offer
shooter a more powerful lever action and was enthusiastically endorsed by
Theodore Roosevelt

758*
A 10.4mm (VETTERLI C/F) SINGLE-SHOT MATCH RIFLE, MODEL
‘MARTINI PATENT’ BY GOTTL. STUCKI, FRIBOURG, serial no. 38, Swiss,
circa 1890, with heavy blued round 33 1/4in. barrel, octagonal breech,
ramp and dove-tailed blade fore-sight, tangent rear-sight mounted to the
top-flat, colour-hardened receiver (faded) with dropping feed ramp, the
right hand side of action marked ‘GOTTL. STUCKI IN FRIBOURG’, walnut
butt-stock with raised tear-drop cheek-piece, iron Swiss-style heel-plate,
complex trigger-guard under-lever, double set triggers, walnut fulllength fore-end (inlet repair to left upper edge), iron furniture and
provision for clearing rod (absent)

791
A SCARCE CASED .500 (3IN.) BLACK POWDER EXPRESS MARTINIACTION OVAL BORE SPORTING RIFLE, SIGNED CHARLES LANCASTER,
serial no. 7118, for 1892, 28 5/8in. black powder only barrel with wide
solid file cut top-rib, open sights with folding leaf sight, marked for 100
and 200 yds and with white metal-inlaid sight lines, bead fore-sight,
octagonal breech section engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER. 151. NEW
BOND ST. LONDON.’ and ‘NON-FOULING SMOOTH OVAL BORE RIFLING’,
side safety lever and large teardrop cocking-indicator, plain action
retaining much original blued finish, the underside with action no. 40413,
the triggerguard, barrel and fore-end wood with Lancaster number 7188,
bolstered fore-end wood with flat top chequering and horn finial, 15 1/8in.
figured stock with sling eyes and including 7/8in. recoil pad, weight 8lb.
4oz., in its original canvas full length canvas case (distressed) with trade
label and cartridge loading label
£1,000-1,500

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£300-500
759
AN
8-BORE
ROTARY-UNDERLEVER
DOUBLE-BARRELLED
HAMMERGUN SIGNED WILLIAM MOORE & GREY, serial no. 5074, circa
1875, 36in. replacement nitro barrels (numbered 14573), the rib engraved
‘BARRELS BY MIDLAND GUN CO. BIRMINGHAM & LONDON.’, Jones
patent rotary-underlever, carved percussion fences, rebounding
sidelocks, border engraving, 13 3/4in. well-figured pistolgrip stock
including 1/2in. buttplate, fore-end with grip-catch release lever, weight
12lb. 14oz.
£1,000-1,500

Monday 21st November
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792
A CASED .577 (SNIDER) DOUBLE-BARRELLED BREECH LOADING RIFLE FOR BIG GAME BY
BOSS & CO., CIRCA 1870, serial no. 1091, with 27 5/8in. rebrowned twist barrels, numbered
on the underside 1091, London proofed and rifled with four grooves giving one turn in 60in.
dove-tailed blade front-sight and three leaf rear-sight, the top rib just forward of the breech
engraved ‘BOSS ST. JAMES ST. LONDON’, detented bar-action borderline engraved locks,
decorated with foliate scrolls and bearing the makers name ‘BOSS’, the hammers, fixed
breech and action body all profusely engraved to match and to the highest standards
of the London trade, the rifle has the Jones rotary underlever action, figured walnut
butt, with chequered wrist, (chequering refreshed) stamped on the underside
‘1991’ iron mounts include butt-plate with foliate engraved and decorated
tang, trigger-guard with foliate scroll engraved bow and tang, (the
engraving to both slightly worn), chequered fore-end with black horn
tip, (the fore-end wood, possibly a replacement), contained in a
period red baize lined and partitioned leather covered oak case,
the lid with reproduction Boss trade label, accessories
include a Holland & Holland oil bottle
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: This interesting rifle was originally
made as a muzzle loader circa 1851 hence the
Minie’ four groove rifling and converted to
breech loading circa 1870
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793

793
A SCARCE 12-BORE (PINFIRE) EARLY VARIANT 1860 PATENT
‘LOCKFAST’ SLIDE-AND-TILT SIDELEVER DOUBLE HAMMER RIFLE BY
J.D. DOUGALL, serial no. 2201, circa 1865, 26in. bold damascus barrels
with starburst detailing around the pinfire apertures, broad matt rib with
banner engraved ‘J.D. DOUGALL. INVENTOR, & PATENTEE, 59 ST.
JAMES’S ST. LONDON.’, open sights and scroll-engraved folding leaf
sights marked 100, 150 and 200, bead fore-sight, Dougall ‘lockfast’ patent
action, patent no. 1128 of 7th May 1860, with rearward facing push-down
large d-ring sidelever with side retaining catch (tail missing), carved
serpentine fences, action face with protruding bosses with brass-lined
vents, standing breech with further cylindrical stud (engages with a
recess in lump), non-rebounding back-action locks with finely engraved
bolted carved hammers, best border and fine scroll engraving, the action
flats with ‘PATENT LOCKFAST’, the underside with a scrolling banner
engraved ‘J.D. DOUGALL’S PATENT LOCKFAST’, 15in. figured pistolgrip
stock with engraved steel pistolgrip-cap, sling eyes and including steel
buttplate with matted finish and ropework bordering, fore-end with
crosspin release, weight 10lb. 6oz., in its oak-lined leather case with
gold-tooled trade label and various associated pinfire reloading tools
including a Greenfield (London) patent brass 12-bore ball mould
(numbered 2148), the lid outer initialled ‘J. L. W. SCALBY YORKS’
£2,000-3,000

794
A CASED .300 / .295 (ROOK) SINGLE-BARRELLED SIDELEVER HAMMER
ROOK & RABBIT RIFLE SIGNED HOLLAND & HOLLAND, serial no. 18463,
circa 1910, 26in. barrel with faceted breech-end, ramp-mounted dovetailed bead fore-sight, standing notch rear sight with two folding leaf
sights marked for 50, 100 and 150 yards and with white-metal inlaid sight
lines, engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND ST. LONDON.
WINNERS OF ALL THE ‘FIELD’ RIFLE TRIALS.’, rebounding central
hammer, beaded border and partial acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
much renewed colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured pistolgrip
stock with engraved and colour-hardened steel pistolgrip-cap, Hackett
type snap-on splinter fore-end with horn finial, in its lightweight leather
case with some accessories, the lid embossed ‘F.H. LINTON. THE WELCH
REGT.
£1,500-2,000
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795
A GOOD CASED .360 (2 1/4IN.) B/P EXPRESS 1865 PATENT FALLING-BLOCK
HAMMER ROOK RIFLE BY ALEX’R HENRY, serial no. 2905, a second quality model
manufactured in 1873 with 25in. octagonal barrel engraved ‘ALEXR. HENRY. 12
SOUTH ST. ANDREW’S ST. EDINBURGH. PATENT NO. 2104’, dove-tailed standing
notch rear-sight with two additional folding leaves equipped with white metal sight
lines and marked for 100,150 and 200 yds, bead fore-sight, barrel with Henry patent
rifling, use number 137, standing breech with an oval marked ‘PATENT NO. 815’, left
hand bolted back-action lock with high-spurred dolphin hammer, top strap drilled
and tapped for a peep-sight (absent), fine border and acanthus scroll engraving
retaining slight traces of original colour-hardening, well-figured pistolgrip stock
with horn pistolgrip-cap and chequered steel buttplate, fore-end with crosspin
release and horn finial, in its full length oak case with numerous accessories and
South Andrew Street address trade label
£3,000-5,000
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798
A 14-BORE 1864 PATENT SINGLE-BITE SNAP-ACTION TOPLEVER BAR-IN-WOOD HAMMERGUN BY WESTLEY
RICHARDS, serial no. 11458, for 1867 and converted from pinfire, 26 3/4in. black powder damascus barrels
(shortened), the rib engraved ‘PATENT. WESTLEY RICHARDS. 170 NEW BOND ST. LONDON.’, the breech-end with
acanthus scroll engraving and pinfire aperture plugs (one missing), incorporating Westley Richards improved
single-bite toplever snap-action, patent no. 2623 of 22nd October 1864 (use number illegible), carved serpentine
pinfire fences converted for centre-fire, non-rebounding bar-action locks with hammers of pinfire form,
removable striker bars, bar-in-wood, the fore-end meeting at the knuckle in a crab-joint, border and acanthus
scroll engraving with some beaded bordering, retaining some colour-hardening and finish, missing grip safety,
14 1/8in. stock including steel buttplate, fore-end with crosspin release and carved horn finial, weight 6lb. 4oz.,
in a canvas case with some 14-bore reloading tools and a 14-bore Hawksley cartridge extractor
£700-900
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800

799
AN UNSIGNED 8-BORE DOUBLE-BARRELLED ROTARY-UNDERLEVER
HAMMERGUN, serial no. 23204, circa 1890, 32 3/4in. damascus barrels,
Jones patent rotary underlever, carved percussion fences, rebounding
locks, border engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening
and finish, 13 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. extension, weight
11lb., in a wooden box
£800-1,200
800*
A GOOD 8mm (ROTH-STEYR) SEMI-AUTOMATIC SERVICE-PISTOL
SIGNED STEYR, MODEL ‘M1907’, serial no. 35395, military marks for
1910, with 5 1/2in. concealed barrel, flat sighting rib signed
‘WAFFENFABRIK STEYR’ and fitted with a dove-tailed fore-sight, fixed
rear-sight, blued receiver with cocking piece to rear and moulded
charger guide, blued frame with internal magazine, solid lanyard loop to
heel, semi double-action trigger and grooved walnut grips, the right grip
with a steel roundel stamped ‘III.L.R 248’, Austrian cavalry issue, much
original blued finish remaining throughout
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£2,000-3,000
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801

801
A .32 (RIMFIRE) SEVEN-SHOT SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER MARKED
‘PATENT’, serial no. 39329, circa 1870, possibly English, with blued
octagonal Birmingham proved 6in. barrel, shallow white metal crescent
fore-sight, moulded and shaped colour hardened solid frame with
borderline engraving, cylinder arbor release spring fixed to front left of
top-strap, early Smith & Wesson style top-strap cylinder lock, plain blued
cylinder, central hammer, spur trigger, smooth walnut flat-based grips
with provision for lanyard loop at heel (missing), the whole with strong
amounts of original finish
£500-700
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802

802
A COMMERCIAL 12mm PINFIRE MILITARY-STYLE LEFAUCHEUXPATENT REVOLVER, serial no. 87214, circa 1865 and possibly officer
private purchase, with round 6 1/4in. barrel, octagonal breech, dovetailed fore-sight, sighting notch to the hammer nose, two-piece frame
signed ‘I.F’ with a percussion pistol trademark, plain six-shot cylinder
with external ratchet locking, single action only mechanism, chequered
walnut grips with stylised leaf carving at head, faceted iron butt-cap with
lanyard ring, plunge ejector and spurred trigger-guard, traces of finish
and together with a probably later woven military lanyard
£300-500
803
A .32 (RIMFIRE) SMITH AND WESSON OLD MODEL NO 2 ARMY
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1862, serial no. 8548, with 6in. octagonal barrel with
raised top rib, with blade front-sight, top flat signed ‘SMITH & WESSON
SPRINGFIELD MASS’, plain hinged frame. with spur trigger, six shot
cylinder etched with patent dates, two piece rosewood grips, a sharp and
tight gun
£500-700
Provenance: This model was manufactured 1861 to 1874 with a total
production of 77,155. This example dates 1862 making it a Civil War period
gun. The Old Model No 2 was a popular sidearm with many enlisted men and
officers, General Custer is known to have owned a pair. Wild Bill Hickok while
Marshall of Deadwood was carrying one the night he was shot in August 1874.

805

804
A .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT HOUSE OR CLOVERLEAF FOUR SHOT REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1872, serial no. 1407, with 2 3/4in. round barrel, the top flat
marked ‘COLT’S HOUSE PISTOL / HARTFORD CT USA’ the frame with
sheath trigger, and etched on the right-side with an old owner’s name
“E. H. WALKER” four shot cylinder hence its nickname as the Cloverleaf,
two piece rosewood birdshead grips, the revolver has a high percentage
of nickel finish remaining and blue to cylinder
£500-700
Provenance: The Colt House pistol better known as the Cloverleaf due to the
four shot barrel configuration was one of the rarer revolvers produced by Colt,
made circa 1871-76 total of 7,500 revolvers.

805*
A SCARCE .32 (RIMFIRE) COMBINATION FOLDING KNIFE PISTOL,
MODEL ‘SYSTEM DOLNE ‘APACHE’’, serial no. 2968, circa 1870, with
fluted six-shot 1 1/2in. ‘pepper-box’ barrel group, solid iron frame with
frontal cylinder release, extension piece to front lower frame signed ‘L.
DOLNE INV’UR’ (mild shallow pitting, rubbed), the left side mounted with
a 3in. folding flambeau stiletto blade, folding trigger, spurless hammer
and folding curved iron grip comprising of four co-joined rings, slight
traces of finish to cylinder
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£500-700

Monday 21st November
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810
808
806
A .42 CUP-FIRE SIX-SHOT SINGLE-ACTION ‘PLANT’S PATENT ‘ARMY’’
REVOLVER SIGNED ‘M&B’, serial no. 373, second model circa 1865, with
octagonal 6in. barrel, raised sighting rib signed ‘PLANT’S MFG. CO.
NEWHAVEN CT.’, crescent fore-sight, the left hand flat at breech marked
‘M & B. NY’ (for Merwin & Bray), solid iron frame, plain blued cylinder,
with rear mounted ejector on the right side of frame, smooth rosewood
grips, sheathed trigger, the whole and older refinish
£500-700
807
A GOOD .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT THUER OR THIRD MODEL DERRINGER
WITH HOLSTER, CIRCA 1880, no visible serial number, with 2 1/2in.
barrel, the top signed ‘COLT’, plain frame with sheath trigger, two piece
mother of pearl grips, the pistol has most of its nickel finish, grips are
excellent and complete with original brown leather holster
£300-500
808
A GOOD 12mm PINFIRE REVOLVER WITH CHAUBERT PATENT FOLDING
BAYONET, serial no. 17, Belgian circa 1865, the revolver of Lefaucheux
full-frame style with round 6 1/4in. barrel, raised borderline engraved
sighting rib with dove-tailed fore-sight, the rib with integral ‘wishbone’
top-strap engraved with scrolls and fitted with a standing notch rearsight, the underside of barrel fitted with a full length guide with double
edged folding bayonet locking and releasing on a button, scroll engraved
plain six-shot cylinder with external ratchet locking and full pin-guard
engraved around the edge and fitted with a top-hinged loading gate,
borderline and scroll engraved stepped iron frame, double action
mechanism, guarded trigger, plunge ejector and chequered walnut semi
saw-handled walnut grips with engraved semi faceted butt-cap also fitted
with a lanyard ring, brushed bright finish (probably as supplied)
£800-1,200
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809
A .41 (RIMFIRE) REMINGTON OVER AND UNDER TYPE I MODEL NO 2
DERRINGER, CIRCA 1870, serial no. 4198, with 3in. over and under
barrels, the top rib stamped ‘E. REMINGTON & SONS, ILION N.Y. /
ELLIOTS PATENT DEC. 12. 1865’, in two lines, the barrels with extractor,
plan frame with pivoting locking lever on right, sheath trigger, two piece
rosewood grips, the barrel to frame hinge has been repaired, and metalwork re-plated
£300-500
Provenance: This is a fairly early Remington Derringer, production of this
variation started in 1868 with a total production of 14,000. The Remington
double Derringer is probably the best knowN of all American Derringers
produced 1866 to 1935, total production of all model and variations 150,000.

810
A GOOD .550 (14mm) PINFIRE DOUBLE-BARRELLED HOWDAH-PISTOL
BY THOMAS HORSLEY, YORK, serial no. 400, circa 1870, with browned
damascus 6 5/16in. barrels, matted top-rib with rectangular panel signed
‘ THO’S HORSLEY, YORK’, border engraved breech-end and pin
apertures, engraved colour hardened rounded action body with ‘Jones’
type swing under-lever, shallow percussion fences, border and scroll
engraved curved back-action locks signed ‘THO’S HORSLEY’, scroll
engraved hammers, long engraved top-tang, chequered walnut grip,
moulded and engraved iron butt-cap with central trap-door and
chequered walnut splinter fore-end, strong traces of original colour and
a good amount of finish remaining
£800-1,200
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815
811
A .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT HOUSE OR CLOVERLEAF REVOLVER, CIRCA 1875,
serial number 7223, this is a specimen with the rare 1 1/2 in. barrel, with
blade front-sight and stamped ‘COLT’ near the breech, plain brass frame
with sheath trigger, four shot cylinder, two piece birds head walnut grips
£500-700
Provenance: Total production of the four shot Cloverleaf revolver was just
7,500 the majority of these had the 3in. barrel.

812
A SPANISH 7mm PINFIRE TEN-SHOT REVOLVER SIGNED EIBAR WITH
WHITE-METAL INLAYS, no visible serial number, circa 1880 and of
Lefaucheux style, with round 3 3/4in. barrel, white metal inlet signature
(losses, possibly ‘FA DE TD A TARLOA EIBAR’), octagonal breech with
unauthorised period Spanish proofs, plunge ejector, fluted cylinder with
white metal wire scrolls over each chamber, en-suite decorated frame,
swept and flared smooth walnut grip with inlet white metal wire and
carving at head, double action mechanism with folding exposed trigger,
cleaned with some losses to inlays and mild shallow pitting
£250-350
813
A GOOD .32 (RIMFIRE) REMINGTON-ELLIOT FOUR SHOT DERRINGER,
CIRCA 1880, serial no. 20,441, with 3 3/8in. barrel cluster, marked on
the left-hand rib ‘MANUFACTURED BY E. REMINGTON & SONS, ILION
N.Y’ and on the right-hand rib ‘ELLIOT’S PATENTS MAY 29 1860-OCT 1
1861’, ring trigger with rotary firing pin, the barrels tilt open for loading
and extraction, two piece rosewood grips, this is a good example with
much finish
£400-600

814
A .41 (RIMFIRE) NATIONAL ARMS COMPANY SINGLE SHOT NO 2
DERRINGER, CIRCA 1867, serial no. 3812, with 3in. ovate barrel top flat
inscribed ‘NATIONAL ARMS COMPANY, BROOKLYN N.Y.’, (faint) foliate
engraved brass frame with sheath trigger and two piece birds head
chequered walnut grips, barrel cleaned of finish with some wear
£300-500
Provenance: This type of pistol was produced by the National Arms Co, circa
1865 to 1870 with a total production of 12,000. in 1870 Colt purchased the
company and continued production under their own name.

815
A RARE TWENTY-SHOT OVER-UNDER 7mm PINFIRE LEFAUCHEUX
PATENT REVOLVER SIGNED FRANCOTTE, serial no.127749, circa 1870,
with super-imposed round 4 3/4in. barrels, the top barrel signed ‘A
FRANCOTTE A LIEGE’ in script, barleycorn fore-sight, open frame with
partial borderline and scroll engraving (missing ejector rod), the side of
breech marked ‘E. LEFAUCHEUX INVR BREVETTE’, double-nosed
hammer, smooth walnut semi saw-handled grips and lanyard ring to
pommel, folding trigger, the whole retaining much original blued finish
with straw colouration to hammer and trigger
£1,500-2,500
816
A SCARCE .32 (EXTRA SHORT) (RIMFIRE) REMINGTON-RIDER
MAGAZINE PISTOL, CIRCA 1875, serial no. 608, with 3in. barrel, top flat
marked ‘REMINGTON & SONS ILION N.Y. / AUG. 18TH 1871’, underside
of barrel fitted with a five round tubular magazine, and rolling block type
action, plain frame with spur trigger and two piece rosewood grips, the
pistol has much original nickel finish, good grips, action at fault
£300-500

Monday 21st November
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818

817
A 9mm PINFIRE TWELVE-SHOT REVOLVER OF LEFAUCHEUX STYLE, no
visible serial number, circa 1870, with 5 7/8in. octagonal barrel, dovetailed fore-sight, arabesques engraved near breech on the top-flats, fully
fluted cylinder with scroll engraving over each chamber, open iron frame
engraved with scrolls and arabesques, double action mechanism with
guarded trigger, semi saw-handled chequered walnut grips, faceted iron
butt-cap with lanyard ring and plunge ejector, cleaned with mild pitting
and some loss to detail
£200-300
818
A .32 (RIMFIRE) SLOCUM FRONT LOADING POCKET REVOLVER BY THE
BROOKLYN ARMS COMPANY, CIRCA 1863, no visible serial number,
with 3in. round barrel, the top stamped ‘B. A. CO PATENT APRIL 14TH
1863’, foliate engraved brass frame with sheath trigger and two piece
rosewood grips, five shot cylinder of a unique design with individual
chambers in the form of sliding tubes with cutouts in the cylinder, the
tubes slide forward one at a time over a fixed rod on the right-side to
expose, load and eject
£300-500
Provenance: The Slocum was an attempt to circumvent the Rollin White
patent held by Smith and Wesson for the through-bored cylinder. Approx.
10,000 were made between 1863 and 1864
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820

819
A GOOD 9MM PINFIRE LIEGE-MADE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER CIRCA
1870, serial no, 1991, 2in. fluted six shot cylinder each chamber with
multi-groove rifling for the last 1 in., open top frame with hinged loading
gate, folding trigger, two -piece walnut broomhandle style grips, ejector
rod screwed into butt, this pistol has excellent grips and much original
blue
£250-350
820
A FINE .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT 3RD MODEL OR THUER DERRINGER HIGHLY
ENGRAVED AND DECORATED, CIRCA 1880 no visible serial number,
with 2 1/2in. London proofed barrel with ‘-COLT-’ engraved and inlaid in
gold to the centre and decorated with a gold band at the muzzle, both
sides of the barrel engraved with large panels of quality foliate engraving
the brass frame bearing the rampant Colt motif and ‘41 cal’, the frame
also foliate scroll engraved on both sides and down the backstrap, spur
trigger, two piece rosewood birdshead grips, this revolver has been
refurbished and engraved to the highest possible standard
£500-700
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821

825

821
A RARE .32 (RIMFIRE) WILLIAM MARSTON THREE BARRELLED
DERRINGER, CIRCA 1865, serial no. 1634, with 3in. superposed tipping
downwards to load barrels decorated with large panels of foliate
engraving at both breech and muzzle, brass frame extensively covered
with foliate scroll engraving, and stamped ‘WM. W. MARSTON /
PATENTED / MAY 26 1857 / NEW YORK CITY / IMPROVED 1864’, firing
indicator on the left-side of frame, sheath trigger, with two piece
rosewood grips, squared butt
£800-1,000

823
A .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT THUER OR THIRD MODEL DERRINGER CIRCA
1880, no visible serial number, with 2 1/2in. barrel, the top signed
‘COLT’, plain frame with sheath trigger, two piece rosewood grips, the
pistol has most of its nickel finish, good grips, barrel to a grey patina
£250-350

Provenance: These unusual and interesting pistols were made circa 1864 to
1872, with a total production of 3,300

822
A GOOD 7MM PINFIRE LIEGE-MADE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, CIRCA
1870, serial no. 12, with 1 3/4in. fluted six shot smoothbore cylinder,
open top frame with hinged and sprung loading gate, folding trigger, twopiece walnut broomhandle style grips, the ejector rod missing from the
butt, with very good grips, traces of finish to frame and much deep blue
to cylinder
£200-300

824
A .577 (BOXER) DOUBLE BARRELLED HAMMER HOWDAH PISTOL
SIGNED ARMY & NAVY, no visible serial number, circa 1890, with
reblued 7 3/8in. side-by-side barrels, flat matted top-rib with dove-tailed
crescent fore-sight and standing notch rear-sight, the tops of chambers
signed ‘ARMY & NAVY’ and ‘CSL LONDON’ respectively, brushed bright
borderline and scroll engraved action with ‘Jones’ style swing underlever, borderline and scroll engraved back-action locks signed ‘ARMY &
NAVY’, non-rebounding hammers, chequered walnut capped pistol-grip
butt and walnut chequered splinter fore-end with cross-key fastener
£3,000-5,000
825
A GOOD, RARE AND EARLY .41 (RIMFIRE) AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY
OVER AND UNDER DOUBLE DERRINGER, CIRCA 1870, serial no. 1300,
with 2 5/8in. over and under swivel barrels one flat stamped ‘AMERICAN
ARMS CO. BOSTON MASS’ and the other ‘PAT. OCT 31. 1865-JUNE 19
1866’, brass frame with spur trigger and two piece squared rosewood
grips, a good collectors specimen with much original blue
£500-700
Provenance: This pattern of pistol was produced circa 1866 to 1878 with a
total production of 5000 in .22, .32 and .41. Only 400 were made in .41 rimfire
making this a very rare specimen
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830

826
A .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT ‘CLOVER-LEAF’ FOUR-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER,
serial no. 5430, for 1872, with nickel-plated 3in. barrel signed by the
maker, the sighting groove of top-strap marked ‘PAT SEP 19 1871’,
distinctive ‘clover-leaf’ cylinder (mostly cleaned of finish), nickel-plated
frame, spur trigger and smooth birdshead walnut grips, strong amount
of plated finish remaining
£500-700
827
A .41 (RIMFIRE) COLT ‘THUER’S PATENT’ No.3 VEST DERRINGER
PISTOL, no visible serial number, circa 1875, with 2in. barrel marked
‘COLT’ (finish faded, possibly renewed), brass open frame with exposed
hammer and spur trigger and smooth walnut birdshead grips
£300-500
828
A .32 (SHORT RIMFIRE) MODEL ‘3C’ FOUR-SHOT POCKET PISTOL
SIGNED SHARPS & HANKINS, serial no. 9621, circa 1865, with 3 1/2in.
barrels (blued finish in sheltered areas) signed ‘ADDRESS SHARPS &
HANKINS PHILADELPHIA, PENN’, open iron frame with traces of an 1859
patent date and chequered button barrel-catch release to left hand side,
spur trigger, exposed hammer with rotating nose and smooth flared
walnut grips
£300-500
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829
A .38 RIMFIRE POCKET-REVOLVER, MODEL ‘COLT’S 3 1/2in. ROUND
BARREL WITHOUT EJECTOR’ BY COLT, USA, serial no. 4695, circa 1877,
with round barrel signed on two lines ‘COLT’S PT FA MFG CO, HARTFORD
CT USA’, stepped plain cylinder with roll engraved scene, iron open frame
with applied standing breech and loading cut-out, two lines of patents to
side of frame, brass grip-straps and trigger-guard, smooth walnut grips,
minimal traces of colour and finish
£500-700
830
A .38 (RIMFIRE) COLT MODEL 1862 POCKET NAVY CARTRIDGE
CONVERSION SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER, CIRCA 1873, serial no.
18,138, with 4 1/2in. octagonal barrel, the top-flat signed ‘ADDRESS
SAML. COLT NEW YORK US AMERICA’, bead fore-sight, open iron frame
marked with two lines of patents, roll engraved stepped cylinder with
additional number (7998) above the number ‘8138’, brass grip-straps and
trigger guard bow, smooth walnut grip, slight traces of finish
£600-800
831
A .30 (RIMFIRE) FOUR-SHOT DERRINGER PISTOL, MODEL ‘SHARP’S
PATENT MODEL 4C’, serial no. 13405, circa 1870, with fully fluted 2 1/2in.
sliding barrel group, (traces of nickel-plated finish remaining), iron frame
marked ‘C. SHARPS PATENT JAN 25 1859’, spurred hammer with rotary
striker nose, smooth rosewood birdshead grips and sheath trigger,
5 3/4in. overall
£400-600
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891

891
A RARE CASED .32 (RIMFIRE) SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 2 ARMY
SIX-SHOT REVOLVER, CIRCA 1863, serial no. 15250, with 6in. blued
octagonal barrel, the raised top-rib signed ‘SMITH & WESSON,
SPRINGFIELD MASS.’ (no patent dates), blued plain cylinder, blued plain
frame, smooth ebonised flared grips, colour hardened hammer and
ejector rod, sheath trigger, the whole retaining virtually all its original
blued finish and appearing little used; contained in its walnut storage
box, compartmented and lined in dark green baize and containing a
cleaning rod, turn-screw, oil bottle and an empty period carton for
cartridges by ‘Winchester Repeating Arms Co.’, the revolver dates late
1863 to the height of the American Civil War
£1,000-1,200
892
A CASED .32 (RIMFIRE) REMINGTON-ELLIOT PATENT FOUR SHOT
DERRINGER PISTOL, CIRCA 1864 serial no. 3651, with 3 3/8in. barrel
cluster, marked on the left-hand rib ‘MANUFACTURED BY E.
REMINGTON & SONS, ILION N.Y’ and on the right-hand rib ‘ELLIOT’S
PATENTS MAY 29 1860-OCT 1 1861’, ring trigger with rotary firing pin,
the barrels tilt open for loading and extraction, two piece grips, contained
in a later green velvet lined mahogany box with Elliot label, this is a fairly
early specimen dating to the American Civil War
£700-900

894

893
A CASED WOODWARD’S PATENT .32 (RIMFIRE) TURN-OVER POCKET
PISTOL, serial no. 774, circa 1865, with blued 2 1/4in. turn-over matching
number barrels (finish faded), silver-plated borderline engraved frame
marked within an oval on the left side ‘WOODWARD’S No. 774 REGD FEBY
4 1863’, exposed hammer with blued sliding safe behind, spur-trigger
and chequered walnut grips, in an English market walnut case lined and
compartmented for this pistol and retaining an ejection rod, the outer lid
inlet with an engraved brass escutcheon and vacant banner
£300-500
894
A CASED COMPOSED PAIR OF .30 (RIMFIRE) SHARP’S PATENT FOURSHOT POCKET-PISTOLS, serial no’s. 12434 & 22435, circa 1870, with
blued 3in. barrel-groups, plain brass frame signed ‘C. SHARPS & CO
PHILADA. P.A.’ in a circle around the hammer axis screw on the right
hand side and ‘C. SHARPS PATENT 1859’ on the left, centrally mounted
blued hammer with rotary auto-indexing noses, chequered hard-rubber
grips and push button openers, retaining much original blued finish,
together with an English market burr walnut veneered case recompartmented and relined in red felt and containing a later oiler and
cleaning brush
£600-800
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898
895
A CASED SCARCE PAIR OF .41 (RIMFIRE) DERRINGERS WITH
PERCUSSION ADAPTORS, MODEL ‘WILLIAMSON’S PATENT’, serial no’s.
6077 & 6078, manufactured by the National Fire Arms Company, New
York circa 1868, with slide forwards barrels signed ‘WILLIAMSON’S PAT.
OCT. 2 1866 NEW YORK’ on the left hand sides, flat sighting planes
engraved with an arrow and fitted with a blade fore-sight, engraved brass
frames (traces of gilding), engraved back-straps, walnut full-stocks with
chequered birdshead butts and engraved brass trigger-guards (traces of
silver plate), central hammer and barrel release below the fore-end,
together with a later walnut case lined and compartmented in red baize
substitute, the inside of lid bearing a paper label marked in ink
‘JEREMIAH BUTLER’, the tray fitted for the two pistols along with a cap
tin, ball mould and two reproduction percussion adapters
£1,000-2,000
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898
A CASED .30 (RIMFIRE) SHARPS PATENT FOUR-SHOT POCKET-PISTOL
SIGNED TIPPING & LAWDEN, serial no. 3017, circa 1870, with blued 3in.
barrel-group, plain silver-plated brass frame signed ‘TIPPING &
LAWDEN SHARP’S PATENT’ in a circle around the hammer axis screw
on the left hand side, centrally mounted blued hammer with rotary autoindexing nose, relief-moulded florally decorated gutta-percha grips and
long bar push button opener, retaining much original blued finish;
together with an English market walnut case compartmented and lined
in navy blue baize and containing two lidded compartments and an
original ball-handled iron cleaning rod
£400-600
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IN THE GUNROOM
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
Donald Dallas
Of the British gunmakers, three of them are known as The Big
Three, all with long histories dating back to the early 19th
century, and in strict alphabetical order they are, Boss & Co,
Holland & Holland and James Purdey & Sons.
Of The Big Three, Holland & Holland have experienced some
fairly dramatic changes of late being bought by Beretta on the
1st February and are now part of this major group.
Lot 1355 in this auction shows a pair of recently built Holland &
Holland guns at their very best. This lot comprises a pair of 20
bore (3”) Royal double trigger O/U guns completed in 2002.
Engraved by J.G. Salt in classic Holland & Holland scroll, they
represent the best in British gunmaking and are estimated at
£80,000 - £90,000.
The acquisition of Holland & Holland by Beretta raised many
eyebrows and there were fears as to the future of Holland &
Holland. However, many famous British gun firms have capital
outwith the UK behind them, as is the way of the modern world
and this has proved to be no impediment to their credentials.
Beretta UK is owned by GMK and from the outset, the Beretta
family saw Holland & Holland as the jewel in their crown and
intend to retain that title for the future. They intend that the
Holland & Holland Royal gun, first patented on the 1st January
1883 by John Robertson and Henry Holland, should remain the
flagship of the range. The Royal has achieved an international
reputation for design, style and craftsmanship over the centuries
and should remain as such.
As well as The Royal, Holland & Holland became very famous for
their rifles by the late 19th century winning every class in The
Field Rifle Trials of 1883 winning every class from rook rifle to
big game rifle. Their tiny rook rifles were built in their thousands
and they introduced famous calibres like the .375 H & H Magnum.
Holland & Holland were the most diverse of The Big Three,
building everything from best quality sporting guns, to monster
big game rifles, to punt guns, to Aero guns and bolt rifles.
With such an illustrious history behind them, Beretta were very
proud to own the Holland & Holland name and have every
intention of continuing the tradition of the best London gun. The
factory will remain in London and the new Holland & Holland
shop is now located above the Beretta Gallery on St James’s
Street and accessed by its own entrance on Jermyn Street.

The old Holland & Holland shop in Bruton Street was closed
down in June 2021 as part of the change of ownership and moved
above the Beretta Gallery. Recent plans have seen the completion
of the third floor of these premises in St James’s Street dedicated
entirely to the Holland & Holland range. This new shop opened
officially in September 2022 where potential customers can view
Holland & Holland guns and rifles and discuss their
requirements. St James’s Street is a traditional home for British
gunmakers with William Evans currently still there today. In the
past it housed many famous gunmakers such as Boss & Co,
James Woodward, John Rigby, J,D. Dougall and so on.
This new shop is primarily a showroom for the Holland & Holland
range as there is another shop at the well-known Holland &
Holland shooting ground where customers can be measured and
guns tried out.
The shooting ground is a business on its own and is very wellknown for its venue and events. It attracts a large clientele and
recently the Holland & Holland team have sought to make it even
more attractive by adding a new restaurant, enhancing the
gunroom and refurbishing the events room. New grouse butts
have also been constructed and additional stands and traps have
been added to the estate. There has been an increase in
corporate events and visitor numbers have been rising.
The factory in Harrow Road that has been in existence since it
was first purpose built as a factory by Henry Holland in 1898, will
remain as the Holland & Holland factory. Some small changes
have been made, such as improving the quality of the barrels to
cope with the new demand for steel shot. A great deal of effort
was out into having all the blueprints and drawings properly
documented and computerised to make production easier in the
future and ensuring the long term future of the company. One
change has been in the move away from the traditional narrow
based skill of the gunmaker, specialising in one particular forte,
to a more multi-skill workforce. Plans are afoot for a new O/U
gun to be built at the factory and a new bolt action rifle. The
intention is to keep the fine balance between precision machining
and hand made as it has been for the last thirty years and to
continue with the existing acclaimed Holland & Holland range.
.
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IN THE FIELD
HOLT’S PLATINUM CLAY DAY

On August 5th, Holt’s held their immensely popular annual charity clay pigeon day at the Old
Shooting Ground on the Sandringham Estate, by kind permission of the Her late Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. This is the fourteenth time Holt’s have held the event and very significant sums have
previously been raised for charities chosen by Nicholas Holt and approved by the Royal Estate.
Among them, Walking with the Wounded, the Gamekeepers Welfare Trust, the Game and Wildlife
Conservation Trust and last year, the Gurkhas Welfare Trust. This year’s beneficiary was Riding
for the Disabled, of which HRH The Princess Royal has been president since 1985, with the day
generously sponsored by the Chestnut Group of pubs and restaurants in East Anglia and eight
other businesses.
Forty teams of four competed at the Platinum Jubilee Clay Day, shooting five simulated driven
game drives and raised £30,000 for this wonderful charity which does so much for those with
mental or physical disabilities. After lunch in the marquee provided by Crowley’s of Suffolk, prior
to the prizes and fundraising auction, Nicholas Holt proposed a toast to the Queen, followed by
a toast to HRH The Prince Phillip, Duke of Edinburgh, who died last April. Nicholas is in the
privileged position of having known the Duke, both as a tenant of the Sandringham Estate since
2003 and as a shooting guest, but everyone in the marquee had good reason to be grateful to the
Duke for his unwavering support of shooting for conservation.
Lauded as a devoted consort to the Queen for over seventy years, he was the rock that enabled
Her late Majesty to fulfil her vital role for the nation and Commonwealth, whilst pursuing his
enthusiasm for carriage driving, young people - through his Duke of Edinburgh Awards Scheme
- and dedication to conservation. The Duke was a distinguished president of the World Wildlife
Fund, with a passion for conserving the world’s endangered species and after his death, the
director general of the WWF International said of the Duke: “His farsighted and passionate
commitment to conservation will benefit generations to come.”
A keen shot, who enjoyed wildfowling and punt-gunning on the Wash as much as the wild
pheasant and partridge at Sandringham, or the grouse at Balmoral, in 1968 the Duke became
the first royal patron of the Wildfowlers Association of Great Britain and Ireland - later BASC. He
was president and then patron of the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust from 1965, providing
tremendous support to GWCT and was a strong advocate for their science led practical approach
to game and wildlife management. He was particularly pleased at the association between the
Sandringham Estate and GWCT, which led to the successful grey partridge restoration project
in which he was heavily involved. As early as 1971, the Duke had written: “This bird is more than
just our favourite game species. It represents a typical wild bird that suffers from all the
pressures of intensive agriculture, urbanisation, pollution, over-population and a host of other
ugly sounding words and phrases. If we can solve the problem for partridges, we shall be
conferring enormous benefits on many other species that are in trouble.” In 2000, when David
Clark became head keeper, there were only seventy pairs on the estate. By the 2011/12 season
there were 2,250 pairs.
Like many dedicated sportsmen naturalists, the Duke loved bird watching and had two wooden
huts erected on the edge of the Sandringham Estate, one for himself and one for the Queen, so
they could watch the seasonal movements of migratory waterfowl out on the saltmarshes. A
man of immense charm, who would talk to anyone regardless of their position in society, he was
renowned for his blinding common sense, acerbic comments and intolerance of fools, once
replying to a question from a hapless journalist: “Cats kill more birds than men. Why don’t you
have a slogan: ‘Kill a cat and save a bird’?”. The world of shooting and conservation has lost a
great champion and true friend, but his legacy lives on.
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904
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE WITH
CANVAS AND LEATHER OUTER, fitted for 29in. barrels, the interior lined
with maroon baize, a leather gold-tooled James Purdey & Sons. Ltd.
trade label, and label for gun numbers 26418/19, canvas and leather
outer embossed ‘J.W.T.S.’, straps missing or broken
£400-600

903

900
THOMAS JOHNSON & SON
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER GUN / RIFLE CASE, fitted for
28in. barrels (would adapt to 30in.), the lid with ‘Thomas Johnson & Son
GUN & RIFLE MANUFACTURERS. SWAFFHAM. NORFOLK’ trade label,
the top left corner inscribed in ink ‘Rifle No. 3427 proper charge 4/dr
coarse powder. 500 bore’
£250-350
900A
F. BEESLEY
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in.
barrels, the interior lined with red baize, an F. Beesley & Son trade label,
oil bottle, three 16-bore snap-caps, brass lock (missing key)
£250-350
901
BRADY
A LIGHTWEIGHT SINGLE LEATHER GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels
(would adapt to 30in.), maroon baize interior with a gold-tooled John
Rigby & Co. leather trade label, (missing key)
£150-250
902
R. ROBINSON (HULL)
A BRASS-CORNERED SINGLE LEATHER HAMMERGUN CASE, fitted for
29in. barrels (would adapt to 30in.), blue baize lining, the lid pinned with
an R. Robinson, Practical Gunmaker, 7, Queen Street, Hull’ paper trade
label, the lid exterior initialled ‘A.N.T.’, brass lock (missing key), one strap
missing
£100-150
903
G. THORPE BARTRAM
A SINGLE LEATHER 20-BORE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels, red
baize interior with gold-tooled leather label with ‘PATRONIZED BY
ROYALTY G. THORPE BARTRAM, GUN AND CARTRIDGE
MANUFACTURERS, GUN FITTING A SPECIALITÉ. BRAINTREE.
ESTABLISHED OVER A CENTURY’, brass lock (no key), straps broken, lid
outer initialled ‘J.M.B.’
£150-250
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905
BRADY SPORTING LEATHER GOODS
A LIGHTLY USED BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE,
fitted for 30in. barrels, red baize interior (with spare baize and spare baize
covered blocking pieces), the lid interior with Brady (Made in Halesowen)
trade plaque, brass lock (missing key)
£300-500
906
A BRASS-MOUNTED OAK TWO-TIER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN CASE, the
top tier fitted for two sets of 30in. barrels, the bottom tier fitted for two
stocks, lined with green baize, brass lock (missing key), two brass clasps,
the lid exterior with a flush-fitting brass carry handle, leather outer
£200-300
907
GEORGE H. DAW
A BRASS-CORNERED TWO-TIER SINGLE HAMMERGUN CASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior lined with green baize, a George H. Daw (57
Threadneedle Street, London) trade label, top tier fitted for single takedown gun, bottom tier fitted for ammunition, brass lock (including key),
the lid exterior with a central brass escutcheon marked ‘W.E. Royds Esq
Dane Hill, Uckfield, Sussex’, including proofhouse certificate for George
H. Daw gun serial no. 932
£250-350
908
W.J. JEFFERY & CO., LTD.
A CANVAS AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 29in. barrels, the
interior lined with green baize, a W.J. Jeffery & Co. Ltd. trade label, brass
lock (missing key)
£150-250
909
A CANVAS AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the
interior lined with pink baize, brass lock (missing key)
£100-150
910
THOMAS HORSLEY
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER SINGLE HAMMERGUN CASE,
fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with maroon baize, a Thomas
Horsley trade label, brass lock (missing key), two brass clasps
£200-300
911
CHARLES SMITH & SONS
A LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels (could adapt to
31in.), the interior lined with blue baize (repair patches), a torn Charles
Smith & Sons trade label, brass lock (missing key)
£150-250
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912
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.
A LEATHER-BOUND SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the
interior lined with green baize, a Westley Richards trade label, brass lock
(missing key), the lid exterior embossed with ‘R.S.’
£150-250
913
THOMAS HORSLEY
A LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined
with green baize, a Thomas Horsley trade label, brass lock (missing key)
£150-250
914
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined
with red baize (repairs and moth damage to baize), a leather Holland &
Holland trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior marked
‘T.C.R.’ and with a central blank brass escutcheon
£150-250
915
STEPHEN GRANT & SONS
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior lined with maroon baize, a Stephen Grant &
Sons trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior embossed with
‘STANLEY M. THOMPSON’
£300-500
916
BOSS & CO.
A LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined
with green baize, a Boss & Co. trade label, brass lock (part missing),
canvas outer
£200-300
917
A VIRTUALLY UNUSED LEATHER TRIPLE UNIVERSAL GUNCASE, fitted
for 28in. barrels, the interior lined with blue velvet, a Holland & Holland
trade label (copy), two brass locks (including keys), the lid exterior with
a carry handle
£400-600
918
BRADY
A TAN LEATHER LIGHTWEIGHT SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 25in.
barrels (could adapt to 26in.), the interior lined with red baize, a pair of
12-bore snap-caps, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior embossed
with ‘A.L.P.’
£150-200
919
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED DARK BROWN LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP,
with cow-hide flap, brass buckle, full-length zip, measuring approx. 51in.
£150-200
920
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE TAKE-DOWN GUNSLIP,
fitted for 29in. barrels, leather shoulder strap, brass fittings
£150-200

917

921
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER GUNCASE, fitted for 28in. barrels (could
adapt to 30in.), the interior lined with red baize, a leather gold-tooled E.J.
Churchill trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior with ‘J.H.P.’
£200-300
922
GUARDIAN LEATHER
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER PRESENTATION DOUBLE
GUNCASE, fitted for 33in. over and under barrels, the interior lined with
maroon baize, brass lock (including key), canvas outer
£150-200
923
AN OAK TWO-TIER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the top
tier missing, the interior lined with red baize, a J. Purdey (314 1/2 Oxford
Street address) trade label, brass lock (missing key), two brass clasps,
the lid exterior with a brass flush-fitting carry handle and a central brass
escutcheon with ‘P.G.’, each side with brass flush-fitting carry handles
£200-300
924
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 29in.
barrels (could adjust to 31in.), the interior lined with green baize, a James
Woodward & Sons trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior
embossed with ‘C.J.R.’
£200-300
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925

925
A BRASS-CORNERED MAHOGANY SMALL-BORE PERCUSSION SINGLE
GUNCASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with green baize, a
copy of a James Purdey & Sons (314 1/2 Oxford Street) trade label, brass
lock (missing key), two brass clasps, the lid exterior with a central brass
flush-fitting trade label, the whole expertly refinished
£250-350
926
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in.
barrels (could adapt to 31in.), the interior lined with red baize, a leather
gold-tooled Holland & Holland trade label, brass lock (missing key), the
lid exterior embossed with ‘A.M.’ and with a central blank brass
escutcheon
£200-300
927
E.J. CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD.
A LIGHTWEIGHT LEATHER ‘THE “V.C.”’ SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for
25in. 16-bore barrels, the interior lined with maroon baize, an E.J.
Churchill trade label, a ‘The “V.C.” Guncase’ label, two brass locks
(missing keys)
£200-300
928
BRADY
A TAN LEATHER LIGHTWEIGHT SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in.
barrels, the interior lined with maroon baize, a pair of brass 12-bore
snap-caps, cleaning rod, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior
initialled ‘D.S.H.’
£200-300
929
CROOTS
A TARTAN AND LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, with
leather shoulder strap and brass fittings
£60-80
930
A LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE RIFLE SLIP, with leather shoulder
strap and carry handles, measuring approx. 51in.
£80-120
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931
A ZEBRA SKIN AND BUFFALO LEATHER SINGLE PADDED RIFLE SLIP,
with leather shoulder strap and carry handles, measuring approx. 52in.
£100-150
932
A KUDU LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP WITH MATCHING
CARTRIDGE BAG, both with shoulder straps and brass fittings
£80-120
933
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in.
barrels, the interior lined with red baize, William Powell & Son trade label
(damaged), two-piece cleaning rod, oil bottle, a pair of 12-bore snap-caps,
brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior embossed with ‘R.F.L.I.R.’,
handle needs attention
£150-250
934
BRADY
A TAN LEATHER LIGHTWEIGHT SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in.
barrels (could adapt to 30in.), the interior lined with maroon baize, brass
lock (missing key), the lid exterior embossed with ‘R.A.F.’
£100-150
935
CHAS. LANCASTER
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER TWO-TIER SINGLE GUNCASE,
fitted for 30in. barrels (could adapt to 32in.), removable green baize-lined
tray fitted for a take-down muzzle-loading gun, the body lined with green
baize, a Chas. Lancaster trade label, the bottom tier fitted for cartridges,
brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior with a central brass escutcheon
marked ‘H.A. DAVIES’
£250-350
936
MACHIAVELLI (FIRENZE)
A NAPPED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE FOR A PAIR OF SMALL BORE
OVER AND UNDER GUNS, blocked for 30in. barrels, brown suede lining,
metal corners, hold-open lid hinges, combination locks to left and right
with central key lock (with key)
£250-350
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947

937
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED LEATHER FLEECE-LINED DOUBLE GUNSLIP, with leather
shoulder strap and brass fittings
£400-500

945
A LEATHER DOUBLE MOTOR CASE, fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior
lined with maroon baize, brass lock (including key), the lid exterior
embossed with the initials ‘S.D.R.’
£180-220

938
A LEATHER 4-BORE SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for a 42in. single barrel,
the interior lined with blue baize (part re-lined), brass lock (missing key)
£250-350

946
AN UNUSED LEATHER FLEECE-LINED SINGLE GUNSLIP, with leather
shoulder strap and brass fittings, measuring approx. 52in.
£100-150

939
A FULL-LENGTH ALUMINIUM TRANSIT CASE FOR AN ACCURACY
INTERNATIONAL L96A1, measuring approx. 51in. by 13 1/2in., with foam
blocking
£250-350

947
JAMES PURDEY & SONS
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 26in.
barrels (could adapt to 31in.), the interior lined with red baize, a leather
gold-tooled James Purdey & Sons trade label, central brass push-button
lock (missing key), the lid exterior embossed with ‘D.I.C.’ and with a brass
blank escutcheon
£300-500

942
BILL AMBERG
A PAIR OF LEATHER FLEECE-LINED GUNSLIPS, with leather shoulder
straps and brass fittings, measuring approx. 49in.
£100-150
943
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER SINGLE HAMMERGUN CASE,
fitted for 30in. barrels, the interior lined with red baize, brass lock
(missing key)
£150-250
944
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 30in.
barrels, the interior lined with red baize, a Holland & Holland trade label,
brass lock (missing key), central blank brass escutcheon, repairs to all
top edges
£150-250

948
BRADY
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER DOUBLE GUNCASE, fitted for 28in,
barrels, the interior lined with maroon baize, a leather A.A. Brown & Son
trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior with a central brass
plaque marked ‘A.M. Holmes’, with canvas outer
£300-400
949
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK AND LEATHER SINGLE GUNCASE, fitted for
30in. barrels, the interior re-lined with green baize, a leather gold-tooled
William Evans trade label, central brass push-button lock (missing key),
the lid exterior embossed with the initials ‘E.C.’
£200-300
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988

980
COGSWELL & HARRISON
A BRASS-CORNERED OAK-LINED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx. 250 cartridges, lid interior red baize-lined with gold-tooled
Cogswell & Harrison trade label, four removable oak dividers, five leather
lifters, brass lock (missing key)
£200-300
981
A LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 200 cartridges, the
interior lined with beige baize, brass lock (including key), two buckles
£100-150
982
PETER SMALL
A SMALL BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx. 100 cartridges, the lid interior lined with green baize (some moth
damage), a Peter Small trade label, brass lock (missing key), the lid
exterior embossed with ‘P. FREEMAN’
£100-150
983
W. RICHARDS (LIVERPOOL)
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 250
cartridges, red baize-lined lid interior with W. Richards (Liverpool) trade
label, five partitions with leather lifters, wooden dividers, lid exterior with
applied plaque engraved ‘A.J. RYAN.’, brass lock (with key)
£150-250
984
A TAN LEATHER CANVAS-LINED CARTRIDGE BAG, canvas and leather
shoulder strap and brass fittings
£150-200
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985
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED METALLIC AND COWHIDE CARTRIDGE BAG TRIMMED
WITH DAKOTA BROWN LEATHER, with canvas and leather shoulder
strap and brass fittings
£100-150
986
A BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for approx. 300
cartridges, the lid interior lined with red baize, a leather gold-tooled
Holland & Holland trade label, four leather-bound dividers, five leather
lifters, brass lock (missing key)
£350-450
987
A BRASS-BOUND OAK AND LEATHER CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE, for
approx. 500 cartridges, the lid interior lined with maroon baize, a leather
gold-tooled James Purdey & Sons Ltd. trade label, five removable oak
dividers, six leather lifters, brass lock (missing key)
£400-600
988
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A BRASS-CORNERED CANVAS AND LEATHER SMALL CARTRIDGE
MAGAZINE, for approx. 200 cartridges, the lid interior lined with blue
baize, a Holland & Holland trade label, three removable dividers, four
leather lifters, brass lock (missing key), the lid exterior with a central
brass plaque, marked ‘R.B.P.H.’
£150-250
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1003
A LEICA ‘LRF 800 RANGEMASTER’, with canvas carry case
£100-150
1003A
AN UNUSED SCHMIDT & BENDER 6X42 ‘KLASSIK’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT,
serial no. 337770, with A7 reticle, in its makers carton
£250-350
1004
A SET OF ZEISS ‘VICTOR RF 8X45 T*’ RANGEFINDER BINOCULARS, with
canvas strap and canvas carry bag
£200-300
1005
A SWAROVSKI 1.5-6X42 ‘HABICHT’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no.
P642705862, with plex reticle and lens protectors, including mounts
£250-350

1001

1000
A CASED PRESENTATION GILT BRASS INERT SCALE MODEL OF A 9
PDR. FIELD-GUN, approximately 1/10th scale with 6in. gilt brass barrel,
ebonised trolley with gilt brass spoked wheels, ebonised side panniers
and gilt loading rods, complete with its matching ammunition limber and
mounted on a hardwood board with applied brass plaque reading
‘PRESENTED TO LIEUTENANT COLONEL M. SMYTHE ROYAL ARTILLERY,
COMMANDING OFFICER 94 LOCATING REGIMENT ROYAL ARTILLERY,
BY HIS SNCO’S NOVEMBER 1988’, the ensemble together with a brass
cornered plate-glass cover approximately 22in. x 10in. x 10in.
£500-700
1001
A VINTAGE BRASS-CORNERED LEATHER-BOUND WALNUT
TRAVELLING DRINKS CABINET, the interior lined with green baize, with
fitted interior for bottle, miniature bottles, hinged lid with a copy of a
Charles Lancaster trade label, folding serving shelf, brass lock (missing
key), each side with a brass flushing fitting folding carry handle
£600-800
1001A
AN UNUSED ZEISS ‘CONQUEST V4’ 6-24X50 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial
no. 4696302, with 91 reticle, in its makers carton
£400-600
1002
A ZEISS ‘VICTORY COMPACT POINT BLASER’ RED DOT GUN SIGHT, in
its makers carton with carry bag and instructions for use
£200-300
1002A
AN UNUSED ZEISS ‘CONQUEST V4’ 6-24X50 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial
no. 4696287, with 91 reticle, in its makers carton
£400-600

1006
A SCHMIDT & BENDER 2,5-10X TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 81854,
with A8 reticle, including rings and mounts
£300-400
1007
A HIGHLY-FIGURED WALNUT STOCK AND FORE-END BLANK, cut in
2008, stock measuring approx. 18in. x 9in. (heel) x 3 1/2in. (hand), foreend block measuring approx. 13 1/4in. x 2 3/8in. x 2 1/4in.
£400-600
1008
A PAIR OF BRASS AND ROSEWOOD 12-BORE SNAP-CAPS, spuriously
signed ‘THOm. HORSLEY’
£70-80
1009
A STERLING SILVER RETRIEVER TOPPED CORK BOTTLE STOPPER, with
‘AJP’ 925 hallmarks, measuring approx. 3in.
£60-80
1010**
A SWAROVSKI ‘Z6i 1-6X24’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. R790350898,
A4 reticle
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£400-600
1011
LAWRENCE R WATSON & CO. LTD.
A STERLING SILVER PAPERWEIGHT, with 925 hallmarks, dated 2005,
measuring approx. 3in. x 1 3/4in.
£100-150
1012
A SWAROVSKI ‘PVI-2’ 3-12X50 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no.
P764598132, with reticle 4, SR adjustable rail, clear lens protectors and
Butler Creek flip-up lens protectors, in its makers carton
£300-500
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1013

1013
TWO HOLLAND & HOLLAND PORCELAIN ASHTRAYS, the first with ‘H.
Holland. 98 New Bond St., London’ central label design, the other with
‘Holland & Holland, 98 New Bond St., London’ central label design
£100-150
1014
A SWAROVSKI ‘Z6I’ 1-6X24 SR CD-I TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no.
R775120478, with CD reticle, clear lens protectors, in its makers carton
£400-600
1015
‘THE WOODCOCK’, BY COLIN McKELVIE AND RICHARD ROBJENT, 1st in
the series of ‘A Study In Words and Pictures’, 1988, 219 of 300 limited
edition, folio size, 115 pages, 24 full page tipped-in colour plates and a
number of sepia sketches by Robjent, half brown Morocco with corners,
gilt tooling to front and board with matching slip case, signed by the
author and the by the artist
£300-500
1016
BALINDORE
A FINE QUALITY HANDMADE GUNBOX AND DRINKS CABINET FOR A
RANGE ROVER, measuring approx. 42in. x 30in. x 12 1/2in., suitable for
fitting into a Land Rover Discovery 4 or Range Rover Vogue, lockable twotier drawer, upper tier with provision for a pair of take-down guns, the
lower tier fitted for ammunition / accessories and with provision for ten
glasses (three missing) and four bottles, single lock with two keys
£2,000-3,000
1017
AN ‘ATN X-SIGHT II HD 5-20X DAY / NIGHT RIFLE SCOPE’, serial no.
444025, with ATN IR850 Pro, green canvas carry bag, in its makers carton
£400-600
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1018
ANTHONY HOLT & SON
A FINE AMBOYNA BURL ‘JAGUAR’ CIGAR HUMIDOR, with veneered book
matched amboyna veneer and ebony squared edging, Anthony Holt silver
hallmarks for 2000, sterling silver lid corner hinges and lock, sterling
silver hallmarked key, cedar interior with removable tray, magnetic Credo
Precision 70 humidifier, sterling silver mounted magnetic release
hydrometer, with its original outer case
£800-1,200
1019
A RARE COPY OF ‘THE SERVICE REVOLVER AND HOW TO USE IT’ BY
CAPTAIN C.D. TRACY, The King’s Own Royal Lancaster Regt., The
School of Musketry, Bisley, circa 1918, Harrison & Sons, “comprising
the leading features of the author’s methods of instruction in the use of
the Service Revolver, has been compiled in response to the repeated and
pressing representations of his brother officers in the Service. As these
methods are conveyed by lectures and individual oral instruction, and
demonstrations, to large numbers of pupils, it is held desirable that
authentic details should be embodied in print, so as to guard against
undesirable, often unintentional innovations, or departures from
practices of proved value.”
£80-120
1020
MARK RICHARDS
A HAND-CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF, with ashwood type shaft, the
top carved in the form of a pheasant head, measuring approx. 49in. in
length
£180-220
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1021
IAN JAMES
A FINE HAND-CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF, with hardwood shaft, the
top carved and painted in the form of a woodcock head, measuring
approx. 48 1/2in. in length
£180-220
1021A
IAN JAMES
A FINE HAND-CARVED SPORTSMAN’S STAFF, the top carved and
painted in the form of a grouse, measuring approx. 54 3/4in. in length
£150-200
1022
A SCHMIDT & BENDER ‘KLASSIK’ 8X56 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no.
312750, with A4 reticle and mounts
£250-350
1023
WILLIAM EVANS
A CASED SET OF EIGHT PORT GLASSES, in a fitted brass-cornered
leather case with blue baize-lined interior, the lid exterior with a central
Willam Evans trade mark and embossed with the initials ‘R.J.B.’
£250-350
1024
AN UNUSED PARD ‘MODEL NV007A’ 12mm 1- 7 X NIGHT VISION ADDON, serial no. 4021UK042821067, for adding to your telescopic sight, in
its makers carton
£250-300
1025
A KAHLES ‘HELIA CSX’ 3-12X56 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 545142
L, with 4-DH reticle, Butler Creek flip-up lens covers
£500-700
1026
A SCHMIDT & BENDER 3-12X50 TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 220582,
with Police reticle, fitted with a pair of snap-mount scope rings (mounts
not included)
£400-500
1027
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED GOLD METALLIC AND COWHIDE BOOTBAG TRIMMED WITH
DAKOTA BROWN LEATHER, with accessory compartment and brass
fittings
£100-150
1028
JO YORATH
AN UNUSED SILVER METALLIC AND COWHIDE BOOTBAG TRIMMED
WITH DAKOTA BROWN LEATHER, with accessory compartment and
brass fittings
£100-150

1029
A COLLECTION OF GUNCASE ACCESSORIES, comprising of a two-piece
cleaning rod, an oil bottle, two 12-bore snap-caps (all signed Holland &
Holland) and a bone striker pot
£150-200
1030
REY PAVON
A CASED SET OF EIGHT PORT GLASSES, in a honey leather case with
blue baize-lined interior
£250-350
1031
A YUKON ‘PHOTON RT 6X50 S’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no.
764050975, in its makers carton
£150-200
1032
MIKE MARSH
AN UNUSED CASED 12-BORE GUN CLEANING KIT, comprising of a two
part oil bottle with built-in striker holder, a nickel tube containing a mop
and brush, a five-piece cleaning rod, a turnscrew, chamber brush, jag, a
pair of 12-bore snap-caps, all signed ‘M.M. MARSH ENGLAND’
£450-550
1033
A TEAK PORTABLE FOLDING GUN RACK WITH LEATHER LINING AND
BRASS MOUNTS, suitable for ten guns, with canvas case
£250-350
1034
AN UNUSED UNUSED PRESENTATION DELUXE 12-BORE GUN
CLEANING KIT, fitted partitioned tray with separate compartments
containing turnscrews, cleaning rod and heads, nickel plated oil bottle
and snap caps, brass lock (including key), brass fittings and lined with
green baize
£80-120
1035
RAY PAVON
AN UNUSED LEATHER-CASED SHOT-GLASS SET, with eight shot
glasses
£180-220
1036
AN EGERTON-CHUBB BORE-MEASURING GAUGE WITH ANALOGUE
MICROMETER, for measuring in metric or imperial, with setting rings
(.729, .662 & .615), with Baty gauge, in a fitted wooden green baize-lined
case, lens loose
£150-250
1037
A COLLECTION OF GUNCASE ACCESSORIES, comprising of a two-piece
cleaning rod, an oil bottle, a pair of 12-bore snap-caps (all signed J.
Purdey & Sons), a bone striker pot and a disc removing tool
£200-300
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1038
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF JOHN KINGSLEY-HEATH
A SMALL COLLECTION OF ITEMS RELATED TO JAMES LIPPITT CLARK AND RUSSELL B. AITKEN,
The first a miniature bronze Cape buffalo skull and horns by James Lippitt Clark (1883-1957),
measuring 5 3/4in. at the widest point horn to horn and standing 1 7/8in. in height, the underside
of the left horn signed ‘J.L. CLARK’, previously sold at Christies as Lot 141 in their single owner
‘THE RUSSELL B. AITKEN COLLECTION OF SCULPTURE AND WILDLIFE’, 3rd April 2003, the
provenance listing the sculpture as having been acquired by Aitken directly from the artist
The second a signed first edition of ‘TRIALS OF THE HUNTED’ BY J.L. CLARK, with forty-seven plates,
Chatto & Windus, 97 & 99 St. Martin’s Lane, London, 1929, the first fly leaf with a gummed note with
the seal of His Highness the Raja of Sangli S.M.C., with a dedication ‘Col. R.F Macnabb from
‘Cabatwardham’ dated 1933, the second flyleaf with a personal dedication dated Oct.23-1951,
reading ‘To my very good friend “Russ” with much esteem and regards. From James L Clark’
The third a first edition copy of ‘Great Game Animals of the World’ by Russell Barnett Aitken, F.R.G.S.,
Barrie & Rockliffe The Cresset Press, 1969’, with a Christmas card from Irene and Russell Aitken
to Mr Kingsley-Heath
£600-800
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Provenance: James Lippitt Clark, b. Nov. 18 1883, d. Mar 16 1969 was an adventurer, explorer and hunter with a close association to New York’s American Museum
of Natural History. Throughout his career, wildlife art and sculpture featured heavily in his life and he was an integral part of the new generation of taxidermists,
utilising life size clay models over which the skins were applied (previously sewn up animal skins were simply stuffed with rags). Theodore Roosevelt was one of his
most laudatory clients, in one letter citing an example of his work as being one of ‘the best mounted heads I have ever seen’.
Russell B. Aitken, b. Jan. 20 1910, d. 2002) was an artist, hunter and adventure writer. He served as Major in the U.S.A.A.F. during the Second World War and was
stationed for the most part at Luke Field, Arizona and then Yuma Army Airfield as a gunnery specialist. He personally trained over 32,000 pilots and gunners in the
area of marksmanship and was also a member of the Army Air Force skeet team where for a time, he held the world record of 742 straight rounds. In 1949 he was
“High Gun” meaning he was the best skeet shooter in the United States. He was a regular on the Live Pigeon circuit, winning numerous prestigious titles. He was a
keen hunter, travelling five continents in pursuit of game, with a number of record trophies featuring in Rowland Ward’s records. An avid conservationist, he was an
early and generous benefactor of the World Wildlife Fund and also The National Audobon Society (one of the oldest conservation organizations in the world). A
celebrated ceramic sculptor and enamellist, he had his own studio in Cleveland before moving to New York, known to collectors and dealers alike and his work can
be found in the Museum of Modern Art in New York. His mural for the 1939 World’s Fair was the largest decorative mural ever fired in vitreous enamel and now resides
at the Metropolitan Museum. Having also studied for a degree in journalism, between 1948 and 1952 he was an associate editor of Field & Stream, personally
contributing over 300 articles to it and other publications.
John Kingsley-Heath (b. 1926 d. 2011) was one of the last great professional white hunters to have enjoyed the fruits of Africa while much of that continent was still
uncharted. He led a remarkably colourful life, seemingly undiluted by the tedious minutiae of day-to-day living, and had been, in his own words, “shot-up, blown-up
and eaten-up” in turn by various adversaries, human and otherwise. After school and active service in France and Palestine with the Welsh Guards, he returned to
study History and Law at Trinity College, obtaining a Hockey Blue (and later capped for England). Africa was to be his destiny and he joined the Colonial Service as
a Major in Tanzania and then to the East African High Commission in Kenya. He travelled widely through these and neighbouring countries which only served to further
whet his appetite for adventure. This appetite, coupled with his knowledge of firearms and local languages set the path for the next three decades; that of an expert
outfitter, conservationist and professional hunter. His reputation as a safari consultant and P.H. was beyond reproach and he accompanied many well-known people
over five decades. In addition he acted as a consultant and was responsible for wildlife management on the films ‘Hatari’ starring John Wayne, and ‘Sammy Going
South’ with Edward G. Robinson. John put his knowledge, thoughts and experiences into writing and published ‘Hunting the Dangerous Game of Africa’ in 1998.
Lt.-Col Rawdon James Macnabb, b. 7th Feb 1883, d. 21 March 1935, educated at Eton and Sandhurst, served in France and Palestine during the First World War and
subsequently gained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the Central India Horse. He was political agent to Jodhpur and Udaipur and Agent to the Governor General of
Central India between 1933 and 1935
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1039
A BRONZE SCULPTURE OF A RESTING TWELVE-POINT STAG, mounted on a marble plinth,
measuring approx. 16in. x 15 1/14in. x 6 1/2in.
£200-300
1040
A WALL-THICKNESS GAUGE, with steel base, three upright prongs suitable for 12-bore, 20-bore
and .410 gauge, with Mitutoyo gauge
£250-350
1042
PENDLETON ROYAL
AN UNUSED LUXURY TAN LEATHER ‘WINDSOR’ 12-BORE GUN CLEANING KIT, with a green baize
lined tray containing a three-piece rosewood cleaning rod, brass jag, mop, bristle brush, phosphor
bronze brush, dispenser of patches, nickel-plated round oil flask, rosewood and nickel snap caps,
rosewood chamber brush handle with a Payne Galway 12g chamber brush, presented in a lined
leather lockable motor case with brass corners, measuring approx. 13in. x 9in.
£350-400
1043
PENDLETON ROYAL
AN UNUSED PRESENTATION 12-BORE DELUXE GUN ACCESSORY AND CLEANING KIT, fitted
partitioned tray lined with green baize, with separate compartments containing turnscrews,
cleaning rod and heads, nickel-plated oil bottle and snap caps, brass lock, brass fittings
£300-400
1044
A 3-12X50 ‘LRS’ LASER RANGE-FINDER TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. N665020574, with 4A
reticle and Z-rail
£300-500
1045
AN UNUSED KAHLES ‘K 624i CW 6-24X56 / MIL4’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 1038741, with
clear lens protectors, in its makers carton with instructions for use booklet
£700-900
1046
AN UNUSED KAHLES ‘HELIA 3 4-12X44i Abs 4-DOT’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 1033253, in
its makers carton with instructions for use booklet
£500-700
1047
AN UNUSED SCHMIDT & BENDER 8X56 ‘KLASSIK’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. 348566, with A7
reticle, in its makers carton
£250-350
1048
AN UNUSED MEOPTA ‘5-30X56 RD FFP’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. R22101785, with 6.5cm RD
reticle, in its makers carton
£300-500
1049
AN UNUSED NIGHTFORCE ‘NP1-RR 3.5-15X56’ TELESCOPIC SIGHT, serial no. P02673, in its
makers carton
£400-600
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SECTION 5 FIREARMS

Lots 1050 – 1090

Unless prior arrangement has been made, two weeks after the Sealed bid
sale, all Section 5 (and Section 7.1 / 7.3) items will be moved to a Section 5
carriers where storage charges will be incurred.
Goods will not be released until all outstanding charges have been met.
Collection will be by arrangement.
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1050

1050 S5
A RARE .32 (ACP) ‘WELROD’ FULLY-MODERATED CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS PISTOL, serial no. 6989, probably late war production circa 1945, with
concealed fully-moderated 8 1/2in. barrel, blade fore-sight, notch rear-sight, twist-to-open receiver with knurled cocking piece to rear, detachable
magazine with integral smooth hard-rubber grip and exposed trigger
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The Welrod pistol got its unusual name from the Inter-Services Research Bureau (later renamed Station IX) and was derived from the first three letters
of Welwyn Garden City (the town where Station IX was based) and the word “rod”, which at the time was a gangland slang name for a gun. All items designed by the
workshop had the prefix ‘wel’, and they were also responsible for the collapsible ‘Welbike’ for the paratroops and the ‘Welman’ mini submarine for the Navy. The
Welrod pistol is a completely ‘sanitised’ weapon in that no markings can be found on it when manufactured, although many were later numbered and marked for
inventory purposes. BSA of Birmingham made the majority but it is not impossible that other manufacturers may have produced some. Produced initially in .32 ACP
(later in 9mm Parabellum), the pistol is fully suppressed (silenced) and operated by a bolt, making it almost completely silent in operation. The magazine also forms
the handle, and when removed the whole thing looks quite innocuous, certainly nothing like a pistol. Indeed, the Maquis nick-named it ‘the bicycle pump’ as that is
what they thought it resembled. The secret to its completely quiet operation lays in the fact that the integral silencer used sacrificial rubber baffles which stayed
good for around 20-40 shots, after which time the bullets passing through them had made a hole large enough to let the gasses escape unchecked. When fired for
the first time, the only noise made is that of the firing pin dropping. An idea was to drop thousands of these to resistance groups all over the occupied countries for
the purpose of ‘taking out’ high ranking SS and Gestapo officers in a one month period of mass executions, but in the end this idea was shelved, probably because
of the reprisals taken after the assassination of the Deputy Reich Protector, SS Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrich in Czechoslovakia. Instead, the Welrod was
used for small assassination operations. Post war its 9mm version continued to be used throughout the Cold War with some finding their way later to Northern Ireland
and even the Falkland Islands
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1051 S5
A RARE .32 (ACP) ‘WELROD’ FULLY-MODERATED CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS PISTOL, serial no. 5598, probably late war production circa 1945, with
concealed fully-moderated 8 1/2in. barrel, blade fore-sight, notch rear-sight, twist-to-open receiver with knurled cocking piece to rear, detachable
magazine with integral smooth hard-rubber grip and exposed trigger
£3,000-5,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: Please see previous Lot

1052 S5
A RARE .22 (L/R) O.S.S. ISSUE HI-STANDARD MODEL ‘B’ FULLY-MODERATED SPECIAL OPERATIONS PISTOL, serial no. 97263, circa 1941, with
8 3/4in. barrel fitted with matching number full-length moderator, the side of breech marked ‘U.S. PROPERTY’ on the right hand side and the
manufacturer’s address on the left, blued slide with model-details and rear-sight, blued frame with detachable magazine, safety, take-down latch
and chequered walnut grips
£1,000-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: These clandestine operations pistols were produced for the U.S. military and the C.I.A. during World War Two, with the Model ‘B’ being discontinued
in 1942
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1053

1055

1053 S5
P. WEBLEY & SON, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM
AN HISTORICALLY INTERESTING .38 (S&W) MKIII POCKET REVOLVER,
serial no. 12489, believed given by The Grand Duke Michael
Alexandrovich of Russia, with a 4in. barrel inscribed on the right hand
side ‘FROM GRAND DUKE MICHAEL, GOD BLESS YOU!’, the left inscribed
‘WAR DECLARED TO GERMANY ON THE 4TH AUG. 1914’, break-open
frame with auto-ejecting fluted six-shot cylinder, the top-strap marked
‘P.WEBLEY & SON, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM’, double-action mechanism
and chequered hard-rubber grips (right with small chip at toe), finish
worn
£400-600
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
Provenance: Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovich of Russia (4 December 1878
– 13 June 1918) was the youngest son and fifth child of Emperor Alexander III
of Russia and youngest brother of Tsar Nicholas II. At the time of his birth, his
paternal grandfather Alexander II was still the reigning Emperor of All the
Russias. Michael was fourth-in-line to the throne after his father and elder
brothers Nicholas and George. After the assassination of his grandfather in
1881, he became third-in-line and, in 1894, after the death of his father,
second-in-line. George died in 1899, leaving Michael as heir presumptive to
Tsar Nicholas II.
The birth of Nicholas’s son Alexei in 1904 moved Michael back to second-inline, but Alexei was gravely ill with hemophilia and Michael suspected the boy
would die, leaving him as heir. Michael caused a commotion at the Imperial
Court when he took Natalia Sergeyevna Wulfert, a married woman, as a lover.
Nicholas sent Michael to Orel to avoid scandal but this did not deter Michael,
who travelled frequently to see his mistress. After the couple’s only child,
George, was born in 1910, Michael brought Natalia to St. Petersburg where
she was shunned by society. In 1912, Michael shocked Nicholas by marrying
Natalia in the hope that he would be removed from the line of succession.
Michael and Natalia left Russia to live in exile abroad in France, Switzerland
and England.
After the outbreak of World War I, Michael returned to Russia, assuming
command of a cavalry regiment. When Nicholas abdicated on 15 March 1917,
Michael was named as his successor instead of Alexei. Michael, however,
deferred acceptance of the throne until ratification by an elected assembly. He
was never confirmed as Emperor and, following the Russian Revolution of
1917, he was imprisoned and later murdered along with the rest of the
Russian royal family.
It is believed this revolver was gifted by the Grand Duke to an unknown officer
whilst the Duke was staying in England

1054** S5
A GOOD .45 (ACP) COLT 1911A1 GOVERNMENT SEMI-AUTOMATIC
SERVICE PISTOL, serial no. 915733, for 1943, with 5in. barrel, darkly
phosphated slide and frame marked ‘UNITED STATES PROPERTY’ and
‘U.S. ARMY’, grip safe, arched mainspring housing and chequered brown
plastic grips, lanyard loop at heel and ‘G,H,D’ (George H. Drury)
inspector’s initials
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1055 S5
A SCARCE .455 COLT MODEL 1878 DOUBLE-ACTION REVOLVER, serial
no. 8381, for 1882, with round 7 1/2in. barrel signed with the Pall Mall
depot address, blade fore-sight, offset ejector rod, solid blued frame,
fluted six-shot cylinder, chequered rosewood factory semi-birdshead
grips, lanyard swivel at heel, finish thinned and faded
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1056* S5
A .38 (RIMLESS SMOKELESS) COLT 1903 HAMMER POCKET PISTOL,
serial no. 36516, for 1916, with 4 3/8in. barrel, the slide with patents to
1902 on the left and the calibre on the right, blued full-length frame,
replacement chequered grips (the right lacking base) and detachable
magazine, finish thinned and faded
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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1060
1061

1057 S5
A .41 (COLT) COLT SINGLE-ACTION ARMY REVOLVER, serial no. 226352,
for 1902, with round 5 1/2in. barrel, nickel-bladed fore-sight, off-set
ejector rod (retaining screw absent), solid frame, fluted cylinder and
chequered hard-rubber grips, finish faded
£1,500-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1058 S5
A GOOD 11mm (FRENCH ORD.) OFFICER’S M1874 SERVICE REVOLVER
SIGNED ST. ETIENNE, serial no. N26706, dated for 1879, with blued twostaged 4 3/8in. barrel, blued solid frame, fluted stepped cylinder,
double-action mechanism and chequered walnut grips, retaining the
majority of its original blued finish and straw colour to ancillaries
£400-600
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1059 S5
A .44 (RUSSIAN) SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE-ACTION FRONTIER
REVOLVER, serial no. 5916, circa 1894, with nickel-plated 6in. barrel,
raised sighting-rib signed by the maker and with patent dates to 1880,
crescent fore-sight, break-open auto-ejecting frame with blued release
catch, fluted cylinder with distinctive double notch locking slots,
replacement chequered hard-rubber grips, re-blued trigger guard bow,
the whole retaining virtually all its renewed nickel-plated finish
£800-1,200
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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1060 S5
A 7.63mm (MAUSER) C96 ‘CONE-HAMMER’ SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL
BY MAUSER, serial no. 4111, for 1897, with refinished 5 1/2in. tapering
round barrel, long extractor-claw, rear-sight graduated from ‘1’ through
‘10’, distinctive cone-shaped sides to the hammer, old style safe,
refinished milled frame with integral magazine and 23-groove walnut
grips with provision for lanyard ring at heel (absent)
£1,000-1,500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1061* S5
A RARE .22 (L/R) WEBLEY & SCOTT MODEL 1911 SINGLE-SHOT TARGET
PISTOL, serial no. 135671, circa 1920, with blued 8 1/2in. barrel, blade
fore-sight, blued slide with twelve serrations and drift adjustable notch
rear-sight, blued frame, external hammer and chequered hard rubber
grips, the frame heel dove-tailed for a detachable stock (absent)
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£200-300
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1062 S5
A .455 WEBLEY MKI SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no. 34802, circa 1897,
with 4in. barrel, the top-strap marked with a large broad arrow mark
indicating naval use, break-open frame with automatic ejecting fluted
cylinder, cylinder release screw to left side of barrel, double-action
mechanism and chequered hard-rubber birdshead grips with lanyard
ring at heel, the whole a military refinish
£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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1065

1067

1063 S5
A .44 (RUSSIAN) SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE-ACTION FRONTIER
REVOLVER, serial no. 8319, circa 1895, with nickel-plated 5in. barrel,
raised sighting-rib signed by the maker and with patent dates to 1880,
crescent fore-sight, break-open auto-ejecting frame with blued release
catch, fluted cylinder with distinctive double notch locking slots,
chequered hard-rubber grips embossed with the ‘S&W’ trademark
monogram, blued trigger guard bow, the whole retaining the majority of
its original nickel-plated finish and colour
£1,000-1,500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1064** S5
A WORLD WAR TWO .45 (ACP) COLT 1911A1-TYPE PISTOL BY
REMINGTON RAND, serial no. 1959796, for 1944, with 5in. barrel,
phosphated slide marked ‘REMINGTON RAND INC SYRACUSE, N.Y. USA’,
the phosphated frame marked ‘UNITED STATES PROPERTY’ and
‘M1911A1 U.S. ARMY’, arched mainspring housing, replacement ‘Colt’
magazine and dark red-brown chequered plastic grips
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£400-600
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1066* S5
A BOER WAR .455 WEBLEY MKII SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no. 41059,
circa 1898, with 4in. barrel, coin release fluted cylinder with automatic
ejection, break-open frame stamped ‘V799’, sold out of service mark, the
back-strap further stamped with the Union broad arrow with a letter ‘U’,
‘S.A.’ and ‘3 INF’ over ‘7’, chequered hard rubber birdshead grips and
lanyard ring at heel
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1067 S5
A .44 (RUSSIAN) JAPANESE NAVY CONTRACT SMITH & WESSON
MODEL 3 RUSSIAN (SECOND MODEL), serial no. 5533, one of 5000
produced circa 1875, with 7in. barrel, the raised sighting rib with ‘reissue’ markings, crescent fore-sight, break-open frame with
auto-ejecting fluted cylinder, single-action mechanism, spurred triggerguard bow and smooth walnut grips, the underside of the frame with an
anchor mark bisected by two wavy lines, finish worn
£1,000-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1065 S5
A RARE .44 (RUSSIAN) COLT BISLEY SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER, serial
no. 235488, for 1902, with blued 5 1/2in. barrel signed by the maker,
blade fore-sight, sighting groove to the top-strap, solid frame with traces
of colour hardening, fluted cylinder and chequered hard-rubber grips of
the distinctive ‘Bisley’ style
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: According to records, only 90 Colt Bisleys were produced in .44
Russian.
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1070 S5
A RARE .44 (RUSSIAN) COLT MODEL NEW SERVICE TARGETMASTER
REVOLVER, serial no. 17236, for 1907, with blued 7 1/2in. barrel signed
on the top in two lines by the maker and including patent dates to 1901,
block and adjustable blade fore-sight, the left side of barrel marked ‘NEW
SERVICE .44 RUSSIAN CTG’, flat top to frame with windage adjustable
rear-sight, blued fluted swing-out cylinder, blued solid frame, doubleaction mechanism, chequered back-strap and chequered walnut grips,
retaining much original finish throughout
£800-1,200
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1070

1071 S5
A .455 WORLD WAR ONE WEBLEY MKVI SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no.
292620, dated for 1917, with 6in. barrel, blade fore-sight, break-open
frame with auto-ejecting fluted cylinder, chequered hard-rubber grips
with lanyard ring at heel, older faded refinish, complete with a leather
full-flap service holster
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1068* S5
A .38 (RIMLESS SMOKELESS) COLT MODEL 1902 MILITARY SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOL, serial no. 36236, for 1914, with 6in. barrel, sighted
slide marked on the right hand side ‘AUTOMATIC COLT’ over ‘CALIBRE 38
RIMLESS SMOKELESS’, the left hand side marked ‘PATENTED APR 20.
1897, SEPT 9. 1902’ together with the makers details and address, the
frame with one chequered hard-rubber grip embossed ‘COLT’ together
with the Colt trademark, the left grip absent (some pieces included),
lanyard swivel to heel, blued trigger, the whole retaining a strong amount
of original finish
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£1,000-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1069** S5
A 9mm (B/L) WEBLEY & SCOTT MODEL 1922 SOUTH AFRICAN UNION
DEFENCE CONTRACT PISTOL, serial no. 147605, circa 1922, with 5 1/4in.
blued sighted barrel, blued slide marked ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.
LONDON & BIRMINGHAM 9mm AUTOMATIC PISTOL’ with ‘W&S’ winged
bullet trademark on the left side and with Union Defence Force ownership
mark on the right side, top-mounted push-button slide release, side
mounted safe, blued frame, chequered hard-rubber grips (repairs at both
heels) and fitted with a lanyard ring at heel, the whole retaining much
original blued finish
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£600-900
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
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1072 S5
A 7.63mm (MAUSER) WARTIME COMMERCIAL C96 ‘BROOMHANDLE’
PISTOL WITH MATCHING HOLSTER-STOCK, serial no. 351315, circa
1917, with 5 1/2in. tapering barrel, short extractor claw, 1000 metre rearsight, external hammer with new-style safety catch, milled frame with
integral magazine, 34-groove walnut grips and lanyard ring at heel,
complete with its matching walnut holster-stock (cracked), finish stained
but original
£800-1,200
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1073 S5
A .476 WEBLEY No4 PRYSE-ACTION REVOLVER WITH INSCRIBED
BARREL, serial no. 10559, circa 1884, with 5 1/2in. barrel fitted with a
nickel crescent fore-sight, the underside of barrel inscribed ‘S.
COLQUHOUN GRANT’, blued break-open frame with later style ‘Prysebar’ supports and fluted cylinder released via a rotating thumb-wheel,
automatic ejection, double-action mechanism and semi saw-handled
chequered walnut grip (chequering worn smooth), strong traces of blued
finish remaining
£400-600
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Capt. Stuart Colquhoun Grant, Hertfordshire Yeomanry is listed as Camp
Commandant 1st. Corps BEF, France 10 Feb. 1917
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1074

1074 S5
A .455 WORLD WAR ONE WEBLEY MKVI SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no.
408538, dated for 1918, with 6in. barrel, blade fore-sight, break-open
frame with auto-ejecting fluted cylinder and chequered hard-rubber
grips with lanyard ring at heel, the whole in war reserve refinish
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1075

1075 S5
A WORLD WAR ONE 9mm (PARA) ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL BY DWM,
WITH STOCK-BOARD AND HOLSTER, serial no. 5528, dated for 1916,
with blued 8in. barrel, dated breech, adjustable front and rear-sights,
maker-marked toggle, blued receiver and frame (take-down latch
repaired and re-numbered), chequered walnut grips, wood-based
magazine and complete with its leather full-flap service holster with
straps and walnut stock-board
£700-900
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.

1076

1076 S5
A GOOD 9mm (PARA) MODEL ‘HI-POWER CAPITAN’ PISTOL WITH
HOLSTER-STOCK BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE, serial no. 42224, late war
production circa 1945, with 4 5/8in barrel, blacked slide, dove-tailed foresight, tangent rear-sight, blacked frame fitted with chequered walnut
grip-plates, the back-strap grooved for a ‘Mauser’ styled holster stock
(included), the stock stamped ‘S.A. LTD 1945’
£800-1,200
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
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1077 S5
A SCARCE CASED .455 (6IN.) WEBLEY MKV SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no. 159026, dated for 1915, with 6in.
barrel of ‘MKVI’ style, the left side of top-strap marked with ordnance stamps and ‘MARK ‘V’, break-open frame
with auto-ejecting fluted cylinder, sold out of service arrow markings, double-action mechanism, hard rubber
chequered birdshead grips, the whole stripped of finish and ‘in the white’ and contained within an English market
oak case lined and compartmented in blue baize together with an ammunition tray of 20 inert .455 rounds and
a woven lanyard
£500-700
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1078 S5
A .455 COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no. 73703, for 1915, with blued 5 1/2in. barrel signed by the maker
on two lines and with patent dates to 1905, blued solid frame with swing-out fluted cylinder, double-action
mechanism, chequered hard rubber grips with lanyard swivel at heel and complete with a full-flap leather
holster, much original finish remaining
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1079 S5
A .450 (BOXER) FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER SIGNED E. & F.G. DODSON, LOUTH, serial no. 199, circa 1865 and
probably converted from muzzle-loading, with octagonal 5in. barrel, the top-strap signed ‘E. & F.G. DODSON,
LOUTH’, articulated rammer acting as an ejector mounted to the right, plain cylinder with raised band to rear
cut with locking notches, solid frame with rear-hinged loading gate, double-action mechanism, chequered
walnut semi saw-handled grip and guarded trigger, retaining a strong amount of original blued finish
£400-600
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1080 S5
A GOOD CASED DELUXE .442 MODEL R.I.C. NO.1 MODEL REVOLVER BY P. WEBLEY & SON, serial no. 15806,
circa 1878, with nickel-plated 4 1/2in. barrel, engraved band at muzzle, scroll engraving to throat, applied
crescent fore-sight, the top-strap with sighting groove and signed ‘P.WEBLEY & SON, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM’,
borderline and scroll engraved plated frame with model details to left hand side, engraved plain cylinder,
chequered walnut grip stamped with the initials ‘R.B.’ at wrist, engraved pommel cap and guarded trigger, in
its period oak storage case complete with cleaning rod, glass oil bottle and turnscrew, the case lined in blue baize
with possible reproduction trade label for Parker Field & Sons (lid escutcheon absent)
£700-900
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1081 S5
A .442 SIX-SHOT REVOLVER OF WEBLEY TYPE SIGNED W.J. HILL, serial no. L4381, the number added later by
the South Africans, the revolver circa 1880, with ovoid 2 1/2in. barrel, solid frame with Hill trademark, plain
cylinder, one-piece chequered walnut semi saw-handled grip, domed butt-cap with lanyard ring, double-action
mechanism with guarded trigger and swing out ejector, fair traces of finish
£500-800
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1082 S5
A .230 (RIM) SEVEN-SHOT POCKET REVOLVER OF TRANTER’S PATENT SIGNED COGSWELL & HARRISON,
serial no. 31881, circa 1878, with 2 1/2in. sighted octagonal barrel retaining a strong amount of original blued
finish, the top-flat signed ‘COGSWELL & HARRISON, LONDON’ borderline engraved brass frame marked ‘W.
TRANTER’S PATENT’ (traces of plating), rear locking cylinder with central machined band, double-action
mechanism, the hammer retaining much original blued finish, finely chequered walnut grip with ejector rod
stored in the heel and guarded trigger
£150-250
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1 Eligible.

1083 S5
AN INTERESTING INSCRIBED 9mm (PARA) WORLD WAR ONE LUGER MODEL ‘P08’ PISTOL BY DWM, serial
no. 7335, dated for 1916, with 4in. barrel, blade fore-sight, maker marked toggle, the left side of receiver
engraved ‘POZIERES’ with ‘AUG.’ above right and ‘21ST ‘16’ below right (some frosting over inscription), traces
of straw colour to the ancillaries, chequered walnut grips and wooden based magazine, all matching numbers
including magazine
£300-500
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Section 7.3 Eligible.
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1085

1084

1084 S5
A .450 (BOXER) MODEL ‘THE BRITISH ARMY REVOLVER’ SIGNED
TRULOCK & HARRISS’, serial no. 1450, circa 1882 and near identical to
a Webley Pryse-action No.4 model, with nickel-plated 5 1/2in. barrel, the
sighting rib engraved ‘BRITISH ARMY REVOLVER (PATENTED)’, the sideangles of the top-strap marked ‘TRULOCK & HARRISS 9 DAWSON ST.
DUBLIN’, plain thumb-wheel released auto-ejecting cylinder marked
‘STEEL’, twin ‘Pryse’ bar barrel latches, plain frame, chequered semi
saw-handled walnut grip, domed pommel-cap with lanyard loop (ring
absent) and guarded trigger, retaining a strong amount of its original
plated finish throughout
£900-1,200
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1085 S5
A .450/.455 WILKINSON-WEBLEY MODEL 1911 TARGET REVOLVER,
serial no. 128810, for 1913, with blued 7 1/2in. barrel, blade fore-sight.
drift adjustable rear-sight blade, the top of barrel signed ‘WILKINSON
GUNMAKERS PALL MALL LONDON S.W.’, the left side of top-strap
marked ‘WILKINSON WEBLEY ‘11’, break-open frame with quick-release
fluted six-shot cylinder, the right side of frame with the Webley ‘winged
bullet’ trademark, ‘WEBLEY PATENTS’ and the serial number, doubleaction mechanism with chequered trigger blade and spurred hammer,
flat-heeled chequered walnut grips, the left inset with a white metal oval
escutcheon and lanyard swivel at heel, the trigger guard bow engraved
with the Wilkinson number ‘3985’, much finish remaining
£1,500-2,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
Provenance: Originally sold to Wilkinson’s by the makers Webley & Scott on
14 June 1913. We are gratefully indebted to www.armsreasearch.co.uk for
this information.
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1087

1086 S5
AN 8mm LEBEL FRENCH MODEL 1892 SERVICE REVOLVER SIGNED ST.
ETIENNE, serial no. G66656, dated for 1901, with two-stage 4 5/8in.
barrel, ramp and blade fore-sight, grooved top-strap with standing notch
rear-sight, swing-out fluted cylinder with central locking studs and
facility for gate loading, field-strippable frame, double-action mechanism
and chequered walnut grips, fair amount of original blued finish
£200-300
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1089 S5
A GOOD CASED .450/.455 1879 TRANTER’S PATENT REVOLVER
RETAILED BY ARMY & NAVY C.S.L., serial no. 4850, for 1883, with blued
6in. barrel, the top marked ‘ARMY & NAVY C.S.L. LONDON’, hinged frame
with hook locking-latch, automatic ejection, one-piece chequered walnut
butt with iron butt-cap and lanyard ring, the whole retaining much best
London blued refinish (almost certainly by the factory), together with its
original oak storage case lined and compartmented for this revolver with
provision for ammunition and accessories (absent)
£2,000-3,000
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1087 S5
A .450 (BOXER) WILKINSON RETAILED TRANTER REVOLVER, serial no.
55131, circa 1870 and of the so-called ‘long pear extractor’ style, with
nickel plated 4in. octagonal barrel, crescent fore-sight, the top-flat
signed ‘WILKINSON & SON, PALL MALL, LONDON’, engraved band at
muzzle, scroll engraving at throat, borderline and scroll engraved solid
frame with side loading gate, plain cylinder with carved rope-band to
leading edge, double-action mechanism (trigger return spring weak or
broken) and chequered walnut semi saw-handled one-piece grip
numbered ‘4222’ and with lanyard ring and lanyard at heel, retaining a fair
amount of faded plating throughout, complete with a period patent
leather full-flap holster (finish degraded)
£400-600

1090 S5
COLT, USA
A .41 (COLT) SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVER, MODEL ‘SINGLE ACTION
ARMY’, serial no. 204767, for 1901, with blued 4 3/4in. barrel (very light
frosting to bore), two line signature, applied blade fore-sight, traces of
colour hardening to the solid frame, two lines of patents and stamped
with the ‘rampant stallion’ trademark, fluted cylinder, exposed hammer,
blued trigger, iron grip-straps and trigger-guard, chequered hard rubber
grips with oval stallion trade-mark, strong traces of finish in sheltered
areas
£800-1,200

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.

1088 S5
AN 8mm RAST & GASSER AUSTRIAN SERVICE REVOLVER, serial no.
152624, with issue stamp for 1917, with stepped round 4 5/8in. blued
barrel, dove-tailed fore-sight, fixed rear-sight to the standing breech,
plain stepped cylinder loading through a side-gate, solid blued frame
with field-strippable hinged sideplate, guarded trigger and chequered
walnut grip complete with original leather wrist-lanyard, much original
finish remaining
£250-350
Sold as a Section 5 Firearm under the 1968 Firearms Act, Sections 7.3 and 7.1
Eligible.
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BOLT-ACTION RIFLES
1100–1139 and 1150 - 1159

MULTI-BARRELLED, BREAK-OPEN
AND FALLING-BLOCK RIFLES
1200–1204 and 1250 - 1256
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1100 S1
RONALD WHARTON (FROM RIGBY’S)
A .300 WIN. MAG. BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 0461,
for 2016, 26 1/8in. nitro barrel gold-inlaid ‘RONALD WHARTON (FROM
RIGBY’S) RUSPER. WEST SUSSEX. ENGLAND.’, block-mounted open
sights with two folding leaf sights, gold-inlaid sight lines and marked for
100, 200 and 300 YDS, ramp-mounted bead fore-sight with fold-over
moonsight, the receiver ring engraved ‘MAUSER MODELO ARGENTINO
1909’, the receiver (with thumb cutout) mounted with a Schmidt & Bender
3-12x42 Klassik telescopic sight, serial no. 459694, in quickly-detachable
mounts, the rings gold-inlaid ‘RONALD WHARTON FROM RIGBY’S’
and ‘CAL 300 WIN MAG NO. 0461’, sidewall with the Mauser
Oberndorf markings (partially obscured by side-mount), bolt
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ and arrow detail, engraved recoil
blocks, hinged straddle floorplate with push button
release and gold-inlaid with the calibre designation,
the triggerguard gold-inlaid with the serial
number in a scrolling banner, highly-figured
pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, blued
steel pistolgrip-cap (with trap), sling
swivels, 15in. pull including 15/16in.
leather covered recoil pad, weight
9lb. 13oz. (unscoped) and
11lb. 7oz. (with scope)
£3,000-5,000
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1101

1101 S1
B.S.A. FOR ALEX MARTIN
A .303 ‘LEE-SPEED’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 1320
/ 694, circa 1910, 24 1/4in. unsigned nitro reproved barrel (in 2022) with
block-mounted open sights, two folding leaf sights marked 100, 200 and
300 with white metal sight lines and a tangent rearsight marked from 410, block-mounted bead fore-sight with protecting ears, serial number
1320 to the nocksform, the receiver ring with a band of scrolling
acanthus, the dust cover with a scrolling banner engraved ‘ALEX.
MARTIN. GLASGOW & ABERDEEN’, magazine cut-off, the bolt head
marked ‘PATENT 19.145 / 90’, the underside of the bolt handle numbered
453, the butt socket with further bands of scrollwork and engraved ‘LEESPEED PATENTS B.S.A. & M.Co.’, the top numbered ‘694’, detachable
magazine with bands of scrollwork to the base and with suspension loop,
14 3/8in. figured pistolgrip stock with sling eyes, horn pistolgrip-cap and
fore-end finial, border engraved steel buttplate with trap, small chip at
toe, weight 7lb. 3oz.
£700-900
1102 S1
SAUER
A .308 WIN. ‘SAUER 100 FIELDSHOOT’ BOLT-MAGAZINE TARGET OR
VARMINT RIFLE, serial no. C023030, for 2018, 24in. unsighted long
Varmint match barrel threaded at the muzzle (with protector cap), the
receiver mounted with a Barton Gunworks 10MOA sight rail, three
position safety, detachable box magazine, adjustable single stage trigger,
Ergo-flex laminated wood pistolgrip stock with adjustable comb, recoil
pad adjustable sideways and in height, sling eyes, weight 9lb. 10oz., with
a cardboard carton and paperwork
£1,000-1,500

1102

1104 S1
STRASSER
A .30-06 SPR. ‘MOD RS 05’ STRAIGHT-PULL TAKE-DOWN BOLTMAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. A3838, circa 2013, 21 1/4in.
unsighted fluted nitro barrel, threaded for sound moderator, the receiver
with a quickly-detachable telescopic sight rail, manual safety, detachable
magazine, 14 1/2in. well-figured pistolgrip stock (including recoil pad)
with cheekpiece, sling swivels
£800-1,200
1105 S1
STEYR MANNLICHER, AUSTRIA
AN 8x56R STRAIGHT-PULL BOLT-ACTION SERVICE-RIFLE, MODEL
‘M95’, serial no. 3940W, dated for 1917, with 31in. barrel, dove-tailed
fore-sight, elevating ladder rear-sight, blued receiver with brushed bright
straight-pull bolt, the receiver bridge marked ‘STEYR M95’, walnut fullstock, iron furniture including integral magazine housing, two barrel
bands, the front with stacking spike and fitted with a British canvas sling
£500-700
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1106

1109

1106 S1
WILLIAM EVANS
A .270 WIN. BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 18622, proof
dated for 1987, 22in. unsighted nitro barrel engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS.
67A. ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON. S.W.1.’, the receiver (with thumb
cutout) mounted with a Swarovski 4-12x50 A Habicht telescopic sight,
serial no. M743917825, the rings engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS LONDON’
and ‘18622’, feathered border engraving, the side wall with
‘WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER-OBERNDORF A/N’, hinged floorplate with
further border engraving, the calibre designation and a central ‘W.E.’
monogram in a roundel, push button release, well-figured pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, sling swivels and Niggeloh
OBGM sling, horn pistolgrip-cap and finial, 13 1/2in. pull including 1in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 12oz., together with a fleece-lined slip
£1,000-1,500

1108 S1
STEYR MANNLICHER
A .223 REM. ‘STEYR TACTICAL ELITE’ BOLT-MAGAZINE TACTICAL
RIFLE, serial no. SC1034487, for 2002, 22in. heavy nitro reproved barrel
(threaded for a sound moderator), extended Picatinny mounting rail,
mounted with a Hawke Vantage Max telescopic sight, roller safety, large
bolt knob, detachable box magazine, with spare (housed in butt of stock),
integral bipod, synthetic pistolgrip stock with adjustable cheekpiece and
buttpad, rear sling eye, weight 11lb. 1oz.
£400-600

1107 S1
ORIGINAL SAUER & SOHN
A LEFT-HANDED .375 H&H MAGNUM ‘EURO MODEL 202’ BOLTMAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. N22280, for 2001, 24in. nitro
barrel with ramp-mounted blade fore-sight and mount block for rearsight
(sight missing), the receiver with telescopic sight mounts and rings, set
trigger, detachable box magazine, left-handed bolt, left-handed pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece, palm swell, monte carlo comb, quickly-detachable
sling mount sockets, 14in. pull including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight
9lb.
£700-900
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1109 S1
ORIGINAL SAUER & SOHN
A 9.3X62MM ‘SAUER 202 STUTZEN’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE,
serial no. N41634, for 2005, 20 1/4in. nitro barrel ported at muzzle, blockmounted open sights and ramp-mounted blade fore-sight, the receiver
with quickly-detachable telescopic sight mount bases, manual button
safety, detachable box magazine, set trigger, well-figured pistolgrip stock
with cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, darkwood pistolgrip-cap, quicklydetachable sling mount sockets, 14in. pull including 3/4in. rubber recoil
pad, weight 7lb. 11oz.
£1,200-1,600
1110 S1
T. DERKSEN (HOLLAND)
A .308 WIN. BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 16-11-42, for
1996, 24in. unsighted nitro barrel, the receiver mounted with a Schmidt
& Bender 1 1/2 x 6x telescopic sight, serial no. 151304, hinged floorplate
with push button release, figured pistolgrip stock with steel pistolgripcap, palm swell, sling swivels, loss to wood at finial, 14 1/4in. pull
including skeletal steel buttplate, weight 9lb. 3oz.
£1,500-2,000
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1111 S1
B.S.A. CO.
A GOOD .303 (BRITISH) MODEL ‘LONG LEE-ENFIELD COMMERCIAL’ BOLTMAGAZINE TARGET RIFLE, serial no. 4929, circa 1910, 30 1/4in. nitro reproved
(in 2022) barrel, ramp-mounted blade fore-sight with side protectors, elevating
ladder rear-sight, front and rear volley sights, magazine cut-off, detachable tenround box magazine, the right side of the wrist marked ‘B.S.A. CO.’, two
barrel-bands with sling swivels, bayonet lug, 3/4 length figured stock, 13in. pull
including brass buttplate with central hinged trapdoor containing brass oiler and
pull through, weight 9lb. 2oz., the rifle is accompanied with the first owners
leather range bag, the flap embossed ‘S.V.H.’ on the outside and marked S.V.
HUGGETT. PORTLAND ROAD. EAST GRINSTEAD. SUSSEX. 1911.’, with
Parker’s Rifle-Shot’s Register, containing shooting records as part of
Ashdown Rifle Club, shooting at Bisley from 1912-1914
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: Samuel Valentine Huggett born East Grinstead April
1886. At the time of owning the rifle he lived at Cedar Villa, 72
Portland Road, East Grinstead. His occupation was an Officer
for The Guardian Of The Poor. He died in Uckfield in January
1950.
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1112 S1
J.P. SAUER & SOHN
A .243 WIN. ‘SAUER 90 STUTZEN’ BOLTMAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. K
10854, for 1986, 20in. nitro barrel with blockmounted open sights and ramp-mounted bead
fore-sight, the receiver mounted with telescopic
sight rings, detachable box magazine, set
trigger, figured pistolgrip full-stock with
cheekpiece, hogsback comb, palm swell, sling
swivels, 14 1/4in. pull including 1in. ventilated
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 1oz.
£700-900
1113 S1
STEYR MANNLICHER
A .308 WIN. ‘SYSTEM SBS 96’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 1003221, for 1997,
22 3/8in. fluted nitro barrel, threaded at muzzle
for a moderator and with protector cap, blockmounted open sights (no fore-sight), the
receiver mounted with a Bushnell Legend Ultra
HD telescopic sight, roller safety, detachable
box magazine, set trigger, pistolgrip stock with
sculpted cheekpiece and hogsback comb, sling
swivels, 14in. pull including 3/4in. ventilated
rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 11oz.
£800-1,200

1116

1114 S1
BLASER
A .30-06 ‘R8 PROFESSIONAL’ STRAIGHT-PULL
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. R094380, for 2015,
22in. unsighted nitro barrel, threaded at muzzle
for a sound moderator, the receiver mounted
with a Swarovski Z6i 2,5-15x56P HD telescopic
sight, serial no. R860231329, on a Blaser
quickly-detachable sight rail, detachable
triggerplate / magazine, dark green synthetic
pistolgrip stock with elastomer inlays at foreend and pistolgrip, sling eyes, the fore-end
mounted with a Harris folding bi-pod, 14 3/4in.
pull including 1/2in. rubber recoil pad (pad
damaged at toe), weight 8lb. 9oz. (unscoped)
and 10lb. 8oz. (with scope)
£1,000-1,500
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1115 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .22LR ‘FIRST MODEL 1885 HIGH-WALL
MUSKET’ FALLING-BLOCK RIFLE, serial no.
102356, circa 1906, 28in. nitro barrel, the top of
the barrel roll-stamped ‘MANUFACTURED BY
THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A. PAT. OCT. 7. 1879. ’, ramp-mounted folding blade fore-sight,
Buffington Hotchkiss style elevating ladder
rear-sight, the top-tang fitted with a London
Small Arms Co. Ltd. No. 2A adjustable peepsight, slab-sided high-wall receiver with
triggerguard forming the underlever and
operating the falling block and central hammer
(firing pin missing), top tang stamped ‘PAT. OCT.
7TH 79. - WINCHESTER - TRADE MARK.’,
(some losses from peep sight fittings), retaining
some original blued finish and traces of colourhardening, walnut butt-stock of carbine form,
three-quarter length fore-end with two barrel
bands, the underside fitted with a cleaning rod,
iron furniture including heel-plate, nose-cap
and sling swivels, 13 1/4in. pull, weight 8lb.
11oz.
£400-600

1116 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .22LR ‘SECOND MODEL 1885 HIGH-WALL
MUSKET’ FALLING-BLOCK RIFLE, serial no.
116873, circa 1915, 28in. nitro barrel, roll
stamped
to
the
left-hand
side
‘MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN. CONN.
U.S.A. PAT. OCT. 7. 1879.’, Lyman tunnel foresight
with
interchangeable
element,
Krag-Jorgensen Model 1901 type special micro
adjustable folding ladder rear-sight, slab-sided
high-wall receiver with triggerguard forming
the underlever and operating the falling block
and central hammer, top tang stamped ‘REG.
IN U.S. PATT. OFF. WINCHESTER TRADE
MARK.’, retaining some original blued finish
and colour-hardening, walnut butt-stock of
carbine form, three-quarter length fore-end
with finger grooves and single barrel-band, iron
furniture including heel-plate, nose-cap and
sling swivels, 13 1/4in. pull, weight 8lb. 11oz.
£400-600
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1119

1117 S1
ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL
A 7mm REM. MAG. ‘SUPER MAGNUM’ BOLTMAGAZINE SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 98 SM
5213, for 1998, 26 1/4in. free-floating unsighted
fluted nitro barrel, blacked receiver with
integral scope rail fitted with a Schmidt &
Bender 3-12x50 ‘PMII’ telescopic sight, serial
no. 221140, receiver engraved ‘ACCURACY
INTERNATIONAL ENGLAND.’, manual threeposition safety, bolt with cocking indicator,
detachable box magazine with flared base,
aluminium and green polymer thumbhole stock
with provision for detachable bipod, adjustable
buttplate, weight 15lb. 2oz. (scoped), canvas
sling
£3,000-4,000

1120

1119* S1
KONGSBERG VAPENFABRIK - NORWAY
A RARE 6.5X55MM KRAG ‘KRAG JØRGENSEN
M1906 GUTTERKARABIN (BOY’S CARBINE)’
BOLT-MAGAZINE CADET CARBINE, serial no.
2493, dated 1912, 20 1/2in. nitro reproved barrel
(in 2022) with tall block-mounted blade foresight, adjustable tangent sight graduated from
1 - 2200, receiver ring marked ‘1912’ and the
Kongsberg Arsenal marking, internal rotary box
magazine with downward pivoting loading gate
and inspection trap, magazine cut-off with
thumb cutout marked ‘S’ and ‘AA’, manual
cocking knob, manual flag safety, three-quarter
length semi-pistolgrip stock, with single barrel
band, 12 3/4in. pull including steel buttplate,
canvas and leather sling, matching numbers,
weight 7lb. 8oz.
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the
hammer price (UK buyers only).

1120 S1
RONALD WHARTON (FROM RIGBY’S)
A .30-06 CAL. BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING
RIFLE, serial no. 0003, for 1984, 23 3/4in.
unsighted nitro barrel engraved in gothic script
‘Ronald Wharton (from Rigby’s) 100 St. Martin’s
Lane. London. WC2’, the receiver (with thumb
cutout) engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork,
the side-wall with ‘DEUTSCHE WAFFEN - UND
MUNITIONSFABRIKEN OBERNDORF A.N.’,
mounted with a Swarovski Habicht 6x42 Nova
telescopic sight, serial no. 618916, engraved
bolt, border engraved hinged floorplate with
push button release, CHC trigger, the
triggerguard serial numbered 0003, wellfigured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece, monte
carlo comb, horn pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels,
14in. pull including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad,
weight 9lb. 1oz.
£1,000-1,500

£600-800
The M1906 Guttekarabin (boy’s carbine) was a
simplified M1895 carbine, with a shortened stock
and no hand guard. They were issued to schools
in Norway and used to train boys aged 14 to 17 to
shoot. Special “school ammunition” was
developed to allow shooting in restricted areas.
A total of 3,321 were made, of which some 315
were later modified to fire .22 Long Rifle
ammunition. Shooting was on the syllabus for
Norwegian teens until World War II.
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1123

1121 S1
CHURCHILL GUNMAKERS LTD.
A .270 WINCHESTER BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
55263, for 1985, 23 3/4in. unsighted nitro barrel engraved ‘CHURCHILL
GUNMAKERS LTD. No. 55263’, the receiver mounted with a Swarovski
Habicht 4x32 Nova telescopic sight, serial no. 403132, receiver ring
engraved ‘CALIBRE .270 WINCHESTER’ and ‘MADE IN ENGLAND’, recoil
blocks, hinged floorplate with push button release and engraved with
bold acanthus scrollwork, figured pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece,
pistolgrip-cap sling swivels, 14in. pull including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad,
fore-end fitted with a Harris SLM folding bipod, weight 10lb. 4oz.
£1,000-1,500
1122 S1
CZ
A .308 WIN. ‘750 S1M1’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SNIPER RIFLE, serial no.
A376050, circa 2007, 26in. unsighted nitro barrel, threaded for a muzzle
brake, mounted with a Zeiss Conquest V4 6-24x50 telescopic sight, serial
no. 4701192, with flip-up lens protectors, manual safety, detachable box
magazine, folding bipod with extendable legs, 14 3/8in. pull including
adjustable recoil pad butt with butt spacer plates, adjustable raised
cheek, textured thumbhole stock, weight 15Ib. 3oz.
£1,500-2,000
1123 S1
BLASER
A 6.5X55MM ‘MOD. 93 LRS2’ (LONG RANGE SPORTER) STRAIGHT-PULL
SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 9/232644, for 2013, 24in. nitro unsighted fluted
barrel, threaded for a muzzle brake, removable single-stack magazine,
black polymer chassis with monopod, adjustable comb and buttplate, the
fore-end mounted with a folding Atlas bipod
£1,000-1,500
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1124 S1
SAUER
A 6.5X65 RWS ‘SAUER 202’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial
no. 014671, circa 2000, 23 1/2in. unsigned, unsighted nitro reproved
barrel (in 2018), serial numbered 072018, threaded at the muzzle for a
sound moderator, receiver with a picatinny rail, push button safety,
detachable box magazine, set trigger, 14 1/8in. pistolgrip stock with
monte carlo comb, quickly-detachable sling swivel mount sockets and
including 3/4in. recoil pad, weight 7lb. 3oz.
£700-900
1125 S1
J.P. SAUER & SOHN
A LEFT-HANDED 6.5X55 SE ‘MODEL 202’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING
RIFLE, serial no. 153753, for 2011, 22 1/4in. replacement unsighted
fluted nitro barrel, serial numbered N98239 and dated for 2014, threaded
at the muzzle and with thread protector cap, the receiver mounted with
a Schmidt & Bender 3-12x50 telescopic sight in quickly-detachable
mounts (with alloy key), bolt number 306607, push button safety,
detachable box magazine (missing), set trigger, figured pistolgrip stock
with palm swell, cheekpiece and monte carlo comb, pistolgrip-cap,
quickly-detachable sling swivels, the fore-end mounted with a Harris 1A2
ultralight folding bipod,14 3/4in. pull including 3/4in. recoil pad, weight
9lb. 15oz., with a Franzen rifle slip
£1,400-1,800
1126 S1
HENDRY, RAMSAY & WILCOX
A .375 H&H MAG. BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 40738,
proofed for 1997, 23 3/4in. nitro barrel with block-mounted open sights
with folding leaf sight marked 100 and 200, ramp-mounted bead foresight, the receiver mounted with a Leupold VX-III 4.5-14x40mm Long
Range telescopic sight, serial no. 299727N, tang safety, hinged floorplate
engraved with a depiction of The Macnab over ‘Hendry, Ramsay & Wilcox’
and initialled ‘C.S.E’, push-button release, pistolgrip stock (small crack
at hand) with cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, sling eyes, 14 1/8in. pull
including 7/8in. recoil pad, weight 10lb. 2oz.
£1,500-2,500
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1127

1128

1127 S1
LITHGOW
A GOOD COMPOSITE .303 ‘AUSTRALIAN No1MKIII*’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 27472, dated for 1942, with 25 1/2in. barrel,
full-length woodwork, the receiver fitted with reproduction mounts and
an original ‘PATTERN 1918 (AUST)/1’ telescopic sight with Dominion
marks for 1945, ten-shot detachable magazine and together with a
leather case for the sight
£1,500-2,000
1128 S1
AMBERG ARSENAL
A GOOD COMPOSITE 8mm (MAUSER) ‘GEW ‘98’ BOLT-MAGAZINE
SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 8919, dated for 1916, with blued 31in. barrel
including muzzle-protector, brushed bright receiver fitted with
reproduction mounting blocks, in turn mounting a period ‘Voigtlander’
telescopic sight, refinished walnut three-quarter length stock and
complete with a reproduction leather sling
£1,500-2,000
1129 S1
B.S.A.
A GOOD COMPOSITE .303 ‘No.1 MK.III’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SNIPER RIFLE,
serial no. W70643, dated for 1915, with 25 1/2in. barrel, full length
woodwork retaining volley sight (rear part absent), the receiver with
reproduction side-mounts mounting an Aldiss Brothers telescopic sight
signed ‘J. Purdey & Sons’, correct cocking piece, detachable ten-shot
magazine and reproduction ‘08’ pattern sling, together with a leather
case for the telescopic sight
£2,000-3,000

1129
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1133

1134

1131 S1
J. P. SAUER & SOHN
A .243 WIN. ‘SAUER 90’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no.
K20757, for 1992, 23 3/4in. nitro barrel with ramp-mounted open sights
and ramp-mounted blade fore-sight, the receiver mounted with a
Schmidt & Bender 2.5-10x56 telescopic sight, serial no. 185252,
detachable magazine, tang safety, figured pistolgrip stock with palm
swell, cheekpiece, monte carlo comb, sling eyes, 14 1/4in. pull including
1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 9lb. 13oz.
£700-900

1133 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
A SCARCE .30-40 (KRAG) ‘MODEL 1895’ LEVER-ACTION CARBINE WITH
LYMAN PATENT PEEP-SIGHT, serial no. 425099, one of only 950
manufactured in 1931, with blued round 22in. barrel, ramp and blade
fore-sight, folding ladder rear-sight, blued step-sided receiver fitted with
a dedicated Lyman Patent peep-sight, exposed hammer, saddle-ring,
walnut butt-stock and splinter fore-end, integral box magazine and single
iron barrel-band, much finish remaining
£1,500-2,000

1132 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
A .44-40 ‘MODEL 1873’ LEVER-ACTION CARBINE, serial no. 47432, for
1880, with round 20in. barrel signed by the maker, receiver with dustcover sliding on a screwed-down rail, exposed hammer, saddle-ring to
left side, walnut straight hand stock with iron carbine heel-plate, walnut
fore-end and full-length magazine tube with flush-fitting end plug, some
light bruising to metalwork, bore poor, together with a factory letter
£400-600
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After 1931, Winchester would produce less than 1800 further model 1895
rifles in all configurations and by 1940 production ceased altogether

1134 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .38-72 (WIN.) ‘MODEL 1895’ LEVER-ACTION SPORTING RIFLE, serial
no. 33453, for 1902, 26in. tapering octagonal nitro reproved (in 2022)
barrel, the top stamped ‘MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN CONN. U.S.A.’, dove-tailed blade
fore-sight, buckhorn rear-sight, blued receiver, flat top to bolt, the tang
marked ‘WINCHESTER MODEL 1895’, walnut butt-stock with steel
crescent heel plate, 12 1/2in. pull, splinter fore-end with horn finial,
weight 9lb.
£700-900
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1135

1135 S1
REMINGTON (MDT TAC21)
A 6.5MM GRENDEL ‘MODEL 700’ BOLTMAGAZINE LONG RANGE SPORTING RIFLE,
serial no. RR05622C, for 2015, 27 1/2in.
unsighted heavy fluted nitro long range barrel
including muzzle brake, stainless Remington
700 action with spiral fluted bolt, fitted in an
MDT TAC21 titanium grey Cerakote-finish
chassis with picatinny rail, Magpul pistolgrip,
Accurate-Mag
detachable
magazine,
detachable buttstock with trap, sling eyes,
14 1/2in. pull, weight 11lb. 9oz., with a Swiss
Arms carry bag
£800-1,200
1136 S1
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS, USA
A .38-55 (WIN.) ‘MODEL 1885 HIGH-WALL’
FALLING-BLOCK RIFLE, serial no. 83911, for
1898, 30in. heavy octagonal nitro reproved (in
2022) barrel, roll-stamped ‘MANUFACTURED
BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
NEW HAVEN. CONN. U.S.A.’, flip-up ring with
bead and post fore-sight, patent buckhorn rearsight, tang fitted with a Lyman folding peep
sight, plain blued high-wall falling block action,
central hammer, 13 1/4in. walnut butt-stock
with steel crescent buttplate, fore-end with
horn finial, weight 9lb. 8oz.
£1,000-1,500

1136

1137 S1
THOMPSON & CAMPBELL LTD.
A 7MM REM. MAG. BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 26258, circa 1986,
27in. unsighted nitro reproved (in 2022) barrel,
threaded for sound-moderator (with muzzlecap), engraved in celtic script ‘SPECIALLY
MADE FOR M. ALLEN BY THOMPSON &
CAMPBELL LTD. CROMARTY. ROSS-SHIRE.’,
Mauser Mod. 98 receiver serial no. 5658, fitted
with scope mount bases, manual tang-mounted
safety, low-profile bolt handle, hinged floorplate
with push-button release, well-figured halflength pistolgrip stock with palm-swell,
cheekpiece, horn pistolgrip-cap and horn foreend finial, 14 3/4in. pull including rubber recoil
pad, sling eyes, weight 8lb. 5oz.
£800-1,200
1138 S1
SAKO
A .308 WIN. ‘TRG-22’ BOLT-MAGAZINE LONG
RANGE TACTICAL RIFLE, serial no. F39545,
circa 2000’s, 28in. unsighted nitro reproved (in
2022) barrel, threaded at muzzle, the receiver
mounted with telescopic sight mount rail,
detachable magazine, triggerguard mounted
safety, black adjustable synthetic stock, butt
with crack to right side by rear screw, weight
10lb. 9oz., together with extra stock shims,
sling swivel
£1,000-1,500

1139 S1
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A .275 HIGH VELOCITY BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 3994, for 1913,
23 3/4in. replacement nitro barrel (proved as
7x57mm) engraved in gothic script ‘JOHN
RIGBY & CO. 13 PALL MALL LONDON S.W.1’,
block-mounted open sights with two folding
leaf sights, gold-inlaid sight-lines and marked
100, 200 and 300 yds, ramp-mounted bead foresight, the receiver (with thumb cutout) mounted
with a Zeiss Diatal-C 6x32 telescopic sight on a
quickly-detachable side mount, the receiver
ring engraved ‘RIGBY .275” HIGH VELOCITY’,
detachable floorplate with military style
release, the magazine housing engraved
‘MAUSER OBERNDORF’, the triggerguard
engraved with the serial number, figured semipistolgrip stock with steel buttplate, darkened
at butt end, sling swivels, 14 3/4in. pull, weight
7lb. 14oz. (unscoped) and 9lb. (with scope)
£1,500-2,000
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1150** S1
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
AN EARLY VRANCKEN-ENGRAVED .22LR ‘AUTO 22 GRADE III’ SEMI-AUTO TAKE-DOWN
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. T43486, for 1958, 19 1/4in. nitro barrel engraved ‘BROWNING
ARMS COMPANY ST LOUIS MO. & MONTREAL PQ’, ‘MADE IN BELGIUM’, ‘.22 LONG RIFLE’
and ‘BROWNING PATENTS’, disc leaf rearsight and plain blade front sight, manual safety,
gold-washed trigger, the receiver profusely engraved with bold acanthus scrollwork
surrounding game scene vignettes of a setter and three pheasant to the left, a setter
and three duck to the right and a setter with rabbit to the top, the sides signed ‘L.
VRANCKEN’, bright coin finish overall, 13 7/8in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock
with skip line chequering, pistolgrip buttstock bolt and including steel
buttplate (possibly later, magazine tube housing numbered T60840 for
1959), weight 5lb., in its Browning take-down vinyl case with pink
lining and faux fur blocking and lid interior
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK
buyers only). Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR
Eligible.

£700-900
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1151

1151 S1
ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL
A 7.62x51MM (NATO) ‘ARCTIC WARFARE POLICE’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 00 AW 6338, for 2000, 24in. free-floating
unsighted heavy nitro barrel, barrel no. 20026, receiver with integral scope rail, fitted with an ITT 2.5x-10x56 day night telescopic sight serial
no. 501 01411 with detachable shade and quick-release interchangeable eye-piece, together with ITT Industries F7201P G3 night vision
eyepiece module, serial no. 01352, together with its canvas pouch and instruction manual, receiver engraved ‘ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL
ENGLAND.’, manual three-position safety, bolt with cocking indicator, detachable box magazine with flared base (one spare), aluminium and
black polymer thumbhole stock with detachable bipod, adjustable buttplate, weight 14lb. 7oz. (unscoped), 17lb. 4oz. (scoped), in its steel
transit case with sling and some accessories
£6,000-8,000
1152 S1
ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL
A 7.62x51MM (NATO) ‘ARCTIC WARFARE POLICE’ BOLT-MAGAZINE SNIPER RIFLE, serial no. 00 AW 6342, for 2000, 24in. free-floating
unsighted heavy nitro barrel, barrel no. 20033, receiver with integral scope rail, fitted with a Schmidt & Bender 3-12x50 ‘PMII’ telescopic
sight, serial no. 317506, receiver engraved ‘ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL ENGLAND.’, manual three-position safety, bolt with cocking indicator,
detachable box magazine with flared base (one spare), aluminium and black polymer thumbhole stock with detachable bipod, adjustable
buttplate, weight 14lb. 7oz. (unscoped), 16lb. 12oz. (scoped), in its steel transit case with sling and some accessories
£6,000-8,000

Tuesday 22nd November
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1154

1153 S1
SAUER
A VIRTUALLY UNUSED .243 WIN. ‘SAUER 404
SYNCHRO XTC’ TAKE-DOWN BOLT-MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. BO17408, for 2019,
21 1/4in. unsighted fluted cold hammer forged
nitro barrel, threaded for a sound moderator
and with protector cap, hard anodized high
strength aluminium matt black receiver with
integral telescopic sight mount bases, manual
cocking system, detachable magazine with
Sauer MagLock safety slide, adjustable trigger,
synthetic resin sealed carbon fibre pistolgrip
stock with adjustable comb, quickly-detachable
sling swivels with integral combination tool to
the front and universal tool to the rear, weight
6lb. 9oz., in its compact case with apertures for
the sling swivels to be utilised as a carry strap
£4,000-6,000
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1155

1154 S1
SAUER
A .25-06 ‘SAUER 202 EUROPA LUX’ BOLTMAGAZINE TAKE-DOWN SPORTING RIFLE,
serial no. 07364, with additional 9.3x62 barrel,
no. N80634, for 1997, 23 3/4in. nitro barrel with
open sights and ramp-mounted blade foresight, additional 22 1/4in. unsighted 9.3x62 nitro
barrel, serial no. N80634 and dated to 2010, the
receiver mounted with a Swarovski 3-12x50
Habicht telescopic sight, serial no. P762391472,
in quickly-detachable mounts and with
additional Aimpoint Micro H2 4MOA red dot
sight, serial no. W3264435, the receiver carved
in relief with flowing oak leaf and acorn designs
with a central woodland scene of a stag and
doe, the bolt engraved en suite, detachable box
magazine (two larger capacity spares), button
safety, set trigger, highly-figured pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece and monte carlo comb,
quickly-detachable sling swivels, 14 1/8in. pull
including 3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad,
weight 7lb. 14oz. (unscoped), 9lb. 7oz. (with
scope) and 8lb. 3oz. (with Aimpoint), in its fitted
ABS case with provision for extra barrel and
some paperwork
£3,000-5,000

1155 S1
BLASER
AN ‘R8 PROFESSIONAL’ STRAIGHT-PULL
SPORTING RIFLE OUTFIT WITH THREE
INTERCHANGEABLE BARRELS IN .243 WIN,
7mm REM MAG and .300 WIN MAG, .243 Win.
barrel serial numbered 9/68953 and dated for
2000, 22in. with open sights and ramp-mounted
blade fore-sight; .300 Win. Mag. barrel serial
numbered 9/162402 and dated for 2007, 25in.
unsighted, threaded at the muzzle for a sound
moderator and with protecting cap; 7mm Rem.
Mag. barrel serial numbered 9/197664 and
dated for 2009, 24 3/4in. nitro reproved (London
2010) unsighted and fitted with a Ase Utra JetZ Compact sound moderator; Three telescopic
sights on Blaser rail mounts:A Swarovski 1,56x42 Habicht sight, serial no. P734048441; A
Swarovski 2,5-10x42 Habicht sight, serial no.
P680863924; A Swarovski PVI-2 4-16x50 sight,
serial no. P771701974; interchangeable
standard and magnum bolt heads, four
magazines, spare open sights and a spare
Blaser rail mount, dark green synthetic
pistolgrip stock with elastomer inlays at foreend and pistolgrip, 14 3/4in. pull including recoil
pad, sling eyes, elasticated ammunition sleeve,
trigger lock, allen keys, the outfit contained in
two Blaser cases
£2,000-3,000
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1156 S1
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A .275 RIGBY BOLT-MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 5586, for 1933,
25in. nitro reproved barrel (in 2022) engraved in gothic script ‘JOHN RIGBY
& CO. 32 KING ST. LONDON S.W.’, block-mounted folding leaf sights with file
cut matting, white metal-inlaid sight lines and marked for 100 and 300 yds,
ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the receiver (with thumb cutout) with sidemounted rail with mount and rings, the receiver ring engraved ‘SIGHTED
FOR RIGBY’S SPECIAL HIGH VELOCITY .275 BORE CARTRIDGE POINTED
BULLET 1540 GNS’, and serial numbered 5586 with Mauser no. 1084,
the bolt mounted with a Rigby’s patent adjustable peep sight,
detachable floorplate with military style release, figured semipistolgrip stock with sling eyes, the comb with threaded brass
insert (likely for a cheek riser), 14 1/4in. pull including
5/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 6oz., in its full
length canvas case
£1,000-1,500
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1157

1157 S1
WALTHER
A LIGHTLY USED .22 L.R. ‘KK 300’ BOLTACTION SINGLE-SHOT MATCH RIFLE, serial
no. KEA0288, for 2018, 25 1/2in. free floating
heavy nitro barrel, raised tunnel fore-sight with
replaceable element, receiver with integral
sight rail, fitted with an adjustable diopter rear
sight, manual side safety with ‘F’ and ‘S’ detail,
alloy fully adjustable anatomical three-quarter
stock with laminate pistol-grip, adjustable
match trigger, the fore-end with full length
accessory rail currently fitted with a bi-pod,
knurled hand-stop, and laminate palmrest,
weight 13lb. 3oz., in its abs plastic travel case
with paperwork
£1,000-2,000

1158 S1
BARRETT FIREARMS MFG., INC.
A .50 BMG ‘MODEL 99’ LONG RANGE
PRECISION SNIPER RIFLE, serial no.
AD003382, recent, 32in. unsighted heavy barrel
with three port high efficiency muzzle brake, 1piece aluminium extrusion receiver with
Cerakote finish, 27 MOA rail mount, interrupted
buttress-threaded bolt, manual side safety,
rear hand grip with provision for monopod, the
butt with quick release assembly pins, the forepart fitted with a quickly-detachable folding
bipod, weight 26lb. 12oz., in a Pelican 1750 full
length case with some paperwork
£3,000-5,000

1158
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1159 S1
MARLIN
A .41 (MAG) ‘MODEL 1894’ LEVER-ACTION
SPORTING RIFLE, serial no. 97040477, made
in 2004 in very limited numbers, with blued
20in. barrel, hooded fore-sight, buckhorn rearsight, slab-sided receiver, the top drilled and
tapped for a telescopic sight rail (absent),
chequered walnut pistol-grip butt-stock with
rubber heel-plate, chequered walnut fore-end
and full length magazine tube, in its
manufacturers card carton
£400-600
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1200

1200 S1
W. W. GREENER
AN 8X57mmR BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 42314, for
1894, 27in. Greener trademark steel nitro reproved barrels (converted
from .303 calibre, London proof 1984), broad file-cut rib with open sights
and two folding leaf sights, white metal inlaid sight lines and marked for
100, 200 and 300 yards, ramped bead fore-sight with high visibility bead,
the breech end engraved ‘W.W. GREENER. 68 HAYMARKET LONDON.
WROUGHT STEEL’, and mounted with a Zeiss Diavari-C 1,5...4,5x18
telescopic sight, serial no. 65207, in quickly-detachable mounts, A&D
treble-grip action with removable striker discs, manual side-safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border engraving, retaining some renewed
colour-hardening and finish, 15in figured pistolgrip stock with steel
pistolgrip-cap, sling swivels and including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight
8lb. 12oz. (unscoped) and 9lb. 13oz. (with scope)
£2,500-3,500
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
This rifle was started on 1st June 1894 and finished on 30th November of the
same year. The person ordering the gun is not recorded. It was when made a
.303 double barrel, ejector rifle with 27 inch Wrought steel barrels. When
made the barrels weighed 4-3/4 lbs and the total weight of the rifle was 8-3/4
lbs. Stock dimensions when made were 2-1/4 by 14-3/8 inches, full pistol
hand. It was engraved by Perry - neatly border engraved only.

1201 S1
WILLIAM DOUGLASS & SONS
A .470 NITRO EXPRESS BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no.
WD1016, for 1996, 23 5/8in. nitro barrels, the sight rib engraved ‘WILLIAM
DOUGLASS & SONS. ENGLAND’, with open sights and two folding leaf
sights, marked 50, 100 and 150, ramped bead fore-sight, treble-grip
action with hidden third bite, removable striker discs, manual safety,
border engraving, the underside with the makers details, retaining some
original colour-hardening and finish, 15in. pistolgrip stock with sling
swivels and including 7/8in. recoil pad, fore-end with grip-catch release
lever, weight 10lb. 1oz.
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The vendor has kindly informed us that the rifle was purchased
as a step up from his .375 H&H Magnum after a terrifying incident that
occured in Zimbabwe whilst he was acting as a guide to a group of game
watchers. A series of unfortunate incidences led to the group being charged
by a bull elephant which he managed to stop with his .375 mere feet from the
group. A copy of an article in published in The Countryman’s Weekly
recounting the full story accompanies the Lot
Twenty rounds of Hornady Dangerous Game Series 500Grs DGS ammunition
can be made available to the buyer of this Lot

It has an Anson & Deeley type action 2-1/2 inches long and fore end ejectors.
The grade of rifle is not mentioned but it probably cost 25 - 30 guineas so a
medium grade rifle.

Tuesday 22nd November
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1203

1250

1202** S1
JULES BURY
A .35 WINCHESTER BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 7918,
for 1930, 24 3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels, raised file cut rib with later
open sights with gold triangular sight piece, (original sights removed and
dovetailed insert to rib), bead fore-sight, the tubes engraved ‘JULES BURY
ARQsier A LIEGE’, the breech end mounted with a Leupold telescopic
sight, serial no. 401570T, in quickly-detachable mounts, treble-grip
action with side bolsters, removable striker discs, matted standing
breech and toplever, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, articulated
front trigger, border engraving, blued finish overall, 14 3/4in. well-figured
swan-necked stock including 7/8in. recoil pad, weight 7lb. 3oz.
(unscoped) and 8lb. 4oz. (with scope)

1204 S1
GEBR. MERKEL
A 9.3X74R ‘MODEL 220E’ OVER AND UNDER BOXLOCK EJECTOR
DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 109998, for 1991, 25 3/4in. nitro barrels with
matt sight rib and wooden side fillets, open sights and ramp-mounted
bead foresight, the breech end with an 11mm Euro rail, scroll-back action
with side-bolsters, hold-open toplever, automatic safety, gold pin
cocking-indicators, set trigger, border and scroll engraved action,
retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 5/8in. pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece, sling swivels, pistolgrip-cap and buttplate, weight
7lb. 12oz.
£1,000-1,500

Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from Denmark, EU RGR Eligible

1250 S1
VERNEY-CARRON
AN 8X57JRS ‘SAGITTAIRE’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER NONEJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. X70E870, recent, 22in. nitro barrels
with with raised sight rib with adjustable open sights and a telescopic
sight mount rail, ramp-mounted adjustable high visibility bead sight,
triggerplate-mounted manual safety, acanthus scrollwork framing
scenes of wild boar and roe buck, bright finish, 14 5/8in. semi-pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece and trademarked buttplate, weight 7lb. 8oz., in a
lightweight leather case
£700-900

£3,000-3,500
1203 S1
H. MAHILLON
A 9.3x74R BOXLOCK EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 6934, for 1953,
25 3/4in. nitro barrels with raised file cut rib, open sights with folding leaf
sight and bead fore-sight, the tubes engraved ‘H. MAHILLON ARQer DE
S.M LE ROI 9 RUE DE LOXUM BRUXELLES’, treble-grip action with hidden
third bite and short florally-carved side bolsters, removable striker discs,
manual safety, articulated front trigger, floral and acanthus scroll
engraving, the underside with the makers name, retaining traces of
original colour-hardening and finish, 15 3/8in. figured semi-pistolgrip
stock with domed horn pistolgrip-cap, strengthening pin at head and
including 2 3/8in. wooden extension, weight 8lb. 2oz.
£2,000-3,000
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1251 S1
FRANZ KETTNER
AN 8X57JR SIDELOCK NON-EJECTOR ‘CLAMSHELL’
DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 20755, for 1930, 24 3/8in.
(62cm) unsigned Krupp-steel nitro barrels with
raised file-cut rib, open sights with folding leaf sight,
ramp-mounted bead fore-sight, the breech-end
mounted with a Hertel & Reuss Macro-Ziel 4x36-L81
telescopic sight, serial no. 66295, in quicklydetachable mounts, treble-grip action with hidden
third bite and clamshell-type bolstering, manual
safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, protruding tumbler
pivots with gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, border
engraving, retaining much renewed colour-hardening
and finish, the lockplates gold-inlaid in gothic script
‘Franz Kettner, Koln.’, the triggerguard tang goldinlaid with the serial number, 14 1/2in. figured
semi-pistolgrip stock with sling eyes, horn pistolgripcap, weight 7lb. 2oz. (unscoped) and 8lb. 2oz. (with
scope), in a universal flight case
£3,000-5,000
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1252 S1
KRIEGHOFF
A .243 WIN. ‘KRIEGHOFF CLASSIC’
SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR
DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 061205, for 2006,
21 5/8in. nitro barrels with raised matt sight
rib, open sights and ramp-mounted bead foresight, the breech end mounted with a
Swarovski 4-12x50 Habicht telescopic sight,
serial no. M763920455, on a quicklydetachable telescopic sight rail, hold-open
toplever, top strap with sprung safety / cocking
lever, the action and decorative sideplates
engraved in relief with bold scrolling acanthus.
the underside monogrammed in gold ‘P.B.’,
the triggerplate signed ‘Nann’, grey nickel
finish overall, 14 3/4in. well-figured pistolgrip
stock with palm swell, cheekpiece, sling eyes
and including 5/8in. rubber recoil pad,
schnabel fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent
release catch, weight 9lb. 11oz. (unscoped)
and 10lb. 15oz. (with scope), in a brasscornered faux elephant-hide guncase
£2,500-3,500
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1253

1253* S1
EMIL KERNER & SOHN
AN 8X57JR BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 4430,
circa 1910, 24 3/8in. Krupp-steel nitro barrels with stepped file cut rib,
central banner engraved ‘EMIL KERNER & SOHN. SUHL’, open sights
with folding leaf sight and ramped bead fore-sight, the breech end with
quickly-detachable telescopic sight mount bases, scroll-back treble-grip
action with short side bolsters and side clips, pin cocking-indicators,
manual safety, set triggers, horn triggerguard, bold scrolling foliate
engraving with game scenes of wild boar, roe deer and red deer in
woodland settings, blued finish overall, 14 1/4in. figured semi-pistolgrip
stock with diamond grip, cheekpiece, sling swivels, steel ammunition
trap engraved en suite and with a central capercaillie, horn buttplate
(some cracking), the left overhorn with insert repair, fore-end with Deeley
& Edge patent release, weight 7lb. 4oz., in a lightweight leather case
Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from Denmark, EU RGR Eligible

£1,500-2,000

1254 S1
ARMY & NAVY C.S.L.
A SCARCE 12-BORE “THE JUNGLE GUN” BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR
SHOT AND BALL GUN, serial no. 25808, with extra barrels, no. 112.3,
circa 1900, 28in. nitro barrels with file cut sight rib, two folding leaf sights
marked 50 and 100, bead fore-sight, the rib engraved ‘THE JUNGLE
GUN’, the tubes with ‘ARMY & NAVY C.S.L. LONDON’, full length shallow
rifling with progressive twist, 2 1/2in. chambers;
later additional 27in. nitro shot barrels (dated for 1935), the rib engraved
‘NEW BARRELS BY R. BLANTON. RINGWOOD.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke,treble-grip action with removable striker
discs, the toplever engraved ‘PATENT’, automatic safety with blue
enamelled ‘SAFE’ detail, intercepting sears, fine border and acanthus
scroll engraving with ‘ARMY & NAVY C.S.L.’, to the sides, retaining traces
of original colour-hardening, 15 1/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock including
1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, bolstered fore-end wood, weight 7lb.
2oz. (original barrels) and 6lb. 10oz. (extra barrels), in a canvas and
leather hammergun case (distressed) initialled ‘E.C.W.F.’ in paint to the
lid outer, together with a wood barrel case, the lid outer painted ‘24
MAJOR E. FOWLER 11 SIKHS’
£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1255** S1
ARMES MATHELON
A 9.3X74R ‘MXT TRIPLE EXPRESS’ SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR TRIPLE-BARRELLED RIFLE, serial no. 2077, for 2009, 21 5/8in. nitro
barrels with matt sight rib, open sights and ramp-mounted high visibility bead foresight, the top barrels with gold scroll detailing and engraved in script
with the calibre designation and ‘Eric Mathelon’, the breech end mounted with a Swarovski 1,25-4x24 Z4i telescopic sight, serial no. P842034852, in
quickly-detachable mounts, bolstered action with hold-open toplever, the toplever gold-inlaid with an oak leaf at the central position and pierced
with acanthus to the thumbpiece, gold-washed triggers, bold acanthus scroll engraving with gold leaf and line detailing, the decorative sideplates and
the underside with images of Gascony Blue hounds, the triggerguard gold-inlaid with the monogram ‘BS’, 14 3/4in. well-figured pistolgrip stock with
hogsback comb, sculpted cheekpiece, beaded bordering to the chequering, palm swell, engraved steel pistolgrip-cap and ammunition trap, horn
buttplate, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent release, weight 8lb. 11oz., in a case with original sighting target
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only). Imported from France, EU RGR Eligible

£5,000-7,000
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1256** S1
MASQUELIER SPRL
A 9.3x74R DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR DOUBLE RIFLE, serial no. 54423, for 1962, 24 1/2in. unsigned nitro barrels with stepped
raised solid matt top-rib, open sights with folding leaf sight, high visibility bead fore-sight, three-piece fore-end, unsigned scroll-back action with short
side-bolsters, the left side with the Emile Masquelier ‘mask in triangle’ trade mark, hold-open toplever, manual safety, articulated front trigger,
profusely engraved with bold acanthus scrollwork on a matted background, the triggerguard gold-inlaid with the monogram ‘A.D’, bright finish overall,
14in. figured roachbelly stock, minor grain split to fore-end wood, weight 7lb. 13oz., in a canvas case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£1,500-2,000

Tuesday 22nd November
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PAIRS AND TRIOS
1300 –1314 and 1350 -1374
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1300 S2
AYA
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 413786 / 7, for 1973, 26in. nitro chopperlump barrels
gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke (No.1) and true cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.2), engraved
arcaded fences, removable striker discs, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, articulated front triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and finish,
14 3/4in. stocks, No.2 fore-end wood with light cracks, weight 6lb. 9oz.
£1,200-1,600

216
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1301 S2
F. BEESLEY (FROM PURDEY’S)
A PAIR OF 16-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 2137 / 8, for 1911, 28 1/8in. sleeved nitro barrels (No.1) and 27 3/4in. sleeved nitro barrels
(No.2), loose on actions, the ribs engraved ‘F. BEESLEY (FROM PURDEY’S) 2 ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’, (No.1 rubbed) and silver-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, toplevers inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, intercepting
sears, acanthus scroll engraving with beaded bordering, brushed bright and reblued finish, 15 1/8in. figured replacement stocks with decorative
recessed chequered side panels, weight 5lb. 13oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 5oz. (No.2)
£800-1,200
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following information:
16 Gauge 28 ½” Steel Barrels Anson & Deeley
Ejector Sold to J M Graham Sold on 03.08.1911 Cost 12£ 15s 0d Price 33£ 0s 0d

Tuesday 22nd November
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1302 S2
ARMI G. FANFARILLO (ALATRI) FOR R. MELINETTE (PARIS)
A TRIO OF 12-BORE ‘MODEL GF72’ SIDEPLATED SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS,
serial no. 2727 / 2728 / 2739, for 1979, 27 5/8in. nitro barrels with ventilated mid-ribs and 8mm ventilated file cut top-ribs, gold-inlaid ‘1’, ‘2’
and ‘3’ at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and imp. cyl. (No.1), imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (No.2) and 1/2 choke in both
(No.3), Luigi Fanfarillo patent detachable triggerplate actions patent applied for on 22nd June 1972 and published as no. IT960087B of 20th
November 1973, likely use numbers 155, 156 and 157, hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’, automatic safeties with engraved ‘SICURA’
details, decorative sideplates with dummy tumblers and pins and ‘R. MELINETTE - PARIS’, triggerplate assembly with flush fitting release
catches, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, bright and blued finish overall, 14 5/8in. figured stocks (small crack No.2) including
1in. rubber recoil pads, weight 7lb. 4oz. (No.1) 7lb. 3oz. (No.2) and 7lb. 2oz. (No.3)
£3,000-5,000

218
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1303 S2
HARRISON & HUSSEY
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 3915 / 6, circa 1920, 28in. nitro barrels, the ribs engraved ‘HARRISON & HUSSEY LTD. 41
ALBERMARLE ST. LONDON. W.1.’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, some
pitting, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, cocking-indicators, beaded border engraving, retaining
very slight traces of original colour-hardening, 14 3/4in. figured stocks including 7/8in. recoil pads, No.1 small cracks to fore-end wood and right
underhorn, weight 6lb. 12oz.
£1,000-1,500
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1304 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 33061 / 2, circa 1936, 28in. nitro chopperlump
barrels, the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ and with peacock feather engraving to the thumbpieces,
automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguards, plain finish bar ‘HOLLAND &
HOLLAND’ gold-inlaid in scrolling banners on the lockplates and ‘ROYAL EJECTOR’ to the undersides, triggerguard tangs gold-inlaid with the
serial numbers, retaining virtually full renewed colour-hardening and finish, 15 3/8in. well-figured stocks, weight 6lb. 6oz.
£10,000-15,000
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1305 S2
J. GRAHAM & CO. LTD.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. G7066 / 7, with additional barrels, circa 1930, The No.1 gun with two sets of barrels:28in.
replacement sleeved (in 1999) nitro barrels, the rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘G. E. LEWIS & SONS. 32 & 33. LOWER
LOVEDAY STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke;
24 7/8in. replacement nitro barrels (in 1971) with Churchill rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘G. E. LEWIS & SONS. 32 &
33 LOWER LOVEDAY STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, adjustment required to fit fore-end;
The No.2 gun with three sets of barrels:28in. replacement nitro barrels (post 1954 proof), the rib gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, the tubes
engraved ‘G. E. LEWIS & SONS. 32 & 33. LOWER LOVEDAY STREET. BIRMINGHAM’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke;
25in. replacement nitro barrels (in 1969), Churchill rib gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘G. E. LEWIS & SONS. 32 & 33
LOWER LOVEDAY STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in both;
original 25in. nitro barrels, Churchill rib gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘J. GRAHAM & CO. LTD. 27. UNION STREET.
INVERNESS’, some rusting, bore dimensions marginal, wall thicknesses at 17 and 13;
treble-grip actions with hidden third bites, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, manual safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, profusely engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork with ornate bordering, the undersides with oval cartouches engraved ‘J. GRAHAM
& CO. LTD.’, brushed and blued finish, 15in. figured stock No.1 including 1/2in. wooden extension, some grain splitting at butt, small cracks at
hand, both overhorns repaired, 15in. figured stock No.2 including 1 3/8in. wooden extension, repair to right underhorn, setting cracks to rear
of lockplates, weights:No.1 - 28in. barrels 6lb.No.1 - 24 7/8in. barrels 5lb. 11oz.No.2 - 28in. barrels 6lb.No.2 - 25in. barrels 5lb. 15oz.No.2 original barrels 5lb. 11oz., together with a modern universal motorcase (provision for two sets of barrels)
£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1306 S2
ARRIETA FOR VICTOR CHAPMAN
A PAIR OF ALBERDI-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ‘SPECIAL MODEL NO.1’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 63-03 / 64-03, dated
2003, full Spanish codes 57-03-63-03 and 57-03-64-03, 29 1/2in. nitro chopperlump barrels (No.2 walls at 15 and 19), tubes engraved ‘ARRIETA
SPECIAL MODEL NO.1 FOR VICTOR CHAPMAN - ENGLAND’, ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, removable striker discs, toplevers
gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, border and acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding floral bouquets, bright finishes, 16in. figured stocks, weight 6lb. 7oz. (both)
£2,500-3,500
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1307 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘NO.3 GRADE’ BACK-ACTION SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 20464 / 5, for 1898, 30in. nitro barrels, ribs engraved
‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98 NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’ and ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, some pits
/ dents No.1 left barrel, toplevers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, patent gas checks, border engraving, the undersides with ‘PATENT
EJECTOR’, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 13 7/8in. well-figured stocks, fore-ends with Deeley & Edge patent release
catches, No.2 with small crack to right underhorn and fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: We are kindly informed by the makers that this pair of shotguns were completed April 1898 for N.R. Chaine, Esq.
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1308 S2
FABARM
A PAIR OF LITTLE USED 28-BORE ‘AXIS’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. M00148 / 9, for 2008, 28in. nitro barrels
with 6mm ventilated matt top-ribs, high visibility fore-sights, ventilated mid-ribs, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open
toplevers, manual safeties with integral barrel selector switches, adjustable gold-washed triggers, blacked actions carved with acanthus
scrollwork in high relief on a matted background, the sides with golden scrolls with the makers name above golden ducks and pheasants, the
triggerplates engraved ‘Inc. Bresciani’, 15in. pistolgrip stocks including 1in. recoil pads, sculpted fore-ends, weight 6lb. 13oz., with paperwork
£1,800-2,200
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1309 S2
ARMAS GARBI
A COMPOSED PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘GUNMARK ROYALE’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 16463 / 16469, dated 1987, 28in.
nitro chopperlump barrels, the ribs engraved with the model designation, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke (both), removable
striker discs, automatic safeties, hand-detachable lockplates, cocking-indicators, articulated front triggers, acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding game scenes, bright finishes, 15 1/2in. stocks, weight 6lb. 12oz. (both)
£700-900

Tuesday 22nd November
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1310 S2
THE JACKIE STEWART ROLEX CELEBRITY CHALLENGE TOP LADY GUN PRIZE - GLENEAGLES 1995
A COMPOSED PAIR OF P. BERETTA 20-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON SPORTING’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. L88502B
/ M93403B, for 1995, 28in. nitro barrels with 8mm ventilated matt top-ribs, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplevers
silver-inlaid with a pigeon in flight, automatic safeties with integral barrel selector switches, gold-washed triggers, border and floral scroll
engraving with game scenes of duck and pheasant, the undersides with depictions of the Gleneagles Hotel above the Rolex brand name and logo
and ‘JACKIE STEWART CELEBRITY CHALLENGE 1995’, bright and blued finish overall, 13 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stocks including 5/8in. recoil
pads, No. L88502B slightly springing at head, the toes with a silver oval escutcheons, blank on No. L88502B and initialled ‘RN’ and surmounted
with the coronet of a Marquis on No. M93403B, weight 6lb. (No. L88502B) and 6lb. 3oz. (No. M93403B), in universal cases
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: We are kindly informed by the vendor, Rosemary Marchioness of Northampton, that gun No. L88502B was presented to her by Pietro Beretta
himself as the prize for Top Lady Gun at the Jackie Stewart Rolex Celebrity Shoot at Gleneagles in 1995 and that soon after, Gun No. M93403B was ordered
and engraved to match and make up a pair.
“I have shot in all three of the Rolex Jackie Stewart Celebrity Challenges in 1998, 1990 and 1995 amongst a few great lady shots, so I consider myself lucky to
win Top Lady Gun. My friend Dame Kiri Te Kanawa who I have shot with for several years was Top Lady Gun in 1988.
My guns and I have travelled together far and wide in the UK and Spain and have never let me down…happy memories"
Other Notes: Sir Jackie Stewart OBE, whilst best known for his racing career has always had a keen interest in shooting. Before retiring from competitive
shooting at the age of 23 to pursue motor racing, he won the British, Irish, Welsh and Scottish Championships twice and the Coupe De Nations (British and
Mediterranean Championships) twice, narrowly missing out on being in the British Olympic team for the 1960 Summer Olympics
The Jackie Stewart Shooting School opened at the Gleneagles Hotel in 1985, which would become a regular host to his Celebrity Challenge clay shooting
competitions, the participants ranging from across all arenas of music, film and television and frequently members of the Royal family, raising funds for
charity. He authored 'The Jackie Stewart Book of Shooting' in 1991 and in 2003 the World Forum on the Future of Sport Shooting Activities presented him with
the Sport Shooting Ambassador Award, an award presented to 'an outstanding individual whose efforts have promoted the shooting sports internationally'
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1311 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 10793 / 4, circa 1900, 28in. nitro barrels (No.1 replacements in 1976, No.2 nitro reproved),
ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ and engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 35 CARR’S LANE, BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke
in all, treble-grip actions, No.2 with striker discs inserts (rough), toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
details, bouquet and acanthus scroll engraving, the undersides with an additional arranged spray, brushed and blued finish, 15in. figured stocks
including 7/8in. wooden extensions, weight 6lb. 10oz. (both)
£2,000-3,000

Tuesday 22nd November
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1312 S2
BROWNING S.A.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘MODEL 525 GRADE 6’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 31769NP / 31770NP, for 1998, 30in. nitro
reproved barrels with 10mm ventilated matt top-ribs, gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold
open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with integral barrel selector switches, adjustable triggers, bold acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding gold-inlaid game scenes of pheasant and duck, bright finish, 15in. well-figured pistolgrip stocks including buttplates, weight 8lb.
(No.1) and 7lb. 12oz. (No.2)
£1,500-2,000
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1313 S2
BROWNING S.A.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘425 GRADE 3 ELITE’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 31039NN / 31040NN, for 1999, 28in. nitro
reproved barrels with 10mm ventilated matt top-ribs, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplevers, automatic safeties with
integral barrel selector switches, adjustable triggers, scroll engraved with scenes of pheasant and duck, matt silver finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip
stocks (No. 31039NN cracked at hand), weight 7lb. 11oz. (No. 31039NN) and 7lb. 13oz. (No. 31040NN)
£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1314** S2
AUG. LEBEAU-COURALLY
A PAIR OF SMEETS-ENGRAVED 16-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER ROUND-BODIED HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 44144/1
and 44144/2, for 1967, 26 3/4in. (68cm) nitro barrels with tapered file cut ribs, gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes engraved ‘AUG.
LEBEAU-COURALLY ARMES GRAND LUXE A LIEGE’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, wall thicknesses below recommended
minimum, treble-grip rounded bar actions with hidden third bites, removable striker discs, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties,
hand-detachable lockplates, non-selective single triggers, the actions, lockplates and furniture profusely engraved with fine floral and scroll
designs to an art nouveau theme, some gold-washing to internals, the triggerplates signed ‘R. Smeets Grar. Inr. de S.M. Le Roi’, bright finish
overall, 15 3/8in. stocks including 4 3/4in. wooden extensions, weight 5lb. 14oz. (No.1) and 6lb. (No.2)
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£5,000-7,000
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1350 S2
BOSS & CO.
A RARE PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 8263 / 4, for 1935, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels,
the ribs engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 41, ALBERMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON. W.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable
striker discs, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Boss patent full self-opening systems, rolled-edge triggerguards, best fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, No.1 retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, No.2 retaining much original colour-hardening and
finish, 15in. highly-figured stocks including 7/8in. horn buttplates, weight 6lb. 4oz., in their lightweight leather motor case with later trade label
£18,000-22,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that the guns were ordered on the 7th February 1935 by Gerald L. White as a pair of 12-bore two trigger selfopening guns with 27in. barrels. The No.2 gun was originally made with modified and full choke, this was relieved by the makers in 2010 to match the No.1
gun
Literature: In his definitive book on Boss & Co., Donald Dallas informs that Boss & Co. developed a full self-opening system in the 1930’s which was used ‘to
a limited extent’ during this decade, the first being recorded in 1933. He states that self-opening guns are very rare, ‘a mere fifty-six being recorded in the
records’
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1351 S2
BOSS & CO.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 6521 / 2, for 1918, 28in. replacement nitro chopperlump barrels, the ribs
engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends,
(Purdey loop numbers 71701/2 and 71711 / 12), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, No.1 right wall at 18, toplevers gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators (No.1 right tumbler missing inlay), rolled-edge
triggerguards, action bars with vice marks, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the lockplates each with a single bouquet,
brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 15 3/8in. well-figured replacement stocks, No.1 fore-end missing finial, weight 6lb. 8oz. (No.1) and
6lb. 7oz. (No.2), in a lightweight leather motor case with canvas and leather outer
£7,000-9,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this pair of guns were ordered on 5th December, 1918, by Capt. The Earl of Airlie.
Colonel David Lyulph Gore Wolseley Ogilvy, 12th and 7th Earl of Airlie KT, GCVO, MC (18 July 1893 – 28 December 1968) was a Scottish peer, soldier, and courtier.
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1352 S2
C.S. ROSSON & CO.
A PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 3319 / 20, for 1933, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels,
the ribs engraved ‘C.S. ROSSON & CO. RAMPANT HORSE STREET. NORWICH’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. in all, wall thicknesses below recommended minimum, No.1 loose on action, toplevers engraved with partridges and goldinlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, the undersides with ‘C.S. ROSSON & CO. NORWICH’, the triggerguards with retrievers and fowl, retaining slight
traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 13 7/8in. figured stocks (swept at combs), weight 6lb. (No.1) and 6lb. 4oz. (No.2), No.1 fore-end
wood with minor losses, in their lightweight leather motor case
£2,000-3,000
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1353 S2
CHARLES HELLIS & SONS LTD.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE (2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 5801 / 2, for 1954, 26in. replacement nitro barrels, the ribs engraved ‘BOSS & CO.
13-14 CORK STREET. LONDON. W.1.’, and gold-inlaid ‘FOR 2IN. CASE ONLY’ and ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2in. chambers, bored approx.
imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, wall thicknesses circa 15 / 16 (likely as made), slim fenced actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining very slight traces of colour-hardening, 14 5/8in. figured
stocks including 7/8in. rubber recoil pads, weight 5lb. 10oz., in their lightweight leather motor case
£800-1,200
Provenance: Research by a previous owner suggests that the guns were built and placed in stock by Hellis in August 1954 and that they were purchased by
The Duchess of Devonshire
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1354 S2
BOSS & CO.
A PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 7941 / 2, for 1931, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels (No.2
replacements, barrel number 8560), the ribs engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 41, ALBERMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON. W.’, and gold-inlaid ‘1’
and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke, No.2 left wall at 17, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’,
automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguards, best fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining traces of colour-hardening and renewed finish, 14 1/4in. figured replacement stocks,
possibly matching replacement fore-end woods, weight 6lb. 5oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 2oz. (No.2), in their brass-cornered oak and leather case
£8,000-12,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that this pair of guns was ordered 1st September, 1931, for an R.C. Dewhurst
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1355 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A FINE PAIR OF SALT-ENGRAVED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘ROYAL DELUXE’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK
EJECTORS, serial no. 51095 / 6, for 2002, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels with finely file-cut 6mm ventilated top-ribs, engraved at the breech
ends ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND, LONDON.’, side-ribs, the undersides of the underbarrels gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 3in. chambers, bored approx.
imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, carved fences with short side bolsters, hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ details, hand-detachable lockplates with fluted side nail levers and gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, the actions, lockplates and furniture
profusely engraved with classic ribbon scroll with ornate bordering, the undersides with shell motifs and ‘The Royal Model’ engraved in script
in a roundel, the triggerplates signed ‘J.G. Salt 2002’, the fore-ends engraved en suite and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ in gold, bright finish overall, 15
1/8in. highly-figured stocks (cast on for the left shoulder), weight 6lb. 4oz., in their lightweight leather case with accessories and canvas and
leather outer
£80,000-90,000
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1356 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 18640 / 1, for 1906, 29in. Whitworth-steel nitro chopperlump barrels, the
ribs engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE, SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. MADE OF SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID PRESSED
STEEL’, and ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 3/4 choke, minor dents and repairs, toplevers engraved
‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker discs, arrow cocking-indicators, best fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, retaining traces of colour-hardening and renewed finish, 14in. figured stocks (minor setting crack to rear of right
lockplate No.1), weight 6lb. 9oz., in their brass-cornered oak and leather case with some accessories and a canvas and leather outer cover
£14,000-16,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following information:
No. 18640/1 Completed: 27th August 1906 For: Anthony de Rothschild Description: A pair of hammerless ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 9½oz.
Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 29in. Whitworth Steel Choke: Cyl. & Mod. Stock: 14 1/8in. Notes: November 1937: Sold to D de C Smiley
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1357 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 25632 / 3, for 1909, 30in. nitro reproved barrels, the ribs gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes with later gold-inlaid ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON.’, the undersides with ‘GRIFFIN
& HOWE INC. NEW YORK NY’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full choke, wall thicknesses below recommended minimum, treble-grip actions
with hidden third bites, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, articulated front triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, best bold Royal scroll engraving, the undersides with ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS
EJECTOR’ in elaborate cartouches, retaining very slight traces of original colour-hardening, 15 1/8in. figured stocks (possible replacements) including
7/8in. recoil pads, weight 6lb. 14oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 12oz. (No.2), in their brass-cornered oak and leather case with internal protector flap
£7,000-9,000
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1358 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 22918 / 9, circa 1901, 30in. nitro
barrels (No.2 reproved), the ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND STREET.
LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4 choke, wall thicknesses below recommended minimum, No.1 bore dimensions
marginal and partially repaired dent to left barrel, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, carved shell
fences, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Holland & Holland semi-selective single triggers, the actions, lockplates and furniture with unusual
stylised acanthus scrollwork with floral motifs, the makers name in scrolling banners on the lockplates, the undersides with ‘ROYAL
HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’ in ornate cartouches, the triggerplates with ‘PATENT SINGLE TRIGGER’ in further cartouches, retaining slight traces
of original colour-hardening,13 5/8in. boldly-figured stocks including horn buttplates, weight 6lb. 8oz., in a brass-cornered oak and leather
case with T. Newton trade label
£5,000-7,000
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1359 S2
CHARLES LANCASTER
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ASSISTED-OPENING BACK-ACTION SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 12039 / 40, with a set of extra barrels, for 1903, 30in.
fine damascus nitro barrels, the ribs engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER. 11 PANTON STREET. LONDON. 2 PIECE EJECTOR’, and silver-inlaid ‘1’
and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, some pits No.1, extra 30in. nitro barrels (dated 1953), the
rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end and engraved ‘G. E. LEWIS & SONS. 32 & 33 LOWER LOVEDAY ST. BIRMINGHAM’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, carved fences, toplevers silver-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, mainspring cramp
adjusters, the screws encircled with ‘M’ SPRING CRAMP LEFT TURN’ to the left and ‘M’ SPRING CRAMP RIGHT TURN’ to the right, each with
an arrow detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving, the lockplates signed ‘CHARLES LANCASTER’, the action bars with scrolling banners engraved
‘C. LANCASTER. LONDON.’, retaining very slight traces of original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. figured stocks, silver oval escutcheons bearing
the coronet of a Baron, small crack left underhorn No.1, fore-ends with grip-catch release levers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, weight 6lb. 14oz., No.1
with extra barrels 6lb. 15oz., in their brass-cornered oak and leather case (no provision for extra barrels), the lid outer embossed with the
coronet of a Baron and ‘WHARTON’
£4,000-6,000
Provenance: The coronet and name on the case would suggest a connection to Charles Theodore Halswell Kemeys-Tynte, 8th Baron Wharton of Wharton, co.
Westmorland (born 18th September 1876 - died 4th March 1934), Justice of the Peace for Somerset and a Lieutenant of the Royal Monmouthshire Royal
Engineers, serving in the First World War between 1915 and 1918
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1360 S2
E. J. CHURCHILL
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘PREMIERE’ BAKER 1906 PATENT ASSISTED-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 6643 / 4, for 1947, 25in. nitro
chopperlump barrels with matt Churchill-ribs, gold-inlaid ‘XXV’ and ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes with acanthus scroll detailing at
the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, W. Baker patent assisted-opening actions, patent no. 26,903 of 27th
November 1906 with slender fences, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, double rolled-edge triggerguards, the actions, lockplates and furniture profusely engraved with bold scrolling acanthus with ornate
bordering, the makers name in elaborate cartouches to the lockplates, the undersides with ‘PREMIERE FINEST QUALITY’, retaining traces of
original colour-hardening, 14 7/8in. figured stocks including 5/8in. rubber recoil pads, fore-ends with fluted finials, weight 6lb. 7oz., in their
lightweight leather motor case with gold-tooled leather trade label
£6,000-8,000
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1361 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 14778 / 9, for 1893, 28in. nitro reproved Whitworth-steel chopperlump
barrels (shortened), the ribs engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE, SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. MADE OF SIR JOSEPH
WHITWORTH’S FLUID PRESSED STEEL’, and ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, minor dents
No.1 and left bore dimension marginal, toplevers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, removable striker
discs, arrow cocking-indicators, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining slight traces of original colour-hardening,
14 1/2in. well-figured stocks, light damage to fore-end woods at knuckle, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a leather motor case with James Purdey gold-tooled
leather trade label
£7,000-9,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly supplied us with the following information:
No. 14778/9 Completed: 18th December 1893 For: Bryan Cookson Description: A pair of hammerless ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 12oz. Calibre: 12-bore
Barrels: 30in. Whitworth Steel Choke: Very Modified (Right) & Plain (Left) Stock: 14 7/8 1/16in. Notes: Actions with intercepting safeties November 1936:
Temporarily lengthened to 15 1/8in.
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1362 S2
BOSS & CO.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELEVER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 4239 / 40, for 1892, 30in. nitro reproved fine damascus
barrels, the ribs engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 73 ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, No.1 right wall at 19, some rivelling and repairs, sidelever snap-actions with top tangs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’,
automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, Boss 1888 improved patent ejectors, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
the action bars with ‘BOSS’S PATENT EJECTOR’, the lockplates with ‘BOSS & CO.’ in scrolling banners, retaining traces of original colourhardening, 15 7/8in. highly-figured stocks including 2 3/4in. wooden extensions and with engraved steel heel and toe plates, No.1 with grain
splitting at hand, fore-end woods with some losses and repairs, weight 6lb. 14oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 15oz. (No.2), in a brass-cornered oak and
leather case
£5,000-7,000
Provenance: We are kindly informed that the guns were ordered in 1892 for a Mr Claude Watney
Claude Watney (b. 4th November 1866 d. 7th November 1919) was born as the second son of brewer and politician James Watney Jnr.
Educated at Eton and New College, Oxford, he entered the family brewing business as a director and by the time of his death in 1919 was deputy chairman of
the business.
He had a keen interest in the burgeoning automobile industry and had showrooms in Wardour Street selling Panhard and Mercedes motor cars. He was a
member of the committee of the Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland, (which would later be known as the Royal Automobile Club having attracted
the attention of King Edward VII). In the 1904 ‘Motoring Annual and Motorist’s Year book’ Watney was described as being an “all-round sportsman”
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1363 S2
CHAPUIS ARMES
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘C35 SUPER ORION’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 61759 / 60, for 2017, 30in. nitro barrels
(superior steel proofed) with 7mm raised ventilated matt ribs engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, hold-open toplevers engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, profusely engraved with acanthus scrollwork surrounding game scene
vignettes of pheasant, partridge and woodcock, grey finish, 15in. figured semi-pistolgrip stocks including buttplates, weight 6lb. 15oz., in their
universal motor case with paperwork
£3,500-4,000
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1364 S2
WILLIAM EVANS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 14372 / 3, circa 1926, 30in. nitro reproved barrels (in 2003), ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, and
engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS. 63. PALL MALL. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke (both), treblegrip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, removable striker discs, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, border and flowing
acanthus scroll engraving, 14 3/8in. figured stocks with engraved steel heel and toe plates, weight 6lb. 9oz. (No.1) 6lb. 8oz. (No.2), in their brasscornered double guncase
£2,000-3,000
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1365 S2
G. BATE (GUNMAKERS) LTD.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE (CROSSOVER) SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 4359 / 60, circa 1932, 28in. replacement nitro barrels (in 1952) with rounded
Churchill-type ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, the tubes engraved ‘W.P. JONES. GUNMAKER. 25. WHITTALL ST. BIRMINGHAM.’,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full choke (both), treble-grip actions with hidden third bites, removable striker discs, automatic safeties
with gold-inlaid ‘S’ details, bouquet and scroll engraving, metalwork swept, brushed and blued finish, 14 1/2in. figured crossover stocks (right
shoulder left eye), weight 6lb. 8oz. (No.1) 6lb. 7oz. (No.2), in a brass-cornered leather double guncase
£1,000-1,500
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1366 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A PAIR OF LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 28593 / 4, for 1983, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels, ribs
engraved ‘J. PURDEY & SONS. AUDLEY HOUSE. SOUTH AUDLEY STREET. LONDON. ENGLAND.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke (both), fences carved in relief with acorn and oak leaf motifs set against a matted background, removable
striker discs, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, cocking-indicators, articulated front triggers,
fine bouquet and scroll engraving with the makers name gold-inlaid on each lockplate and the undersides, retaining much original colourhardening and finish, 15in. figured stocks, weight 6lb. 5oz. (both), in their makers brass-cornered oak and maroon leather double guncase with
canvas and leather outer
£20,000-25,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following information:
Completed: March 1983 Description: A pair of lightweight hammerless ejector game guns Weight: 6lb. 4¾oz.
Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 27in. Choke: Imp. Cyl. & Mod. Stock: 15in. Notes: Numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ in gold Oak leaves on the fences Spring-bladed front-triggers
Gold-inlaid names on lockplates Gold ovals
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1367 S2
AYA
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘NO.1 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 426645 / 6, dated 1973, 27in. nitro chopperlump
barrels, ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, and engraved ‘AYA - AGUIRRE & ARANZABAL - MADE IN SPAIN.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl.
and 1/2 choke (both), toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, articulated front triggers, rolled-edge triggerguards, bouquet and scroll engraving, retaining virtually full original colourhardening and finish, 14 1/4in. stocks, weight 6lb. 10oz. (both), in a brass-cornered tan leather double Brady guncase
£2,000-3,000
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1368 S2
B.C. MIROKU
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘MK60 SPORT ‘HIGH PHEASANT’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. 73644ZW / 73645ZW, for
2014, 32in. nitro reproved barrels with 8mm ventilated matt top-ribs gold-inlaid ‘I’ and ‘II’ at the breech ends, missing bead sights, 3in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke (No.I) and 3/4 and full choke (No.II), hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘I’ and ‘II’, automatic safeties with integral
barrel selector switches, bold acanthus scroll engraving with beaded bordering, bright finish, 15in. well-figured pistolgrip stocks including
buttplates, weight 8lb. 2oz., in a Browning double motor case
£2,000-3,000
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1369 S2
CHARLES HELLIS & SONS
A COMPOSED PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 3393 / 3258, circa 1926/7, 28in. nitro reproved barrels (in 1982), the ribs
engraved ‘CHARLES HELLIS & SONS. 119 EDGEWARE ROAD. HYDE PARK. LONDON. W.’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 3/4 choke, treble-grip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties, bold acanthus scroll
engraving with some beaded bordering, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and some renewed finish, 15 1/8in. figured stocks including
1/2in. wooden extensions, weight 6lb. 11oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 10oz. (No.2), in a brass-cornered oak and leather case with gold-tooled Charles
Hellis 121-3 Edgeware Road address trade label
£3,000-5,000
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1370
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1370 S2
BOSS & CO.
A FINE AND SCARCE PAIR OF 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTORS, serial no. 8005 / 6, for 1932, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, short sight flats with
acanthus scroll detailing and gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, the over barrels engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 41,
ALBERMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, LONDON. W.’, side ribs, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and imp. cyl. choke, Boss 1909 patent actions incorporating J. Robertson (Boss & Co.) patents 3307
(hinged stud piece drop down action) and 3308 (ejector) of 10th February 1909, Boss improved
patent single-triggers, hold-open toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, carved fences, automatic safeties
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguards, best fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the action bars engraved with the patent details,
the undersides with single trigger patent details, retaining much original colour-hardening and
some finish, 15 3/4in. well-figured stock (No.1) including 2in. wooden extension, 15 1/4in. wellfigured stock (No.2) including 1 1/4in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 9oz. (No.1) and 6lb. 8 1/2oz.
(No.2), in individual fitted lightweight leather cases with some accessories and with canvas and
leather outer covers.
£50,000-70,000
Provenance: A copy of the makers records (supplied with the guns) kindly confirms that the guns were
ordered on the 30th October 1931 for a J. H. Tresfon of Sunning Hill, Epsom and were completed on the 2nd
January 1932. They were ordered as a ‘pair of guns, 12-bore, 28” barrels’ with 14 1/4in. stocks, weighting
6lb. 6oz. with a ‘2nd hand double case’
Jean Henri Tresfon was born in Rotterdam in 1893. He served as a Lieutenant in the Regiment Limburgse
Jagers during the Great War. In 1938 he moved to the UK, purchasing Gawdy Hall Estate in Harleston,
South Norfolk.
He had purchased a controlling share in 1936 in the manufacturing company Boulton & Paul, a Norwich
based company that began life as a small ironmongers in 1797 and went on to specialise in agricultural and
horticultural implements before turning its attention to marine engines. After the outbreak of WWI they
were supplying large quantities of military structural equipment to the British Army and the RFC before
moving into aircraft manufacture itself. As Managing Director and subsequently Chairman of the company,
it was through this connection that Jean Henri would develop what would turn out to be a lifelong friendship
with Sir Arthur “Bomber” Harris, his wife Adeline Tresfon organising Harris’s wedding reception at the
Dorchester in 1938. As a leading British industrialist Jean was asked by Winston Churchill to sit on an
economic advisory panel for the duration of the second world war and advise the government on matters
pertaining to the wartime economy. Following the war, he authored Watch & Ward: A Plea for Rational
Planning, a guidebook for the post war government and others detailing his thoughts on the best way to
rebuild the British economy. The friendship with Sir Arthur Harris was reinforced when both families
relocated to Cape Town in 1947, Harris as a company representative for Safmarine and Tresfon as
Managing Director of Anglo-Vaal Industries. Jean Henri remained in Cape Town until he passed in 1988 at
the age of 94 years old
Both guns have undergone a recent strip and clean by the makers (in September 2022). The vendor has also
confirmed that the wooden extensions and subsequent casing was undertaken by the makers
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1371 S2
J. WOODWARD & SONS
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 5896 / 7, circa 1905, 28in. nitro barrels (No.1 replacements in 1996, No.2
nitro reproved Whitworth steel chopperlump barrels and right wall thickness below recommended minimum), ribs gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’ and
engraved ‘JAMES WOODWARD & SONS. 64 ST. JAMES’S ST. LONDON. S.W.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke (both),
toplevers gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘2’, actions with arcaded fences, removable striker discs, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, goldinlaid cocking-indicators, Woodward’s patent non-selective single-triggers, best border and acanthus scroll engraving, the undersides engraved
‘WOODWARD’S SINGLE TRIGGER’, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 13 7/8in. figured replacement pistolgrip stocks
(shortened, original 3/4in. pieces retained in case), weight 6lb. 7oz. (No.1) 6lb. 3oz. (No.2), in a brass-cornered leather case, the exterior marked
‘MAJOR M.P. PHELPS, SHERWOOD FORESTERS.’
£10,000-15,000
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1372 S2
W.J. JEFFERY & CO. LTD.
A PAIR OF 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 25563 / 4, for 1921, 30in. nitro barrels, the ribs engraved ‘W.J. JEFFERY & CO. LTD. 26 BURY
STREET. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON. S.W.’, engraved ‘1’ and ‘2’ at the breech ends and with flashes of scrollwork, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx.
1/4 and 1/2 choke (No.1) and 1/4 and 3/4 choke (No.2), treble-grip actions, removable striker discs, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
details, border and scroll engraving surrounding banners engraved with the makers name, retaining traces of original colour-hardening with
some renewed finish, 15in. stocks including 1/2in. leather-covered recoil pads, weight 6lb. 13oz. (both), in their makers brass-cornered oak and
leather double guncase, the lid exterior marked ‘A.L.B. ANDERSON. 37TH LANCERS. BALUCH. HORSE.’ and with later plaque engraved ‘HEINZ
W. SCHIMANKO’ in gothic script
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The vendor has kindly put together a brief history on the pair of guns, as well as Capt. A.L.B. Anderson, for whom the guns were made. A transcript
follows:
“Information about the guns was obtained from:
Charles Williams,W.J.Jeffery & Co. Ltd.,1426 Rembrandt Road, Boulder, CO 80302, USA who now owns the remaining records of guns made by W.J.Jeffery;
many records were destroyed in World War II. 12 Bore Top Lever Anson and Deeley, Hammerless, Ejector 30” Steel Barrels, Screw grip, left choke, hollow
rib, Anson forepart, straight grip, scroll engraving Weight 6lbs 12ozs. Date of manufacture 14th January, 1921 Cost of manufacture £24-7-6 (British pounds
sterling A.L.B.Anderson Arthur Louis Brunker Anderson (16 Oct 1889 - 10 Dec 1984) was from an Irish family from County Kilkenny, although he was born in
the West Indies. He was formally educated at Woodtown House and Rossall School and served in the North Tipperary Militia, then later in the 18th Royal Irish
Regiment. From 1910, he was a subaltern in India with the 1st Bn. Connaught Rangers. In April 1915 his Battalion moved into the Ypres Salient where it
attacked the Langemarck road whilst enduring a chlorine gas attack. In 1916 the battalion joined the 7th Indian Brigade of the 3rd Indian Division in
Mesopotamia, trying to relieve the siege of Kut. He was badly wounded at Beit Aieesa and was sent to India to recover.
In India After the war Arthur stayed in India with the 37th Lancers (Baluch Horse). In 1922, the 17th Cavalry and 37th Lancers were disbanded at Lucknow to
form the 15th Lancers. He was the Viceroy’s Bodyguard Adjutant and was part of the entourage on the Duke of Connaught’s visit to India in 1921. In England
After this the Captain spent several years travelling around India with his wife and children, while still serving in the British army. In his later years Arthur
moved to the United Kingdom and lived to be 95 years old. His personal papers consisting of a memoir of his First World War experiences and a photograph
album is stored at the Imperial War Museum. (IWM Catalogue number: Documents, 10876)”
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1373 S2
ABBIATICO & SALVINELLI
A PAIR OF 12-BORE ‘ROUND BODY’ SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER EJECTORS, serial no. F0891
/ 2, dated 2009, 30in. nitro barrels, 9mm solid matt top-ribs scroll engraved at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and full
choke (both), hold-open toplevers, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details and integral triggerplate release catches, the actions and
furniture profusely engraved with bold acanthus scrollwork set against a matt background, the triggerplates signed ‘Accademia”Il Bulino”’, and
‘Marocchi’ and ‘Chiara’ respectively, silver finish, 14 3/4in. figured semi-pistolgrip stocks, weight 7lb. 9oz. and 7lb. 10oz. respectively, in a
Guardian Leather brass-cornered oak and leather presentation guncase with canvas outer
£8,000-12,000
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1374 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON
A PAIR OF 12-BORE SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK EJECTORS, serial no. 27383 / 4, for 1901, 28in. nitro barrels (No.2 sleeved in 1983), ribs engraved
‘COGSWELL & HARRISON. 168. PICCADILLY LONDON. W1.’ (No.1 illegible, No.2 refreshed) and gold-inlaid ‘1 and ‘2’ at the breech-ends, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in both (No.1.), and 1/4 and 3/4 choke (No.2), No.1 right wall at 16, treble-grip actions, toplevers gold-inlaid
‘1’ and ‘2’, automatic safeties with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ details, the actions and decorative strengthening sideplates engraved with bold acanthus
scroll engraving, bright and re-blued finish overall, 14 1/4in. figured stocks (No.1 a replacement), weight 6lb. 5oz. (No.1) 6lb. 8oz. (No.2), in their
leather double guncase
£800-1,200
Provenance: the vendor informs us that the initials on the lid and the escutcheons in the stocks relate to Lieutenant Douglas Francis Fairfax Shennan who
was born in London, St. Peters, Eaton Square on June 28th 1892. He was educated at Eton College in 1911, in 1914 he was second Lieutenant in the King’s
Royal Rifle Corps, 4th Battalion. He was killed in action on 8th May 1915 at Ypres
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1400 S2
J. PURDEY & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 13941, for 1891, 28in.
replacement nitro chopperlump barrels (by another, London proofed 1982), the rib
engraved ‘To SHAMUS from PAPA’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, removable striker discs,
arrow cocking-indicators, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral
bouquets, brushed bright and reblued finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock including
3/4in. wooden extension, fore-end wood with some cracking, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£2,500-3,500
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
No. 13941 Completed: 8th July 1891 For: Brandt Description:
A hammerless ejector game gun Weight: 6lb. 11½oz. Calibre: 12bore Barrels: 30in. Whitworth Steel Choke: Plain & Modified
Stock: 14 1/8 1/32in. Notes: Action with intercepting safeties
August 1891: Stock adjusted and shortened to 13 7/8
1/16in. 18th October 1893: temporarily lengthened to
14 1/8in. 30th May 1919: Purchased from Brandt
with No. 14,933, and Nitro Proved Sold to a
Captain Mitchell, but brought back and resold
to Captain Ogilvy, August 1921 Later noted
as property of the Hon. Bruce Ogilvy
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1401

1402

1401** S2
ETABts. GUINARD & CIE
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2206, circa 1920, 27 1/2in.
(70cm) nitro reproved barrels (in 2022, struck off and in the white) with
tapered matt rib, tubes engraved ‘ETABts. GUINARD & CIE ARMURIERS
Btes. 14 AVENUE DE L’OPERA, 14 PARIS’, (faint), 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, right wall thickness below recommended
minimum, treble-grip action with hidden third bite, removable striker
discs, action with Alphonse Forgeron trade mark, manual safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving with large art
nouveau foliate embellishment, bright finish, 15 1/8in. figured
replacement stock and matching fore-end wood, fore-end finial with light
damage and pitting, weight 6lb. 9oz.

1402 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.1 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 463848, for 1964, 26 3/4in. nitro barrels (likely slightly
shortened) 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke,
removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated
front trigger, rolled-edge triggerguard, acanthus scroll engraving with
floral bouquets, retaining traces of original colour-hardening, 14 1/4in.
figured stock including 7/8in. recoil pad, weight 6lb. 10oz.
£600-800

Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from Belgium, EU RGR Eligible

£800-1,200
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1403

1404

1403* S2
JOHN DICKSON & SON
A 12-BORE 1887 PATENT ‘ROUND-ACTION’ TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION
EJECTOR, serial no. 4890, for 1897, 28in. replacement nitro chopperlump
barrels (London proofed 1974), the rib engraved ‘JOHN DICKSON & SON.
GUNMAKERS. EDINBURGH.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
1/2 choke, some pitting and corrosion at breech end, Dickson patent
round-action incorporating patents 9399 and 10621 of 1887, use number
628, carved foliate fences, the toplever engraved ‘2’, gold pin cockingindicators, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, profusely
engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork (some wear and large areas of
surface corrosion), the makers name in scrolling banners, brushed finish,
14 1/2in. figured stock (cracked at head, some shrinkage), weight 6lb 9oz.

1404 S2
AN UN-NAMED ENGLISH 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, in the white,
no visible serial number, London proofed 1980, 27 7/8in. nitro
chopperlump barrels, bead sight not fitted, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. full and 3/4 choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
tumbler pivots untrimmed, rolled-edge triggerguard, fine acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets and blank scrolling banners to the
lockplates, 15 1/8in. figured stock, fore-end furniture un-engraved,
weight 7lb. 7oz.
£1,500-2,000

Please note VAT at 5% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£1,800-2,300
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that gun No. 4890 was
delivered in February 1897 as a Best Patent Hammerless Ejector gun with
30in barrels.
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Provenance: The vendor has kindly informed us that this gun was in the
process of being made for him by the well respected gunmaker Terence
(Terry) Smith, who sadly passed away in December 2021. The gun is almost
complete, but some elements remain unfinished and will require completion
before use Terence A. Smith was a highly talented gunmaker, unique in that
he undertook consecutive full apprenticeships with two of England’s premier
gun manufacturers. Articled by Boss in the early 1960’s, Terence was
apprenticed to Bill Wise (who was in turn apprenticed to Bob Henderson, the
designer of the Boss over and under sidelock ejector in 1909). When
subsequently articled by Holland & Holland, Terence learned the craft of
making double rifles under the guidance of the renowned Bill Keniston
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1405

1406

1405 S2
W.P. JONES
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 16040, circa
1934, 28in. nitro reproved barrels (in 1981, slightly loose), finely matted
rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end and with banner engraved ‘W.P.
JONES. MAKER. 25 WHITTALL ST. BIRMINGHAM. WINNER AT THE
“FIELD” TRIALS OF 12. 16 & 20 BORE GUNS. LONDON.’, the tubes with
acanthus detailing at the breech ends, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx.
1/4 and 3/4 choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’ and ‘W. P. JONES’, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, the action flats signed in miniature
script ‘Wm Jones Maker’, acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
the triggerguard with a pointer on point, brushed bright and reblued
finish overall, 14 3/8in. figured stock (minor setting cracks to rear of right
lockplate and top tang) including horn buttplate, weight 6lb. 1oz.
£800-1,200

1406 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE 1878 PATENT ‘CLIMAX SAFETY HAMMERLESS’ ROTARYUNDERLEVER BACK-ACTION SIDELOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no.
6279, for 1880, 29 3/4in. replacement nitro barrels (in 1934), the rib
engraved ‘THOMAS BLAND & SONS. 4 & 5. KING WILLIAM STREET.
STRAND. LONDON. W.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4
choke, W.M. Scott and T. Baker patent action, patent no. 761 of 1878, use
number 453, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, ornate
scrolling acanthus border engraving with some beaded details, the left
side engraved ‘CLIMAX SAFETY HAMMERLESS’, the lockplates signed
‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND’, the underside with two pinhole perforations,
bright finish with some surface patination, 14 1/4in. stock including
buttplate, fore-end wood with minor losses to edges, weight 7lb. 1oz.
£500-700

Tuesday 22nd November
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1407

1409

1407 S2
DARNE
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE ‘V17’ SPRING-LOADED SLIDING-BREECH
EJECTOR, serial no. 6M69, circa 1970, 28 3/4in. nitro monobloc ‘Epreuve
triple’ barrels with sunken matt top rib and no under rib, scroll engraving
at the breech end, 7 punch marks, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and full choke, sprung sliding-breech with converging obturator discs,
button barrel release, manual side safety, bouquet and scroll engraving
with carved fences, bright finish overall,14 1/2in. stock including
buttplate, weight 5lb. 14oz.
£600-800

1409 S2
H.J. HUSSEY LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘IMPERIAL EJECTOR’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14367,
circa 1900, 28in. nitro barrels (some dents), rib gold-inlaid ‘1’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 3/4 choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the
underside with a cartouche engraved ‘IMPERIAL EJECTOR’, retaining
traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 15in. figured replacement
stock, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£1,000-1,500

1408** S2
E.J. CHURCHILL
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE ‘IMPERIAL XXV’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 5507, circa 1937, 25in. nitro chopperlump barrels (some internal
marking) with Churchill rib gold-inlaid ‘XXV’, the tubes engraved ‘E.J.
CHURCHILL (GUN MAKERS) LTD. ORANGE ST. GUNWORKS. LEICESTER
SQUARE. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and acanthus
scroll engraving, the underside gold-inlaid with a crown, 14 3/4in. stock,
weight 5lb. 14oz.

1410 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A 12-BORE 1897 PATENT ‘GOLD NAME’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
DETACHABLE-LOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 9378, circa 1910, 28in. nitro
reproved barrels, rib engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS. 178 NEW BOND
ST. LONDON. GUN MAKERS. BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS MAJESTY
GEORGE V. REX ET IMP.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full
choke, scroll-backed treble-grip action with Westley Richards patent
toplever engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT ONE TRIGGER’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, J. Deeley and L.B. Taylor
patent hand-detachable locks, patent no. 17731 of 28th July 1897 with
improved ‘lighter pull-off’ modification, patent no. 10567 of 7th May 1907,
use number 1664, L.B. Taylor patent hinged floorplate, patent no. 23088
of 30th October 1908, A.E. Lard single trigger, patent no. 3962 of February
22nd 1899, use number 1317, triggerplate mounted selector switch with
gold-inlaid ‘L’ and ‘R’ detail, plain action gold-inlaid with the makers
name, 13 1/2in. stock (worn at head and hand), weight 6lb. 9oz.
£800-1,200

Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£1,000-1,500
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1411

1412

1413

1411 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 553219, dated
1980, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, removable striker discs, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, hand
detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking
indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, retaining some original colourhardening and finish, 14 1/2in. stock, weight
6lb. 6oz.
£600-800

1412 S2
STEPHEN GRANT
A 12-BORE HORATIO PHILLIPS 1879 PATENT
SIDELEVER
TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION
EJECTOR, serial no. 5134, circa 1882, 28in.
replacement nitro barrels (in 1938, wall
thicknesses at 19), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 3/4 and full choke, H. Phillips patent
sidelever lever-cocking action, patent no. 4809
of 1879, carved fences, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, topstrap engraved
‘PATENT’, Boss patent ejectors (require
attention), border and acanthus scroll
engraving, 14in. figured stock including
buttplate, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£700-900

1413 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE 1883 PATENT ‘THE ROYAL’
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 12561, with
additional barrels, circa 1889, 30in.
replacement nitro barrels (by another,
numbered 47010, London proof marks for 19041925), the rib spuriously engraved ‘HOLLAND &
HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND STREET LONDON.’,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/4 choke;
additional 30in. replacement nitro reproved
barrels (by another, original Birmingham proof
marks for 1937/8), the rib spuriously engraved
‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98, NEW BOND
STREET LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, treble-grip
Henry Holland and John Robertson patent
hammerless action, patent no. 23 of 1st
January 1883, the action face with W.M. Scott
and T. Baker patent ‘gas check’ gas vents,
patent no. 617 of 1882, use number H140,
toplever engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND
PATENT NO. 23’, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, dipped-edge lockplates
with protruding tumbler pivots, fine acanthus
scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the
underside with ‘“THE ROYAL” PATENT SAFETY
HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’, ejectors and firing
mechanism inconsistent, brushed bright and
reblued finish overall, 14 3/4in. figured
replacement stock (slight sweep at comb)
including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, fore-end
wood with insert repairs, weight 6lb. 13oz.
(London proofed barrels) and 6lb. 11oz.
(Birmingham proofed barrels)
£1,500-2,000

Tuesday 22nd November
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1414 S2
JOHN DICKSON & SON
A SCARCE 12-BORE BOSS PATENT SINGLE-TRIGGER
‘LONDON PATTERN’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
6238, for 1910, 29in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib
engraved ‘JOHN DICKSON & SON. 63. PRINCES STREET.
EDINBURGH.’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke,
right wall at 18, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, Boss 1905 improved patent
single-trigger, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral
bouquets, the underside with ‘BOSS & CO. PATENT
SINGLE TRIGGER’, brushed bright and reblued finish
overall, 14in. well-figured stock including 7/8in. recoil pad,
weight 6lb. 12oz.
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: The makers ledgers confirm that the gun was
made as No.2 of a pair, with 29in. barrels and sold on the
14th July 1910.
In his definitive book on the history of the maker ‘JOHN
DICKSON & SON - THE ROUND ACTION GUNMAKER’,
Donald Dallas states that the ledgers record just 227 London
pattern sidelocks being listed - of which only four pairs of
guns, all made between August 1909 and September 2010
are noted specifically as having ‘Boss single tr.’ After this
point, all references to single triggers are either ‘Our single
trigger’ or simply ‘single trigger’
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1416

1417

1415 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE ‘DOMINION’ BACK-ACTION SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 31332, circa 1948, 26in. nitro barrels, the tubes
engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND 98. NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’
(likely refreshed), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in both, some
pits, action face with patent gas checks, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, border engraving, retaining very slight traces of colourhardening, 14 1/2in. stock (cast on for the left shoulder) including 1/2in.
wooden extension, fore-end wood with some bruising, weight 6lb. 4oz.
£700-900

1417 S2
DARNE
A 12-BORE ‘V20’ SPRING-LOADED SLIDING-BREECH EJECTOR, serial
no. 8A704, for 1978, 27 1/2in. triple-proof nitro barrels with 10 punch
marks, sunken matt rib, the breech ends with acanthus scroll detailing,
no under rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke,
sprung sliding-breech with converging obturator discs, carved leaf
fences, engraved button barrel release, manual side safety with ‘F’ and
‘S’ details, triggers set for the left hand, bold acanthus scroll engraving
with floral bouquets, bright finish overall, 15 3/4in. stock, slightly cast
on, fore-end with horn finial, weight 6lb.
£1,200-1,600

1416 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘NO.2 GRADE’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 24780, circa
1905, 30in. nitro barrels, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98.
NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. and 1/4 choke, some pits and rust spotting, wall thicknesses at 18
and 17, action with gas checks, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, fine border and acanthus scroll
engraving with a floral bouquet to the underside, retaining very slight
traces of original colour-hardening, left ejector requires attention,
15 3/4in. stock including 1 3/4in. wooden extension, oval escutcheon
removed, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent release, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£600-800

Tuesday 22nd November
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1418 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 22009, for 1898, 28in.
nitro barrels (shortened), the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND 98.
NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl.
in both, left wall thickness at 18, the toplever engraved ‘PATENT EJECTOR’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, best bold Royal scroll engraving, the underside with an elaborate
cartouche engraved ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’, retaining very slight
traces of colour-hardening, 14 5/8in. figured stock including 3/8in. wooden
extension, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£2,000-3,000
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1419

1422

1419 S2
J. BLANCH & SON
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4841 / 5845, circa 1890, 28in.
nitro replacement barrels (in 1960), the rib engraved ‘J. BLANCH & SON,
6, MITER STREET, ALDGATE, LONDON.’ (sic), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and full choke, treble-grip action with hidden third bite,
toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
fine acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game scene vignettes of
pointer, partridge and pheasant, the triggerguard with further scenes of
pointer, brushed bright and reblued finish overall, 15in. stock including
7/8in. ebonite extension, weight 6lb. 8oz.
£1,000-1,500

1421 S2
CHARLES FRANCIS & SON
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 75019, circa 1907, serial
number to barrel loop only, 29in. nitro reproved damascus barrels (in
1999), rib engraved ‘CHARLES FRANCIS & SON. GUNMAKERS.
PETERBOROUGH.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full choke,
treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
bouquet and scroll engraving, pins reblued, retaining traces of original
colour-hardening and finish, 15in. figured stock including 7/8in. wooden
extension, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£800-1,200

1420 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 600891, dated 1990, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, removable striker discs,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, hand-detachable lockplates,
gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, retaining much original colour-hardening and finish,
15 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 9oz.
£600-800

1422 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4918, for
1901, 30in. sleeved nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 73 ST.
JAMES’S STREET, LONDON’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 choke in both, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge
triggerguard, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
retaining traces of original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. figured stock
including 5/8in. wooden extension, oval gold escutcheon bearing the
coronet of an Earl surmounting ‘M’, weight 6lb. 14oz.
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly informed us that this gun was ordered
in 1901 as No.2 of a pair, for Earl Manners

Tuesday 22nd November
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1423 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 7034, for 1926, 30in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the
rib engraved ‘BOSS & CO. 13, DOVER STREET,
PICCADILLY, LONDON. W.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, left wall thickness at 19,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, goldinlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, best
fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
retaining some original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. wellfigured stock, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly informed us that this
gun was ordered in May 1926, by M. Shaw-Stewart of 46,
Queen Gate Terrace, Kensington
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1426

1424 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.1 MODEL’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14698, for
1962, 27 1/2in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety,
gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, floral and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some
original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. stock (broken through and
repaired at hand), weight 6lb. 7oz.
£600-800
1425 S2
WATSON BROS.
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 6724, circa 1903, 28in.
replacement nitro barrels, the rib gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, the
tubes engraved ‘WATSON BROS. 7 BURY STREET, ST. JAMES’S,
LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, treblegrip action with hidden third bite, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, the action, furniture and lockplates carved
with bold stylised acanthus designs on a finely matted background in
Harry Kell style, light damage to underside and at knuckle, 15 3/8in.
replacement stock with minor cracks and repairs, wear to fore-end wood,
weight 7lb. 1oz.
£1,000-1,500

1426 S2
JOSEPH LANG & SON
A RARE 12-BORE PHILLIPS PATENT ‘VENA CONTRACTA’ SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 8236, with extra barrels, for 1899, 30in. nitro
reproved Phillips patent barrels, patent No. 11,828 of 1893 whereby the
barrels are are made of diminishing internal diameter from 12-bore the
chamber to approx. 20-bore at the muzzle, the rib engraved ‘JOSEPH
LANG & SON. 10. PALL MALL. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke;
extra 28in. sleeved nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘P. WEBLEY & SON. 78.
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx.
1/4 and 1/2 choke;
treble-grip action with carved stylised acanthus leaf fences, removable
striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish, 13 3/4in. figured stock
including 1/2in. extension, weight 6lb. 2oz. (Vena Contracta barrels) 6lb.
5oz. (sleeved barrels)
£1,000-1,500
Provenance: The makers have kindly informed us that this shotgun was
completed in 1899 but the records do not show for whom it was built.

1427 S2
WILLIAM EVANS
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 17225, for 1934, 26 1/2in.
nitro barrels, sunken rib engraved ‘WILLIAM EVANS. 63. PALL MALL. ST.
JAMES’S. LONDON.’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke both, minor dents, treble-grip action
with removable striker discs, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bold acanthus scroll engraving with beaded
bordering, retaining some colour-hardening, 15in. replacement stock,
weight 6lb. 8oz.
£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1428

1429

1428 S2
HAMMOND BROTHERS
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4017, circa 1900, 29in. nitro
reproved barrels (in 1997), the rib engraved ‘HAMMOND BROTHERS.
PATENTEES. WINCHESTER. MADE OF SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID
COMPRESSED STEEL.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
full choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, cocking-indicators, border and acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, triggers set for
a left-hander,14 3/4in. stock (cast for a left hander) including 3/8in.
wooden extension, weight 6lb. 13oz.
£800-1,200

1429 S2
BOSS & CO.
A 12-BORE EASY-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4787, for
1900, 30in. fine damascus nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘BOSS & CO.
73, ST. JAMES’S STREET. LONDON.’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and imp. cyl choke, some
pitting, left wall thickness at 20-, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the action bar with
‘BOSS’S PATENT’ engraved in a matted cartouche, retaining very slight
traces of colour-hardening and finish, 15 1/4in. well-figured stock
including 1in. recoil pad, weight 7lb.
£3,000-5,000
The gun comes with a written report by the makers dated October 11th 1989
and two invoices for work carried out at the same time
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1430 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 153838, 28in. nitro
barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and full choke, removable striker discs,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rollededge triggerguard, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 5/8in. stock, weight 6lb. 12oz.
£500-700

1431 S2
CHARLES HELLIS & SONS LTD.
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 5525, circa 1953, 26in. nitro reproved
barrels (loose), the rib engraved ‘CHARLES HELLIS & SONS. LTD. 121-3 EDGWARE
RD. LONDON. ENGLAND.’ (faint) and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech
end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, automatic safety with inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, border and bold acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some colourhardening and finish, 15 1/2in. figured stock including 1 1/4in. wooden extension,
weight 6lb. 10oz., in a canvas and leather Brady gunslip
£700-900

1432 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14421, circa 1891, 30in. sleeved
nitro barrels, the rib re-engraved with the Bond street address and gold-inlaid ‘1’ at
the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, treble-grip
action, the action face with W.M. Scott and T. Baker patent ‘gas check’ gas vents,
patent no. 617 of 1882, use number 4969, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, carved acanthus leaf fences, dipped-edge lockplates
with protruding tumbler pivots, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
some rust spotting, 14 3/8in. replacement stock (cast on for the left shoulder), weight
6lb. 11oz.
£800-1,200

1433 S2
J. VENABLES & SON
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 5836, circa 1930, 28in. nitro reproved
barrels (in 1997, loose), the rib engraved ‘J. VENABLES & SON. ST. ALDATES.
OXFORD.’ and ‘1’ and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, toplever engraved ‘1’, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border, acanthus scroll and floral bouquet engraving,
retaining some colour-hardening and renewed finish, 15 1/2in. figured stock
including 1in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 9oz.
£700-900

Tuesday 22nd November
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1450 S2
ANCASTER GUNS
A SCARCE 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 3641,
for 1995, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib gold-inlaid ‘GORDON REID’,
the tubes engraved ‘ANCASTER GUNS. LINCOLNSHIRE’ and with acanthus
scroll detailing at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl.
and 1/4 choke, action with Holland & Holland style self-opening system, the
toplever gold-inlaid with a cock pheasant, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, the action, lockplates and furniture
engraved with fine acanthus scrollwork and floral bouquets, the rear of the
lockplates with small vignettes of partridge and grouse, the underside
with a covey of partridge in flight, the lockplates gold-inlaid with the
makers name, the triggerguard tang gold-inlaid with the serial
number, 15in. boldly-figured stock including horn buttplate,
weight 6lb. 15oz., in its lightweight leather case with goldtooled leather trade label
£7,000-9,000
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1451** S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SELF-OPENING HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 33616, circa 1947, 30in. nitro chopperlump barrels,
matted rib with ‘Royal’ engraved in script, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND &
HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND STREET, LONDON.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, treble-grip action with hidden third bite and
side-clips, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, hand-detachable
lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rollededge triggerguard, best bold Royal scroll engraving, the underside with ‘ROYAL
MODEL’ in an elaborate cartouche, the left crosspin cover with ‘MADE IN
ENGLAND’, the triggerguard engraved 100763 / 33616, bright and blued finish,
14 1/2in. boldly-figured stock including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb.
6oz., in its lightweight leather case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£8,000-12,000
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1452

1452 S2
STEPHEN GRANT & SONS
A 12-BORE SIDELEVER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 6761, for 1895, 30 1/4in. nitro reproved
barrels (in 2022), the rib engraved ‘PATENT EJECTOR. STEPHEN GRANT & SONS. 67A ST. JAMES’S
STREET LONDON.’, the tubes engraved ‘SIR JOSEPH WHITWORTH’S FLUID PRESSED STEEL’,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, sidelever action with fluted leaf fences,
automatic tang safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail and subsidiary grip-safety, removable striker
discs, fine acanthus scroll engraving, bright finish, 14in. highly-figured stock, weight 6lb. 11oz., in
a brass-cornered leather case
£2,500-3,500
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1453 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A 12-BORE (2IN.) ‘TWELVE-TWENTY’ W. BAKER 1906 PATENT ASSISTEDOPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14503, with extra 12-bore (2 1/2in.)
barrels, circa 1937, original 26in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved
‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. (GUNMAKERS) LTD. 35. CARR’S LANE. BIRMINGHAM.’,
and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech en, 2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, wall thicknesses below recommended minimum,new 26in. nitro barrels (in
1990), rib engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 35. CARRS LANE. BIRMINGHAM.’,
and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
1/2 choke, slender W. Baker patent assisted-opening action, patent no. 26,903
of 27th November 1906 with Baker patent ejectors, slim carved foliate
fences, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, cocking-indicators, fine acanthus scroll engraving with
central floral bouquets, retaining traces of original colourhardening and finish, 15in. figured stock including 1 1/4in.
wooden extension, the hand with a well-applied pistolgrip
(to enable one handed shooting), weight 5lb. 4oz., (2in.
chambered barrels) and 5lb. 8oz. (2 1/2in.
chambered barrels), in a brass-cornered Brady
leather case (provision for both sets of
barrels) with gold-tooled William Powell
& Son trade label
£2,000-3,000
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1454

1454 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘BADMINTON’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 26691, circa 1910,
26 1/2in. nitro barrels, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND STREET.
LONDON’ and the rib engraved ‘BADMINTON’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, automatic safety, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, fine border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, pins reblued,
15in. figured stock including 1in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 5oz., in its makers leather case,
together with a Croots fleece-lined green canvas and leather slip
£1,500-2,000
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1455 S2
JOHN DICKSON & SON
A 12-BORE 1887 PATENT ‘ROUND-ACTION’ TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION
EJECTOR, serial no. 5542, circa 1903, 27in. replacement nitro barrels,
rib engraved ‘JOHN DICKSON & SON. GUNMAKERS. EDINBURGH.’,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, Dickson patent
round-action incorporating patents 9399 and 10621 of 1887, use
number 1035, toplever engraved ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, 16
1/2in. figured stock including 2in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 10oz.,
in its leather case
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers have kindly confirmed that gun No. 5542 was
delivered in August 1903 as a Best Patent Hammerless Ejector gun with
29in barrels and was a No. 2 of a pair.
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1456

1459

1456 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘NO. 2 GRADE’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 20831, circa
1900, 30 1/8in. nitro barrels, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND
98. NEW BOND STREET, LONDON.’, the underside engraved ‘No.2
GRADE’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, some
pitting, right wall thickness at 18, toplever engraved ‘PATENT EJECTOR’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cockingindicators, the action flats engraved ‘No. 2 GRADE’, partially engraved
with bold acanthus scrollwork with ornate borders, the underside with
an oval cartouche engraved ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’, brushed
finish, 14 3/8in. figured stock, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent
release, weight 6lb. 8oz., in a canvas case with Gallyon & Sons trade label
£1,000-1,500

1458 S2
JOHN DICKSON & SON
A 12-BORE 1887 PATENT ‘ROUND-ACTION’ TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION
EJECTOR, serial no. 6334, for 1911, 29in. nitro barrels, rib engraved
‘JOHN DICKSON & SON. 63 PRINCES STREET. EDINBURGH.’, and goldinlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl.
and 1/4 choke, right wall thickness below recommended minimum,
Dickson patent round-action incorporating patents 9399 and 10621 of
1887, use number 1403, carved foliate fences, the toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, profusely engraved with
fine acanthus scrollwork, the makers name in scrolling banners to the
sides, bright and blued finish overall, 14 3/8in. well-figured stock (minor
crack at hand), weight 6lb. 5oz., in its brass-cornered oak and leather
case with gold-embossed Princes Street trade label
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: The makers records confirm that the gun was sold on the 29th
August 1911 with 29in. barrels

1459 S2
HENRY ATKIN
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2712, for 1925, 27in.
replacement nitro reproved barrels (replacements in 1977, choke reproof
in 2007), rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ and the tubes engraved ‘HENRY ATKIN. 61.
PALL MALL. ST. JAMES’S. LONDON. ENGLAND.’, 2 3/4in. chambers,
Teague multichokes (with spares), removable striker discs, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine border and acanthus scroll
engraving, bright finish, 15in. figured replacement stock (plug at head),
weight 6lb. 9oz., in a brass-cornered leather case
£1,500-2,000
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1460 S2
STEPHEN GRANT & SONS
A 12-BORE W. BAKER 1906 PATENT ASSISTED-OPENING SIDELEVER
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 17242, circa 1935, 29in. nitro barrels, the tubes
engraved ‘STEPHEN GRANT & SONS. 7. BURY STREET. ST. JAMES’S.
LONDON.’, the rib gold-inlaid ‘1’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, W. Baker patent assisted-opening action,
patent no. 26,903 of 27th November 1906, with Baker patent ejectors, carved
stylised leaf fences, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine border
and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and
finish, 16in. replacement stock (cast for a left hander, triggers swept to suit)
including 1in. leather-covered recoil pad, weight 6lb. 10oz., in its makers
brass-cornered oak and leather guncase
£4,000-6,000
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1461 S2
JOHN DICKSON & SON
A 12-BORE 1887 PATENT ‘ROUND ACTION’
TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION EJECTOR, serial no. 7379,
for 1941, 27in. lined nitro barrels (in 2010), the rib
engraved ‘J. DICKSON & SON LTD. EDINBURGH.’,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2
choke, Dickson patent round-action incorporating
patents 9399 and 10621 of 1887, use number 1821,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the
underside gold-inlaid with ‘DICKSONS PATENT’, 15in.
stock (pinned at head), weight 6lb. 3oz., in its canvas
and leather case
£2,500-3,500
Provenance: The makers ledgers confirm that the gun
was sold in 1941 with 27in. barrels for £120
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1462 S2
HENRY ATKIN
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 431, circa 1890, 29in.
replacement nitro reproved chopperlump
barrels, the rib engraved ‘HENRY ATKIN LTD.
(FROM PURDEY’S) 88, JERMYN ST., LONDON
S.W.’, (refreshed) and gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the
breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, choke inserts
for imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke (choke reproof for
2012), minor ring bulge left tube, right wall
thickness at 19, treble-grip action, toplever
gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining much renewed colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. figured replacement stock
including 1in. rubber recoil pad, insert repairs
to fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 5oz., in a
lightweight leather case
£700-900
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1463 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 22707 circa 1900, 27in. nitro barrels (likely shortened), the rib
gold-inlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND &
HOLLAND 98, NEW BOND STREET. LONDON.’ (refreshed), 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. choke in both, toplever goldinlaid ‘2’ and ‘PATENT EJECTOR’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, semi-selective single
trigger, the action, furniture and lockplates profusely engraved
with bold scrolling acanthus designs with some feathered
bordering, the underside with ornate ribboned cartouches
engraved ‘ROYAL HAMMERLESS EJECTOR’ and
‘PATENT SINGLE TRIGGER’, bright and blued finish,
14 1/2in. figured replacement stock including 1in.
rubber recoil pad, replacement fore-end
wood, weight 6lb. 12oz., in a lightweight
leather case
£2,500-3,500
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1464

1465

1464 S2
EDWINSON GREEN & SONS
A 12-BORE SELF-OPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 6527, circa
1906, 28in. krupp-steel nitro reproved barrels (in 1991, loose on action),
the rib engraved ‘EDWINSON GREEN & SONS. MAKERS, CHELTENHAM
& GLOUCESTER’ and gold-inlaid ‘1’, the breech ends engraved with
bands of ornate design, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, toplever gold-inlaid ‘1’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, fine acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of original colourhardening, ejectors require attention, 14 1/8in. figured stock with comb
insert and including 5/8in. ebonite extension, weight 6lb. 6oz., in a leather
hammergun case with Edwinson Green trade label
£1,800-2,200

1465 S2
F. BEESLEY
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 1836, circa 1903, 29 3/4in.
nitro barrels, rib engraved ‘F. BEESLEY. 2 ST. JAMES STREET LONDON
PALL MALL CORNER.’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’, the tubes engraved
‘WHITWORTHS FLUID PRESSED STEEL’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. true and imp. cyl., right wall at 19, carved leaf fences, toplever
gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, best fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the lockplates with ‘F.
BEESLEY PATENT LONDON’ in scrolling banners and a crown, the
underside with ‘BEESLEY’S PATENT’, 14in. figured stock, weight 6lb. 7oz.,
in a brass-cornered leather case with William Powell trade label
£1,000-1,500
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1466 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.
A SCARCE 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER 1897 PATENT DETACHABLE-LOCK LIVE PIGEON
GUN, serial no. 18852, for 1951, 30in. nitro barrels with raised ventilated matt rib, the tubes
engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and
full choke, large frame scroll-back treble-grip action with hidden third bite, incorporating J.
Deeley and L.B. Taylor patent hand-detachable locks, patent no. 17731 of 28th July 1897,
detachable floorplate, L.B. Taylor modified ‘two pull’ single trigger, patent no. 26,659 of
November 17th 1909, triggerplate-mounted selector switch with gold-inlaid ‘L’ and ‘R’
details, automatic safety, bold acanthus scroll engraving, the triggerguard with a pointer,
retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 15in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock
with engraved horn pistolgrip-cap and including 5/8in. leather covered recoil pad, fore-end
with Deeley & Edge patent release catch and with horn finial, weight 7lb. 7oz., in a brasscornered oak and leather case with re-lined interior and some accessories and a beavertail
fore-end wood
£5,000-7,000
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1468

1467

1467 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 14322, circa 1890, 28in. nitro
reproved barrels (in 1981), the tubes engraved
‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND
STREET. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, treble-grip action,
the action face with W.M. Scott and T. Baker
patent ‘gas check’ gas vents, patent no. 617 of
1882, use number 4753, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, dipped-edge
lockplates with protruding tumbler pivots, fine
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets,
the underside with ‘ROYAL EJECTOR PATENT
NO. 11263’, brushed finish, 14 1/2in.
replacement stock cast for a left-hander,
weight 6lb. 6oz., in a tan leather lightweight
guncase
£1,000-1,500

1469

1468 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 12-BORE ‘ROYAL’ HAND-DETACHABLE
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 25017, circa
1906, 28in. sleeved nitro barrels, the rib goldinlaid ‘2’ (slightly loose) and the tubes engraved
with acanthus scroll at the breech end, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2
choke, fences carved in relief with acorn and
oak leaf motifs, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
hand-detachable
lockplates,
gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, best ‘Royal’ scroll
engraving, bright finish, 15in. figured stock
including 1 3/8in. extension and leathercovered recoil pad, weight 6lb. 14oz., in its
makers brass-cornered leather case
£3,000-5,000

1469 S2
E.J. CHURCHILL
A LIGHTWEIGHT 12-BORE ‘IMPERIAL’
SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4664, circa
1932, 25in. replacement barrels (by the makers
in 1996) with matt Churchill-rib gold-inlaid
‘XXV’ at the breech end, tubes engraved ‘E.J.
CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD. CANNON
WORKS DORKING SURREY’, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bold
acanthus scroll engraving, the underside goldinlaid with an Imperial crown, bright finish,
15in. semi-pistolgrip stock including 1 3/8in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 2oz., in its ‘V.C.’
lightweight leather guncase with canvas and
leather outer
£3,000-5,000

Provenance: The vendor has kindly informed us
that this gun was bought through Christie’s in
around 2001 (with 26in. barrels). The gun was
sleeved by Sorrell Brothers circa 2002, and the
breeches were re-engraved. The gun was
maintained by Brian Gibbs.

Tuesday 22nd November
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1470 S2
LUCIANO BOSIS
A FINE PEDRETTI-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER PINLESS SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 404, with extra 32in. barrels, dated 2008, original 30in. nitro
chopperlump barrels with tapered raised matt rib, the tubes engraved ‘LUCIANO
BOSIS ITALY’ and with bold acanthus scrollwork at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke;
extra 32in. nitro chopperlump barrels (numbered R134 and dated for 2008) with
tapered raised matt rib, the tubes engraved ‘LUCIANO BOSIS ITALY’ and with bold
acanthus scrollwork at the breech ends, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full
choke;
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, non-selective single trigger, the action,
pinless lockplates and furniture carved in high relief with fine stylised acanthus
designs on a finely matted background, the lockplates with oval vignettes finely
engraved in bulino style with a stubble field and alighting Canada goose on the left
and a mallard drake in a wetland setting to the right, the underside with a circular
vignette of a black grouse, the triggerplate signed ‘G.S. PEDRETTI’, bright finish
overall, the triggerguard gold-inlaid with the serial number, 14 3/4in. highly-figured
pistolgrip stock with engraved steel pistolgrip-cap, beavertail fore-end finely inset in
gold with the Bosis crest, weight 7lb. 5oz. (30in. barrels) and 7lb. 7oz. (32in. barrels)
in its lightweight leather case with provision for both sets of barrels and canvas outer
cover
£20,000-25,000
1471 S2
HENRY ATKIN LTD.
A 12-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 1951, for 1907, 28in. nitro barrels, the rib
engraved ‘HENRY ATKIN LTD. 41 JERMYN STREET. LONDON.’ (faint) and with
acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
1/2 choke, treble-grip action, gas-checks, automatic safety with engraved ‘SAFE’
detail, gold-lined cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, border and acanthus
scroll engraving, bright and blued finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a
leather hammergun case with makers trade label
£1,500-2,000
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1470
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1500 S2
N. GUYOT
A FINE 16-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial
no. 1520, circa 1890, 28 3/8in. (72cm) nitro
reproved barrels by Leopold Bernard, finely
matted rib with banner engraved ‘N. GUYOT.
12 RUE DE PONTHIEU PARIS’, 2 1/2in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/4
choke, bore dimensions marginal, stepped
treble-grip action with hidden third bite,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail,
the fences finely carved in high relief with oak
leaves and acorns entwined with serpents,
the action and furniture profusely engraved
with fine acanthus scrollwork and floral
bouquets with ornate bordering, retaining
very slight traces of original colourhardening, 14 3/8in. well-figured stock,
weight 5lb. 15oz.
£800-1,200
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1501

1502

1501 S2
AYA
AN EARLY 16-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 165389, dated 1964,
28in. nitro chopperlump barrels (some marking), rib engraved ‘AYA AGUIRRE & ARANZABAL.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard, border
and acanthus scroll engraving interspersed with occasional foliate
motifs, retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in.
stock, weight 6lb. 4oz.
£600-800

1503 S2
AYA
A 16-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 553942, for 1980, 26in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, some minor pitting,
engraved arcaded fences, removable striker discs, automatic safety,
hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated
front trigger, rolled-edge triggerguard, retaining traces of original
colour-hardening, 14in. stock including 5/8in. recoil pad (tiny fracture at
hand), weight 6lb. 5oz.
£800-1,000

1502 S2
AYA
A 16-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ ROUNDED-BAR SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 282, for 1998, full Spanish code 16-03-282-98, 28in.
nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, engraved arcaded fences, removable striker discs, automatic
safety, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 15 1/8in. figured
stock including 3/4in. recoil pad, minor setting crack at top tang, small
grain split at hand, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£1,500-2,000

1504 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘NO.3 MODEL’ BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 200594,
dated 1965, 28in. nitro barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
3/4 choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’
detail, border engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/4in. stock including buttplate, weight 5lb. 9oz.
£300-500
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1506

1506 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘NO.1 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 493689, for 1976, 26in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib
engraved ‘AYA-AGUIRRE & ARANZABAL-MADE IN SPAIN.’, and with
acanthus scroll detailing at the breech-end, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, hand-detachable lockplates, gold-inlaid
cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge triggerguard,
acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, retaining much original
colour-hardening and finish, 15in. figured pistolgrip stock including
buttplate, weight 5lb. 14oz.
£2,000-3,000
1507 S2
WATSON BROS.
A .410 (2 1/2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 6410, circa 1901, 28in.
nitro reproved (in 1986) barrels, the tubes engraved ‘WATSON BROS. 7
BURY STREET. ST JAMES’S. LONDON.’, the rib engraved with acanthus
scroll detailing at the breech-end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2
choke in both, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, best border
and and partial acanthus scroll engraving surrounding the makers name
in a scrolling banner, retaining some renewed colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/4in. highly-figured stock including buttplate, weight 4lb. 4oz.
£2,500-3,500
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1508 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘MODEL 25’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 498625, for 1977,
25in. nitro chopperlump barrels with matt Churchill-style rib with goldinlaid ‘AYA’ at the breech-end, the right tube engraved ‘AYA-AGUIRRE &
ARANZABAL - MADE IN SPAIN.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and 3/4 choke, removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘S’ detail, engraved with floral and acanthus motifs, retaining virtually
full original colour-hardening and finish, 14in. figured stock including
buttplate, weight 5lb. 1oz.
£500-700
1509 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 211956, dated 1966, 26 3/4in. nitro chopperlump barrels,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, removable
striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail, hand-detachable
lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, rolled-edge triggerguard,
border and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish, 14 1/2in. stock,
weight 5lb. 10oz.
£700-900
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1510 S2
J. BLANCH & SON
A 16-BORE BACK-ACTION SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 6524, circa 1905, 28in. Whitworth-steel
nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘J. BLANCH & SON.
29 GRACECHURCH STREET. LONDON. SIR JOSEPH
WHITWORTH’S COMPRESSED FLUID STEEL’ and
with ‘4’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. choke in both, treble-grip action
with gas checks, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, gold through-lined cocking-indicators,
profusely engraved with best bold acanthus
scrollwork with ornate bordering, retaining slight
traces of original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. highlyfigured stock including 3/4in. wooden extension, the
fore-end with ‘J. BLANCH & SON’S IMPROVED
SNAP BOLT’ release lever, weight 5lb. 15oz.,
together with a modern Spanish leather case with
(un-applied) reproduction J. Blanch & Son trade
label
£2,000-3,000
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1511

1512

1511 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO.
A 16-BORE ‘SPECIAL QUALITY 634 F GRADE’ SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. T11210, circa 1930, 28in. nitro reproved (in 1994) barrels, the
tubes engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. BIRMINGHAM.’ and
‘SPECIAL QUALITY. 634 F GRADE.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, border and partial acanthus scroll
engraving, bright and reblued finish overall, 14in. figured stock including
buttplate, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent release catch and horn
finial (split at knuckle), weight 5lb. 14oz.
£800-1,200

1512 S2
R. BLANTON
A 20-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 113432, for 1937, 27in. nitro
barrels with narrow file-cut rib, the tubes engraved ‘R. BLANTON.
MARKET PLACE. RINGWOOD. HANTS.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx.
1/4 and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and
finish, 14in. semi-pistolgrip stock including buttplate, weight 5lb. 13oz.
£400-600
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1513 S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 16-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 137543, dated
1966, 28in. nitro barrels, the tubes engraved ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT.
BIRMINGHAM’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke,
automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll engraved action retaining
some original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. stock including 1
1/4in. extension, weight 6lb. 1oz.
£600-800
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1514

1516

1514 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A .410 (SMOOTHBORE) SINGLE-BARRELLED HAMMERLESS ROOK
RIFLE, serial no. 21191, circa 1895, 26in. turned octagonal to round nitro
barrel with matt sighting flat (sights removed), engraved ‘HOLLAND &
HOLLAND. 98. NEW BOND ST. LONDON. WINNERS OF ALL THE “FIELD”
RIFLE TRIALS. .250 SEMI SMOOTH BORE.’, 2 1/2in. chamber, nonselective ejector, removable striker disc, automatic safety, border and
partial scroll engraving surrounding ‘H&H’, retaining some original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock with partially
engraved steel pistolgrip-cap, weight 4lb. 7oz.
£1,100-1,500

1515 S2
UGARTECHEA FOR PARKER-HALE
A 20-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 182973, for 1987, 26 3/4in.
(68cm) nitro chopperlump barrels, the tubes engraved ‘UGARTECHEA MADE IN SPAIN PARKER-HALE LTD. BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, removable striker discs,
automatic safety, border and scroll engraving, bright and blued finish,
14 5/8in. stock including 5/8in. buttplate, weight 5lb. 13oz.
£300-500
1516 S2
J. BLANCH & SON
A .410 (2 1/2IN.) TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 39182, circa 1890,
serial number on barrel loop only, 27in. nitro reproved (in 1961) barrels,
the rib engraved ‘J. BLANCH & SON. 29 GRACECHURCH ST. LONDON.’
and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. true cyl. in both, back-action sidelocks with rebounding
hammers, border and partial acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces
of original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured semi-pistolgrip
stock including 1/2in. ebonite buttplate, weight 4lb. 9oz.
£500-700

Tuesday 22nd November
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1517

1550

1517 S2
FREDERICK HADFIELD
A 20-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 3787, circa
1920, 28 1/4in. Whitworth steel nitro reproved barrels, rib engraved
‘FREDERICK HADFIELD MAKER. 32 WHITTALL STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action
with hidden third bite (action and trigger require attention), fences carved
in relief with oak leaf and acorn motifs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid
‘SAFE’ detail, protruding tumbler pivots with gold-inlaid cockingindicators, fine border and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish,
13 1/2in. figured stock with steel heel and toe plates (chip to right
overhorn, repair to right underhorn), weight 5lb. 10oz.
£3,000-5,000

1519 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘MODEL 25’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 510707, for 1977, 25in. nitro chopperlump barrels with matt
Churchill-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke,
removable striker discs, automatic safety, hand-detachable lockplates,
gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, profusely engraved with floral and acanthus scrollwork with
ribbon detailing, retaining virtually full original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 5/8in. figured stock, weight 6lb. 4oz.
£1,000-1,500

1518 S2
AYA
A 20-BORE ‘MODEL 25’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 481704, for 1976,
25in. nitro barrels with matt Churchill-rib (slightly loose on action),
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, removable striker
discs, automatic safety, fully engraved with floral and scroll engraving,
retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. stock,
weight 5lb. 8oz.
£500-700
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1550 S2
RIZZINI
A 20-BORE ‘MODEL BR550’ SINGLE-TRIGGER BOXLOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 73396, for 2010, 30in. nitro barrels, 3in. chambers, multichokes
(with spares), scroll-back action, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, stylised floral and scroll engraving, the triggerplate
signed ‘inc. Ri. Pa.’, bright and blued finish, 14 3/4in. semi-pistolgrip
stock (setting crack to rear of top tang) including 5/8in. recoil pad, weight
6lb. 7oz., in its universal case with paperwork
£700-900
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1551

1551** S2
P. BERETTA
A LITTLE USED 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘SILVER HAWK’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. S04716A, for 1999, 26in. nitro monobloc barrels, 3in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, the toplever gold-inlaid
with the head of a hawk, manual safety, articulated front trigger, foreend with ejector / non-ejector selector switch, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, the fences with floral and scroll detailing, bright finish overall,
15in. stock including buttplate, weight 6lb. 1oz., in its universal case with
some papers
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£1,500-1,800
1552 S2
AVANCARGAS ANCHU, S.L. (AMR)
A 20-BORE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 17059, for 1989, 27 5/8in.
nitro barrels with file cut rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl.
and 1/4 choke, action flats stamped with the AMR in a diamond logo, gas
checks, automatic safety, scroll engraving, bright finish, 13 3/4in. stock,
weight 6lb. 5oz., in a canvas case with Somerton Guns trade label
£200-300

1553

1553 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A 20-BORE ‘THE HERITAGE MODEL NO.2’ ROUNDED-BAR HANDDETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. H 16192, for 1999, full
Spanish code 57-03-361-99, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib
engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 35 CARRS LANE BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND’, the underside engraved ‘THE WILLIAM POWELL “HERITAGE
Model No.2” by ARRIETA Y Cia of SPAIN’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, rounded bar action with removable striker
discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, hand-detachable
lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger, bold
acanthus scroll engraving, the underside with the model designation,
retaining some original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. figured stock, weight
5lb. 12oz., in its lightweight canvas case
£1,500-2,000

Tuesday 22nd November
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1554 S2
SUPPLIED BY CHARLES HELLIS & SONS
A .410 (2 1/2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4234, for 1937, 26in. nitro barrels, the rib engraved
‘SUPPLIED BY CHARLES HELLIS & SONS. 121-3 EDGWARE ROAD. HYDE PARK. LONDON. W.’ and
with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech-end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2
choke, automatic safety with inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
traces of colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured stock including buttplate, fore-end with
Deeley & Edge release catch, weight 4lb. 3oz., in its canvas and leather guncase with some
accessories
£1,500-2,000
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1555** S2
BOSS & CO.
A FINE RIZZUTO-ENGRAVED 20-BORE ROUNDED-BAR SINGLE-TRIGGER EASYOPENING SIDELOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 10527, for 2016, 30in. nitro reproved
chopperlump barrels (choke reproof 2019), the rib inlaid in gold ‘BOSS & CO,
LONDON.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, approx. 1/4 choke inserts in both, rounded bar
action with removable striker discs, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Boss patent single trigger, rolled-edge
triggerguard, fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral bouquets, the makers
name gold-inlaid in scrolling banners to the lockplates, the toplever subtly
initialled ‘M’, the triggerplate signed ‘CH. RIZZUTO’, retaining virtually full original
colour-hardening and finish, the triggerguard tang gold-inlaid with the serial
number, 14 5/8in. well-figured stock, weight 6lb., in its lightweight leather case
with accessories and canvas and leather outer cover
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only). Imported
from Denmark, EU RGR Eligible

£65,000-85,000
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1556 S2
W. KAVANAGH & SON
A .410 (2 1/2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11228, for 1923/4,
26in. nitro reproved barrels, the rib engraved ‘W. KAVANAGH & SON,
DAME ST. DUBLIN.’ (refreshed), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true
cyl. choke in both, automatic safety with inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border
and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of original colourhardening and finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock, fore-end finial with
repair, weight 4lb. 1oz., in its lightweight leather case with gold-tooled
William Kavanagh (Dame Street) trade label, the lid outer initialled
‘R.L. McC.’, the end of the case with a vintage William Evans storage
label hand written ‘R. R. Leeper’
£1,200-1,600

Provenance: The vendor has kindly informed us of the following:
“The connection with RL McClelland is that he was my uncle. He gave me the gun and I
learned to shoot with it when I was a boy living in the west of Ireland. The gun was initially
given to him by his father or maybe his grandfather, Richard Leeper. There is a sticker from
a gunsmith on one end of the case that has Richard Leeper’s name on it. Richard Leeper was
an avid shooter and had many guns which were all well looked after and serviced regularly”
Richard Leeper McClelland (stage name Richard Leech) (b.1922. - d.2004) was a medical
doctor and an actor. He was born into a family of extraordinary talents, Isabella Mulvany, his
Great Aunt being one of the first women to graduate both the University of Ireland and Dublin
University and who would go on to be headmistress of Alexandra College. Elizabeth Leeper,
his Grandmother was one of the founders of the National Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children and his Grandfather, Richard Robert Leeper was a doctor who
specialised in psychiatry and was responsible for many groundbreaking reforms and
initiatives to improve the care and treatment of mental patients, including provision for both
dental and medical care hitherto unavailable to the mentally afflicted. In his later years he
was widely regarded as the leading psychiatrist in Ireland.
Richard Leeper McClelland followed in his Grandfather’s footsteps by studying medicine
and was a qualified surgeon in Dublin before eventually following a successful career on
stage and screen, securing roles in the West End and Broadway. His screen acting saw him
feature in many well-known television series such as Dixon of Dock Green, Z Cars, Dr Who,
The Avengers, The Saint, Smiley’s people and on the big screen he had over forty film credits,
including such classics as The Dam Busters, Ice Cold in Alex, Ghandi and The Shooting Party.
An extensive biography of his life can be found on the Dictionary of Irish Biography website
under ‘McClelland, Richard Leeper (‘Dick’)(‘Richard Leech’)
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1559

1557 S2
DICKINSON BY AKUS
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 28-BORE ‘ALBION’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. TRT0202, dated 2021, 30in. nitro barrels,
2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), scroll-back action, manual
safety, partial scroll engraving, the underside engraved ‘ALBION’ in celtic
script, retaining virtually full original colour-hardening and finish, 15in.
pistolgrip stock including 3/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb., in its
branded soft universal case
£1,200-1,600
1558 S2
DICKINSON BY AKUS
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED .410 (3IN.) ‘ALBION’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. TRT0207, dated 2021, 28in. nitro barrels,
3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), scroll-back action, manual
safety, partial scroll engraving, the underside engraved ‘ALBION’ in celtic
script, retaining virtually full original colour-hardening and finish,
14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 3/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 5lb.
8oz., in its branded soft universal case
£1,200-1,600

1559 S2
GEORGE H. DAW
A 16-BORE 1862 PATENT ‘DAW’S PATENT CENTRAL FIRE’ PUSHFORWARD UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 389, circa 1865,
28 1/4in. nitro reproved damascus barrels (in 1988), the rib engraved
‘GEORGE H. DAW’S PATENT CENTRAL FIRE, 57 THREADNEEDLE ST.
LONDON, No. 1139’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in both,
G.H. Daw patent action, patent no. 1594 of 1862, use no. 389, carved
percussion fences, elongated topstrap, non-rebounding back-action
locks, permanently attached fore-end (wood loose with some repairs)
with horn finial and crosspin release, best bold acanthus scroll engraving
with feathered bordering, brushed finish, 15in. figured stock (well
matched insert repairs at head) including 3/4in. leather-covered recoil
pad, weight 6lb. 13oz., in its makers brass-cornered two-tier leather
guncase (clasp removed)
£700-900
1560 S2
AYA
A 16-BORE ‘NO.2 MODEL’ HAND-DETACHABLE SIDELOCK EJECTOR,
serial no. 446436, for 1963, 28in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, engraved arcaded
fences, removable striker discs, automatic safety, hand-detachable
lockplates, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, articulated front trigger,
rolled-edge triggerguard, acanthus scroll engraving, retaining slight
traces of original colour-hardening, 14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 5oz., in a
canvas case
£1,000-1,500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1561

1562

1561 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 20-BORE ‘THE “CAVALIER”’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 50139, for 1988, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved in script ‘The
“Cavalier”’, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 33, BRUTON STREET, LONDON.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4
choke, scroll-back action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, bold acanthus scroll engraving with matted
detailing, the makers name in scrolling banners to the sides, the underside with ‘THE “CAVALIER”’, light traces of colour-hardening, 14 3/4in.
figured stock with diamond grip and including buttplate, weight 5lb. 10oz., in a lightweight leather case
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: At the kind instruction of the vendor, all proceeds of this Lot will be donated to the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust
Please see Lot 1562 for a similar example, used as a pair with this Lot

1562 S2
HOLLAND & HOLLAND
A 20-BORE ‘THE “CAVALIER”’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 50155, for 1988, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels, the rib engraved in script ‘The
“Cavalier”’, the tubes engraved ‘HOLLAND & HOLLAND. 33 BRUTON STREET LONDON’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke,
scroll-back action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, partially engraved with acanthus scrollwork with
ornate bordering, the makers name inlaid in gold to the sides, the underside inlaid in gold with ‘THE “CAVALIER”’, retaining virtually full original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured stock, weight 5lb. 8oz., together with a Brady canvas slip
£3,000-5,000
Provenance: At the kind instruction of the vendor, all proceeds of this Lot will be donated to the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust
please see Lot 1561 for a similar example, used as a pair with this Lot
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1593 S2
BROWNING
A LIMITED EDITION 12-BORE ‘AUTO-5 FINAL TRIBUTE ONE OF FIVE HUNDRED’ SEMI-AUTO
SHOTGUN, serial no. FINAL 243, for 1984, restricted magazine, 28in. nitro barrel with 7mm raised
ventilated matt rib, 2 3/4in. chamber, multichoke (with spares), manual push-button safety, goldwashed trigger, magazine cut-off switch, silver receiver engraved with bold acanthus flourishes
with pennants gold-inlaid with ‘PATENT No. 659507 FEBRUARY 8, 1900’, ‘LIMITED SERIES ONE
OF FIVE HUNDRED’, ‘MANUFACTURED SINCE 1903’ and ‘FINAL TRIBUTE 12 OR 12M GAUGE’, the
right side with engraved scenes of the J.M. Browning & Bro. store, a vignette of J.M. Browning, the
left with a vignette of the Herstal manufacturing plant, and a man inspecting an auto-5, 14 3/4in.
figured semi-pistolgrip stock including rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 9oz., in its canvas and leather
case
£500-700
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1595

1594 S2
FABARM
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 12-BORE ‘VELOCITY XLR5’ SEMIAUTO SHOTGUN, serial no. FA026689, for 2013, restricted magazine,
32in. steel-shot proofed nitro barrel with 11mm raised ventilated matt
rib with sight-channel cut-out, intermediate bead fore-sight, 2 3/4in.
chambers, multichoke (with spares), alloy receiver, the left-side marked
‘100% MADE IN ITALY - OVERPRESSURE TESTED 1630 BAR - STEEL
SHOT PROOF’, the top with ramped rib lead, manual push-button safety,
magazine cut-off switch, enlarged bolt-release button and bolt-handle,
gold-washed trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, satin finish, 15in. figured
pistolgrip stock including rubber recoil pad, with adjustable monte-carlo
comb, palm-swell, weight 8lb. 13oz., in its makers universal ABS case
with paperwork and some accessories
£700-900
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1595 S2
WINCHESTER
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 12 TRAP GRADE’ PUMP-ACTION SHOTGUN, serial
no. 1649039, circa 1957, restricted magazine and take-down mechanism
disabled, 30in. nitro reproved barrel (in 2022) with 7mm raised ventilated
matt rib, 2 3/4in. chamber, bored approx. 3/4 choke, manual push-button
safety, action profusely engraved with bold acanthus scroll surrounding
scenes of hound flushing fowl, blued finish, the triggerguard engraved
with the initials ‘K.A.P.’, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock with pistolgripcap, cheekpiece, monte-carlo comb and buttplate, semi-beavertail
fore-end, weight 8lb. 6oz.
£500-700
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1596 S2
E. REMINGTON & SONS
A RARE PRESENTATION 16-BORE ‘NO.1 ACTION’ ROLLING-BLOCK SPORTING
SHOTGUN, serial no. 6, circa 1870, serial number to underside of barrel, action
face and fore-end crosspin, 30 1/8in. black powder blank reproved bold
damascus barrel (proved for max serv. 75 grain Blk Pdr BLANK ONLY 2 1/2in.)
with gold line detailing at the breech and muzzle, the raised rib gold-inlaid ‘E.
REMINGTON & SONS ILION NEW-YORK. U.S.A.’ with elaborate gold line
bordering, Belgian black powder proof markings to barrel and block, barrel
mounted steel ramrod (possible replacement), the action with further gold
line detailing, the sides with gold-inlaid armorials consisting of
cannon, kilij and pennants with the star and crescent, the top with
a gold-inlaid armorial of Ottoman style, the right side with
‘REMINGTON’ in gold in a scrolling banner, the top strap
engraved ‘PATENT’, bolstered fore-end with gold line
detailing to the metalwork, insert repair to left side,
14 1/8in. stock including steel buttplate with twin
cartridge trap, weight 6lb. 7oz.
£1,000-1,500
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1597

1599

1597 S1
WINCHESTER
A LIGHTLY USED F.A.C. 410 (2 1/2IN.) ‘MODEL 9410 TRADITIONAL’
LEVER-ACTION REPEATING SHOTGUN, serial no. SG23128, circa 2001,
24in. nitro reproved barrel with adjustable V rearsight and ramp-mounted
TruGlo fibre optic tube sight, the receiver fitted with a Leupold M8-4X
Shotgun telescopic sight, serial no. 352824C, full length tubular
magazine, 2 1/2in. chamber, bored approx. true cyl. choke, manual pushbutton side safety, knurled hammer extension, blued finish, 13 5/8in.
stock (setting cracks to rear of tangs), weight 7lb. 10oz. (scoped),
complete with its original cardboard carton with paperwork and the
carton for the telescopic sight
£800-1,200

1599 S2
WINCHESTER
A LITTLE USED .410 (2 1/2IN.) ‘MODEL 9410 TRADITIONAL’ LEVERACTION REPEATING SHOTGUN, serial no. SG39113, circa 2003, 24in.
nitro reproved barrel (in 2022) with adjustable V rearsight and rampmounted TruGlo fibre optic tube sight, full length tubular magazine
(restricted 2022), 2 1/2in. chamber, bored approx. true cyl. choke, manual
tang safety, blued finish, 13 5/8in. stock, weight 6lb. 13oz.
£800-1,200

1598 S2
AYA
A 10-BORE (89mm MAG.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 518819, dated
1978, 28in. nitro barrels (shortened) with tapered matt rib, 89mm
chambers, bored approx. true and imp. cyl., automatic safety with ‘S’
detail, removable striker discs, plain action retaining much original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate,
weight 9lb.
£300-500
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OVER AND UNDERS, BOXLOCK EJECTORS
AND NON-EJECTORS, HAMMERGUNS
Over and Unders

1600–1629 and 1650 - 1696

Boxlock Ejectors and Non-Ejectors

1700–1713 and 1750 - 1766

Hammerguns

1800–1801 and 1850 - 1852
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1600** S2
P. BERETTA
A MASSENZA-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘SO4’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. C10790B, for 1986, 29 1/2in. barrels with 9mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (no spares), holdopen toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, pierced
trigger, the action lockplates and furniture engraved with fine acanthus
scrollwork surrounding finely engraved game scenes in bulino style, duck
over a wetland setting to the left, French partridge over open scrub to
the right, the underside with a cock pheasant in woodland, the makers
name hand-engraved to the lockplates, the triggerplate signed ‘D.
MASSENZA’, the triggerguard inlaid ‘SPORTING’ and hand engraved
serial number to the tang, bright and blued finish overall, 14 5/8in. wellfigured pistolgrip stock with palm swell and including 1/2in. rubber recoil
pad, weight 8lb. 2oz., in a Beretta cloth bound case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£4,000-6,000
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1602

1601 S2
BROWNING S.A.
A 20-BORE ‘MOD 325 SP’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 65061NV, for 1995, 28in. nitro reproved barrels with
10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/4 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, adjustable gold-washed trigger, bold acanthus
scrollwork surrounding game scenes of pheasant and duck, 14 3/4in.
figured pistolgrip stock including buttplate, weight 6lb. 6oz.
£700-900
1602** S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘SO4 TRAP’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. A04784B, for 1978, 29in. nitro barrels with 9mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and full
choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, bright finish (some surface blemishes), 14 1/2in. pistolgrip
stock with palm swell and including 3/4in. recoil pad, the grip inset with
a round escutcheon relief engraved with the Olympic rings and ‘MONACO’
and ‘MONTREAL’, weight 8lb. 2oz.
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

1603 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A COENEN-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 55085 S75, for 1975, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels
with 12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, gold-washed single
trigger, beaded border and partial acanthus scroll engraving surrounding
vignettes of pheasant and capercaillie, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock
including buttplate, weight 7lb. 6oz.
£700-900
1604 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. CORAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 442950, for 1974, 28in. nitro barrels with 8mm
ventilated matt top-rib, three-piece fore-end, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, bolstered scroll-back action with hold-open
toplever, automatic safety, cocking-indicator studs, triggerplate-mounted
barrel selector switch, carved with scenes of hound flushing game, bright
finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock with adjustable comb, including 3/4in.
recoil pad, weight 7lb. 4oz.
£700-900

£2,000-3,000
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1605

1605 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A LIGHTLY-USED E. BERNARD-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B2G’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 325NY02030, for 1992,
27 1/2in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, hold-open toplever, manual
safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’
details, acanthus scroll engraving surrounding vignettes of pheasant and
fowl in flight, matt finish, 14 1/4in. semi-pistolgrip stock including
buttplate, weight 6lb. 14oz., with a maroon William Evans padded gunslip
£1,500-2,000

1607 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. CORAL DELUXE’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 510203, dated 1981, 28in. nitro barrels with
8mm ventilated matt top-rib, three-piece fore-end, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, bolstered scroll-back action, holdopen toplever, automatic safety, cocking indicator studs, rolled-edge
triggerguard, acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game scenes of
hound, feather and fowl, bright finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock with
cheekpiece, including AYA buttplate, weight 6lb. 14oz.
£500-700

1606 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A LAMBERT-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘C2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 68432S7, for 1967, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels
with 6mm solid matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2
choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector
switch with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding vignettes of game, brushed finish, 14 3/4in. stock including
1in. rubber recoil pad, fore-end wood with repaired crack left side, weight
7lb.
£800-1,200

1608 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘A1’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 45743 S74, for 1974, 30in. nitro barrels with 16mm ventilated matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke, hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
single trigger, blued action with border engraving, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip
stock including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 15oz.
£750-850
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1609

1611

1609 S2
BROWNING
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘ULTRA XS PRESTIGE’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 64088ZV, for 2015, 32in. nitro barrels (steel
shot proof) with ventilated mid-rib and 12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in.
chambers, multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety
with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed adjustable single
trigger, action engraved and gold-highlighted with clay motifs and with
further gold bordering, matt silver finish, 15in. figured pistolgrip stock
with adjustable comb, including buttplate, weight 8lb. 7oz.
£1,100-1,500
1610 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 12-BORE ‘B.125 F1’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 253NM16532, dated 1990, 30in. nitro barrels with no mid-rib
and 13mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4
and full choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch, gold-washed adjustable single trigger, blacked action
with gold-inlaid border and ‘F1’ detailing, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip
stock with palm swell, including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight
8lb. 5oz.
£800-1,200

1611 S2
VALMET
A CUSTOM-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 109638, circa 1980, 28in. nitro barrels with 9mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4
choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘S’ detail,
cocking indicator studs, single-trigger with barrel selector switch, carved
in relief with scrolling acanthus and foliate motifs set against a stippled
matt background, top slide engraved ‘UgaSer’ on the left, silver finish,
13 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. ventilated rubber recoil pad,
weight 7lb. 8oz.
£300-500

Tuesday 22nd November
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1612

1613

1612 S2
P. BERETTA
A 20-BORE ‘MOD. S687 EELL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. L34068B, dated 1992, 29 1/2in. nitro
reproved barrels (choke reproof in 1997) with 5mm ventilated matt toprib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever,
automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single
trigger, floral scroll engraving, the decorative sideplates with scenes of
pheasant and woodcock, silver finish, 14 1/2in. figured semi-pistolgrip
stock including 1/4in. wooden extension, weight 5lb. 15oz.
£1,800-2,200
1613 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B2G’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 893PT30053, for 1986, 30in. nitro barrels with 12mm ventilated matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 choke in both, hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
single trigger, border and acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game
scene vignettes, matt silver finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including 1in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 7oz.
£1,500-2,000
1614 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘B2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 18778S73, dated 1973, 30in. nitro barrels with 16mm ventilated matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
single trigger, border and partial scroll engraving surrounding game
scene vignettes, 14in. pistolgrip stock including 1in. ventilated rubber
recoil pad, weight 7lb. 13oz.
£1,500-2,000
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1615

1616

1615 S2
BERETTA
A 12-BORE (3IN.)’687 EELL DIAMOND PIGEON’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. R52248S, dated
2008, 30in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, floral
and acanthus scroll engraving, the decorative sideplates with game
scene vignettes (some surface rust), silver finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip
stock with applied comb (some tape residue), including 1/2in. rubber
recoil pad, weight 7lb. 10oz.
£1,500-2,000

1616 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A BEE-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B2G’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 50499 S75, for 1975, 27 1/2in. nitro barrels with
12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and
1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector
switch, gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding game scene vignettes, matt silver finish, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip
stock including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 8oz.
£1,000-1,500
1617 S2
BROWNING S.A.
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. 325’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 56177NZ, dated 1991, 30in. nitro barrels with 13mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
adjustable single trigger, foliate scroll engraving surrounding game
scene vignettes, silver finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock (cracked and
repaired at hand) including buttplate, weight 7lb. 9oz.
£800-1,200

Tuesday 22nd November
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1618

1619

1618 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A POES-ENGRAVED ‘B5-3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 863RR65145, dated 1977, 27 5/8in. (70cm.) nitro
barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with
integral barrel selector switch with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’, and ‘S’ details,
acanthus scroll engraving surrounding oak leaf wreathed scenes of
pointers on point, matt silver finish, 14 1/4in. figured roachbelly stock
including buttplate, weight 6lb. 8oz., with some paperwork
£1,200-1,600
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1619 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A BRIGANTE-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘C2C’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 8H3PT07026, for 1986, 27 1/2in. nitro
barrels with 12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’, and ‘S’ details,
acanthus scroll engraving surrounding scenes of flighting ducks and
pheasants on the left and right and a partridge on the underside, matt
silver finish, 14in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate (split to fore-end
left side), weight 7lb. 4oz., together with a fleece-lined canvas and leather
slip
£1,500-2,000
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1620 S2
LONGTHORNE GUNMAKERS
A LIGHTLY USED 12-BORE ‘HESKETH DELUXE’
SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. A086, for 2016, 30in. one-piece
high-performance steel shot proved nitro barrels with
8mm integral top-rib, over barrel engraved
‘LONGTHORNE GUNMAKERS. LONGTHORNE, MADE IN
LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND.’ and with bold acanthus
scroll detailing at the breech end, the under barrel
engraved with barrel patent details ‘REG. DESIGN
4019198. 4019709. 4021200. PAT. PENDING
US14/013.726. PAT NO. GB2517724.’ and the serial
number, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 choke in
both, hold-open toplever, side bolsters, manual safety
with engraved ‘SAFE’ detail, bold acanthus scroll
engraving on a matted background, matt silver finish,
15in. figured pistolgrip stock, weight 7lb. 10oz.
£5,000-7,000
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1622

1621 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘S687 EL GOLD PIGEON II’ SIDEPLATED SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. N79536B, dated 2001,
30in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger, the action
engraved with scrollwork, the decorative sideplates carved in relief with
scenes of woodcock and partridge in flight, silver finish overall, 14 1/4in.
pistolgrip stock including wooden buttplate, weight 7lb. 8oz.
£800-1,200
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1622 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON IV’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. P91803B, for 2004, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke,
hold-open toplever, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, goldwashed trigger, blacked action with acanthus scrolls and beaded borders
with gold coloured duck and pheasant scenes, 16in. pistolgrip stock
including 1in. wooden extension and 1in. recoil pad, weight 7lb. 6oz.
£800-1,200
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1623 S2
MIROKU FIREARMS MFG. CO.
A 12-BORE ‘MK-38 TRAP’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 54753MX, for 2003,
32in. nitro barrels with 10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke,
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, bold acanthus scroll engraving
with beaded bordering, matt silver finish, 14 3/8in. figured pistolgrip stock including 1in. ventilated rubber
recoil pad, weight 8lb. 6oz.
£700-900
1624 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A DURIEUX-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘B1M’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no.
8H3PM03243, dated 1980, 27 5/8in. (70cm.) nitro barrels with 12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’, and ‘S’ details, floral acanthus scrollwork surrounding a central
bouquet motif, silver finish, 14in. pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 7lb. 8oz.
£900-1,100
1625 S2
PERAZZI
A 12-BORE ‘MX2L’ SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 68458, dated 1986, 29 1/2in. ported nitro reproved barrels (choke reproof in 1996)
with no mid rib and 11mm raised ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral triggerplate release catch, blacked action gold-inlaid
with the makers name and model designation, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock (small insert repair to rear
of safety) including 1 1/4in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 5oz.
£1,500-2,000
1626 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘ASE 90’ SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. AD0677B, for 1989, 29 1/2in. nitro barrels with 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral triggerplate
release catch, silver action gold-inlaid ‘P. Beretta’ and the Olympic rings, the underside with the model
designation in gold, double rolled-edge triggerguard gold-inlaid ‘TRAP’, 14 1/2in. well-figured stock with
adjustable comb and including 1in. recoil pad, weight 8lb. 5oz.
£1,000-1,500
1627 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON III’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. N19957S, for
2006, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch, acanthus scroll
engraving surrounding game scenes of duck and pheasant, bright finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock
including buttplate, weight 7lb. 2oz.
£700-900
1628 S2
B.C. MIROKU
A LIGHTLY USED 12-BORE ‘3800 TR-V’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no.
48050NM, for 1990, 30in. nitro barrels with 14mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 3/4 and full choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel-selector switch, beaded
border and bold acanthus scroll engraving, the underside with the makers name and model designation,
silver finish, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil pad, semi-beavertail
fore-end, weight 8lb. 4oz.
£700-900
1629 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A LIGHTLY USED 12-BORE ‘B325 GRADE V PLUS SP’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. 76726NY, for 1992, 30in. nitro barrels with 12mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel-selector switch, goldwashed single trigger, bold acanthus scroll engraving with game scenes of duck and pheasant, bright
finish, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock with trademark buttplate, weight 7lb. 15oz.
£800-1,200
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1650 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A CUSTOM DUBOIS-ENGRAVED 12-BORE
SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 025748K3PM,
for 1980, 30in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, three-piece
fore-end with wooden side fillets (missing
one retaining screw), small dent to
underside lower barrel, pierced hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch and with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’,
and ‘S’ details, the action and decorative
carved in high relief with stylised acanthus
and floral motifs with some gold line
detailing, surrounding finely engraved game
scenes of duck and pheasant, the underside
with a retriever with partridge, original
model designation ‘B0’, the triggerplate
signed ‘P. DUBOIS’, bright finish, 14 1/8in.
highly-figured pistolgrip stock (cracks at
hand) including 1in. rubber recoil pad,
weight 7lb. 6oz., in a Guardian leather case
and with three fore-end retaining screw
blanks
£1,500-2,000
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1651 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A CUSTOM DUBOIS-ENGRAVED 12-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 79097, serial numbered for 1935,
30in. nitro barrels with 7mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 choke in both, occasional pit, three-piece fore-end with
wooden side fillets (retaining screws and anchors filed), replacement
extractor over barrel, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch with gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, repair at knuckle,
bold acanthus scroll engraving with game scenes of pheasant and duck, the
underside with a retriever and woodcock, the triggerplate signed ‘P.
DUBOIS’, 14 1/8in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock (minor setting crack at
tang) including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 1oz., in a Guardian leather
case
£2,000-2,500
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1654 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 12-BORE ‘B125’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 252PW21109, for 1984, 28in. nitro barrels with 13mm ventilated matt
top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
trigger, border engraving with bold scrollwork and game scenes of
pheasant and duck, signed ‘M. DURIEUX’, grey finish, 14 3/4in. figured
pistolgrip stock including buttplate, weight 7lb. 14oz., in its cloth and
leather bound case
£700-900

1653

1652 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD S686 SPECIAL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. E79448B, for 1987, 29 1/2in. nitro barrels with 10mm
ventilated matt top-rib and ventilated mid-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral
barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger, floral and scroll engraving,
the underside with the model designation, the triggerguard with
‘SPORTING’, 14 3/4in. figured ‘Wood Extra’ marked pistolgrip stock
including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 7oz., in a Beretta universal
case
£700-900
1653 S2
P. BERETTA
A CUSTOM TOMASONI-ENGRAVED 20-BORE (3IN.) SIDEPLATED
SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. R50815S, for
2008, 29 1/2in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open toplever,
automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch, the action,
decorative sideplates and furniture profusely engraved with bold scrolling
acanthus and floral motifs, the left side with scenes of woodcock, the
right with pheasant, the toplever with a further woodcock and the
underside with the portrait of a retriever, the triggerguard with the head
of a pheasant, the fore-end with ornate finial engraved with a duck in
flight, the triggerplate signed 'C. Tomasoni', grey finish, 14 7/8in. highlyfigured pistolgrip stock (cast on for the left shoulder, small crack at hand)
including wooden buttplate, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a universal case
£1,500-2,000
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1655 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘MOD. SO3’ DOUBLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. C08129B, dated 1981, 28in. nitro barrels with 8mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke,
hold-open toplever, automatic safety, border and foliate scroll engraving,
silver finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock including 3/8in. extension, weight 7lb.
7oz., in its makers universal case
£2,000-3,000
1656 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.)’F3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. FR005392, dated 2011, 30in. ‘Triplex’ steel proof nitro barrels
(no. F/016486) with 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, fitted with Blaser barrel
weights (63.8g fitted, 42.5g in case), 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), Blaser ‘EBS’ ejection ball system, hold-open toplever, manual
safety, single trigger with barrel selector toggle, matt black finish with
yellow ‘F3’ lettering, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock with palm swell
and adjustable comb, including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 10oz.,
in its makers universal case
£2,000-3,000
1657 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘F3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. FR010545, dated 2012, 30in. ‘Triplex’ steel proof nitro barrels
(no. F/019793) with no mid-rib and 10mm raised adjustable ventilated
top-rib, fitted with Blaser barrel weights (42.5g fitted, spares in case),
3in. chambers, fitted with Briley ‘Helix’ multichokes (no spares, original
Blaser multichokes in case), Blaser ‘EBS’ ejection ball system, hold-open
toplever, manual safety, single trigger with barrel selector toggle, matt
black finish with yellow ‘F3’ lettering, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock
with palm swell and adjustable comb, including 3/4in. rubber recoil pad,
weight 9lb. 1oz., in its makers universal case
£2,000-3,000
1658 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘F3 SUPERSPORT GRAND LUXE’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. FR010362, dated 2014, 31 1/2in.
‘Triplex’ steel proof nitro barrels (no. F/023644), with no mid-rib and
10mm raised adjustable ventilated top-rib, fitted with Blaser barrel
weights (42.5g and 63.58g fitted), 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), Blaser ‘EBS’ ejection ball system, hold-open toplever, manual
safety, single trigger with barrel selector toggle, action carved in relief
with acanthus scroll engraving set against a matt background
surrounding vignettes of pheasant and partridge in flight, silver finish,
14 5/8in. figured pistolgrip stock with palm swell and adjustable comb,
including 5/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 9lb. 3oz., in its makers universal
case
£3,000-5,000
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1660

1661

1659 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A 12-BORE ‘MAXUM’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no 113337, dated 2007, 30in. nitro barrels with
ventilated mid-rib and 10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers,
extended multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with integral barrel selector switch, engraved with bold flowing acanthus
scrollwork on a matt background, the decorative sideplates engraved en
suite, bright finish, 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock (with palm swell)
including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb., in its makers universal case
£800-1,200
1660 S2
BENELLI ARMI S.P.A
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘828U’ SINGLE-TRIGGER TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. BS027309N18, for 2018, 30in.
steel proofed nitro barrels (numbered CS027727V18) with no mid-rib and
8mm ventilated carbon fibre top rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), hold-open crescentic tapering toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, patented steel locking system and plate,
detachable trigger mechanism, twin-tone blacked aluminium action,
14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock with inlaid padded cheekpiece, fishscale chequering to the grip and fore-end, including 1in. ‘Progressive
Comfort’ recoil pad, weight 6lb. 11oz., in its makers tartan-lined universal
case with accessory box containing spare chokes, trigger assembly
removal tool, and stock ‘shims’
£1,000-1,500

1661 S2
FABARM
A LIGHTLY-USED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘AXIS RS 12’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER
AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. E29808, dated 2017, 32in. tapered
‘Tribore HP’ nitro barrels (steel shot proof) with no mid-rib and 9mm
ventilated ‘Q.R.R.’ quick release rib (with spare), 3in. chambers, Fabarm
‘Hyperbolic Exis HP’ multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever,
manual safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed
adjustable single trigger, stepped matt black action with partial acanthus
scroll engraving and highlighted with the model designation, the
underside highlighted with the model designation and engraved
‘OVERPRESSURE TESTED 1630 BAR’, 15in. pistolgrip stock with palm
swell, adjustable comb, including 1in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 4oz.,
in its makers universal case
£750-850
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1662

1662 S2
RIZZINI
A 12-BORE (3IN. MAGNUM) ‘AURUM’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 98160, dated 2016, 30in. nitro barrels with
7mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch,
acanthus scroll engraving set against a matt background surrounding
vignettes of pheasant and woodcock, bright finish, 14 1/2in. semipistolgrip stock including 1/4in. wooden extension, weight 7lb. 8oz., in its
makers carton
£1,000-1,500
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1663 S2
BERETTA
A 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘686 SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. Z36611S, dated 2014, 28in. nitro barrels with
6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. true and imp.
cyl., hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector
switch, gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving
surrounding vignettes of partridge and woodcock, silver finish, 14 3/4in.
figured pistolgrip stock including 1/4in. Beretta recoil pad, weight 5lb.
15oz., in its makers universal case
£800-1,200
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1664 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A CUSTOM .410 (3IN.) SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 170J73, for 1973, 26 3/8in. (67cm.) nitro barrels
with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. in both, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch, bold acanthus scrollwork set against a matt
background surrounding central vignettes of a brace of flushed
pheasant on the left, the right with a crowing capercaillie perched on
a branch, both scenes set against a stippled matt background,
brushed finish, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip stock, weight 6lb. 6oz., in
its makers tan leather guncase
£4,000-6,000
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1665 S2
WATSON BROS
A 20-BORE SINGLE-TRIGGER ROUNDED-BAR OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no 20275, with extra barrels, for 2006, 30in. nitro barrels (dated
2011) with solid matt top-rib, the rib, barrels and shoulders engraved with scrollwork
at the breech end, top tube engraved ‘WATSON BROS, 54 REDCHURCH ST, CITY OF
LONDON.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke;
27in. nitro barrels (dated 2006) with solid matt top-rib, the rib, barrels and
shoulders engraved with scrollwork at the breech end, top tube engraved
‘WATSON BROS, 54 REDCHURCH ST, CITY OF LONDON.’, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open toplever,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, cocking-indicators,
rolled-edge triggerguard, fine bouquet and scroll engraving with
the makers name inlaid in gold, retaining virtually full original
colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured pistolgrip
stock with engraved steel pistolgrip-cap and engraved
steel heel and toe plates, 6lb. 6oz. (30in.) 6lb. 4oz.
(27in.), in its makers brass-cornered leather case
with provision for both sets of barrels
£15,000-20,000
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1666 S2
ABBIATICO & SALVINELLI
A MAROCCHI-ENGRAVED 16-BORE ‘POSEIDON’ ROUND-BODY
DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATE-ACTION OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. K0039, for 2008, 30in. nitro barrels with solid tapered matted
rib with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end, side-ribs, 2 3/4in.
chambers, multichokes (with spares), scroll-back action, hold-open
toplever, manual safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, detachable
triggerplate, the whole boldly-carved in high relief with scrolling acanthus
designs on a matted background, the sides gold-inlaid with the makers
name, the underside gold-inlaid with the model designation, the
triggerplate signed ‘G. Marocchi’, old silver finish overall, 15 1/8in. wellfigured semi-pistolgrip stock including 1/2in. buttplate, weight 7lb. 13oz.,
in its universal case
£6,000-8,000
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1667

1670

1667 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A WATRIN-ENGRAVED 12-BORE ‘C2’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 97944, for 1962, 26 3/8in. (67cm) nitro
barrels with 8mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, hold-open toplever, automatic safety with
gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, fine acanthus scroll engraving with
beaded bordering, surrounding game scenes of capercaillie, partridge
and pheasant, signed ‘A. WATRIN’, bright finish overall, 14 5/8in. semipistolgrip stock including 1 1/8in. wooden extension, weight 7lb., in its
vinyl case
£2,000-2,500
1668 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘S04’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. C11304B, dated 1987, 28in. nitro barrels with 10mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
border engraving with partial acanthus scrollwork surrounding vignettes
of duck, partridge and pheasant, brushed finish, 14in. pistolgrip stock
including 1/2in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 1oz., in its makers universal
case
£2,500-3,500
1669 S2
P. BERETTA
A VIRTUALLY UNUSED 12-BORE ‘S686 SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. F04879X, for 2020,
30in. nitro barrels (steel shot proofed) with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib,
3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, automatic
safety with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger, acanthus
scrollwork with grape and vine motifs, the underside with the model
designation, satin silver finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including
buttpad, weight 7lb. 11oz., in its universal case with paperwork
£800-1,200
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1670 S2
PERAZZI
A 12-BORE ‘SC3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER DETACHABLE TRIGGERPLATEACTION EJECTOR, serial no. 111381, dated 1998, 29 1/2in. nitro barrels
with ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual
safety with integral triggerplate release, acanthus scroll engraving,
surrounding game scene vignettes, 14 1/4in. ergonomic pistolgrip stock
with adjustable comb and palm swell, 1in. wooden extension and rubber
recoil pad, weight 8lb. 8oz., in its makers universal case
£4,000-6,000
1671 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘FORUM’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 125730, dated 2009, 28in. nitro barrels with 8mm
solid matt rib, 3in. chamber, multichokes (with spares), hold-open
toplever, manual safety with integral barrel-selector switch, adjustable
single-trigger, action and decorative sideplates engraved with border and
acanthus scroll engraving surrounding vignettes of pheasant and
partridge in flight, the underside marked with the model designation,
triggerplate signed ‘BOTTEGA C. GIOVANELLI’, old silver finish, 14 1/2in.
figured pistolgrip stock, engraved steel pistolgrip-cap, weight 7lb. 12oz.,
in its makers universal case
£1,800-2,200
1672 S2
BERETTA
A 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘687 SILVER PIGEON III’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. U44977B, dated 2005, 29 1/2in. nitro barrels
with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving
with game scene vignettes, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate,
weight 6lb. 4oz., in its makers universal case
£700-900
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1675** S2
BOSS & CO.
A FINE 20-BORE ROUNDED-BAR SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 10327, for 2011, 30in. nitro reproved chopperlump barrels (steel
shot proofed in 2019), short sight rib engraved with fine floral and acanthus scroll
detailing, the over barrel engraved ‘BOSS & CO, LONDON.’, side ribs, 2 3/4in.
chambers, approx. 1/4 choke inserts (both), hold-open toplever, automatic safety
with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, gold-inlaid cocking-indicators, Boss patent single
trigger, rolled-edge triggerguard, best fine acanthus scroll engraving with floral
bouquets, the toplever subtly initialled ‘M’, retaining virtually full original colourhardening and finish, the lockplates inlaid in gold with the makers name in scrolling
banners, the triggerguard tang gold-inlaid with the serial number, 14 5/8in. highlyfigured stock, weight 6lb. 8oz., in its lightweight leather motor case with accessories
and canvas and leather outer cover
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only). Imported from
Denmark, EU RGR Eligible

£85,000-95,000
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1677

1680

1676 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘FORUM’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 125077, for 2010, 32in. nitro barrels with
10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
bold acanthus scroll engraving surrounding oval vignettes of pheasant
and partridge, the triggerplate signed ‘Bottega C. Giovanelli’, bright
finish, 15 5/8in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock with skeletal steel
pistolgrip-cap and including 1 1/8in. leather covered recoil pad, weight
7lb. 9oz., in its universal case with paperwork
£1,500-2,000
1677 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘C3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 32860 S74, for 1974, 27 1/2in. nitro reproved barrels with 12mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, Briley multichokes (with
spares, choke reproof in 2000), hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, profusely engraved with fine acanthus
scrollwork with beaded bordering, the action engraved ‘C3’ and ‘A.
CUISSET’, bright finish overall, left extractor with small fracture, 14 1/8in.
figured pistolgrip stock (small grain split at hand) including 3/4in.
ventilated rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 15oz., in a case
£2,200-2,600
1678 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A 20-BORE (3IN.) ‘FORUM’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND
UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 111281, for 2006, 30in. nitro barrels with
10mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
bold acanthus scroll engraving surrounding oval vignettes of woodcock
and partridge, the underside with a pheasant, the triggerplate signed
‘Bottega C. Giovanelli’, bright finish, 15 1/2in. highly-figured pistolgrip
stock including 7/8in. leather covered recoil pad, weight 7lb. 6oz., in its
universal case
£1,200-1,600
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1679 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘686 SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. N66193S, for 2015, 30in. nitro barrels with tapered
ventilated matt top-rib and ventilated mid-rib, 3in. chambers,
multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with
integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed trigger, scroll engraving,
bright finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 7/8in. recoil pad, weight
7lb. 13oz., in its universal case with paperwork
£700-900
1680 S2
FABRIQUE NATIONALE
A 12-BORE ‘C2G’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial
no. 8J3RP7167, for 1978, 30in. nitro barrels, 12mm ventilated matt toprib with intermediate bead sight, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and 1/2 choke, hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch and gold-inlaid ‘O’, ‘U’ and ‘S’ details, bold acanthus
scroll engraving on a stippled background providing framing for game
scenes of duck in a wetland setting to the left, pheasant in a scrubland
setting to the right, the underside with a lone partridge, the left side
signed ‘F. MARECHAL’ and ‘BAPTISTE’, bright finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip
stock including 5/8in. wooden extension and 1/2in. recoil pad, weight 7lb.
8oz., in a leather case (with approx. 2in. removed section of the original
stock butt and buttplate)
£1,800-2,000
1681 S2
BERETTA
A LITTLE-USED .410 (3IN.) ‘686 SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. F65934X, dated 2022, 28in. nitro
barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes
(with spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, engraved with grape and
vine leaf motifs, matt finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including Beretta
recoil pad, weight 6lb. 8oz., in its makers universal case
£1,200-1,500
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1682 S2
BERETTA
A GRECO-ENGRAVED .410 (3IN.) ‘KENNEDY’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. R88917S, dated
2011, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers,
multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety with
integral barrel selector switch, the action and furniture engraved with
bold acanthus scrollwork set against a matt background, the decorative
sideplates with scenes of partridge and woodcock in their naturalistic
habitat, the underside with a vignette of a bolting hare, signed ‘R. Greco’,
silver finish, 14 1/2in. highly-figured burr walnut pistolgrip stock including
wooden buttplate, weight 6lb. 8oz., in a Beretta universal case
£5,000-7,000
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1683 S2
BERETTA
A
12-BORE
‘KENNEDY’
SINGLE-TRIGGER
SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no.
P80671B, dated 2004, 30in. nitro barrels with 10mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored
approx. 3/4 and full choke, hold-open toplever,
manual safety, the action and furniture engraved with
bold acanthus scrollwork set against a matt
background, decorative sideplates finely engraved in
the bulino style with scenes of woodcock in flight on
the left, the right with a trio of partridge, the underside
with a vignette of a cock pheasant in flight,
triggerplate signed ‘Inc. Perlotti’, matt silver finish,
14 3/4in. highly-figured pistolgrip stock including
wooden buttplate, weight 7lb. 13oz., in a Beretta
universal case
£5,000-7,000
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1685

1687

1684 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘S682DL’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. F38625B, dated 1990, 28in. nitro barrels with ventilated midrib and 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes
(with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral barrel
selector switch, adjustable single trigger, border and acanthus scroll
engraving surrounding central vignettes of woodcock, silver finish, 15in.
pistolgrip stock with four removable spacers, including 3/4in. rubber
recoil pad, weight 8lb. 6oz., in its makers universal case
£1,000-1,500
1685 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘INVICTUS V’ SINGLETRIGGER SIDEPLATED OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 149029,
dated 2016, 30in. nitro barrels with ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, bored approx. 3/4 and full choke, hold-open
toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel-selector switch, adjustable
single-trigger, gold-washed block marked ‘INVICTUS PAT PENDING
BLOCK. C51093’, tight scroll engraving with ornate bordering
surrounding central vignettes of pheasant and partridge, bright finish,
14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in. recoil pad, weight 8lb. 5oz., in
its makers universal case
£2,400-2,800

1686 S2
P. BERETTA
A 28-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON S’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. N42539S, dated 2009, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (one spare), holdopen toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, matt silver finish,
13 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including wooden buttplate, weight 6lb. 1oz., in
its makers universal case
£800-1,200
1687 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘F16 SPORTING’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. FGR005792, dated 2017, 30in. ‘Triplex’-steel nitro
barrels (steel shot proofed, numbered FG/005484) with 8mm ventilated
matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open
toplever, manual safety, triggerplate mounted barrel selector switch,
satin gunmetal finish with the model designation chromed in relief
(missing partial inlay), 14 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock (cracked at hand)
with raised comb, palm swell, including 1 1/2in. recoil pad, weight 8lb.,
in its makers universal case
£1,500-2,000
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1688 S2
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY
A 12-BORE ‘325 GRADE VI’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. 27040PR6B3, dated 1987, 28in. nitro reproved
barrels (in 2022) with 9mm raised ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in.
chambers, multichokes (with spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety
with integral barrel selector switch, gold-washed single trigger, bold
acanthus scrollwork set against a matt background surrounding goldhighlighted vignettes of a brace of flushed pheasant on the left, a trio of
mallard in jazz duck formation on the right, the underside with a hound
on point, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock including 1in. ventilated rubber recoil
pad, weight 8lb. 6oz., in its makers fleece-lined universal case
£900-1,100
1689 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 28-BORE ‘TEMPIO’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 151709, dated 2017, 32in. nitro
barrels (steel shot proof) with ventilated mid-rib and 10mm ventilated
matt top-rib, etched damascus-effect barrel lumps, 2 3/4in. chambers,
multichokes (no spares), hold-open toplever, manual safety with integral
barrel selector switch, acanthus scroll engraving surrounding game
vignettes, bright finish, 14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate,
weight 6lb. 14oz., in its makers universal case
£1,500-2,000
1690 S2
BERETTA
A 28-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON S’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. N42619S, dated 2007, 28in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (one spare), holdopen toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed single trigger, acanthus scroll engraving satin finish,
13 1/2in. pistolgrip stock including buttplate, weight 5lb. 14oz., in its
makers universal case
£800-1,200
1691 S2
CAESAR GUERINI
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 12-BORE ‘INVICTUS I’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 151971, dated 2017,
30in. nitro barrels with ventilated mid-rib and 9mm ventilated matt toprib, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke, hold-open
toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel-selector switch, adjustable
gold-washed single-trigger, gold-washed block marked ‘INVICTUS PAT
PENDING BLOCK. C51108’, acanthus scroll engraving with geometric
patterns, blacked finish, the makers name gold-inlaid to the left and right
within a roundel, the underside gold-inlaid with the model designation,
14 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in. rubber recoil pad, palm swell,
weight 8lb., in its makers universal case
£1,400-1,600
1692 S2
BLASER
A 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘F3’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR,
serial no. FR007873, dated 2012, 32in. ‘Triplex’ steel proof nitro barrels
(no. F/020016) with 9mm ventilated matt top-rib, fitted with Blaser barrel
weights (63.8g fitted, 42.5g in case), 3in. chambers, multichokes (with
spares), Blaser ‘EBS’ ejection ball system, hold-open toplever, manual
safety, single trigger with barrel selector toggle, matt black finish with
yellow ‘F3’ lettering, 15 1/2in. figured pistolgrip stock including 1/2in.
recoil pad, palm swell, weight 8lb. 9oz., in its makers universal case
£1,500-2,000
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1693 S2
BROWNING
A VIRTUALLY NEW AND UNUSED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘XS PRO’ SINGLETRIGGER OVER AND UNDER EJECTOR, serial no. 54033ZN, dated 2018,
30in. nitro barrels (steel shot proof) with ventilated mid-rib and 12mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 3in chambers, multichokes (with spares), holdopen toplever, manual safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed single trigger, partial acanthus scroll flourishes with gold
bordering, matt finish, 14 3/4in. figured pistolgrip stock with adjustable
comb, including 7/8in. rubber recoil pad, weight 8lb. 12oz., in its makers
universal case
£800-1,200
1694 S2
P. BERETTA
A 12-BORE ‘S04’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER SIDELOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. A02510B, dated 1976, 27 3/4in. nitro barrels with
9mm ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, open chokes, hold-open
toplever, manual safety, border and partial scroll engraving, matt silver
finish, 14 1/4in. pistolgrip stock, palm swell, weight 7lb. 8oz., in a fleecelined vinyl case
£2,000-3,000
1695 S2
P. BERETTA
A 20-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. U95043S, for 2019, 28in. nitro barrels (steel shot
proof) with 6mm ventilated matt top-rib, 3in. chambers, multichokes
(with spares), hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel
selector switch, gold-washed trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, bright
finish, 13 3/4in. pistolgrip stock including 5/8in. recoil pad, weight 6lb.
2oz., in its universal case with some paperwork
£700-900
1696 S2
P. BERETTA
A 28-BORE ‘SILVER PIGEON I’ SINGLE-TRIGGER OVER AND UNDER
EJECTOR, serial no. U75802S, for 2018, 30in. nitro barrels with 6mm
ventilated matt top-rib, 2 3/4in. chambers, multichokes (with spares),
hold-open toplever, automatic safety with integral barrel selector switch,
gold-washed trigger, acanthus scroll engraving, bright finish, 14 7/8in.
pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. recoil pad, weight 6lb. 5oz., in its
universal case with some paperwork
£800-1,200
1700 S2
AYA
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 4-A DE LUXE’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
548219, for 1984, 27in. nitro chopperlump barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke, scroll-back action with removable
striker discs, automatic safety, rolled-edge triggerguard, floral and scroll
engraving, bright and blued finish, 13 7/8in. stock (small crack at hand),
weight 6lb. 3oz.
£400-600
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1704

1702

1701 S2
I. HOLLIS & SONS
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 3346, circa 1930, 28in. sleeved
nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘I. HOLLIS & SONS. BIRMINGHAM.’, and
with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech-end, treble-grip action with
side bolsters and side-clips, carved stylised acanthus leaf fences,
automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and fine acanthus
scroll engraving surrounding scenes of hound on point and pheasant,
retaining virtually full renewed colour-hardening and finish, 13in. figured
semi-pistolgrip stock including engraved steel heel and toe plates,
weight 6lb. 3oz.
£400-600
1702 S2
T. WILD
A 12-BORE (3IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR WILDFOWLING GUN, serial no.
13497, for 1932, 27in. nitro reproved barrels (in 1993) with Churchill-rib,
the tubes engraved ‘T. WILD. WHITTALL STREET. BIRMINGHAM.’, 3in.
chambers, bored approx. full choke in both, scroll-back treble-grip
action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and
acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock including 3/8in. extension, weight 7lb. 6oz.
£600-800

1703 S2
HENRY ATKIN
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2379, circa 1920, 28in.
replacement nitro barrels, tubes engraved ‘HENRY ATKIN LTD. 7. BURY
STREET, ST. JAMES’S, LONDON, ENGLAND.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining traces of original colourhardening and finish, 15 3/4in. figured stock including 1 1/2in. wooden
extension, weight 6lb. 6oz.
£500-700
1704 S2
W.W. GREENER
A 12-BORE ‘GRADE G IMPERIAL’ HAMMERLESS UNIQUE EJECTOR,
serial no. 50162, circa 1901, 30in. sleeved nitro barrels, tubes scroll
engraved at the breech ends, rib engraved ‘W.W. GREENER. 68
HAYMARKET LONDON. ST. MARY’S SQUARE. BIRMINGHAM. WINNER AT
THE LONDON GUN TRIALS 1873, 1877 1878 & 1879’, 2 3/4in. chambers,
bored approx. 1/2 and full choke, scroll-back action with side shoulders,
arcaded fences, the toplever gold-inlaid with a crown and sceptre,
manual side-safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, the action and furniture
profusely engraved with acanthus scrollwork interspersed with bands of
leaf motifs and surrounding vignettes of game and hound, triggerguard
with hound on point, 15in. figured stock including buttplate, escutcheon
engraved with the coronet of a Comte, weight 6lb. 14oz.
£700-900
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1705

1707

1705 S2
ALEX HENRY & CO.
A 12-BORE (2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, no visible serial number, for
1938, 27in. nitro barrels, the tubes engraved ‘ALEX HENRY & CO. 22
FREDERICK STREET. EDINBURGH. GLASGOW. ABERDEEN & STIRLING.’
and the rib gold-inlaid ‘FOR 2 INCH CASE ONLY’, 2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and full choke, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
bouquet and scroll engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 13 3/4in. figured stock including 5/8in. wooden extension,
weight 5lb. 3oz.
£700-900
1706 S2
C.S. ROSSON & CO.
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 3773, for 1938, 27in.
nitro barrels, rib engraved C.S. ROSSON & CO. RAMPANT HORSE
STREET. NORWICH.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/3 and full choke,
automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
virtually full original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. stock
including buttplate, weight 6lb. 5oz.
£250-350
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1707 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 16075, circa 1901, 26in. nitro
reproved barrels (possible replacements by the makers, dated 1925 and
reproved in 1997), rib engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS. 23 CONDUIT ST.
LONDON. GUN MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT TO H.M. THE KING’ and goldinlaid ‘2’ at the breech end, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl.
and 1/2 choke, scroll-back treble-grip action, Westley Richards patent
toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail,
border and acanthus scroll engraving, brushed finish, 15in. figured stock
including 3/4in. wooden extension with steel heel and toe plates, weight
6lb. 2oz.
£600-800
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1710 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘THE BLAGDON’ SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no.
24772, for 1897, 30in. nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘COGSWELL &
HARRISON LTD. THE BLAGDON 141 NEW BOND ST. & 226 STRAND.
LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke,
treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, action,
furniture and decorative sideplates with bold acanthus scroll engraving
with some beaded bordering, reblued finish overall, 14in. figured stock,
weight 6lb. 9oz.
£500-700

1711 S2
J. DICKSON & SON
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 18021, dated 1939, 28in. nitro
barrels, rib engraved ‘J. DICKSON & SON. INCORPORATING MORTIMER
& SON. EDINBURGH.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and full
choke, automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. stock including
1 3/8in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 8oz.
£500-700
1708

1708 S2
WESTLEY RICHARDS
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14708, circa 1891, 30in. nitro
reproved damascus barrels, rib engraved ‘WESTLEY RICHARDS. 170
NEW BOND ST. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and
1/4 choke, treble-grip action, Westley Richards patent toplever, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 14in.
figured stock including 3/4in. extension, weight 6lb. 12oz.
£1,000-1,500
1709 S2
JOHN MACPHERSON
A 12-BORE (2IN.) BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 87237, 26in. nitro
barrels, rib engraved ‘JOHN MACPHERSON. GUNMAKER. INVERNESS.’
and gold-inlaid ‘FOR 2INCH CASE ONLY’, wall thicknesses well below
recommended minimum, 2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4
choke, automatic safety with silver-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and scroll
engraving, retaining some original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in.
stock, weight 5lb. 6oz.
£500-700

1712 S2
ELLIS BROs.
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 46, serial number on under
rib only, circa 1903, 31in. nitro reproved barrels, the rib engraved ‘ELLIS
BROs. ST. MARY’S SQUARE. BIRMINGHAM.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety with goldinlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining slight
traces of colour-hardening and renewed finish, 13 7/8in. figured semipistolgrip stock including 1in. recoil pad, small setting crack to rear of top
tang, fore-end with Deeley & Edge patent release and horn finial, weight
7lb.
£600-800

1713 S2
W. J. JEFFERY & CO. LTD.
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 24310, circa 1920, 30in. nitro
barrels, the rib engraved ‘W.J. JEFFERY & CO. LTD. 26. BURY ST. ST.
JAMES’S. LONDON. S.W.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/2 choke, bore dimensions marginal, scroll-back treble-grip action with
hidden third bite, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bold
acanthus scroll engraving, the makers name in scrolling banners,
retaining slight traces of original colour-hardening, 14 1/2in. well figured
stock, weight 6lb. 12oz.
£500-700
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1753

1750 S2
E.J. CHURCHILL
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL XXV’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2358, for 1922,
25in. nitro reproved barrels (in 1995, right wall thickness well below
recommended minimum), tubes re-engraved ‘E.J. CHURCHILL GUN &
RIFLE MANUFACTURER. 8. AGAR ST. STRAND. LONDON. W.C.’ and the
rib gold-inlaid ‘XXV’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. in both,
treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border
and acanthus scroll engraving, 15 3/4in. figured stock including 3/4in.
rubber recoil pad, weight 6lb. 6oz., in a green canvas Brady guncase
£800-1,200
1751** S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 145990, for
1953, 29in. nitro barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4
choke, automatic safety, acanthus scroll engraving, retaining some
original colour-hardening and finish, 14 3/4in. stock, weight 6lb. 7oz., in
a Winchester branded case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).
Imported from the Republic of Ireland, EU RGR Eligible

£700-900
1752** S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 122053, for
1952, 30in. nitro barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and
1/4 choke, some internal pitting, automatic safety, border and scroll
engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish,
14 5/8in. figured semi-pistolgrip stock, weight 6lb. 12oz., in a canvas case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£500-700
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1753 S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 701’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 129146, circa
1958, 28in. nitro barrels, the rib engraved ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.
BIRMINGHAM’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke,
sculpted toplever, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine
acanthus scroll engraving with ornate bordering and hand engraved
‘WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD’ to the sides, retaining much original colourhardening and finish, 14 3/4in. figured stock with carved drop points and
diamond grip, unbolstered fore-end wood, weight 6lb. 5oz., in its canvas
case
£1,500-2,000
1754** S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 133805, for
1963, 30in. nitro barrels (loose on action), the tubes engraved ‘WEBLEY
& SCOTT. BIRMINGHAM’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 choke in
both, pinpoint dent left barrel, automatic safety with ‘SAFE’ detail, border
and scroll engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. semi-pistolgrip stock including 3/4in. wooden extension
(appears to have been shortened by 3/4in. and then offcut re-attached),
weight 6lb. 6oz., in its canvas case
Please note VAT at 20% is applicable on the hammer price (UK buyers only).

£600-800
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1756

1755

1755 S2
WILLIAM POWELL & SON
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11890, for 1907, 28 1/2in. nitro
barrels, the rib engraved ‘WILLIAM POWELL & SON. 35 CARR’S LANE.
BIRMINGHAM’, and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breech end,
2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 1/2 choke, treble-grip action,
automatic safety with inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, border, acanthus scroll and
floral bouquet engraving, bright and blued finish overall, 14 3/4in. figured
replacement stock with chequered side panels, weight 6lb. 6oz., in its
makers leather case with some accessories
£400-600
Provenance: A copy of the maker’s records is included with this lot confirming
that the gun was made on July 23rd 1907, for A. W. Pearson Esq. with 29in.
barrels

1756 S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 702’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 146166, circa
1978, 28in. nitro barrels, tubes engraved ‘WEBLEY & SCOTT
BIRMINGHAM’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke,
automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining much
original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock with drop
points, weigh 6lb. 3oz., in its makers tan canvas and leather case
£1,000-1,500
1757 S2
FABARM
A LITTLE-USED 12-BORE (3IN.) ‘CLASSIS 12’ SINGLE-TRIGGER
BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 811840, dated 2009, 28in. nitro barrels,
3in. chambers, multichokes (with spares), quadruple lump, manual
safety with integral barrel selector switch, partially engraved with stylised
floral and acanthus motifs, bright finish, 14 1/2in. pistolgrip stock
including buttplate, weight 6lb. 15oz., in its makers universal case
£800-1,200
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1758 S2
CHARLES BOSWELL
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK NON-EJECTOR, serial no. 14150, circa 1901, 30in. nitro
reproved barrels (in 2018, partially struck off), rib engraved with a flash of scroll
at the breech end and with ‘CHARLES BOSWELL. MAKER. 126. STRAND.
LONDON. W.C.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/2 and 3/4 choke, treble-grip
action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, fine border and acanthus
scroll engraving interspersed with floral bouquets, a nye of pheasants on the
right, the left with a pair of hounds on point, the underside with a series of
vignettes depicting pheasants and grouse in their naturalistic habitats, the
triggerguard with a hound flushing feather, retaining traces of original colourhardening and finish, 14 1/4in. figured stock including buttplate, weight 6lb. 10oz.,
in a brass-cornered leather case
£700-900

1759 S2
CHARLES BOSWELL
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14714, circa 1903, 30in. nitro reproved
damascus barrels (in 1988), rib engraved ‘CHARLES BOSWELL. MAKER. 126
STRAND. LONDON. W.C.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2
choke, treble-grip action with carved stylised acanthus leaf fences, automatic
safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, bouquet and scroll engraving, brushed bright
and blued finish, 13 3/4in. figured replacement stock, weight 6lb. 5oz., in a tan
leather case
£800-1,200

1760 S2
COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘THE AVANT TOUT’ SINGLE-TRIGGER SIDEPLATED BOXLOCK
EJECTOR, serial no. 42604, for 1909, 30in. nitro barrels, the rib engraved
‘COGSWELL & HARRISON LTD. THE AVANT TOUT 141 NEW BOND ST. & 226
STRAND. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/4 choke,
treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, acanthus scroll
engraving with floral bouquets, retaining some original colour-hardening and
finish, 14 1/2in. figured stock, weight 6lb. 10oz., in its leather case with some
accessories
£600-800

1761 S2
B. HALLIDAY & CO.
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 2092, for 1947, 27 3/4in. nitro reproved
barrels (in 1988), the rib engraved ‘B. HALLIDAY & CO. 63. CANNON ST. LONDON.
E.C.4.’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. and 1/2 choke, unsigned treblegrip action with hidden third bite, automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 5/8in. figured
stock including 3/4in. ebonite extension, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a Brady canvas case
with Webley & Scott trade label
£650-750
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1762 S2
W.W. GREENER
A 12-BORE (2IN.) ‘GRADE D.H.33’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 69211, for 1934, 26in. Greener trade mark steel nitro barrels, the rib engraved
‘W.W. GREENER. MAKER. 40 PALL MALL LONDON. S.W. WORKS ST MARY’S SQUARE. BIRMINGHAM.’ and with acanthus scroll detailing at the breechend, the tubes engraved ‘“FOR 2” CARTRIDGES ONLY”’, and ‘“MAXIMUM LOAD 1OZ. SHOT”’, 2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4 and 3/4 choke,
scoop-back treble-grip action, automatic safety with gold-inlaid ‘SAFE’ detail, rolled-edge triggerguard, border and bold acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 13 1/2in. figured stock including 1/2in. buttplate, weight 5lb. 7oz., in its lightweight leather
guncase with some accessories
£700-900
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1764

1763 S2
WEBLEY & SCOTT
A 12-BORE ‘MODEL 700’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 145449, dated
1977, 28in. nitro barrels, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true and imp.
cyl. choke, automatic safety, border and acanthus scroll engraving,
retaining much original colour-hardening and finish, 14 1/2in. stock,
weight 6lb. 7oz., in a Brady tan canvas and leather case
£700-900
1764 S2
GALLYON & SONS
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 11973, circa 1960, 28in. nitro
barrels, rib engraved ‘GALLYON & SONS. 66. BRIDGE STREET.
CAMBRIDGE’ and gold-inlaid ‘2’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp.
cyl. in both, toplever gold-inlaid ‘2’, automatic safety with inlaid ‘SAFE’
detail, acanthus scroll and floral bouquet engraving, the triggerguard
engraved with a Cornucopia, retaining much original colour-hardening
and finish, 16in. stock including 1 1/2in. wooden extension, weight 6lb.
11oz., in its makers green canvas and leather case
£600-800

1765 S2
E.J. CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD.
A 12-BORE ‘CROWN GRADE’ BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 4777, circa
1932, 25in. nitro barrels with matt Churchill-rib silver-inlaid ‘XXV’, tubes
engraved ‘E.J. CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD. ORANGE ST
GUNWORKS. LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored
approx. imp. cyl. and 3/4 choke, treble-grip action, automatic safety,
border and acanthus scroll engraving surrounding the makers name
within a scrolling banner, the underside silver-inlaid with a four pearl
crown and ‘XXV’, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish,
15in. stock inlet with ‘OGC’ and including 1 3/8in. extension and rubber
recoil pad, weight 6lb. 5oz., in its makers canvas and leather lightweight
‘the “VC” guncase’
£700-900
1766 S2
CHARLES LANCASTER
A 12-BORE BOXLOCK EJECTOR, serial no. 14313, circa 1926, 29in. nitro
barrels, the rib engraved ‘CHARLES LANCASTER. 99 MOUNT STREET.
BERKELEY SQUARE. LONDON.’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. 1/4
and 3/4 choke, unsigned treble-grip action, removable striker discs,
automatic safety with engraved ‘SAFE’ detail, border and acanthus scroll
engraving, retaining traces of original colour-hardening and finish, 15in.
figured stock including 1in. wooden extension, weight 6lb. 7oz., in a tan
leather Brady guncase
£400-600
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1800 S2
J. PURDEY
AN UNUSUAL 12-BORE 1863 (FIRST PATTERN)
THUMBHOLE-UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial
no. 7248, for 1866, 30in. nitro reproved bold
damascus barrels, the rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY 314
1/2 OXFORD STREET. LONDON.’, and ‘2’, (both
faint), 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl and
true cyl. choke, wall thicknesses well below
recommended minimum, action with slender
carved serpentine fences of pinfire form with
sunburst engraving, rebounding back-action locks
with unusual low-spurred flat-breasted hammers,
the breasts of the hammers striking linked firing
pins, part of Purdey patent no. 424 of 14th February
1865, Purdey patent thumbhole underlever, patent
no. 1104 of 2nd May 1863 (first pattern), fine border
and acanthus scroll engraving, the underside with
‘PURDEY’S PATENT’, brushed finish, 14 3/8in.
figured stock including 3/4in. ebonite buttplate,
weight 6lb. 10oz.
£700-900
Provenance: The makers have kindly provided us
with the following information:
Completed: 1866 For: Lord A. St. Maur Description:
No. 2 of a pair of back-action hammer guns Weight:
7lbs. Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 31 1/8in. Choke: Both
Cylinder Stock: 14¼in.
Notes: Incorporates two of James Purdey the
Youngers Patents: The Purdey Bolts and Thumblever
(No. 1104 of 1863) and the self-extracting firing pins
included in Patent No. 424 of 1865 Built to match the
dimensions of a previous gun, No. 5832 Stocked with
gold oval by John Robertson (later of Boss & Co)
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1801

1801 S2
J. PURDEY
A 12-BORE ROTARY-UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 5803, for
1860, 30 7/8in. nitro reproved bold damascus barrels (converted from
pinfire), the rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY 314 1/2 OXFORD STREET. LONDON.’,
2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. true cyl. in both, slender carved
serpentine pinfire fences, elongated top strap, non-rebounding backaction locks with dolphin hammers, single-bite underlever, the action
with lever return stud, border and acanthus scroll engraving, retaining
very slight traces of colour-hardening, 14 1/8in. highly-figured stock with
engraved steel buttplate, weight 6lb. 11oz.
£700-900

1850

1850 S2
J. PURDEY
A 12-BORE 1863 PATENT (SECOND PATTERN) PUSH-FORWARD
THUMBHOLE UNDERLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 7575, for 1867,
30in. nitro reproved damascus barrels (wall thicknesses well below
recommended minimum), the rib engraved ‘J. PURDEY. 314 1/2 OXFORD
STREET. LONDON.’ and engraved ‘2’, 2 1/2in. chambers, bored approx.
true and imp. cyl., action incorporating J. Purdey 1863 second pattern
thumbhole underlever and Purdey double bite, patent no. 1104 of 2nd
May 1863, carved percussion fences, rebounding island locks with dolphin
hammers, bright finish, 14in. figured stock including buttplate,
replacement fore-end wood, in its makers brass-cornered oak and
leather case
£1,800-2,200
Provenance: The Makers have kindly provided us with the following
information:
Completed: 1867 For: Perkins Description: A double-barrelled centrefire
hammer gun Weight: 6lb. 10½oz. Calibre: 12-bore Barrels: 30in. Choke: Both
Cylinder Stock: 14½in.
Notes: Snap-action underlever
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1851 S2
GEORGE H. DAW
A 12-BORE 1862 PATENT ‘DAW’S PATENT CENTRAL FIRE’ PUSH-FORWARD UNDERLEVER
HAMMERGUN, serial no. 1139, circa 1870, 28 7/8in. nitro reproved bold damascus barrels (in
2008), the rib engraved ‘GEORGE H. DAW’S PATENT CENTRAL FIRE, 57 THREADNEEDLE
ST. LONDON, No. 1139’, 2 3/4in. chambers, bored approx. imp. cyl. and true cyl. choke,
right wall thickness well below recommended minimum, G.H. Daw patent action,
patent no. 1594 of 1862, use no. 1139, carved percussion fences, elongated
topstrap, non-rebounding back-action locks, permanently attached fore-end
with horn finial and crosspin release, best bold acanthus scroll engraving
with feathered bordering, retaining traces of renewed finish, 14 3/8in.
figured stock including later horn buttplate, weight 7lb., in its oak case
£500-700
A reprinted copy of ‘GUN PATENTS 1864’ by G.H. Daw
accompanies the Lot. The book concentrates on Daw’s own
patents and inventions whilst simultaneously giving an
interesting social and historical perspective of the period
where muzzle loading guns were in the process of
being superseded by the gastight cartridge
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1852 S2
JOHN RIGBY & CO.
A 12-BORE TOPLEVER HAMMERGUN, serial no. 16117, for 1890, 30in.
nitro reproved barrels (in 1973), the rib engraved in gothic script ‘JOHN
RIGBY & Co DUBLIN & LONDON’, (likely refreshed), 2 1/2in. chambers,
bored approx. imp. cyl. and 1/2 choke, some pitting, carved percussion
fences, rebounding sidelocks with flat side dolphin hammers, fine
acanthus scroll engraving with some beaded bordering, brushed and
reblued finish overall, 14 1/4in. stock (broken through and repaired at
hand) including steel buttplate, fore-end with grip-catch release lever,
weight 6lb. 13oz., in a canvas case
£850-950
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AUCTIONEERS OF FINE MODERN & ANTIQUE GUNS

FOR ALL PROPOSED VISITS TO HOLTS, PLEASE REFER TO OUR COVID-19 POLICY ON OUR
WEBSITE. THIS WILL BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PREVAILING UK
GOVERNMENT ADVICE
VISITS BY PRE-APPOINTMENT ONLY - PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE ON +44 (0) 1485 542822.
To gain entry to the viewing, one of the following will be required:
Either
1. Photo ID i.e.
a) Passport/Firearms Licence/Driving Licence/Warrant Card/Government ID Card
or
2. Two forms of non-photographic ID i.e.
a) Bank Card/Credit Card
b) Utility Bill showing name and address
Without these items you will not be able to enter the premises.
______________________________________________________________________________________

PROOF AND CONDITION OF FIREARMS
Please note that the descriptions of firearms in the catalogues are restricted to external examinations and the status
of proof. Firearms are not stripped as a matter of course and it is recommended that any purchase is stripped and
cleaned and that the firing, safety and sighting mechanisms are checked by a qualified gunsmith before use.
For specialist assistance on regulating and sighting in bolt action or double rifles before use, Holts recommend J.
Roberts & Son - www.jroberts-gunmakers.co.uk
Firearms sold with a Certificate of Unprovability or Proof Exemption have been examined by a Proof House but not
subsequently proved. These firearms are being sold as items of interest or curiosity and are not to be considered as
safe to use.
A valid Section 5 authority must be produced in order to view prohibited weapons.
HOLTS REQUEST THAT ARRANGEMENTS FOR COLLECTION BE MADE WITHIN ONE CALENDAR MONTH FROM THE
SALE.
We are unable to send bladed products/edged weapons, ammunition or cartridges by postal courier.
It may be possible by prior arrangement (minimum seven days notice) to organise a collection from a Valuation
Day or delivery to a Registered Firearms Dealer. A FEE WILL BE CHARGED FOR THIS SERVICE.
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LICENCE REQUIREMENTS
Please note that sporting guns, rifles and ammunition will only be
released to a valid and appropriate Section 5 / Firearm / Shotgun
certificate holder.
LOTS MARKED:
S1 are Section 1 Firearms and require a valid British Firearms
Certificate or Registered Firearms Dealer licence to be
produced before it may be released. These will bear red labels
in the saleroom.
S2 are Section 2 Firearms and require a valid British Shotgun
Certificate or Registered Firearms Dealer licence to be
produced before it may be released. These will bear yellow
labels in the saleroom
S5 are Section 5 Firearms and require a valid Section 5 Authority
to be produced before it may be viewed or released. For Section
7 buyers, please refer to Chapter 9 of the Home Office
‘FIREARMS LAW – GUIDANCE TO THE POLICE 2002’ for eligibility
and restrictions.
Unless prior arrangement has been made, two weeks after
the Sealed bid sale, all Section 5 (and Section 7.1 / 7.3) items
will be moved to a Section 5 carriers where storage charges
will be incurred.
Goods will not be released until all outstanding charges have
been met. Collection will be by arrangement.
Antique and Obsolete Calibre weapons are sold as exempt items
under Section 58 (2) of the 1968 Firearms act – to be held as a
curiosity or ornament only. These will bear green or blue labels in
the saleroom. Please note that by bidding on these items you
declare that you are not a Prohibited Person as defined by Section
21 of the Firearms Act 1968 (as amended).
NOTE TO BUYERS OF AIR WEAPONS: Please be aware that air
weapons post 1939 in manufacture cannot be shipped directly to a
private individual under Section 32 of the 2006 VCR Act. All
transfers must be on a face to face basis either directly from us or
via a Registered Firearms Dealer.
NOTE TO BUYERS OF EDGED WEAPONS: Please be aware that we
are unable to send edged weapons or bladed products by postal
courier to a UK residential address (Offensive Weapons Act 2019)
NOTE TO OVERSEAS BUYERS: Please be aware that items
classified as Section 5 Prohibited Weapons under UK Law will incur
additional shipping charges regardless of their classification
outside of the UK.

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR U.S. BIDDERS. Please note that under
current rulings enforced by BATF any Mauser 98 actioned sporting
rifle REGARDLESS OF ORIGINAL APPLICATION that has a thumb
recess in the sidewall and loading-clip cut-out in the rear bridge
will be refused an import permit into the United States.
FIREARMS ACT 1968 (AS AMENDED) Private buyers resident
within the UK who have successfully bid on a Section 1 or Section
2 item must send by Recorded Delivery their original
shotgun/firearm certificate to Holts in advance of making
payment. The certificate will be checked and completed on day of
receipt and returned by Recorded Delivery, at which point payment
should be made. Successful bidders not in possession of a valid
authority are requested to pay a deposit of 95% of the invoice total
with the remaining 5% payable once the certificate has been
checked and completed.IF YOU REQUIRE ITEMS TO BE SHIPPED,
THERE WILL BE A CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE. Please contact
the Shipping Department for further details
INFORMATION FOR EXPORT AGENTS (AND THEIR CLIENTS)
Greg Morley-Smith (greg@holtsauctioneers.com, telephone:
+44 (0) 1306 628067) is responsible for controlling Holts imports
and exports.
Lots marked * or ** are imported items and must be exported
under Customs Procedure Code 3153000. In order for buyers to be
refunded import VAT and VAT on the buyer’s premium (and not to
be charged Customs duty) the following practice must please be
followed: The import entry number (which will be supplied by Mr
Morley-Smith) has to be quoted on the Export Declaration. Further,
the Declaration must show Holts Auctioneers Ltd as the exporter
and Holts VAT number (731841346000). If the goods require an
Export Licence, then Holts own Open General Export Licence (copy
available on request) must be used. Exports should take place
within 30 days of payment – however, as this is often not possible
please contact Mr Morley-Smith who will apply to HMRC for an
extension of time (up to 2 years from the date of import).
Finally, Holts goods must be declared separately if they are
being shipped with goods from other suppliers. If an agent/buyer
does not wish to export under Holts Licence and VAT number
then no VAT will be refunded and the agent/buyer will be
responsible for the duty. In this instance, Holts goods do not have
to be declared separately.
All non-imported items can be exported under Customs Procedure
Code CPC10000001, but again, in order for the VAT on the buyer’s
premium to be refunded, Holts VAT number and Open Licence
must be used and the goods must be declared separately if they
are being shipped with goods from other suppliers.
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HOLTS TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS
Definitions
1. The Auctioneers means Holt & Company Auctioneers Limited of
Modern and Antique Guns.
2. ‘Deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with the intention to
deceive as to authorship, origin, age or source, which is not so
described in the catalogue and which has a value materially less
than if it had been in accordance with the description in the
catalogue.
The Auction
3. Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of the catalogues, the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility for any inaccuracies contained
therein.
4. Lots shall be held to be at the buyer’s risk upon collection by, or on
behalf of, the buyer.
5. Legal title shall not pass to the buyer until the purchase price
together with the premium has been paid in full.
6. Purchasers and vendors are in direct contract with one another in
respect of each individual Lot.
7. All transactions to which the Auctioneers are a party shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England
and Wales.
8. Holts trade in pounds sterling GBP

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

Conditions concerning buyers
9. Holts charges a Buyer’s Premium to the buyer on the hammer price
of each lot sold at the following rates:
25% up to and including £50,000
20% in excess of the hammer price above £50,000
VAT at the appropriate rate is applied to the Premium.
10. Buyers will be required to supply to the Auctioneers their names and
addresses and if required, a deposit, immediately after the fall of the
hammer.
11. Where buyers bid on behalf of a third party a letter of authorisation
(stating the maximum bid) from that third party must be supplied to
the Auctioneers in advance.
12. Commission bids will be executed free of charge but must reach the
Auctioneers by 6pm on the day preceding the sale. Telephone
commission bids must be confirmed in writing.
13. The buyer shall not rely purely upon the catalogue description but shall

satisfy himself as to the physical condition and the description of each
Lot. Please note that the descriptions of firearms in the catalogues are
restricted to external examinations and the status of proof. Firearms
are not stripped as a matter of course and it is recommended that any
purchase is stripped and cleaned and that the firing, safety and
sighting mechanisms are checked by a qualified gunsmith before use.
Interest calculated at 2% above the base rate prevailing at National
Westminster Bank PLC shall be payable at the Auctioneers
discretion on any accounts not settled within 7 days of date of
original invoice. Interest received on the hammer price will be
remitted to the vendor concerned.
Items bought in the Sale are to be collected (or shipping
arrangements made) within one calendar month from the Sale
otherwise storage charges at the rate of £1+VAT per Lot per day will
be incurred.
The Auctioneers shall have the discretion to re-enter items in a
subsequent Sale which have been paid for but not collected within
three calendar months from the Sale. The purchaser accepts that
he/she becomes the vendor and that the storage charges will also be
deducted from the hammer price.
All shipping charges will be invoiced separately. Purchasers may not
withhold payment on the main invoice in order to make one payment
for both.
By making a bid, prospective purchasers acknowledge acceptance of
these conditions.

Forgeries and Disputes
19. In the event of any dispute following the sale of a Lot, the
Auctioneers, only upon receipt of a written notice of the facts within
three months of the sale, will investigate the claim and may rescind
the sale provided that:
20. The Lot is returned in the same condition as at the time of the sale;
21. Written proof of the forgery accompanies the Lot and the buyer
demonstrates to the reasonable satisfaction of the Auctioneers that
in light of the catalogue description the Lot is a deliberate forgery;
22. The general opinion of scholars and experts at the time of the sale
would have indicated that the Lot was a deliberate forgery: or,
23. Scientific processes in existence at the time of the sale would be
established that the Lot was a deliberate forgery.
24. The benefit of this condition is not assignable.

CONDITIONS CONCERNING VENDORS
1 YOUR UNDERTAKINGS TO US
1.1 We are selling the Lot on your behalf as your agent and you therefore
undertake to us that:
1.1.1 you are the owner of the Lot or, if you are not the owner of the Lot
(whether or not you have notified us that you are acting as an agent for a
principal), you are duly authorised by the owner of the Lot to sell it;
1.1.2 save as disclosed to us in writing, you sell the Lot with full title
guarantee free from all liens, charges, encumbrances and third party claims;
1.1.3. you are legally entitled to sell the Lot and you are legally capable of
conferring on the Buyer quiet possession of the Lot;
1.1.4 you have complied with all requirements, legal or otherwise, relating to
any export or import of the Lot, all duties and taxes in respect of the export
or import of the Lot have (unless otherwise agreed in writing with us) been
paid and, so far as you and any principal for whom you act in relation to the
Lot are aware, all third parties have complied with such requirements in the
past;
1.1.5 you have notified us in writing of any material alterations to the Lot and
provided us accurately with all information (including any concerns
expressed by third parties relating to the authorship, attribution, condition,
provenance, authenticity, age, suitability, quality and origin of the Lot) in
relation to the Lot, or any Description of it, of which you are aware or which
is in your possession or of which any principal for whom you act in relation to
the Lot is aware or possesses;

1.1.6 you have notified us of all information of which you are aware or
reasonably ought to be aware relating to the present or past ownerships or
use of the Lot (including any association of the Lot with persons or events of
note).
1.1.7 in so far as you or any principal may become aware of any information
(including any concerns expressed by third parties) in relation to the Lot, or
any Description of it, after this agreement has been made, you will promptly
inform us of it;
1.1.8 unless you notify us in writing to the contrary at the time the Lot is
delivered to us, there are no restrictions, (whether copyright or otherwise),
affecting the Lot or our rights to photograph or illustrate the Lot, or
reproduce (in any manner and in any media) photographs or illustrations or
any text of any information or Description of, about or relating to the Lot
provided by you or on your behalf.
1.2 You authorise us to give to the Buyer on your behalf the undertakings or
information referred to at paragraphs 1.1.1 to 1.1.8.
2 INDEMNITIES FROM YOU
2.1 You agree to indemnify us against all claims, proceedings, liabilities,
costs, expenses and losses arising from:
2.1.1 any actual or alleged breach of any undertaking or obligation by you to
us, whether by act or omission or otherwise;
2.1.2 any injury, loss or damage caused to any person by you;
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2.1.3 our exercising any of our rights, powers and/or duties if we have
reasonable cause for believing that:
2.1.3.i we and/or you may be or are restrained by order of the court or other
competent authority in respect of the Lot, or may be or are otherwise not
legally entitled to sell the Lot; or
2.1.3.ii the information about the Lot given to us by you or on your behalf is
inaccurate or misleading in any fraudulent respect; or
2.1.3.iii the Lot is a Forgery;
2.1.4 our receiving or recovering (or seeking to recover where you have
authorised us to do so) the Purchase Price
2.2 Whenever it becomes apparent to us that the Lot is the subject of a claim
by someone other than you (or that such a claim can reasonably be expected
to be made), we may, at our absolute discretion, deal with the Lot in any
manner which appears to us to recognise the legitimate interests of
ourselves and the other parties involved and lawfully protect our position and
our legitimate interests.
3 RESERVES
3.1 The Lot will be sold Without Reserve unless a Reserve has been agreed
with us or we have accepted a Reserve under paragraph 3.5 or if paragraph
3.6 applies.
3.2 An agreed Reserve or the agreement that the Lot is to be sold Without
Reserve cannot be altered without our written consent.

6. LOSS OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY
6.1 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, we will assume the risk of loss or
damage to Property received from the Seller where possession of such is
actually taken by one of our authorised representatives or one of our
employees. The risk for property placed into the possession of a third party,
for onward transmission to us or to one of our authorised representatives,
shall not be assumed by us until the property is actually received by one of
our employees or authorised representatives. Once assumed the risk shall
stay with us until:(i) it passes to the Buyer; or
(ii) if the item is unsold, when released by us direct to the seller. Where
released by us via one of our authorised representatives or via a courier
instructed by us (with the charge incurred reimbursed by the seller) the risk
will pass to the seller only when he is in actual possession of the property.
Where, under firearms licensing laws, such release can only be made to a
third party, namely an RFD holder, our assumption of risk will terminate
upon actual possession by that third party. Under these provisions any claim
made by a seller for non-delivery / damage must be made to us within 7 days
of the date of delivery or intended delivery. We will not accept liability for any
claim made after this period.
6.2 Holts Auctioneers shall charge reimbursement of insurance fees at the
rate of 1.5% of:(i) the Hammer Price of the Property, if sold;
(ii) the mid estimate, if not offered for sale (or our reasonable estimate of
auction value where there are no pre-sale estimates).

3.3 If the Property Receipt states a figure for the Reserve, that is the agreed
Reserve with which the Lot will be sold.

6.3 If damage or loss occurs whilst the Property is at our risk, the maximum
amount of our liability shall be as set out in Condition 6.2(i) and (ii), as
applicable, less Seller’s Commission and Expenses.

3.4 If the Property Receipt states that the Reserve is "zero", “AD”, “NR”,
"sell" or "0" or that the Lot is to be sold Without Reserve or that there is no
Reserve, it is agreed that the Lot will be sold Without Reserve.

We will not be liable for any loss or damage caused by:- (i) normal wear and
tear, gradual deterioration or inherent vice or defect; (ii) proofing and / or
repair processes; (iii) war or radioactive contamination.

3.5 If the Property Receipt does not contain any of the statements referred to
in paragraphs 3.3 or 3.4, the Lot will be sold Without Reserve unless by
written notice received by us at least 24 hours prior to the start of the Sale,
you ask us to place a Reserve on the Lot at a particular figure and we accept,
in writing, that figure as the Reserve.
3.6 If the figure you give for the Reserve on the Property Receipt or in a notice
under paragraph 3.5 exceeds the lower figure of any Estimate for the Lot
which we have notified to you, we can refuse to accept it as the Reserve. If we
do so, we will give you notice of this and the Lot will be offered for sale
Without Reserve unless you agree that the Lot is offered for Sale at a Reserve
set by us.
3.7 All Reserves will be in the currency of the country in which the Lot is to
be sold. Any Reserve placed in any other currency will be converted into that
currency using the mid market exchange rate at the close of business on the
day before the Sale as quoted to us by National Westminster Bank Plc.
3.8 Where the Property Receipt states that we are given "discretion" in
relation to the Reserve, you authorise us if we deem it necessary in order to
sell the Lot (regardless of estimate) to accept bids for the Lot at up to 10%
less than the Reserve.
You authorise us to refuse a bid(s) from any Bidder, including from the
highest Bidder, and whether or not there is a Reserve if such refusal is
reasonable for the protection of your and/or our interests in the
circumstances.
4 CHARGES FOR UNSOLD ITEMS
4.1 In the event of a Lot failing to reach its reserve we shall be entitled to
charge you a commission of 10% (plus VAT) of the reserve price, unless we
have previously agreed to an alternate charge.
5 WITHDRAWAL OF PROPERTY
5.1. If you withdraw any Lot after the Contract has been signed, we reserve
the right to recover from you any expenses incurred.
5.2 If you withdraw any Lot from sale after the Lot has been catalogued, we
reserve the right to charge you a withdrawal fee of up to 35% (+ VAT) of the
lower estimate (or reserve price, if there is one) plus any expenses incurred.
5.3 We retain the right to withdraw Lots at our discretion at any time for any
reason.

7 RESIDUAL MATTERS
7.1 We act as agents only and therefore shall not be accountable to you for
any sum until payment has been received from the buyer. Whilst we will use
our best endeavours to obtain payment from the purchaser on your behalf,
we cannot accept liability if the purchaser fails to make payment.
7.2 The seller accepts that items requiring proof before sale will be
submitted to the Proof House and any work reasonably required for
successful proofing will be undertaken on behalf of the seller at his cost.
7.3 Whilst we take every care in the preparation of our catalogues we cannot
accept responsibility for any inaccuracies contained therein.
7.4 You authorise us to deduct the sale commission (at a minimum of £15.00
per lot (plus VAT) in addition to illustration charges from the hammer price.
7.5 We shall have discretion to enter items into any one of our sales,
additionally, we have the discretion to re-enter items into a subsequent sale
in the event of a lot being unsold. The seller accept that the reserve will be
reduced by an appropriate margin.
Data Protection:
We may use your data to notify you about changes to our services or to
provide you with information about upcoming auctions or events which we
feel may be of interest to you. We will not disclose your data to any third party.
You have the right to request us not to use your information for these
purposes by contacting Holts Auctioneers Ltd. at Church Farm Barns,
Wolferton, Norfolk, PE31 6HA, or by e-mail at
enquiries@holtsauctioneers.com.
Definitions
“Us”, “Our”, “We”, “The Auctioneer” Holts Auctioneers Ltd
“You”, “Your” The Vendor
“Forgery” an imitation intended by the maker(s) or any other person to
deceive as to authorship, attribution, origin, authenticity, style, date, age,
period, provenance, culture, source or composition, which at the date of Sale
had a value materially less than it would have had if the Lot had not been
such an imitation
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REGIONAL
OFFICES
NORTH & SCOTTISH BORDERS
Mark Forster
North East
Tel: +44 (0)1665 602659
Mobile: +44 (0)797 0184092
Email:
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Darren Burtenshaw
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Email:
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SOUTH EAST
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Email:
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Martin Davy
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Email:
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Charles Dingwall
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worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
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Email:
worldwide@holtsauctioneers.com
Simon Grantham
Lincolnshire & Nottinghamshire
Tel: +44 (0)7860 300055
Email:
simon@gsgrantham.com

IRELAND
Ivor Cowan
Northern Ireland
Tel: 028 8778 9533
Mob: 07810 876470
Email:
northernireland@holtsauctioneers.com
Company Reg: Holt & Company Auctioneers Ltd

Roger Thomas F.R.I.C.S.
South Wales
Tel: +44 (0)2920 346370
Mob: +44 (0)7768 232334
Email:
wales@holtsauctioneers.com
Richard Jones
Mid Wales
Mob: +44 (0)7889 225488
Email:
midwales@holtsauctioneers.com
SCOTLAND
Ian Bonner
Scottish Highlands
Tel: +44 (0)1466 700308
Mob: +44 (0)7714 052117
Email:
bonner111@btinternet.com
Tommy MacMillan
Inverness & Western Scotland
Mob: +44 (0)7789863402
Email:
scotland@holtsauctioneers.com
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